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ABSTRACT 
This dissertation argues that missionary religion played a role in the development 
of historical globalization, defined as an increase in global flows leading to global 
interdependence and the sense of the world as one. It asserts that globalization, far from 
being a contemporary phenomenon, was well underway at the turn of the twentieth 
century and that religious forces deserve consideration as drivers of this process along 
with economic, political, and other factors. This dissertation uses a case study of 
Methodist missions in Malaysia to make this point. It examines the ways in which the 
Malaysia Mission served as a globalizing force for those involved with it. 
While the mission benefitted from the globalizing effects of migratory networks, 
capitalism, colonialism, and communication technologies, it also facilitated global flows 
of people, resources, power, information, and ideologies. The Malaysia Mission acted as 
a social network to guide and assist the world-wide movement of mission supporters, 
missionaries, and church members. It developed capacities similar to a multinational 
vii 
corporation or international non-governmental organization and was thereby able to 
coordinate personnel and logistics on an international scale, raise money broadly, and 
support entrepreneurial economic endeavors. In its role as a voluntary organization that 
educated its members, the Malaysia Mission facilitated processes of individual 
empowerment among its local leaders, women, and students. Through its function as a 
global communications network, the mission spread concepts about the land and people 
of Malaysia to justify its expansion; used news to forge a sense of connection to the 
communities of the mission, Methodism more broadly, and evangelical Protestantism; 
and spread Protestant, Methodist, and holiness theological and moral ideals. 
In its most important and unique contribution to globalization, the Malaysia 
Mission prompted those associated with it to think of themselves and the world in new 
ways, as global people in a global space. Globalization, this dissertation concludes, is 
predicated upon an understanding of the world as a global whole. Missionary religion 
played a significant role in creating that notion. This insight inspires a reconsideration of 
scholarly understandings of globalization, missionary religion, and the relationship 
between the two. 
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A Note on Names 
In general, I have tried to follow naming conventions from the time about which I 
write. The most notable of these conventions is the use of "Malaysia" to refer to a large 
area of Southeast Asia that extends beyond the modern-day nation-state of Malaysia to 
include Singapore and parts of what are now Indonesia and the Philippines. During the 
time covered by this dissertation, the term "Malaysia" was used by missionaries and 
others to denote the area in which the "Malay people," that is, those who spoke some 
dialect of Malay or had ethnographic similarities to Malay-speakers, lived. It included 
the political entities of the Straits Settlements, Federated Malay States, Unfederated 
Malay States, Netherlands East Indies, Sarawak, North Borneo, and the Philippines. 
Following this convention, when writing place names, I have for the most part 
stuck to the names and spellings common during the period about which I am writing. In 
a few instances, spellings varied during the time period under study, and I have tried to 
choose what I thought was the most common spelling. In a very few cases (such as 
Kuala Lumpur vs. Kuala Lumpor), I have chosen to go with a modern spelling because of 
the prominence of the place. For personal names, I have again tried to refer to the people 
about whom I write in the same way that others of the time referred to them and they 
referred to themselves. For many of the European men, that means using their first and 
middle initials rather than first names, though I give the full version of their names the 
first time it is used. When citing letters, I have referred to all persons by using their 
initials and last name. The spellings of Chinese and Tamil names have all been taken 
from historical documents, and I have made no attempts to modernize these spellings. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction - Religion and the History of Globalization 
Some surprising things were happening in Southeast Asia at the tum of the 
twentieth century. People from around the world were coming to the area, starting new 
enterprises that resulted in new connections with a myriad of different places. There 
were people like H. L. E. Luering. This German man raised funds from Scandinavian-
Americans for an orphanage for Chinese immigrants in a British-ruled Malay state. 
There was also James M. Hoover, originally a Pennsylvania farm boy, who introduced a 
rice huller designed by a Brazilian, patented in Britain, and manufactured in America to a 
community of Chinese immigrants in Sarawak. An island away, the India-born and 
British-educated S. S. Pakianathan opened an American-sponsored school to teach 
English to Chinese immigrants in the Dutch-ruled Indonesian town of Palembang. 
Across the straits in Singapore, Sophia Blackmore, a native of Australia, was printing a 
newspaper in Malay written with a Romanized alphabet on an American-run press for 
Baba Chinese women, descendants of intermarriage between male Chinese settlers and 
local Malay women. 
Part of what makes such stories surprising is their striking similarity to instances 
of global melange in contemporary times. Large-scale immigration, international charity, 
technologies exported around the world, global economic forces, the recruitment of 
employees from many nations, the spread of English as a lingua-franca, new forms of 
communication technology, cultural mixing, and political entities uniting disparate 
regions are all features of contemporary globalization. Yet as these four quick character 
sketches have shown, they were all present a hundred years ago as well. While the term 
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may be of recent coinage, "globalization" as a process was already underway in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 
What makes the stories of global connections in Southeast Asia recounted above 
even more surprising, though, is that these global connections were being forged neither 
by multinational corporations (MNCs), nor by international political bodies, nor by 
international non-governmental organizations (INGOs), but by a religious body: the 
Methodist Episcopal Church (MEC), an American Protestant denomination. Luering, 
Hoover, Pakianathan, and Blackmore all worked for the MEC. Luering's orphanage and 
the Scandinavian-Americans who supported it were Methodist. Most of the Chinese 
immigrants with whom Luering and Hoover worked were Methodists. The immigrants in 
Sarawak were brought there by an agreement between Rajah Brooke and a Methodist 
leader in Fuzhou, China. Pakianathan's school was Methodist, one of many such 
Methodist schools in Southeast Asia, and some of his Chinese students were or became 
Methodist too. The paper Blackmore put out and the press on which she printed it were 
Methodist as well, as were most of the paper's readers. All these stories come from the 
history of the MEC' s Malaysia Mission. 
This then is the surprise waiting in a historical examination of tum-of-the-century 
Southeast Asia: Globalization was happening, and it was happening in part because of 
religion, as an investigation of Methodist missions in the region can show. 
3 
Methodists and Malaysia 
If one were to set out to find evidence of religiously-driven globalization at the 
end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century, Methodists in Malaysia may 
seem like an odd place to begin. Surely the Catholic Church, with its world-wide 
structure, or the Anglican Church, riding the coattails of British imperialism, would be a 
better choice than some American church virtually unknown in the halls of European 
power. And wouldn't China or India, often the centers of discussions of globalization 
today and the focus of much of the missionary interest then, be better choices than out-of-
the-way Malaysia? Why use Methodists in Malaysia as a case study to prove the point 
about religion's role in shaping the global world in which we live? As it turns out, 
though, the Methodist Episcopal Church was not unknown in the halls of power in 
Europe or elsewhere around the globe, and Malaysia was anything but an out-of-the-way 
place. Both Methodists and Malaysia are particularly well-suited to exploring the 
relationship between religion and globalization at the tum of the century. 
The Methodist Episcopal Church was not just some insignificant band of hymn-
singing revivalists. Nathan Hatch has argued that Methodism and not Puritanism was the 
key to understanding the early American republic.' By the mid-1800s, the MEC was the 
largest and most geographically-distributed Protestant church body in the United States. 
Over one in three American church members was Methodist of some sort, and the lion's 
share of these belonged to the Methodist Episcopal Church.2 The MEC had successfully 
1 Nathan 0. Hatch, "The Puzzle of American Methodism," Church History 63, no. 2 (June 1994): 
175-189. 
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moved west with the American frontier, using its system of horseback-riding preachers to 
carry its message and organizational system across the land.3 Moreover, by the middle of 
the nineteenth century, the MEC was no longer solely an American church. Following 
the sending of its first foreign missionary in 1821, MEC missionary efforts had expanded 
rapidly. By 1900, the church outside of the U. S. claimed 180,000 members and as many 
as five times that number of adherents across twenty-eight countries on five continents.4 
Methodism as a movement and the MEC as an institution were well on their ways to 
becoming global phenomena. 5 
Certain features of the Methodist tradition made it especially conducive to 
establishing international linkages. Methodism often flourished among mobile 
populations and the "industrious poor" looking to move up the social and economic 
2 Daniel Dorchester, Christianity in the United States From the First Settlement Down to the 
Present Time (New York, Cincinnati: Phillips & Hunt; Cranston & Stowe, 1888), 734-5. Others belonged 
to the Methodist Episcopal Church, South; Methodist Protestant Church: African Methodist Episcopal 
Church; African Methodist Episcopal Church, Zion; Colored Methodist Episcopal Church; Free Methodist 
Church; Wesleyan Church; or one of the other, smaller Methodist denominations. 
3 For the classic account of this process, see William Warren Sweet, Methodism in American 
History (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1954). 
4 The 180,000 figure comes from Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church, Annual 
Report of the Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church for the Year_ (New York: 
Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church Open Door Emergency Commission, [varies]), 
1900, p. 7. For the five times as many adherents, see David Hempton, Methodism: Empire of the Spirit 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 2005), l-2. By 1900, the MEC had missions and members in North 
America (Mexico and Costa Rica), South America (Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay, Brazil, Chile, Peru, and 
Ecuador), Africa (Liberia, Mozambique, and Angola), Europe (Germany, Switzerland, Austria-Hungary, 
Italy, Bulgaria, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Finland, and Russia), and Asia (India, China, Korea, Japan, the 
Philippines, and Malaysia) . See J. Tremayne Copplestone, The History of Methodist Missions: Twentieth-
Century Perspectives (The Methodist Episcopal Church, 1896-1939) (New York: The Board of Global 
Ministries, The United Methodist Church, 1973). 
5 For more on Methodism as a global movement, see Hempton, Methodism; Kenneth Cracknell 
and Susan J. White, An Introduction to World Methodism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005). 
5 
ladder. 6 These features meant that the tradition traveled well and not only entered new 
social spaces but helped to create these new social spaces. Furthermore, the 
"connectional" system of church membership and church organization ensured that 
members and ministers stayed in contact with each other across distances.7 From its 
beginning, Methodism was built to be a mobile religious tradition, capable of 
transcending geographic boundaries. 
Moreover, some of the same features that made Methodism such a successful 
American religious tradition also equipped it well to travel abroad. Scholars write about 
contemporary, secular globalization as being built on an American platform but operating 
through contributions from around the world. 8 The MEC operated in the same way; in it, 
American voluntarism, activism, and expansionism created a system in which people 
from around the world were able to participate. Indeed, the MEC was perhaps the prime 
religious embodiment of the American spirit that shaped economic globalization as well. 
Sydney Alstrom has described Methodists as the quintessential middle-class middle-
Americans.9 The MEC and its missions also displayed the voluntaristic, activist spirit 
6 The classic statement of this argument is E. P. Thompson, The Making of the English Working 
Class (New York: Vintage Books, 1963), but for American and international contexts respectively, see 
John H. Wigger, Taking Heaven by Storm: Methodism and the Rise of Popular Christianity in America 
(Urbana; Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2001); and Hempton, Methodism. 
7 Richard Heitzenrater has argued that connectionalism was the defining mark of Methodism from 
its beginning (Wesley and the People Called Methodists (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 1995)). See also 
Russell E. Richey, Methodist Connectionalism: Historical Perspectives (Nashville, TN: General Board of 
Higher Education and Ministry, The United Methodist Church, 2009). 
8 Thomas Friedman, The World is Flat: A Brief History of the Twenty-first Century, Further 
Updated and Expanded ed. (New York: Farrar Straus and Giroux, 2007). 
9 Sydney E. Ahlstrom, A Religious History of the American People (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1972). 
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that Charles Forman and others have argued set American missions apart from those of 
other countries.10 
This activist spirit came about in part because Methodism grew out of a 
theological stance that soughtto engage with rather than separate from the world. 11 This 
predilection made Methodists more comfortable connecting across religious, cultural, and 
social boundaries. Methodists were interested in collaborative projects with other 
evangelical Protestants in domestic work and occasionally in foreign missions as well. 
This posture of engagement also made Methodists interested in social reform, a task that 
drew them into complex political and economic issues. 12 Such reforming impulses led 
them to not only tackle prohibition in this country but also women' s rights around the 
world. 13 Furthermore, engagement made Methodists interested in providing education to 
their members and others. These educational endeavors resulted in many fine American 
colleges and universities and an international system of mission schools. 14 These schools 
were given a further boost by the mainly English-language medium in which Methodism 
moved and by which Methodism operated. 
1° Charles W. Forman, "II. The Americans," International Bulletin of Missionary Research 6, no. 
2 (April 1982): 54-56. See the other articles in that issue for additional work on the national character of 
the missions of various countries. 
11 Robbie Goh, Sparks of Grace: The Story of Methodism in Asia (Singapore: Methodist Church in 
Singapore, 2003). 
12 Timothy L. Smith, Revivalism and Social Reform in Mid-Nineteenth-Century America. Chapters 
l-Xl and XIV comprise the FrankS. and Elizabeth D. Brewer prize essay for 1955, the American Society of 
Church History. (New York: Abingdon Press, 1957). 
13 Dana L. Robert, American Women in Mission: A Social History of Their Thought and Practice 
(Macon, GA: Mercer University Press, 1997). 
14 Sweet, Methodism in American History ; Hempton, Methodism ; Robert, American Women in 
Mission. 
7 
Methodists were certainly not unique in undertaking foreign missions nor in the 
types of transnational connections they established thereby. Catholics and Anglicans 
have similar unifying hierarchical structures. The ABCFM had a similar American base. 
Evangelicals and pentecostals have similar expansionist zeal. Indeed, much scholarly 
work has looked at the relationship between Catholics, evangelicals, and/or pentecostals 
and globalization in a contemporary setting. 15 Yet Methodists share things with each of 
these groups, as the heirs of Anglicans and Catholics, the compatriots of the ABCFM, the 
forbearers of pentecostals, and the kinfolk of other evangelicals, making them a 
particularly good choice for study. They are also the most significant religious tradition 
to combine both a connectional organization and American middle-class voluntarism. 
Malaysia turns out to be an especially appropriate subject for investigation as 
well. Malaysia and the rest of Southeast Asia, in addition to being a diverse yet 
interconnected region itself, has had a very long history of connections to China, India, 
15 For evangelicals, see Mark A. Noll, The New Shape of World Christianity: How American 
Experience Reflects Global Faith (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2009); Ogbu U. Kalu, "Changing 
Tides: Some Currents in World Christianity at the Opening of the Twenty-First Century," in Interpreting 
Contemporary Christianity: Global Processes and Local Identities (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Co., 2008); Paul Preston, "Globalization, Religion, and Evangelical Christianity: A 
Sociological Meditation from the Third World," in Interpreting Contemporary Christianity: Global 
Processes and Local Identities (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co. , 2008) ; and Peter 
Berger, "Four Faces of Global Culture," National Interest, no. 47 (Falll997): 23-29. For pentecostals, see 
Simon Coleman, The Globalisation of Charismatic Christianity (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2000); Frank J. Lechner and John Boli, "Expanding World Culture: Pentecostalism as a Global 
Movement," in The Globalization Reader, ed. Frank J. Lechner and John Boli, 3rd Edition: The Making of 
Global Society. (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishers, 2009); Joel Robbins, "The Globalization of 
Pentecostal and Charismatic Christianity," Annual Review of Anthropology 33 (2004): 117-143; and Allan 
Anderson, An Introduction to Pentecostalism: Global Charismatic Christianity (Cambridge; New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2004). For Catholics, see Jose Casanova, "Religion, the New Millenium, and 
Globalization," Sociology of Religion 62, no. 4, Special Issue: Religion and Globalization at the Tum of the 
Millenium (Winter 2001 ): 415-441; Preston, "Globalization, Religion, and Evangelical Christianity: A 
Sociological Meditation from the Third World"; AnnaL. Peterson, Manuel A. Vasquez, and Philip J. 
Williams, eds., Christianity, Social Change, and Globalization in the Americas (New Brunswick, NJ: 
Rutgers University Press, 2001); and Manuel A. Vasquez and Marie Friedmann Marquardt, Globalizing the 
Sacred Religion across the Americas (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2003). 
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and elsewhere, stretching back millennia. Early Chinese contacts with the region 
revolved around trade, a connection that would continue once established, especially with 
the southeastern provinces of Fujian and Guangdong. The Chinese referred to Southeast 
Asia as Nanyang, the area of the southern seas, and it was long viewed as a land of 
economic potential. 16 There were political and religious connections between China and 
Southeast Asia at times too. China conducted marriage alliances with and at times 
exerted nominal sovereignty over some Southeast Asian kingdoms. 17 Southeast Asia was 
also seen as a stop-off on the way to India to learn about Buddhism, and the kingdom of 
Srivijaya in the seventh through tenth centuries was a place to study Buddhism a little 
closer to home. 18 It is also possible that Islam was introduced to Southeast Asia in part 
through Chinese agency. 19 
Like the Chinese, Indians have a history of connections with Southeast Asia 
stretching back millennia as well. Also like the Chinese, these connections were first 
established through trade. India did not just export goods to Malaysia, though, but also 
cultural, political, and religious ideas. Much has been written about the Indianized states 
16 Sterling Seagrave, Lords of the Rim: The Invisible Empire of the Overseas Chinese (New York: 
Putnam's & Sons, 1995); Anthony Reid and Kristine Alilunas-Rodgers, Sojourners and Settlers: Histories 
of Southeast China and the Chinese (St. Leonard's, NSW: Allen & Unwin, 1996). 
17 Virginia Matheson Hooker, A Short History of Malaysia: Linking East and West (Crows Nest, 
N.S.W.: Allen & Unwin, 2003), 29; Keith W. Taylor, "The Early Kingdoms," in The Cambridge History of 
Southeast Asia: Volume I: From Early Times to C. 1800, ed. Nicholas Tarling (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1992), 137-182. 
18 Hooker, A Short History of Malaysia: Linking East and West, 47. 
19 J. G. de Casparis and I. W. Mabbett, "Religion and Popular Beliefs of Southeast Asia before c. 
1500," in The Cambridge History of Southeast Asia: Volume 1: From Early Times to C. I 800, ed. Nicholas 
Tarling (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 331.; and Barbara Watson Andaya and Yoneo 
Ishii, "Religious Developments in Southeast Asia, c. 1500-1800," in The Cambridge History of Southeast 
Asia: Volume I: From Early Times to C. 1800, ed. Nicholas Tarling (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1992), 515. 
9 
of Southeast Asia in the first century of the Common Era.20 These states incorporated 
Indian political ideas about kingship as well as other cultural trappings from India. As 
for religion, Hinduism, Buddhism, and Islam all entered Southeast Asia through 
connections with India.21 All three traditions contributed significantly to the creation of 
networks that crossed local and ethnic divisions within Southeast Asia and connected the 
area to other regions of the globe, as Robert Hefner has shown.22 
While Hinduism and Buddhism had declined in significance in Malaysia by the 
nineteenth century, Islam remained the primary religious force in the region and one of 
the primary forces driving global connections in the area, a pattern that persists to the 
present.23 Patterns of pilgrimage, both those undertaken by Sufis and those undertaken 
by orthodox reformers, sent Southeast Asian Muslims traveling throughout the rest of 
Asia?4 Educational and ideological ties were forged between Malaysia and elsewhere 
through systems of madrasa schooling.25 At the turn of the twentieth century, the area's 
20 See, for instance, George Coedes, The Indianized States of Southeast Asia, ed. Walter F. Vella, 
trans. Sue Brown Cowing (Honolulu: East-West Center Press, 1968). 
21 For a fuller account, see de Casparis and Mabbett, "Religion and Popular Beliefs of Southeast 
Asia before c. 1500." 
22 Robert W. Hefner, "Social Legacies and Possible Futures," in Indonesia: The Great Transition , 
ed. John Bresnan (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 2005), 75-136. 
23 R. Michael Feener and Terenjit Sevea, eds ., Islamic Connections: Studies of South and 
Southeast Asia (Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 2009); Hefner, "Social Legacies and 
Possible Futures." 
24 Michael B. Miller, "Pilgrims' Progress: The Business of the Hajj ," Past & Present 191, no. 1 
(2006): 189-228; Hefner, "Social Legacies and Possible Futures," 84-85. 
25 Farish A. Noor, Yoginder Sikand, and Martin van Bruinessen, The Madrasa in Asia: Political 
Activism and Transnational Linkages (Amsterdam, Netherlands: Amsterdam University Press, 2008); 
Robert W. Hefner, Making Modern Muslims: The Politics of Islamic Education in Southeast Asia 
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2008). 
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Muslims looked to the Ottoman Empire among other places for cultural ideas and 
inspiration.26 At the same time, Middle Eastern Muslims sought to understand Southeast 
Asia, interacting with Muslims from the region in the creation of global Islamic media. 27 
All these globe-spanning Islamic connections had deep historical roots in Southeast Asia 
by the late nineteenth century. 
Even Europeans, relative late-comers to the tradition of Southeast Asian 
globalization, had been in the region for nearly four centuries by the tum of the twentieth 
century. First the Portuguese, then the Dutch, and then the British came to trade, to rule, 
and to spread various forms of Christianity. By the end of the nineteenth century, they 
were joined by a host of European traders and travelers from most of the countries of 
Europe, plus Americans. Nor were Chinese, Indians, and Europeans the only strangers in 
Malaysia. Javanese, Bugis, and traders from across Southeast Asia stopped by. Some 
Japanese worked in the area. One Methodist commentator wrote of Singapore, "It is said 
that if one stands for an hour on a certain bridge in Singapore people of every nationality 
on the globe will pass before him .... The tides of folk from all the Orient ebb and flow 
through Malaya and seventy languages are spoken by those lured by the riches of sea, 
land, forest and mine in this 'Eldorado of the East. "'28 
26 Barbara Watson Andaya, "Historicizing 'Modernity' in Southeast Asia," Journal of the 
Econcomic and Social History of the Orient 40, no. 4 (1997): 401. 
27 Michael Laffan, "'Another Andalusia': Images of Colonial Southeast Asia in Arabic 
Newspapers," The Journal of Asian Studies 66, no . 3 (August 2007): 689-722. 
28 Mary Isham, Valorous Ventures: A Record of Sixty and Six Years of the Woman's Foreign 
Missionary Society, Methodist Episcopal Church (Boston: [s.n.] , 1936), 332. 
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By the late nineteenth century, all of Malaysia, and Singapore in particular, was a 
key link in a global trading system uniting many ethnicities and various imperial and 
commercial systems. Singapore's strategic location made it a stopping off point for 
almost all travel between India and China or Japan, resulting in it becoming it the seventh 
busiest port in the world. 29 By 1900, Malaysia was producing a number of resources of 
importance for the world economy: rubber, tin, pepper, and coffee, among others. The 
Straits Settlements and Federated Malay States were important imperial holdings for 
Britain; the Netherlands Indies were significant imperial territories for Holland. 
Southeast Asia's receptivity to new goods, styles, and cultural patterns; its ethnic 
and religious pluralism; and its extensive connections to international trade have led 
several scholars to talk about distinctive Southeast Asia forms of modernization, a 
process they see as originating in Southeast Asia, not just arriving as a European colonial 
imposition.30 While the relationship between modernization and globalization will be 
further explored below, such evidence of early, indigenous modernization suggests that 
Southeast Asia is a good place to look for early globalization as well. Indeed, Malaysia 
and the rest of Southeast Asia seem to be particularly well-suited for looking for early 
evidence of global connections. Malaysia is a region where the local was in dialogue 
with the global long before it was in other regions. Thus, Southeast Asia warrants 
substantially more scholarly interest than it has previously received, especially when 
29 Jim Baker, Crossroads: A Popular History of Malaysia & Singapore (Singapore: Times Books 
International, 1999), 204. 
30 Andaya, "Historicizing 'Modernity' in Southeast Asia"; Anthony Reid, "Introduction," in The 
Last Stand of Asian Autonomies: Responses to Modernity in the Diverse States of Southeast Asia and 
Korea, 1750-1900, ed. Anthony Reid (New York: St. Martin ' s Press, 1997), 1-25. 
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compared to the "great civilizations" of India or China. While Southeast Asia appears to 
have been ahead of the curve in receptivity to outside influences, patterns evident there 
may be sought in other locations as well. 
Therefore, while Methodists in Malaysia may seem like a strange place to look for 
examples of the religious forces behind early globalization, they tum out instead to be an 
unusually appropriate case study for the task given the ethos of and history of 
connections associated with both Methodists and Malaysia. 
Defining globalization 
To search for historical evidence of globalization, one must know not only where 
to look but what to look for. Articulating a description of the search subject is, however, 
not an easy task. Globalization is a multi-faceted phenomenon and has been defined in a 
myriad of ways. Indeed, one can count over a dozen different definitions. These 
definitions (or partial definitions) include the increase in transnational flows of money, 
goods, and people; the spread of new forms of media and communications technology; 
increased speed of communication and travel; the compression of time and space; an 
increased opportunity for action at a distance; the spread of new forms of social 
organization of a network nature; a process of Westernization; a process of 
modernization; the spread of liberal democratic capitalism; the spread of a global 
monoculture; the creation of a single, global political sphere; an increase in global 
connections; increased global interdependence; and a new awareness of the global 
13 
arena.
31 All of these definitions have merit, but this dissertation is most concerned with 
those that contribute to the formation of what it will term "the global world." In 
particular, these aspects of globalization include an increase in global connections that 
facilitate an increase in global flows of people, resources, power, information, and 
ideologies. These connections also increase global interdependence and facilitate the 
sense of the world as a single (compressed) space. 
This definition of globalization, therefore, does not equate globalization with the 
spread of liberal, democratic capitalism nor with the creation of a single, global polity. 
Common economic and political structures are among the connections that constitute 
31 On globalization as the increase in transnational flows of money, goods, and people, see Jurgen 
Osterhammel and Niels P. Petersson, Globalization: A Short History (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 
Press, 2005), 8. On globalization as the spread of new forms of media and communications technology, see 
Coleman, The Globalisation of Charismatic Christianity, 55. On globalization as an increased speed of 
communication and travel, see Dana L. Robert, Christian Mission: How Christianity Became a World 
Religion (Chichester, U.K: Wiley-Blackwell, 2009), 56-7. On globalization as the compression of time 
and space, see David Harvey, The Condition of Postmodernity: An Enquiry into the Origins of Cultural 
Change (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1989); quoted in Osterhammel and Petersson, Globalization, 8. On 
globalization as an increased opportunity for action at a distance, see Anthony Giddens, The Consequences 
of Modernity (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1990); quoted in Vasquez and Friedmann Marquardt, Globalizing 
the Sacred Religion across the Americas, 35. On globalization as the spread of new forms of social 
organization of a network nature, see Manuel Castells, The Information Age: Economy, Society, and 
Culture, 3 vols., 2nd ed. (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishers, 2000); quoted in Osterhammel and Petersson, 
Globalization, 9. On globalization as a process of Westernization, see Berger, "Four Faces of Global 
Culture." On globalization as a process of modernization, see William R. Nester, Globalization: A Short 
History of the Modern World (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010). On globalization as the spread of 
liberal democratic capitalism, see AnnaL. Peterson, Manuel A. Vasquez, and Philip J. Williams, "The 
Global and the Local," in Christianity, Social Change, and Globalization in the Americas, ed. Anna L. 
Peterson, Manuel A. Vasquez, and Philip J. Williams (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 
2001), 219. On globalization as the spread of a global monoculture, see Berger, "Four Faces of Global 
Culture"; Roland Robertson, Globalization: Social Theory and Global Culture (London: Sage Publications, 
1992); Robert Wuthnow, Boundless Faith: The Global Outreach of American Churches (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2009). On globalization as the creation of a single, global political sphere, 
see David Held and Anthony McGrew, "The Great Globalization Debate: An Introduction," in The Glohal 
Transformations Reader: An Introduction to the Globalization Debate, ed. David Held and Anthony 
McGrew, 2nd ed. (Cambridge; Malden, MA: Polity Press; Blackwell Publishers, 2003), 1-50; Frank J. 
Lechner and John Boli , eds., World Culture: Origins and Consequences (Malden, MA: Blackwell 
Publishers, 2005), 52.. On globalization as an increase in global connections, see Giddens, The 
Consequences of Modernity, 64. On globalization as increased global interdependence, see Held and 
McGrew, "The Great Globalization Debate: An Introduction," 3. On globalization as a new awareness of 
the global arena, see Robertson, Globalization, 8. 
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globalization, but one of the important arguments of this dissertation is that they do not 
comprise the totality of it. The harmful and exploitative aspects of the economic and 
political facets of globalization have led to a number of protests against and critiques of 
globalization, further politicizing the term.32 Therefore, it is important to distinguish 
between solely economic and/or political definitions of globalization and the term as it 
will be employed in this work. Rather than viewing globalization as primarily an 
economic or political process, this dissertation sees it as a multifaceted phenomenon with 
economic, political, religious, cultural, technological, environmental, and other 
dimensions, all of which exhibit complicated interactions with one another. Economic 
and political factors certainly play a part in the story of globalizing Methodists in 
Malaysia, but so do religious, cultural, and other forces. Neither the economic nor the 
political is determinative of these other factors. 
Another line of critique of globalization stems from a definition of globalization 
that sees it as a process of (often coerced) modernization or Westernization. Usually 
these critiques are also connected to an understanding of globalization as imposing a 
homogenizing global monoculture on local cultures. Therefore, it is worth considering 
briefly the relationship among globalization, modernization, and Westernization. Many 
scholars see globalization as in part an extension of Western patterns to the rest of the 
32 For a description of anti-globalization protests, see Chapter 9 of Nayan Chanda, Bound 
Together: How Traders, Preachers, Adventurers, and Warriors Shaped Globalization (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2007). For examples of scholarly critiques of globalization, see for instance, Joseph 
Stiglitz, Globalization and Its Discontents, 1st ed. (New York: W.W. Norton, 2002); Sankaran Krishna, 
Globalization and Postcolonialism: Hegemony and Resistance in the Twenty-First Century (Lanham, MD : 
Rowman & Littlefield, 2009); Cynthia Moe-Lobeda, Healing a Broken World: Globalization and God 
(Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2002). 
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world, usually in the guise of modemization.33 Modernization as a term is at least as 
poorly defined as globalization if not more so, but important aspects of it include a break 
from the past and reorientation toward the new or "modem," expressed in new forms of 
social, political, and economic organization, including bureaucratization, the rise of 
capitalism, and the rise of the nation-state, and in new trends in philosophy, religion, and 
culture, including a focus on reason and the individual.34 Definitions of modernity have 
been contested and reinterpreted in non-Western contexts, including Southeast Asia. 35 
Despite these contestations and reinterpretations, the term continues to have significant 
baggage as a Western process that seeks to impose itself on other areas.36 
Some aspects of globalization are also aspects of modemization;37 therefore, it 
can be tempting to see globalization as just an extension of Western modernity to the rest 
33 See, for instance, Peter Beyer, Religion and Globalization (Theory, Culture & Society) (London: 
Sage Publications, 1994 ); Robertson, Globalization; Nester, Globalization. 
34 For definitions of modernity, see Marshall Berman, All That Is Solid Melts into Air: The 
Experience of Modernity (New York: Viking Penguin, 1988); Mark Elvin, "A Working Definition of 
'Modernity'?," Past & Present 113 (November 1986): 209-213; Giddens, The Consequences of Modernity; 
BryanS. Turner, ed. , Theories of Modernity and Postmodernity (London; Newbury Park, CA: Sage 
Publications, 1990); Michael Allen Gillespie, The Theological Origins of Modernity (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 2008); Paul Heelas, David Martin, and Paul Morris, Religion, Modernity and 
Postmodernity (Oxford; Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishers, 1998). 
35 See Andaya, "Historicizing 'Modernity' in Southeast Asia"; Reid, "Introduction"; Robert W. 
Hefner, "Multiple Modernities: Christianity, Islam, and Hinduism in a Globalizing Age," Annual Review of 
Anthropology 27 (1998): 83-104. 
36 Giddens, The Consequences of Modernity; Bryan S. Turner, "Periodization and Politics in the 
Postmodern," in Theories of Modernity and Postmodernity, ed. BryanS. Turner (London; Newbury Park, 
CA: Sage Publications, 1990), l-13. 
37 These aspects include capitalism, imperial nation-states, and perhaps a focus on the individual. 
Connections between globalization and modernity have yielded such descriptions of globalization as Arjun 
Apparaduri's "modernity at large" (Modernity At Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1996)); Anthony Giddens' "consequence of modernity" (The 
Consequences of Modernity) ; and Ryan Dunch's "global modernity" ("Beyond Cultural Imperialism: 
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of the world. Yet scholars have cautioned that to view globalization solely in this way is 
to participate in a form of intellectual neo-colonialism that revives old modernization 
theories and thereby seeks to impose a normative Western historical narrative upon the 
rest of the world.38 Therefore, it is important to recognize that while globalization may 
depend upon some economic structures, technological innovations, and political forces 
originating in the modem West, it cannot be reduced to Westernization or the spread of 
Western-style modernization. Instead, globalization involves transmission from 
everywhere to everywhere and often draws on patterns of interaction that pre-date contact 
with the West. Therefore, this dissertation takes the view, also articulated by Anthony 
Giddens, that while globalization involves much Western influence, it is not just a 
fw . . 39 process o esterruzatwn. 
Viewing globalization as involving transmission from everywhere to everywhere 
then raises the question of the relationship between the global and the local, an important 
aspect of globalization. This dissertation will follow Wilbert Shenk in asserting that 
"there is no global apart from the local."40 The global only has meaning in so far as it is 
instantiated in local settings. There is no Platonic plane on which a global culture or 
global politics or even the global economy exists independent of actual places and 
Cultural Theory, Christian Missions, and Global Modernity," History and Theory 41 , no. 3 (October 2002): 
301-325). 
38 See, for instance, Preston, "Globalization, Religion, and Evangelical Christianity: A 
Sociological Meditation from the Third World"; Jehu J. Hanciles, Beyond Christendom: Globalization, 
African Migration, and the Transformation of the West (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 2008). 
39 Giddens, The Consequences of Modernity, 174- 5. 
40 Wilbert R. Shenk, ''Toward a Global Church History," International Bulletin of Missionary 
Research 20, no . 2 (April 1996): 56. 
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people. Instead, there are only particular places and people that incorporate cultural, 
political, economic, religious, and other influences from elsewhere around the world. 
Therefore, this dissertation seeks to immerse itself in the historical details necessary to 
elaborate the ways in which these particular influences are transmitted and received. It 
aspires to the type of social history exemplified by Femand Braudel and Anthony Reid 
that uses a close examination of social details to illuminate larger, structural changes in 
social organization.41 
Globalization in history 
Discussions of globalization have thus far been mainly the purview of economists, 
sociologists, and political scientists. Nevertheless, there is a small but growing body of 
work by historians seeking to engage globalization as a theme for study. This work has 
been carried out by a combination of those working under the titles of world history, 
global history, and the history of globalization.42 A. G. Hopkins has issued a call for 
world historians to conduct further work on globalization, stating that "it is time to [give] 
41 Femand Braude!, The Mediterranean and the Mediterranean World in the Age of Philip II, 
trans. Sian Reynolds, vol. I, 2 vols., 1st USed. (New York: Harper & Row, 1972); Femand Braude!, The 
Mediterranean and the Mediterranean World in the Age of Philip II, trans. Sian Reynolds, vol. II, 1st US 
ed. (New York: Harper & Row, 1973); Anthony Reid, Southeast Asia in the Age of Commerce, 1450-1680: 
Volume One: The Lands below the Winds (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1988); Anthony Reid, 
Southeast Asia in the Age of Commerce, 1450-1680: Volume 2: Expansion and Crisis (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1993). 
42 Georg G. Iggers, Q. Edward Wang, and Supriya Mukherjee, A Global History of Modern 
Historiography (Harlow, England: Pearson, 2008); Bruce Mazlish, "Comparing Global History to World 
History," The Journal of Interdisciplinary History 28, no. 3 (Winter 1998): 385-395. 
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the study of globalization a prominent place on the agenda of historical research. "43 
Hopkins justifies this challenge by explaining: 
[G]lobalization is a theme that provides a powerful means of moving the study of 
world history forward. It offers historians two substantial opportunities. The first 
provides them with a chance to employ their knowledge of the past to comment 
on the claims made for and against the novelty of globalization. The second 
invites them to use current preoccupations with the changing shape of the world 
order to frame new questions about history.44 
Peter N. Stearns echoes Hopkins' call, observing, "Contacts among different societies 
have increasingly become the key focus in world history scholarship and teaching". Yet 
such contacts do not need to be seen as isolated incidents. "Globalization," Steams 
explains, "connects this core interest to the present, by forcing analysis not just of 
specific contact episodes but of how contact patterns built up into durable systems and 
motivations."45 Therefore, there is solid historiographical justification for engaging with 
globalization as a historical theme. 
Accepting globalization as a historical theme immediately raises the issue of 
origins and periodization for globalization. Not surprisingly, historians differ on how to 
divide the history of globalization.46 As Hopkins cautions, "Judgments about the novelty 
of the phenomenon, for example, depend heavily on how the terms of the discussion are 
drawn: a very general definition allows globalization to be traced beyond the mists of 
43 A. G. Hopkins, "Globalization--An Agenda for Historians," in Globalization in World History, 
ed. A. G. Hopkins (New York: W. W. Norton & Co. , 2002), 2. 
44 A. G. Hopkins, "The History of Globalization--And The Globalization of History?," in 
Globalization in World Histo ry, ed. A. G. Hopkins (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 2002), 17. 
45 Peter N. Steams, Globalization in World Histo ry (London; New York: Routledge, 2010), 6-7. 
46 For excellent overviews of these debates, see Steams, Globalization in World History ; Michael 
Lang, "Globalization and Its History," The Journal of Modem History 78, no. 4 (December 2006): 899-
931. 
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time; a very narrow one ensures that novelty rather than continuity catches the eye."47 
Hopkins himself argues for the roots of globalization originating in the mists of time, as 
have several other historians.48 Those who prefer to attach a specific date to the origins 
of globalization have several options, most of them in the last millennium. Dates around 
1500 or sometime in the first half of the eighteenth century have some support as the 
beginning of globalization, or at least the start of a new epoch in globalization, though 
other scholars argue for 1000, 1600, or 1800.49 
While each of these dates has a few historians to champion it, the number of 
scholars using the term globalization increases dramatically for the second half of the 
nineteenth century.5° Certainly there are other scholars who reserve the term for use until 
47 Hopkins, "The History of Globalization--And The Globalization of History?," 18-19. 
48 Chanda, Bound Together; Osterhammel and Petersson, Globalization; Manfred Steger, 
Globalization: A Very Short Introduction (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2003). 
49 Thomas Friedman, The Lexus and the Olive Tree: Understanding Globalization, Newly 
Updated and Expanded ed. (New York: Anchor Books, 2000); Robertson, Globalization; Geoffrey C. 
Gunn, First Globalization: The Eurasian Exchange, 1500 to 1800 (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 
2003) ; and Steger, Globalization mention 1500 as an important turning point in the history of globalization. 
Osterhammel and Petersson, Globalization; Robertson, Globalization; Robbie Robertson, The Three Waves 
of Globalization: A History of a Developing Global Consciousness (London: Zed Books, 2003); and 
Steger, Globalization use 1750. For 1000, see Stearns, Globalization in World History, chap. 3. For 1600, 
see Hopkins, "Globalization--An Agenda for Historians"; or Immanuel Wallerstein, The Modern World-
System, 4 vols. (New York: Academic Press, 1974). For 1800, see Friedman, The Lexus and the Olive 
Tree: Understanding Globalization ; or Hopkins, "Globalization--An Agenda for Historians ." 
50 See, for instance, Michael Geyer and Charles Bright, "World History in a Global Age," The 
American Historical Review 100, no. 4 (October 1995): 1034-1060; Robertson, Globalization; Held and 
McGrew, "The Great Globalization Debate: An Introduction"; Osterhammel and Petersson, Globalization; 
Maurice Obstfeld and Alan M. Taylor, "Globalization and Capital Markets," in Globalization in Historical 
Perspective, by Michael D. Bordo, Alan M. Taylor, and Jeffrey G. Williamson (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2003), 121-183; Andres Solimano, International Migration in the Age of Crisis and 
Globalization: Historical and Recent Experiences (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010); T. N. 
Harper, "Empire, Diaspora, and the Languages of Globalism, 1850-1914," in Globalization in World 
History, ed. A. G. Hopkins (New York: W. W. Norton & Co ., 2002), 141-166; Robertson, The Three 
Waves of Globalization; Friedman, The Lexus and the Olive Tree: Understanding Globalization. 
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sometime in the second half of the twentieth century,51 but it is fair to speak of an 
emerging agreement among at least some historians that the period beginning in the late 
nineteenth century and running until World War I constituted an early iteration of 
globalization. During this period, the transportation, communication, economic, and 
political structures created as part of Western modernity were extended to the rest of the 
world, enabling new levels of two-way exchange between most places on the globe. In 
the process, both non-Western and Western societies were reshaped by the import and 
export of people, resources, power, information, and ideologies. 
Religion in globalization 
Having established the validity of globalization as a historical theme, it is next 
necessary to make the case for religion as the subject of a historical investigation of 
globalization. Religion has thus far been largely ignored as a factor in shaping 
globalization, passed over in favor of economics and politics. Reviewing the 
historiography on globalization, Iggers, Wang, and Mukherjee write: 
All of these historians of globalization [Andre Gunder Frank, Immanuel 
Wallerstein, Erik Wolf, Kenneth Pommeranz, Jurgen Osterhammel and Niels P. 
Petersson] base their theories on primarily economic factors. While they do not 
neglect the cultural impact of global processes, their focus is on the international 
network of goods, services and finance, and the global patterns of production and 
. . d h 52 consumptwn tle to t em. 
51 This group includes a group of historians terming themselves the "global historians" (see 
Stearns, Globalization in World History, chap. 6) and most economists, sociologists, and political scientists. 
52 Iggers, Wang, and Mukherjee, A Global History of Modern Historiography, 391 . 
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Nevertheless, they conclude, "This focus on economics has led to very incomplete 
analysis of the process of globalization."53 This dissertation therefore attempts to put 
forward a more complete analysis of globalization, taking into account social and 
religious factors affecting globalization in addition to the economic and political ones. 
Religion has not been entirely absent from discussions of globalization thus far, 
nor has globalization been entirely absent from discussions of religion. Indeed, Thomas 
Csordas has noted "a virtual explosion of interest in religion and global culture" 
beginning in the mid-1990s. 54 Some of the interest in religion by scholars of 
globalization has not been appreciative. Rather than seeing religion as contributing to 
globalization, such scholars see religion as a force that threatens to tear apart the global 
world.55 Religion can serve as such a dividing force, but this dissertation argues that it 
helps create the global world as well. 
Scholars not worried about religion as a threat to globalization have often 
examined globalization's impact on religion, rather than the other way around. James 
Spickard summarizes some of this literature by writing: "Exploration [of religion and 
globalization] so far has proceeded down two main paths. Some scholars focus on 
religion in the abstract .. . Other scholars investigate religious transnationalism, showing 
how increased communication, migration, and so on open the possibility of non-local 
53 Ibid. 
54 Thomas J. Csordas, Transnational Transcendence: Essays on Religion and Globalization 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2009), 11 . 
55 See, for instance, Benjamin R. Barber, Jihad vs. Me World (New York: Times Books, 1995). 
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religious particularisms. 56 In both such approaches, religion is the dependent variable, 
whereas globalization is the independent variable. Csordas has divided the literature on 
religion and globalization in another way- between literature examining the relationship 
between religion and globalization and literature examining the globalization of 
religion. 57 Csordas sees religion as reactive in the first half of this dichotomy, though his 
latter category allows for a greater degree of religious agency. 
The other limitation of the literature on religion and globalization is that it is 
almost entirely contemporary in nature. The main disciplines that have engaged 
questions of religion's role in globalization (and vice versa) have been sociology, 
anthropology, and theology. 58 Moreover, most of this scholarship has focused on 
56 James V. Spickard, "Globalization and Religious Organizations: Rethinking the Relationship 
between Church, Culture, and Market," International Journal of Politics, Culture, and Society 18, no . 112, 
Religion and Globalization (Fall/Winter 2004): 48. 
57 Thomas J. Csordas, "Introduction: Modalities of Transnational Transcendence," in 
Transnational Transcendence: Essays on Religion and Globalization (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 2009), 2-3. 
58 For sociological takes on religion and globalization, see for instance, Beyer, Religion and 
Globalization (Theory, Culture & Society); Berger, "Four Faces of Global Culture"; Steve Brouwer, Paul 
Gifford, and Susan D. Rose, Exporting the American Gospel: Global Christian Fundamentalism (New 
York: Routledge, 1996); Spickard, "Globalization and Religious Organizations: Rethinking the 
Relationship between Church, Culture, and Market." For anthropological examinations, see for example, 
David Stoll, Is Latin America Turning Protestant?: The Politics of Evangelical Growth (Berkeley: 
University ofCalifomia Press, 1990); Peterson, Vasquez, and Williams, "The Global and the Local"; 
Peterson, Vasquez, and Williams, Christianity, Social Change, and Globalization in the Americas. For 
theological appraisals, see Justo L. Gonzalez and Catherine G. Gonzalez, "Emerging Meanings of 
Globalization: An Historical Survey," in The Globalization ofTheological Education, ed. Alice Frazer 
Evans, Robert A. Evans, and David A. Roozen (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1993); William E. Lesher, 
"Meanings of Globalization: Living the Faith under the Conditions of the Modem World," in The 
Globalization of Theological Education, ed. Alice Frazer Evans, Robert A. Evans, and David A. Roozen 
(Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1993); Robert J. Schreiter, The New Catholicity: Theology Between the 
Global and the Local (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1997); Max L. Stackhouse, God and Globalization, 
Vol. 4: Globalization and Grace, vol. 4, 4 vols. (New York: Continuum, 2007); Michael W. Goheen and 
Erin Glanville, eds., The Gospel and Globalization: Exploring the Religious Roots of a Globalized World 
(Vancouver: Regent College Publishing, 2009). 
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Catholicism and contemporary evangelicalism, often in the form of pentecostalism.59 
There is in addition a small amount of literature on Islam and globalization. 60 
There have been a few scholars who have argued that religion is one of the forces 
that has driven the historical development of globalization. Nayan Chanda lists 
missionary preachers as one of four categories of figures involved in shaping 
globalization since the beginnings of human civilization. 51 Robert Hefner has shown the 
long historical tradition of global connections forged by Islam, Hinduism, and 
Christianity. 52 Luke Clossey argues that early modern Jesuit missions contributed to an 
understanding of the world as a single, global space.63 Geoffrey Martin asserts, 
" [R]eligion has a major role to play in the passage from the Modern Age to the Global 
Age because it is a socio-cultural agent that mostly functions outside of the influence of 
the nation-state."64 Brian Stanley writes, "The missionary movement has been portrayed 
as one of the earliest forces of 'globalization,' creating networks and new media of 
communication no less powerful than those established by the global market and 
59 Citations for this literature are provided above in fn 15. 
60 See, for instance, Feener and Sevea, Islamic Connections; Amira K. Bennison, "Muslim 
Universalism and Western Globalization," in Globalization in World History , ed. A. G. Hopkins (New 
York: W. W. Norton & Co., 2002), 73-98. 
61 Chanda, Bound Together. 
62 Hefner, "Multiple Modernities: Christianity, Islam, and Hinduism in a Globalizing Age." 
63 Luke Clossey, Salvation and Globalization in the Early Jesuit Missions (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2008). 
64 Martin Geoffrey, "Theorizing Religion in the Global Age: A Typological Analysis," 
International Journal of Politics, Culture, and Society 18, no. 112, Religion and Globalization (Fall/Winter 
2004): 37. 
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information technology of the twentieth century ... "65 Dana Robert argues that Christian 
internationalism in the 1920s and 30s led to a "globalizing vision of one world".66 
This dissertation seeks to build upon such historical claims to assert that, as 
exemplified by the case of the Malaysia Mission, religion matters to the process of 
globalization. Religion was an important force in making the global world in which we 
now live. Along with social networks, international capitalism, European imperialism, 
and secular communications networks, it helped create the flows that make up 
globalization.67 Religion was an especially significant force in fostering a sense of 
interdependence that promoted the concept of the world as a single place, the 
fundamental feature of the global world. 
While this dissertation is primarily concerned with providing the historical detail 
necessary to justify the above claim, such a thesis suggests important 
reconceptualizations of the process of globalization. It helps shift understandings of 
globalization from being seen as primarily an economic and political process to seeing it 
as a complex and multifaceted process driven by many forces. Moreover, rather than 
religion (and ethnicity) being the flies in the ointment of globalization, reconsideration of 
65 Brian Stanley, "Christian Missions and the Enlightenment: A Reevaluation," in Christian 
Missions and the Enlightenment, ed. Brian Stanley (Grand Rapids, Ml: William B. Eerdmans Publishing 
Co., 2001), I; quoted in Paul G. Hiebert, The Gospel in Human Contexts: Anthropological Explorations for 
Contemporary Missions (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2009), 119. 
66 Dana L. Robert, "The First Globalization: The Internationalization of the Protestant Missionary 
Movement Between the World Wars," International Bulletin of Missionary Research 26, no. 2 (April 
2002): 50. 
67 The role of social networks such as families, kinship groups, and ethnic organizations is also 
often overlooked in accounts of globalization. As Chapter 3 will argue, such groups are important for 
shaping international migration, though the importance of such social networks in shaping globalization is a 
subsidiary rather than a main point of this dissertation. 
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the role of religion can help scholars understand that religion, ethnicity, economics, and 
politics can all play both generative and destructive roles relative to globalization. As 
William Nester notes about politics, "Globalization means that any major international 
event can affect us, in varying ways, and likewise every major national issue is, in 
varying ways, an international issue."68 Because the local can so easily become the 
global, local political conflicts and economic crises can quickly become global problems, 
just as local religious and ethnic strife can be globalized. This leads to a further insight 
about the inherent instability of the global world. As Peter Steams writes, "Globalization 
or proto-globalization has not moved forward steadily. There are periods of relative 
stability punctuated by new factors that begin to accelerate change, and there are periods 
of at least partial retreat. ... This pattern could, after all, be repeated again in the future, 
despite the more recent intensification of the process."69 
At the same time that recognizing the role of religion in shaping globalization can 
help scholars reconceptualize globalization, it can also contribute to their understanding 
of religion in a number of ways. Peter Tze Ming Ng has asserted, "[I]t is perhaps time 
for us to re-examine mission history from the perspective of globalization,"70 and there 
are several reasons to do so. Robert Wuthnow has described the field of global 
Christianity as a means to get past intellectual problems encountered in postcolonial 
68 Nester, Globalization, 2. 
69 Steams, Globalization in World History, 159. 
70 Peter Tze Ming Ng, "The Necessity of the Particular in the Globalisation of Christianity: The 
Case of China," Studies in World Christianity 12, no . 2 (2006): 165. 
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studies and secularization theories. 71 An examination of the relationship between 
Christian missions and globalization does the same thing. By expanding scholars' 
visions to incorporate capitalism, migratory networks, and communications networks in 
addition to colonialism, it provides additional conversation partners and allows for a 
more complex understanding of the role missionaries played in European expansion than 
would an exclusive preoccupation with imperial power. By casting conversations in 
terms of missions and globalization instead of missions and modernization, scholars can 
potentially avoid having to re-debate the secularization thesis, as globalization as a social 
trend is seen as more conducive to religion than modernization. Moreover, globalization 
promises to be a paradigm that can successfully combine European expansion and 
indigenous agency, given globalization's nature as dependent upon both European 
frameworks and contributions from everywhere. 
The other thing that globalization as a theme can do for historians of Christianity 
is to help produce a truly global version of Global Christianity. Global or World 
Christianity has arisen as a major field of study in the past two decades.72 Nevertheless, 
there is incomplete agreement about what constitutes a "global" history of Christianity. 
Luke Clossey has identified three such definitions: the history of non-Western 
Christianity, a compilation of the histories of Christianity in all countries or regions, and 
7 1 Wuthnow, Boundless Faith, 32-61. 
72 Lamin Sanneh has argued for a distinction between the two terms (Whose Religion is 
Christianity? The Gospel Beyond the West (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2003), p. 22, quoted in Kalu, 
"Changing Tides: Some Currents in World Christianity at the Opening of the Twenty-First Century," 11 ), 
but Todd Johnson and Sandra Kim have found no significant clifference in their usage ("Describing the 
Worldwide Christian Phenomenon," International Bulletin of Missionary Research 29, no. 2 (April2005): 
80-84. 
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a history of Christianity "which takes places everywhere in the world, which trespasses 
across national and regional boundaries to consider subjects of extended geographical 
scope."73 Clossey argues that the first definition is geographically incomplete while the 
second unjustifiably divides the history of Global Christianity along national borders. He 
advocates for a variety of the third definition that takes seriously the nature of Christian 
missions as a unitary enterprise, the importance of connections between regions, and the 
necessity of paying attention to details on the ground. 
This dissertation seeks to provide another such example of Clossey' s third 
definition. While most histories of Global Christianity and/or missions focus primarily 
on the converts, the missionaries, or the home base, this dissertation seeks to relate all 
three to one another. It views missions as a transnational process of mutual exchange 
among many actors in many locations. By doing so, it seeks to address Wilbert Shenk's 
caution, "We must regard church histories that treat only the local , or even only the 
national, as incomplete,"74 and instead answers Mark Hutchinson's call for histories "that 
do not erase the local or the regional, but which emphasize glocality, the local presented 
against the background of the global."75 By doing so, it seeks to deepen our 
understanding of the ways in which Christianity serves as both a global religion and a 
1 1 1° 0 76 oca re 1g10n. 
73 Clossey, Salvation and Globalization in the Early Jesuit Missions, 2. 
74 Shenk, "Toward a Global Church History," 50. 
75 Mark Hutchinson et al., "The Ongoing Task: Agenda for a Work in Progress," in Enlarging the 
Story: Perspectives on Writing World Christian History, ed. Wilbert R. Shenk (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis 
Books, 2002) , 118. 
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Sources 
My historical sources for this project consist of archival material. There are five 
major groups of material: letters by missionaries and mission agency executives,77 annual 
reports of mission agencies and the Malaysia Mission itself,78 newspapers and periodicals 
published by the MEC in Malaysia and the United States,79 books written about Malaysia 
by those connected with the mission,80 and British colonial government records. 81 The 
76 The debate between Christianity as a global religion and Christianity as a local religion has been 
of particular interest in the study of African Christianity. See Robin Horton, "African Conversion," Africa 
41 (1971): 85-108; and Terence Ranger, "The Local and the Global in Southern African Religious 
History," in Conversion to Christianity: Historical and Anthropological Perspectives on a Great 
Transformation, ed. Robert W. Hefner (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), 65-98. 
77 Including letters contained in Methodist Episcopal Church, Missionary Files: MEC: 
Correspondence, I846-I9I2 (Wilmington, DE: Scholarly Resources, 1999), and some archival material 
from the archives of The Methodist Church in Singapore and the Minnesota Conference of The United 
Methodist Church. 
78 Including Malaysia Mission Conference, Methodist Episcopal Church, Official Minutes of the ... 
Session of the Malaysia Mission Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church (Singapore: American 
Mission Press, 1893); Woman's Foreign Missionary Society, Methodist Episcopal Church, Annual Report 
of the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church (New York: Charles A. 
Coffin, n.d.); and Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church, Miss. Soc. Annual Repon. 
79 The Malaysia Message (Singapore: The American Mission Press/Methodist Publishing House, 
l891ff) was published by the mission in Singapore. Gospel in all Lands (New York: Missionary Society of 
the Methodist Episcopal Church, 1885-1903); World- Wide Missions (New York: Missionary Society/Board 
of Foreign Missions of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 1885-1912); and Heathen Woman 's 
Friend/Woman 's Missionary Friend (Boston: Riverside Press, 1885ff) were all published in the United 
States. 
80 Including William F. Oldham, India, Malaysia, and the Philippines: A Practical Study in 
Missions (New York: Eaton & Mains, 1914); William F. Oldham, Malaysia: Nature 's Wonderland 
(Cincinnati: Jennings and Graham, 1907); John Russell Denyes, The Malaysia Mission of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church (New York: Open Door Emergency Commission, Missionary Society of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, 1905); James M. Thobum, India and Malaysia (Cincinnati; New York: Cranston & 
Curts; Hunt & Eaton, 1892); Martin Van Buren Knox, A Winter in India and Malaysia Among the 
Methodist Missions (New York; Cincinnati: Hunt & Eaton; Cranston & Stowe, 1891); and Cyrus D. Foss, 
From the Himalayas to the Equator: Letters, Sketches and Addresses, Giving Some Account of a Tour in 
India and Malaysia (New York; Cincinnati: Hunt & Eaton; Cranston & Stowe, 1898). 
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letters and annual reports are particularly useful for tracking the movement of people and 
resources and for tracing power relationships. The annual reports also provide general 
narrative information on the mission. The newspapers, books, and those portions of the 
annual reports and letters relating to schools are very helpful in identifying the movement 
of information and ideologies. All of the above sources contribute occasionally to other 
categories in the dissertation beyond those indicated above. British colonial records 
provide statistical information useful in gauging the scope of global connections to the 
Malaysia region and their changes over time. 
These sources have been identified through visits to several archives and 
conversations with another. 82 While all of these sources are in English, this aspect of the 
sources is appropriate given the task. Because of the use of English as a global lingua 
franca and the Anglo-American nature of many of the networks to which the mission was 
connected, the English language sources provide a sufficient window into the workings 
of these global networks. 83 While local preaching and evangelistic work in the mission 
happened in a wide variety of languages, English was almost always the language used 
for record-keeping and international communication by the mission. 
81 Including Colony of the Straits Settlements, Annual Department Report of the Straits 
Settlements for the Year ... (Singapore: Government Printing Office, n.d.) ; and Colony of the Straits 
Settlements, Blue Book for the Year ... (Singapore: Government Printing Office, n.d.). 
82 These archives include those at the Boston University School of Theology; Trinity Theological 
College, Singapore; The Methodist Church in Singapore; the National Archives of Singapore; and the 
Minnesota Conference of The United Methodist Church. Conversations with the lead archivist at the 
General Commission on Archives and History of The United Methodist Church yielded no additional 
material beyond what was available at other archives. 
83 That such sources are a sufficient resource for my project is fortunate, for almost all non-
English language sources from the early years of the mission were destroyed in the Japanese occupation of 
Southeast Asia during World War II and are thus unavailable. 
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In addition to primary sources, this work draws on a number of secondary 
histories of the Malaysia Mission, mostly written by former missionaries or others 
associated with The Methodist Church in Singapore and The Methodist Church in 
Malaysia. Histories written by the missionaries written during the period under study are 
mentioned above. Nathalie Toms Means was the next missionary to narrate the 
development of the Malaysia Mission. 84 After Means, there is a gap in the historiography 
until the last few decades. Bishop Theodore Doraisamy of The Methodist Church in 
Singapore wrote several histories of Methodism in Malaysia. 85 Scholars Robert Hunt and 
Hwa Yung wrote a history of Methodism in Malaysia, and Hunt wrote a biography of one 
of the missionaries of the Malaysia Mission. 86 The most recent history of Malaysian 
Methodism was written by Earnest Lau, archivist for the Methodist Church in 
Singapore. 87 For the most part, these volumes are dedicated to reconstructing 
chronologies rather than extensive exploration of interpretive issues in the history of the 
ffilSSIOn. 
84 Nathalie Toms Means, Malaysia Mosaic: A Story of Fifty Years of Methodism (Singapore: The 
Methodist Book Room, 1935). 
85 Theodore R. Doraisamy, Oldham - Called of God: Profile of a Pioneer, Bishop William 
Fitzjames Oldham (Singapore: Methodist Book Room, 1979); Theodore R. Doraisamy, The March of 
Methodism in Singapore and Malaysia, 1885-1980 (Singapore: Methodist Book Room, 1982); Theodore R. 
Doraisamy and Methodist Church in Singapore, Forever Beginning: One Hundred Years of Methodism in 
Singapore (Singapore: The Methodist Church in Singapore, 1985); Theodore R. Doraisamy and Methodist 
Church in Singapore, Forever Beginning ll: One Hundred Years of Methodism in Singapore (Singapore: 
The Methodist Church in Singapore, 1986). 
86 Yung Hwa and Robert Hunt, "The Methodist Church," in Christianity in Malaysia: A 
Denominational History, ed. Robert A. Hunt, John Roxborogh, and Kam Hing Lee (Petaling Jaya, 
Se1angor, Darul Ehsan, Malaysia: Pelanduk Publications, 1992); Robert A. Hunt, William Shellabear: A 
Biography (Kuala Lumpur Malaysia: University of Malaya Press, 1996). 
87 Earnest Lau, From Mission to Church: The Evolution of the Methodist Church in Singapore and 
Malaysia, 1885-1976 (Singapore: Genesis Books, 2008). 
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Plan of the dissertation 
After this introduction, the next chapter will present a chronological overview of 
the Malaysia Mission. Fernand Braudel once referred to events as "surface disturbances, 
crests of foam that the tides of history carry on their strong backs."88 In Braudel's view, 
events were the ephemera that lay on top of the deeper aspects of history: social 
structures and environmental conditions. This chapter, then, is a sea painting- a sketch 
of the waves of events that comprised the Methodist mission to Malaysia at the turn of 
the 20th century. The chapter is intended to acquaint readers unfamiliar with the Malaysia 
Mission (as most readers undoubtedly will be) with the broad contours of its history 
before diving into the deeper currents of global flows associated with the mission. 
The next four chapters examine different aspects of these global flows: the 
movement of people, resources, power, and information and ideologies. Each of these 
chapters will begin by examining secular globalizing forces associated with these flows. 
Then each chapter will present a particular analogy by which one can interpret the 
Malaysia Mission. Keeping that analogy in mind, the remainder of each chapter will 
examine the ways in which the Malaysia Mission itself served to move people, resources, 
power, and information and ideologies. 
The third chapter, on the flow of people, will examine the new technologies and 
long-standing migratory networks that facilitated the movement of Chinese, Indians, and 
Europeans to Southeast Asia, where each had related but unique roles to play in the 
88 Braude), Vol. 1, 2l. 
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mission once they arrived. The chapter will then suggest the analogy of the Malaysia 
Mission as a social network, arguing that through its connectional structure, the mission 
served as a means to connect individuals in significant ways that could shape their 
immigration experiences. Some church members' immigration experiences were shaped 
by the mission in their roles as plantation settlers or students. The mission was central in 
causing and shaping the migratory experiences of missionaries, drawing upon personal, 
institutional, and geographic connections to assemble an international team of workers 
that brought a variety of crucial skills. The Malaysia Mission also played an important 
influencing factor in the travel and tourism of mission supporters, who canvased the 
United States and sailed around the world in their efforts to champion the missionary 
cause. 
The flow of resources is the focus of the fourth chapter. Often this topic is 
examined through the lens of the expansion of global capitalism. Indeed, the chapter will 
begin by examining developments in global shipping and the international banking 
system and the impact these developments had on the Malaysia Mission. The chapter 
will then argue that in order to solve several management problems and in conjunction 
with processes of intentional borrowing from business practices of the day, the 
Missionary Society of the MEC and the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society evolved in 
ways that resembled multinational corporations (MNCs) or international non-
governmental organizations (INGOs). The Missionary Society and WFMS, in 
conjunction with the Malaysia Mission, used these organizational systems to operate 
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complex fund-raising campaigns, to act as global supply chain managers, and to facilitate 
income-generating entrepreneurial endeavors by the Malaysia Mission. 
European imperialism was an important force reshaping the flow of power around 
the globe at this time. The fifth chapter examines the ways in which European 
imperialism benefitted the Malaysia Mission through creating a space for civil society 
and by providing educational subsidies. Nevertheless, the chapter also argues that the 
structure of the Methodist Episcopal Church as a voluntary organization served as an 
alternative system from colonialism for legitimating the exercise of power in new ways 
that connected actors around the globe. Indigenous preachers, teachers, and evangelists 
served the Malaysia Mission in what may be thought of as a franchise system that 
balanced missionary resources and denominational reputation with indigenous initiative 
and access to local populations. The Malaysia Mission also provided opportunities for 
both missionary and indigenous women to exercise new powers through leadership 
opportunities and education. Mission-run education further helped male and female 
students to become part of a new elite with important skills needed by both business and 
government. 
Migration, capitalism, and imperialism all depended upon the flow of information 
and ideologies around the world, and the Malaysia Mission was no different. The sixth 
chapter examines the expansion of mail service, telegraph service, newspapers, books, 
and other forms of print media as means of communication in the late 19th century, as 
well as the rise of English as a lingua franca that facilitated communication. The chapter 
then suggests that the Malaysia Mission may be thought of as a communication network 
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itself, evolving an elaborate system of information exchange through face-to-face 
contacts, letters, newspapers, reports, books, other print media, photos, and objects. This 
system allowed the mission to present information about and views of Southeast Asia to 
audiences around the globe in a way that justified the mission's expansion. The mission 
reported on not only the progress of the mission but a variety of Methodist and Protestant 
news to audiences around the globe, forging a sense of connection and common identity. 
Most importantly, this communication system allowed the Malaysia Mission to transmit 
theological and moral ideologies, its reason for existence. 
Each of these four types of flows -people, resources, power, and information and 
ideologies- was an important facet of globalization, and the Malaysia Mission 
contributed to each of them through its roles as social network, multinational corporation 
or INGO, voluntary organization, and communications network. Nevertheless, a short 
conclusion will suggest that perhaps the most significant way in which the Malaysia 
Mission contributed to the formation of the global world is in the ways that it shifted the 
thinking of those involved to see the world as a single global space and themselves as 
inhabitants of that global space possessing real and significant connections to others 
around the world. This understanding of the world and individuals' places within it 
flowed directly from the universal theological vision of Christianity, making it a 
distinctively religious contribution to the formation of globalization. 
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Chapter 2: A Brief History of Early Methodism in Malaysia 
While this dissertation is not primarily concerned with a chronological 
reconstruction of the events of the Malaysia Mission, such a reconstruction will help 
orient readers in the thematic material of the following chapters. Therefore, this chapter 
provides a recounting of the events of the mission with the goal of familiarizing readers 
with the development of the Malaysia Mission. Its purpose is to introduce readers to 
major figures from the Malaysia Mission such as James Thoburn, William and Marie 
Oldham, William Shellabear, Sophia Blackmore, B. F. West, H. L. E. Luering, Jim and 
Mary Hoover, and W. T. Cherry; major dimensions of the work including education, 
publishing, and moral reform; major mission organizations such as the Anglo-Chinese 
Schools, American Mission Press, Methodist Book Room, Malaysia Message, and settler 
plantations; major geographic areas of mission operation including Singapore, Penang, 
the Malay Peninsula, Borneo, Java, and Sumatra; and a broad sense of the timeline of the 
mission. 
The narrative is shaped by an insider chronology of the mission structured around 
significant stages of geographic expansion and organizational development. Extensive 
critical analysis of the mission will await later chapters. The chapter first examines 
precursors to the Methodist' s Malaysia Mission to provide context. Next, it describes the 
founding of the mission in 1885 under William Oldham and its first few years of 
linguistic development under Oldham and his successors, encompassing work among 
English-speaking, Chinese, and Tamil populations. The story then recounts the mission's 
first round of geographic expansion into the Malay Peninsula, which occurred in the 
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1890s, concurrent with a round of organizational development in Singapore. Next, in the 
early 1900s, came another round of geographic expansion to island Southeast Asia. The 
1900s also ushered in a move toward more native leadership, more churches and schools 
through the mission, and further elaboration of key organizations in Singapore. The 
chapter concludes by looking back at the first thirty years of the Malaysia Mission from 
1885 to 1915. This year marks the end of further significant geographic expansion or 
organizational change until after World War II. 1915 is also coincidentally the year 
World War I came to Singapore, indicating the ways in which other globalizing forces 
that shaped the context of the mission were changing. 
Precursors to Methodist missions in Malaysia 
The Methodists did not originate the idea of a mission to Malaysia. The first 
Christians to arrive in the region were probably Armenian or Nestorian traders, as early 
as the year 1000, though there is no evidence that they sought to evangelize other groups. 
Portuguese Catholics did pursue converts after their arrival in Southeast Asia in the 
seventeenth century. 1 British Protestants were the next wave of Christian missionaries in 
peninsular Malaysia, starting in the early nineteenth century. William Milne, with 
assistance from Robert Morrison and several other missionaries, pioneered the Ultra-
Ganges Mission of the London Missionary Society (LMS) in Malacca in 1815. When 
Singapore was founded as a British colonial outpost in 1819, the Ultra-Ganges Mission 
1 For a good overview of the history of early Armenian, Nestorian, and Catholic activity in 
Southeast Asia, see the first six chapters of Jan S. Aritonang and Karel A. Steenbrink, eds., A History of 
Christianity in Indonesia (Leiden: Brill, 2008). 
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started work there as well. It was later joined in Singapore by a few other mission 
. 2 
agencies. 
These early British missions were not, however, interested in Southeast Asia for 
its own sake. Instead, they were interested in using Singapore and Malacca as a staging 
ground to launch mission work in China. Prior to 1842 and the end of the First Opium 
War between Britain and China, China was closed to Christian missionaries. As part of 
the concessions China made in the peace treaty ending the war, it agreed to open up five 
so-called "treaty ports" to Western commerce and Christian missions. After this 
decision, the missionary groups that were active in Singapore left there to travel to China 
instead. 
Only a few Protestant missionaries remained in Singapore for the next forty years ; 
none were left in other parts of the Malay Peninsula. One pair who did stay was 
Benjamin and Charlotte Keasberry. When the LMS decided to leave Singapore in 1843, 
the Keasberrys severed their affiliation so they could remain behind. Benjamin 
Keasberry ran a school, operated a printing press, and preached to the Chinese, among 
other missionary projects. The only other notable missionary of this period in Singapore 
was Sophia Cooke. Cooke came to Singapore in 1853 to take charge of the Chinese 
Girls' School, though her ministry extended to other areas. 
In addition to this small group of missionaries, there were a few Protestant 
churches that existed mainly to serve the interests of the European expatriate community. 
2 For a full history of British Christian missions in Malaysia prior to the arrival of the Methodists, 
see Joseph Harry Haines, A History of Protestant Missions in Malaya During the Nineteenth Century, 
1815-1881 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton Theological Seminary, 1962); or Bobby E. K. Sng, In His Good Time: 
The Story of the Church in Singapore, 1819-1978 (Singapore: Graduates' Christian Fellowship, 1980). 
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These churches also conducted limited outreach to non-Christians. Of these churches, the 
most significant was that of the English Presbyterians. Their Chinese congregation at the 
Prinsep Street Church in Singapore was a center for outreach to non-Christian Chinese. 
The Anglicans and Plymouth Brethren also carried out limited missionary outreach. The 
missionary efforts of the Presbyterians, Anglicans, and Plymouth Brethren were, 
however, all largely confined to Singapore. 
The beginning of the Methodist mission 
Methodist work in Singapore and the rest of Malaysia began as an offshoot of 
Methodism's India operations, perhaps not a surprising origin given the connection 
between India and Malaysia in the British imperial system. The MEC had begun mission 
work in India in 1856. Rev. James Thobum joined that mission a few years later and 
came to prominence as a leader in the 1870s. 3 Tho bum made two related decisions that 
would set the stage for Methodist expansion to Malaysia. First, he invited the itinerant 
evangelist William Taylor to come to India to work there.4 Taylor accepted Thobum's 
invitation in 1870 and worked in India for several years. Taylor contributed two ideas 
that would be important for the formation of the Malaysia Mission: the idea of missions 
being supported by money raised in the field, not by missionary societies, and the idea of 
recruiting Europeans living in India to serve as Christian workers. The second decision 
Thobum made, in part in response to Taylor, was the decision to expand Methodist work 
3 Wade Crawford Barclay, The History of Methodist Missions: Widening Horizons, 1845-1896 
(New York: Board of Missions and Church Extension of the Methodist Church, 1957), 453. 
4 Ibid. , 510. 
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beyond the limits set for it by the Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church 
and comity agreements with other missionary groups. Thobum first crossed the Ganges 
from Lucknow to Cawnpore in 1871, then began work in Calcutta in 187 4. 5 
The initial idea to begin mission work in Singapore came from elsewhere, though. 
While in Calcutta, Thobum encountered British sailors who encouraged him to open a 
mission station in Rangoon. Thobum did, and once Methodists were in Rangoon, calls 
then came in from sailors for the Methodists to expand farther to Singapore. In addition 
to these appeals from British sailors, Charles Phillips, an English Wesleyan living in 
Singapore, wrote to Thobum to petition him to start missionary work in Singapore. At 
the same time, MEC bishop John F. Hurst had a conversation with a Scottish merchant 
from Singapore while on board a boat on his way to the India Conference of the MEC in 
1883.6 This unnamed Scottish merchant suggested the idea of a mission to Hurst. When 
Thobum and Hurst met at the India Conference shortly thereafter, they discovered they 
shared the desire to start Methodist work in Singapore. Despite lacking funds or 
authorization for such a new mission, they agreed to find a way to make it possible. 
In 1884, Thobum wrote to the Western Christian Advocate, one of the American 
MEC newspapers, soliciting two men to volunteer to open mission work in Singapore. 
While this advertisement received a number of responses, Tho bum did not choose any of 
them for the Singapore project.7 Instead, Thobum selected William and Marie Oldham, a 
5 John Norman Hollister, The Centenary of the Methodist Church in Southern Asia (Lucknow: 
Lucknow Publishing House, 1956), 106, 134. 
6 William F. Oldham, Thoburn- Called of God (New York: Methodist Book Concern, 1918), 127. 
7 Thobum, India and Malaysia, 520-l. 
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young aspiring missionary couple on their way back to India after William completed his 
studies at Boston University. William Oldham was born of English parentage in India 
and had been converted at a Taylor rally led by Daniel Fox in 1873 or '74. After this 
conversion experience, he began to preach, and he and his new wife Marie were sent to 
the United States to prepare to become missionaries in India. Upon their return in 1885, 
they discovered that their first missionary appointment actually lay in Singapore. They 
were surprised. As William said, "I was perfectly willing for any place selected for me in 
all this empire; but it never once dawned upon my thoughts that they would shoot me 
clear through the empire, and fifteen hundred miles out on the other side."8 Nevertheless, 
William and Marie consented to the appointment. 
William Oldham headed to Singapore in February 1885 while Marie remained in 
India for a few months to spend time with her mother. Oldham was accompanied by 
James and Anna Thoburn and Julia Battie, a musician from the Calcutta MEC church. 
The group stopped in Rangoon, where they were forced to solicit funds from the MEC 
congregation there, as they lacked the money to pay for the rest of their passage to 
Singapore. Upon arriving in Singapore on Feb. 7, 1885, the party was met by Charles 
Phillips, who, though he had been unaware they were corning, had been moved to look 
for them at the dock by a dream he had the night before. 
With the help of John Polglase, a former English Wesleyan and the assistant 
municipal clerk of Singapore, Tho burn secured use of the town hall, and the group held a 
series of evangelistic services there for the next week and a half. At the end of this time, 
8 Ibid ., 523. 
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Thobum gathered a meeting to organize the first MEC congregation in Singapore. Only 
Polglase showed up, and, as Oldham writes, "He was elected to all the offices to which 
laymen were eligible in the church."9 Since there were no funds from the Missionary 
Society to underwrite this new endeavor, the question of local support was crucial. 
Polglase, however, agreed to collect the Oldhams' salary, saying, "I think they can live 
on seventy dollars a month, and as to the raising of it, all I can do is to try, and if Oldham 
can stand the arrangement, of course I can." 10 
With funding for the new mission secured, the Thobums and Julia Battie returned 
to India, and William Oldham set to work. He formed those who had been drawn in by 
the evangelistic services into an English-speaking congregation. Polglase was able to 
persuade the city to donate land to the mission, and fundraising began for the 
construction of a church building for the mainly European congregation Oldham 
assembled. Oldham, who knew Tamil from his experience in India, also began holding 
regular services in that language by September 1885. In addition, Oldham organized a 
school for Tamil boys. 
At the same time, a chance encounter proved pivotal for Methodism's Chinese 
outreach in Singapore. Oldham was walking with a Chinese friend one day when he saw 
a sign for the Celestial Reasoning Society, a Chinese debate club organized to provide its 
members with a venue to practice their English. Oldham saw this group of educated, 
English-speaking Chinese as a potential evangelistic target. He asked to join the society 
9 Oldham, Thoburn- Called of God, 133-4. 
10 Ibid. , 134. 
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but was instead offered the opportunity to give a speech to them. This he did, bringing 
his own chalkboard and lecturing on the topic of astronomy. 
Tan Keong Saik, a wealthy businessman who hosted the meeting, was so 
impressed with Oldham that he asked Oldham to become his English tutor. Oldham 
agreed and helped Keong Saik prepare a speech given before the Governor of the Straits 
Settlements and other leaders of Singapore. That speech was a success, and it earned 
Oldham a reputation as an effective English teacher. 11 Other wealthy Chinese requested 
that Oldham tutor them as well. Oldham, however, declined to teach these businessmen, 
instead offering to start an English-language school for their sons. The businessmen 
accepted the proposal, and in six weeks, Tan Jiak Kim organized the Chinese business 
community in Singapore to donate $6,200 for the school; the Missionary Society matched 
that amount. 12 The Anglo-Chinese School (ACS) opened in March 1886. 13 
While William and Marie Oldham were the sole Methodist missionaries for the 
first year of the mission, other missionaries were gradually added to the post. 14 Rev. 
George A. Bond, another British Indian, and his wife were appointed to Singapore in 
1886, though Bond became sick with malaria almost immediately and left for America on 
doctors' orders. 15 . The next crop of missionaries to be added to the mission was more 
successful. Rev. Ralph W. Munson and his wife Miriam arrived in 1887; they stayed ten 
11 Oldham, India, Malaysia, and the Philippines, 230. 
12 Ibid., 232. The practice of raising local monetary support for English-language schools was a 
hallmark of Methodist missions elsewhere and would become a central practice in Malaysia as well. 
13 Barclay, Widening Horizons, 1845-95,652. 
14 See Ibid., 653 ; and Denyes, The Malaysia Mission of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 16. 
15 1887 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 248. 
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years and Ralph later served as Presiding Elder, or supervising minister, of the mission. 
Sophia A. Blackmore became the first WFMS missionary in 1887; she was the longest-
serving missionary of the early period of the Malaysia Mission, working for the next 
forty years. The first Tamil missionary, Rev . C. W. Underwood, originally an ABCFM 
worker in Ceylon, also arrived in 1887. Rev . B. F. West and his wife Letty landed in 
1888 and went on to become amother two of the long-serving missionaries, retiring in 
1909. William G. Shellabear began working with the mission as a lay volunteer in 1888 
before becoming an official missionary in 1890, the start of another illustrious career. 
Rev. Charles A. Gray and Rev. William N. Brewster arrived in early 1889, though Gray 
died by the end of the year and Brewster left for China at the same time. 
Marie Oldham had conducted some women's work from the beginning of the 
Malaysia Mission, but she saw the need for a female missionary to be sent to Singapore. 
In 1887, Oldham appealed to Mary Clark Nind of the Minneapolis Branch of the WFMS, 
who was then serving as the corresponding secretary for the South India Conference, the 
organizational unit under which the Malaysia Mission was operating. 16 Nind was one of 
the foremost leaders of the WFMS in the United States. 17 Nind presented Oldham's 
appeal to the November 1887 meeting of the WFMS Executive Board. When no money 
could be found to start a new mission, she was moved to personally pledge that she and 
the Minneapolis Branch would undertake to pay for the new work, famously declaring, 
16 Marie Oldham, "Woman' s Work in Malaysia" Gospel in all Lands (May 1891), 213. 
17 Much has been written on Mary C. Nind. See in particular Georgiana Baucus, In Journeyings 
Oft: A Sketch of the Life and Travels of Mary C. Nind (Cincinnati; New York: Curts & Jennings; Eaton & 
Mains, 1897); and John Newton Nind, Mary Clarke Nind and Her Work: Her Childhood, Girlhood, 
Married Life, Religious Experience and Activity (Chicago: The Woman's Foreign Missionary Society, 
1906). 
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"Frozen Minnesota will send help to perishing souls at the equator."18 Nind's friend and 
coworker Isabella Leonard was then on an evangelistic tour of the world. She recruited 
Sophia Blackmore to serve as a missionary while passing through Australia and took 
Blackmore to India with her. There they met James Thoburn and William Oldham. 
Together, they arranged for Blackmore to be appointed with the money pledged by Nind. 
For her first five years in Singapore, Blackmore was the only WFMS missionary, though 
she was aided by the missionary wives and a number of Eurasian helpers recruited from 
among the membership of the English-speaking church in Singapore. Together, this 
group carried out ministries including home visitations and girls' schools both for Tamil 
and Chinese children. 
With religious services in English and Tamil, a church building, several schools, a 
growing number of missionaries, and women's work underway, the Malaysia Mission 
was becoming established. Prior to 1888, it had been run as a subsidiary of the India 
Mission of the MEC, part of the Burmah District of the South India Conference. In 1888, 
the Missionary Society accepted it as a mission in its own right, and the Malaysia 
Mission had its first official meeting on Apri118, 1889. While that event did not end 
Malaysia's connection to India, from that point on, relationships with the Missionary 
Society in New York would be just as important as relationships with the South India 
Conference in Calcutta for the Malaysia Mission. 
18 Sophia Blackmore, "Progress in Singapore" Heathen Woman 's Friend (April 1888), 266. 
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Early developments in Singapore 
William Oldham was not able to long enjoy the new status of the work that he 
started. His health deteriorated in mid-1889. By the end of the year, urged on by doctors 
and fellow missionaries, he returned to the United States on sick leave. Oldham would 
remain in the United States until appointed bishop of Malaysia and the Philippines in 
1904. Thus, though Oldham was responsible for starting the mission, many of the critical 
early developments happened in his absence. Oldham continued to be in communication 
with the Malaysia Mission and did what he could from the US to support and advise the 
mission, but it was others who were running the operation on the field for the next fifteen 
years. 
After Oldham left Malaysia, Ralph Munson took charge of the mission 
temporarily until Rev. J. C. Floyd arrived as the new Presiding Elder in January of 1891. 
Floyd lasted only a year, however, and by the beginning of 1892, Munson was back in 
charge, this time as regularly appointed Presiding Elder. 19 Rev. William T . Kensett, his 
wife Elizabeth, and Rev. Dr. Henry L. E. Lueringjoined the mission in 1890, all making 
significant contributions.2° Kensett served until 1900, and Luering served for a total of 
nineteen years, retiring in 1909. The mission would continue to gain (and lose) 
missionaries throughout the 1890s. In addition to those missionaries appointed by the 
Missionary Society and the WFMS, additional missionary personnel were hired directly 
by the Malaysia Mission. A few served as missionaries or preachers . Most served as 
19 J. 0. Peck toR. W. Munson, 112111892, Missionary Files: Methodist Episcopal Church Board 
Correspondence: 1884-1915, Africa, China, Latin America, India, Malaysia, Southern Asia, Japan, Korea 
(Wilmington, DE: Scholarly Resources, Inc., 1999), Letterbook 165, p. 219. 
20 Barclay, Widening Horizons, 1845-95, 654. 
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teachers in the expanding school system, which had become one of the important drivers 
of the mission. The teachers included Westerners, Eurasians, Chinese, and Tamils. 
With this expanding group of personnel, the work undertaken by the mission 
increased. Work grew among various groups - Europeans, Tamils, Chinese, and women. 
Singapore and the rest of Malaysia had a multiethnic population consisting of native 
Malays, large numbers of Indian and Chinese immigrants, small numbers of Europeans 
and Eurasian descendants of European-Asian intermarriage, and a smattering of peoples 
from elsewhere around the world. 21 Methodists successfully pursued members among 
the Europeans, Eurasians, Tamil Indians, and several Chinese sub-groups. 
Work among the Europeans was given a boost by new initiatives among the 
British sailors and soldiers stationed in Singapore. 22 Starting in the 1890s, the pastor of 
the English-speaking Methodist church was also appointed as chaplain to the Wesleyan 
troops in the British regiments in Singapore. This brought in adherents and salary to the 
mission. Moreover, the Methodists became involved in the operation of the Soldiers' and 
Sailors' Home. 23 The Soldier's and Sailors' Home was intended as a haven of 
wholesome activity, religious devotion, and alcoholic abstention among the many dens of 
iniquity then present in Singapore, a city renowned for its bars, brothels, opium dens, and 
21 The next chapter will further discuss immigration to Malaysia and the roles of each of these 
ethnic groups in Malaysian society. 
22 David Hempton has noted that work with soldiers was an important aspect of Methodist 
expansion in many settings (Hempton, Methodism, 20). 
23 There appear to have been several similar institutes of this type during the late nineteenth 
century in Singapore. The first such institution was started by Charles Phillips in 1872 (Sng, In His Good 
Time, 84 ). A Methodist missionary, E. T. Snuggs, was the manager of a newly-opened Soldiers' Home 
from 1893 through 1896 (1893 Official Minutes of the ... Session of the Malaysia Mission Conference of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church (Singapore: American Mission Press, 1893), 202). 
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gambling pits. While it technically remained an independent institution, the Soldiers' and 
Sailors' Home was under Methodist control until1897, when it was turned over to the 
International Order of Good Templars.24 
The Soldiers' and Sailors ' Home was only one attempt at moral and social reform 
undertaken by the mission. The mission formed a Committee on Public Morals in 
1893.25 The church made known its opposition to smoking, drinking, gambling, 
prostitution, and working or playing sports on the Sabbath, all common vices in the 
rough-and-tumble, male-dominated world of tum-of-the century Singapore. The church 
hosted as many as three temperance meetings a week.26 Methodists joined with other 
church and business leaders to petition the Governor of the Straits Settlements to outlaw 
trade on Sundays. While women were a minority of Singapore's population, the women 
of the mission were particularly active in social reform work. They formed a branch of 
the Woman's Christian Temperance Union in 1887 along with Presbyterian and other 
evangelical Protestant women.27 They tried to persuade Chinese women and children to 
give up gambling. They also conducted rescue work among the city's prostitutes starting 
in 1894, trying to provide an avenue to what they saw as a better life.28 
As mentioned above, evangelistic work among the Tamils began shortly after the 
mission as a whole did. Tamil work included conducting regular religious services, 
24 Malaysia Message (May, 1893), 97, Malaysia Message (Aug. 1894), 107, and Malaysia 
Message (Aug. 1897), 126; 1897 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 218. 
25 1893 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 120. 
26 1895 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 193. 
27 Marie Oldham, "TheW. C. T. U. in Singapore" Gospel in all Lands (May 1891), 232. 
28 1894 WFMS Annual Report, 34. 
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preaching to Tamil prisoners in the Singapore jail, and teaching both Tamil boys and girls 
in newly established schools. Also as mentioned above, the first non-European minister 
to work for the mission was the Ceylonese Tamil Rev. C. W. Underwood, appointed in 
1887. Other lay Tamil workers had preceded him, however. Mr. M. Gnanamuthu, sent 
from Rangoon by Rev. John E. Robinson, served the mission as a teacher among the 
Tamils starting in 1885.29 He also helped lead religious services after Underwood died in 
1889?0 Rev. Henry L. Hoisington came in to replace Underwood in 1890, but returned 
to India sick in 1892. Thus, as one can see, early Tamil work was characterized by 
frequent changes of personnel, a destabilizing factor for the mission. Nevertheless, the 
work grew, drawing on a stream of immigrants from southern India and Ceylon that 
included some already familiar with evangelical Protestantism. Occasionally these 
Tamils were Methodists, but as Methodism was rather weak in southern India, it was 
more likely they had been members of the ABCFM or LMS missions in India and 
Ceylon. Since the Methodists were the only evangelical Protestant church conducting 
work with the Tamils in Singapore, many Tamils found them to be an acceptable 
substitute. The majority of Tamil immigrants were male, and therefore the majority of 
Tamils involved with the mission were male. Nevertheless, Sophia Blackmore and other 
WFMS workers opened a school for Tamil girls in 1887. 
The scope and scale of the mission's work with the Chinese, both immigrants 
groups and Malaysia-born Baba Chinese, grew in the 1890s as well. Schools for Chinese 
29 Doraisamy, The March of Methodism in Singapore and Malaysia, 1885-1980, 9. 
30 Lau, From Mission to Church, 12. 
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boys and girls and female home visitation work among the Baba Chinese were already in 
place by 1888. B. F. West began teaching in the Anglo-Chinese School in 1888, and in 
1889 he became the first Methodist missionary assigned specifically to work among the 
Chinese population in Singapore. He and his wife Letty moved to the Chinese section of 
Singapore, opened a medical dispensary, and began to learn the language. They copied 
this model of mission work from China. 31 They also hired two Chinese assistants, Lim 
Hoai Toh and Sng Lim Cheow, to preach for them. West went to Foochow for a year in 
1890 to learn the Amoy dialect, but work among the Chinese continued, conducted by 
Hoai Toh, William Kensett, and Henry Luering. After West returned in 1891, the first 
Chinese Methodist church in Singapore opened in the Telok Ayer area. 
One ethnic group among whom the Methodist Mission did not successfully 
expand was the Malays, a group in which ethnicity was defined in part by their Muslim 
religious identity. The Methodists made some early efforts to evangelize the Malays. A 
lay member of the Singapore church, Alexander Fox, conducted regular preaching in the 
Malay kampongs or villages near Singapore for a couple of years starting in 1889.32 
William Shellabear had learned Malay while working with Malays in the British Army. 
Shellabear made repeated efforts to reach out to the Malays throughout his long 
missionary career. Yet these efforts were never to pay off in any significant number of 
converts. The other missionaries quickly realized that the Malays were not a promising 
field, and Shellabear became a lone voice calling for continued Malay evangelism. 
3 1 Doraisamy, The March of Methodism in Singapore and Malaysia, 1885-1980, 15. 
32 Barclay, Widening Horizons, 1845-95, 654. 
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Women's work expanded among both the Tamil and Baba Chinese ethnic groups 
during the 1890s. In addition to Sophia Blackmore's local assistants, WFMS 
missionaries Emma E. Ferris, Josephine Hebinger and Eva M. Foster arrived in 1892, 
thereby facilitating an expansion of women's work. Women comprised a small portion 
of Singapore's population, which was overwhelming made up of young, male 
immigrants. Since the Baba Chinese were a settled community, there were more women 
among them than among the immigrants, and thus much of the women's work focused on 
this group. Cultural restrictions, however, limited Baba Chinese women's presence in 
public places. Methodist missionaries overcame these restrictions by home visitation. At 
the same time, missionaries pressured Chinese families to allow their daughters to attend 
the schools the missionaries opened for Chinese girls. Sometimes the missionaries were 
successful; sometimes they had to compromise and provide instruction in the homes of 
the Chinese. This work with the Baba Chinese contributed substantially to the first 
Malay-language church, which opened in Middle Road in 1894.33 In addition to their 
work among the Chinese, the first girls' school operated by the Methodists in Singapore 
was for Tamil girls, opened as the Tamil Girls' School in 1887, as mentioned above. It 
soon expanded beyond just Tamil students and became the Methodist Girls' School in 
1892. It is still in operation today. 
33 1894 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 193. 
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Expansion into the peninsula 
At the same time the Malaysia Mission's work was taking on new dimensions in 
Singapore, it was also pushing out geographically, driven by the same expansionist 
impulse that led to the establishment of the mission in the first place. This section will 
describe Methodism's expansion into other areas of the Malay Peninsula in the early 
1890s. This extension followed a common pattern based on Methodist work in 
Singapore. Expansion began by opening a new school in a new town, a key first step in 
the mission's growth strategy. After that, ethnic congregations for Europeans and 
Eurasians, Tamils, and Chinese were established. All of this church expansion occurred 
within a context of growing economic development and increasing Tamil and Chinese 
immigration driven by plantation agriculture and tin mining in the Federated Malay 
States. 
The first experiment in geographic expansion of the Malaysia Mission seems to 
have been undertaken by the Tamil minister C. W. Underwood. Underwood visited the 
Malay state ofPerak in 1888 to attend to some Tamil immigrants there. Upon his return, 
there was great excitement about extending the mission's work in this direction. 
Nevertheless, Underwood became sick and died shortly after his visit, and nothing more 
became of plans for extension of Methodist missions into Perak at that time?4 
The next effort at Methodist expansion, and the first successful effort, was the 
launching of a new mission station in Penang in 1891. Penang was a natural choice for a 
new branch of the Malaysia Mission. Like Singapore, it was part of the Straits 
34 Means, Malaysia Mosaic: A Story of Fifty Years of Methodism, 37-8. 
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Settlements, served as a trading port, and had a similar ethnic breakdown of its 
population. Two new missionaries, Daniel D. Moore and Benjamin H. Balderstone, both 
originally from Canada, were assigned to pioneer Methodist work in Penang. As in 
Singapore, school work was an important component of the Methodist approach. 
Balderstone arrived first in July, 1891, and immediately opened an Anglo-Chinese 
School. Moore arrived a few weeks later and only then did Methodist religious services 
begin.35 Although Balderstone and Moore were the pioneers, a missionary who arrived 
later in 1891, George F. Pykett, was to become the most well-known and longest-serving 
Methodist missionary in Penang. As in Singapore, Methodist efforts in Penang included 
a mix of outreach to Europeans and Eurasians, Chinese, and Tamils. Tamil work was 
more significant than in Singapore, as Penang served as the major port-of-entry for 
Tamils emigrating from India and heading for plantation work in the Federated Malay 
States. At the start, women's work in Penang was conducted by the wives of 
missionaries until Clara Martin was appointed in 1897 as the first WFMS missionary in 
Penang. 
Also in 1891, the Methodists made their first attempt to start work in Malacca. 
This venture began as an offshoot of B. F. West's work with the Chinese community in 
Singapore. Through connections between the Chinese in Singapore and the Chinese in 
Malacca, West was persuaded to send a Chinese preacher to Malacca monthly and to 
make occasional visits himself.36 This arrangement was never very successful in terms of 
35 Denyes, The Malaysia Mission of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 18-9. 
36 J. M. Thoburn to J. 0. Peck, 4/ll/1891 , Missionary Files. 
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gathering adherents and was abandoned after a few years. When the Plymouth Brethren 
decided to pull out of Malacca in 1897, the Methodists resolved to re-start their work 
there, taking over support of the Chinese preacher who had worked for the Plymouth 
Brethren. That preacher was the son of a Methodist pastor in China. 37 This work 
continued, but the work in Malacca did not develop along the same lines as Methodist 
work elsewhere in the Peninsula. There was no school work, and the only congregation 
was Chinese. Even in 1902 when William and Emma Shellabear became the first 
Western Methodist missionaries assigned there, Malacca represented a departure from the 
standard model of Methodist mission work. Probably much of this difference can be 
attributed to the smaller size of Malacca, its less extensive connections to international 
capitalism, and the small number of Europeans, Eurasians, and Tamils living there. 
The next successful geographic extension of the Methodist mission in the Malay 
Peninsula was in 1894 to Ipoh, a tin-mining boom town in the state of Perak. A group of 
Tamil workers had moved from Penang to Ipoh to work in the tin fields and plantations 
nearby. They organized themselves into a worshipping community and appealed to the 
Methodist missionaries in Penang to extend oversight to them. Bishop James Thoburn 
ordered the Methodists to follow-up and investigate the possibility of opening a new 
station there. 38 The Methodist missionaries concluded that Ipoh was a prime spot and 
began work by opening an Anglo-Chinese School in November 1894.39 T. W. Stagg first 
began the work in Ipoh, but after his wife suffered a nervous breakdown in 1895, he was 
37 1897 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 217, 221. 
38 C. C. Kelso to H. K. McCabe, 9/811894, Missionary Files. 
39 Denyes, The Malaysia Mission of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 22. 
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replaced by William E. Horley, who became the mainstay of Ipoh Methodism for the next 
several decades.40 Under Horley, the work at Ipoh quickly came to resemble the work at 
Singapore and Penang: English, Tamil, and Chinese congregations and school work. The 
one distinction was the lack of a WFMS presence in Ipoh. 
Two years later, in 1896, the Malaysia Mission was presented with another 
opportunity to start work in a new city. Ralph Munson and his wife Miriam were to open 
a school at Kuala Lumpur, the rapidly growing capital of the newly-created Federated 
Malay States. Miriam, however, fell quite ill, and the Munsons were forced to return to 
the United States.41 The school project had to wait until the next year, when William and 
Elizabeth Kensett moved to Kuala Lumpur. Unlike in other locations, the first school 
opened in Kuala Lumpur was primarily for Tamils, not Chinese. This was the Tamil 
Boys' School, later renamed the Methodist Boys' School. Still, mission work in Kuala 
Lumpur looked like the work in Singapore, Penang, and Ipoh with mission schools and 
ethnic congregations for Europeans, Tamils, and Chinese. The WFMS entered Kuala 
Lumpur a year after the Missionary Society. In 1898, the Sultan of Kuala Lumpur 
invited the WFMS to take over a government-run girls' school, offering them ownership 
of the property. The WFMS accepted, and Mrs. Mary Clayland Meek and Miss Luella 
Anderson went to oversee the school in 1900.42 
40 J. M. Thobum to C. C. McCabe, 9/2011895, Missionary Files. 
41 1896 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 183. 
42 1900 WFMS Annual Report, 32. 
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As the 1890s came to a close, the Methodist mission expanded to one more major 
site on the Malay Peninsula, Taiping.43 Taiping was an interesting variation on 
Methodist expansion patterns, as the WFMS pioneered work there. Indeed, for many 
years, the male-run Missionary Society of the MEC had no missionary in Taiping. 
Nevertheless, the Taiping expansion followed the same pattern seen elsewhere: the 
opening of school work followed by the establishment of multiple ethnic worshipping 
congregations. In 1899, the Sultan of Perak offered to tum over to the WFMS a girls' 
school with property valued at $10,000. The WFMS accepted, and Mrs. Mary Carr 
Curtis began running the school.44 Despite the lack of ordained male missionaries, both 
Chinese and Tamil congregations developed in Taiping. 
New mission institutions 
While missionaries were busy replicating the model of mission work developed in 
Singapore elsewhere on the Malay Peninsula, missionaries in Singapore were busy 
adding to their operations by opening new institutions. The most significant of these 
were the American Mission Press (AMP) and its related enterprises, the Malaysia 
Message and the Methodist Book Room (MBR).45 The genesis of the American Mission 
Press dates back to the late 1880s before William Oldham left Singapore. Oldham 
43 Taiping was frequently spelled Taipeng in the 1890s and early 1900s. 
44 Isham, Valorous Ventures, 337. 
45 The American Mission Press was initially known as the Amelia Bishop Mission Press, after a 
donor. That name lasted for only a year or two before it became simply the American Mission Press. 
Later, in 1906, its name was changed to the Methodist Publishing House. 
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wanted to open a press like other Methodist missions in Asia.46 When he recruited 
William Shellabear to become a Methodist missionary, he also convinced Shellabear to 
undertake the project. Shellabear studied printing while at home in England in 1889. 
Oldham found donors for money to buy press equipment, and when Shellabear returned 
to Singapore in 1890, he was able to purchase and start operating a small press. The 
press not only published items for the Methodist mission, but it also did job work for 
others. The British and Foreign Bible Society was a significant customer, and the press 
did commercial work as well to bring in money and keep its employees occupied. 
With a press established, the Malaysia Mission began production of a monthly 
newspaper, the Malaysia Message . Begun in 1891, the Malaysia Message was first 
edited by Shellabear as manager of the American Mission Press. It contained articles 
submitted by Methodist, Presbyterian, and other missionaries in Southeast Asia, along 
with descriptions of the region and a compilation of missionary information from around 
the world. The Malaysia Message was never a successful financial endeavor, but it 
nonetheless played an important role in publicizing the work of the mission. The 
business of the press further expanded in 1893 when it began a retail operation, the 
Methodist Book Room (MBR). The MBR sold books, cards, stationery, and other 
supplies for students. The initial objective for the MBR was to provide a retail outlet for 
the AMP's own publications and to serve as a means of distributing wholesome Christian 
literature in Singapore, a commodity hard to find at the time. 
46 See Goh, Sparks of Grace, 32-33; for general comments on Methodist printing in Asia and 
Walter N . Lacy, A Hundred Years of China Methodism (Nashville: Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1948); for 
the history of Methodist printing in China. 
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At the same time as these print operations were being established, the Malaysia 
Mission was building new facilities to house students and orphans. Students at the 
Anglo-Chinese School had begun living as boarders with Marie Oldham in her home in 
the 1880s.47 In 1891, the mission purchased a building to better accommodate such 
students and its missionaries. This building became the Anglo-Chinese School Boarding 
House. In addition, Sophia Blackmore began taking in homeless and poor girls in 1890.48 
In 1894, the WFMS built the Deaconess Home, a new building that housed such 
homeless and poor girls and served as a residence for WFMS missionaries. The Malaysia 
Mission began to care for homeless boys with the founding of a male orphanage in 1893. 
The work of this orphanage included not only housing the students but also providing 
them with vocational education, a program begun in 1894.49 The orphanage lasted until 
Ralph Munson returned to the United States in 1896.50 
These new institutions were given a boost by a new institutional status for the 
mission. In 1893, the Malaysia Mission became an official Missionary Conference of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church. This newly conferred status represented the next step in the 
evolution toward becoming a regularly constituted Annual Conference of the MEC, on 
par with the organizational units of the church in the United States. 
In 1896, the mission began raising money to construct a new building for the ACS 
Boarding Hall. The Chinese community subscribed heavily to this project, pledging to 
47 Lau, From Mission to Church, 13--4. 
48 Ibid. , 16. 
49 1894 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 184. 
50 1896 ibid.' 186. 
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raise $9,000.51 At just this time, Dr. Lim Boon Keng, a prominent Chinese leader in 
Singapore, wrote a series of articles under the pseudonym "Isaiah" in the Singapore 
Straits Times, one of the major English-language newspapers, accusing the ACS of 
exerting undue pressure on its students to convert to Christianity. In response, many non-
Christian Chinese families withdrew their boys from the ACS and cancelled their 
donations to the Boarding Hall construction project. Boon Keng' s articles may have 
reflected genuine concerns about the way in which the ACS was being run. Daniel 
Moore published an article in the May 1896 issue of Gospel in all Lands recounting the 
progress of the Malaysia Mission. 52 Comments about the schools in this piece seem to 
have provoked Boon Keng's articles. Nevertheless, there was also speculation that the 
Isaiah incident was designed to provide members of the Chinese business community an 
opportunity to withdraw their donations to the Boarding Hall building project without 
losing face. 53 The early to mid-1890s were a rocky time for the global economy, and this 
uncertainty affected the Chinese business community in Singapore as well. These 
financial troubles may have left some of the Singaporean Chinese unable to meet their 
commitments to the school building project. 
Whatever the case, the loss of donations, along with the effects of the global 
economic downturn and newly unfavorable rates of exchange between Singapore and the 
United States, hit the Malaysia Mission hard. The Mission experienced significant 
financial problems. Charles C. Kelso, serving as Presiding Elder at the time, returned to 
51 1896 ibid. 
52 D. D. Moore, "Glances at our Malaysia Mission" Gospel in all Lands (May 1896), 222-226. 
53 Lau, From Mission to Church, 97. 
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the United States to (unsuccessfully) attempt to raise money for the mission. 54 Despite 
this setback, by 1898, the Malaysia Mission had recovered financially and operationally. 
Even without the students who had withdrawn, the ACS continued to gain in enrollment. 
The mission regrouped and readied itself for another phase of expansion in the 1900s. 
Expansion beyond the peninsula 
The Malaysia Mission had begun looking at expanding to sites beyond the Malay 
Peninsula as early as 1889. There were a number of exploratory visits throughout 
Southeast Asia in the early 1890s, but none of these led to the establishment of new work. 
Hence, it was not until the first decade of the 1900s, after a round of successful expansion 
on the peninsula, that the mission began its first operations elsewhere in Southeast Asia. 
During that decade, the Malaysia Mission started work in Sarawak, West Borneo, 
Sumatra, and Java. 55 As with expansion on the Malay Peninsula, schools were an 
important part of the Methodist strategy. Immigrants proved to be a further key factor in 
Methodist work throughout Southeast Asia. 
The very first exploration of possible mission sites beyond the Malay Peninsula 
happened in 1889 when William Oldham visited Batavia on the island of Java. He 
discussed the prospects for Methodist mission work there with German and Dutch 
54 See correspondence between A. B. Leonard and C. C. Kelso from 1896 and 1897, Miss. Soc. 
Board Correspondence, Letterbooks 168-170. 
55 In addition to these four new geographic areas, the Malaysia Mission had at least a formal 
connection to newly started Methodist work in the Philippines. Nevertheless, because of the mostly 
nominal relation between work in Malaysia and work in the Philippines, extensive treatment of Methodist 
missions in the Philippines is omitted from this dissertation. 
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missionaries already operating in Java, but nothing came of these discussions. 56 A year 
later, B. F. West and Henry Luering made an exploratory trip up the Kapuas River in 
West Borneo. Although they concluded that there was an open door for work among the 
Dyaks, no action was taken at the time.57 Then in 1891, J. C. Floyd and Luering went to 
North Borneo, where the British-run government had invited them to start missionary 
work. Luering stayed for eight months, but was utterly unsuccessful in his evangelistic 
efforts. He never reached his intended target town of Kimanis, instead remaining stuck in 
Limbawang because of floods. In the entire eight months, he only baptized his hired 
assistant. Luering left, and no missionary was sent to replace him . 58 The next venture 
beyond the Malay Peninsula came in 1893, when West visited the island of Sumatra. 
There he found an area unoccupied by any other mission and an English woman who was 
interested in donating money to help start Methodist work there. 59 Bishop Thoburn 
wanted to appoint Rev. Franklin Ohlinger, then serving as a missionary in Korea, to open 
work in Sumatra, but Ohlinger seems to have been ruled unfit for missionary work 
because he was uncooperative with other missionaries in Korea, despite previously 
having done outstanding work in Foochow.60 No one else was appointed in his place. 
56 1890 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 232-3. 
57 Denyes, The Malaysia Mission of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 17. 
58 Malaysia Message (March 1892), 44-5. 
59 Barclay, Widening Horizons, 1845-95,658-9 . 
6° For Ohlinger' s work in Foochow, see Ryan Dunch, Fuzhou Protestants and the Making of a 
Modem China 1857-1927 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2001); Dana L. Robert, "The Methodist 
Struggle Over Higher Education in Fuzhou, China, 1877-1883," Methodist History 34, no. 3 (April 1996): 
173-189. For Ohlinger's conflict with other missionaries in Korea, see J. 0. Peck to J . M. Thobum, 
6/30/1893, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 166, p. 327. 
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Finally in 1894, Sophia Blackmore and Emma Ferris visited Palembang in Sumatra. 
They were invited there by Lim Sin Noe, a woman who had been converted through 
WFMS work in Singapore in 1893. Following her conversion, she moved to Palembang 
for business reasons but evangelized her family, friends, and neighbors there. Blackmore 
and Ferris stayed with Sin Noe's family, conducted evangelistic home visits, and 
distributed Christian literature. Despite this opening, they appear to have never intended 
to make Palembang a regular location for missionary work. 
Thus the foreign missionaries of the Malaysia Mission seem to have abandoned 
their hopes of expanding beyond the Malay Peninsula by the middle of the 1890s. When 
the Malaysia Mission did finally start operations in another location, it was not through 
the initiative of the missionaries, but due to the settlement of a large number of Chinese 
Methodists near Sibu in Sarawak. Rajah Charles Brooke, the second in the line of white, 
British-descended rulers of the territory of Sarawak on the island of Borneo, had been 
looking to import immigrants to settle in his country and develop it economically through 
the expansion of agriculture. He made arrangements with Wong Nai Siang, an important 
lay Methodist leader and journalist in Foochow, China, who had spent time in Singapore 
and traveled throughout Southeast Asia. 61 This agreement stipulated that Nai Siang 
would bring a group of 1,000 settlers to Sarawak.62 Nai Siang recruited heavily among 
his Methodist compatriots, especially in his home county and two neighboring counties in 
61 Wong Nai Siong (Huang Naishang) had been one of the early converts in the Foochow Mission 
of the MEC and continued to play an important part in the history of that mission. For more on him, see 
Dunch, Fuzhou Protestants and the Making of a Modern China 1857-1927. 
62 For more on the story of the Foochow immigration to Sarawak, see John Chin, The Sarawak 
Chinese (Kuala Lumpur; New York: Oxford University Press, 1981 ). 
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Foochow.63 Arrangements were finalized in 1900, and by early 1901, these immigrants 
set off for their new home. Rev. Main, a Methodist missionary in Foochow, wrote to 
Rev. John R. Den yes of the Malaysia Mission that the immigrants were on their way.64 
An excerpt from that letter was printing in Gospel in all Lands, where Bishop Frank W. 
Warne read it. 65 Warne met the immigrants when they stopped in Singapore and went 
with them to their new home in Sarawak. Under Warne's orders, Rev . Ling Ching Mi 
visited the new immigrants in 1901, staying for three months to help organize the 
community. B. F. West visited the next year. Nevertheless, the Methodist community in 
Sarawak primarily functioned under its own indigenous leadership until 1903, when Rev. 
James M. Hoover was appointed as the first foreign missionary to Sarawak. He was also 
the first Malaysian Methodist missionary to serve beyond the Malay Peninsula. 
The next expansion of Methodist work beyond the Malay Peninsula also occurred 
mainly as a result of indigenous initiative. George Pykett made two exploratory visits to 
the north coast of Sumatra in 1904. In Medan, he met Hong Teen, a former student of 
ACS, Singapore, who had moved to Medan and opened a school of his own. Though he 
was not a Christian, Hong Teen invited Pykett to take over the supervision of his school. 
Pykett agreed in 1905 and appointed Solomon Pakianathan and a Chinese teacher from 
ACS, Penang, to teach there.66 Pakianathan began holding worship services among the 
63 Dunch, Fuzhou Protestants and the Making of a Modern China 1857-1927, 87. 
64 S. 0. Baldwin to F. W. Warne, 4/5/1901 , Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 173, p. 
254. 
65 Barclay, Widening Horizons, 1845-95, 114. 
66 Copplestone, 20th Century Perspectives, 135. 
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Tamils. He discovered that Lim Hoai Toh, former Chinese evangelist for the Methodists 
in Singapore, was living in Medan. Hoai Toh joined in the work, beginning Chinese 
services. When John Denyes severed the connection between the Methodists and Hong 
Teen's school in 1908, Pakianathan relocated to Palembang, also in Sumatra, and began a 
school and evangelistic work among the Chinese there. 
The third expansion of Methodism in Southeast Asia was also the result of 
indigenous initiative. U Chim Seng was a Chinese immigrant who converted and was 
baptized in the Bukit Mertajam Methodist Church in 1896.67 After his business failed in 
Bukit Mertajam, he moved to Singkawan in West Borneo, where he worked as a druggist 
and doctor. He also evangelized his Chinese neighbors and clients. After gathering 
around him a group of 70-80 interested followers, he wrote to Methodist missionaries 
requesting missionary support of the work. B. F. West and Rev. Kingsley E. Pease 
visited Singkawan and nearby Pontianak in 1906 and resolved to send a missionary. 68 
Rev. Charles M. Worthington was accordingly stationed in Pontianak in 1907, working 
among the Chinese population of West Borneo. Worthington and his successors 
established a couple of schools and a half dozen or so congregations. 
The final geographic expansion of the Malaysia Mission in Southeast Asia was 
the result of missionary initiative. John Den yes was inspired to begin Methodist work in 
Java through his contact with Javanese students at the Singapore ACS . While he was 
home on furlough in the United States in 1904, he met Elizabeth Harper Brooks, 
67 For more on U Chim Seng's story, see the front page of the Jan. 1906 Malaysia Message. 
68 1906 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 30. 
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missionary secretary for the Pittsburgh Conference of the Epworth League, the Methodist 
young adult organization.69 She agreed to raise money for new missionary work in Java. 
The Pittsburgh Conference Epworth Leagues raised $4,000 to support Denyes and 
committed to raising a similar amount annually for four additional years.70 With this 
financial backing, Denyes and his wife Mary began work in Buitenzorg in 1905. At first 
their mission work mainly reached out to the Chinese population, though eventually the 
work expanded to include the Javanese. Denyes and others built up churches and schools 
in a number of locations throughout western Java. 
New advances in a new century 
At the same time as the Malaysia Mission was expanding beyond the Malay 
Peninsula, it was developing its work in all locations. By the twentieth century, the 
Malay Peninsula itself was becoming an economic boom area, driven by tin mines and 
extensive new rubber plantations. Chinese and Tamil immigrants poured into the area in 
ever-increasing numbers.71 Methodist churches and schools, having reached critical mass 
within both of these communities, increased to accommodate this rising tide of 
immigrants. The number of Methodist congregations grew five-fold between 1900 and 
69 Copplestone, 20th Century Perspectives, 144. 
70 1905 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 36. 
7 1 Immigration for both groups peaked around the end of the first decade of the twentieth century, 
though Indian immigration would continue in large numbers through 1930 because of the on-going British 
imperial ties between Malaysia and India. See Kernial Singh Sandhu, Indians in Malaya: Some Aspects of 
Their Immigration and Settlement ( 1786-1957) (London: Cambridge University Press, 1969), 158; 1910 
Annual Department Report of the Straits Settlements, 173. 
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1915.72 The number of Methodist schools tripled.73 The Malaysia Mission undertook 
new institutional and social initiatives and expanded existing ones. All of these 
developments were made possible by an increased labor force of missionaries and native 
pastors. Most took place within the context of a new administrative status for the 
Malaysia Mission. On Feb. 25, 1902, it was elevated to an Annual Conference of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church, giving it full rights and responsibilities within the MEC. 
As an Annual Conference, the Malaysia Mission received more direct episcopal 
supervision. William Oldham returned to the area as missionary bishop of Malaysia and 
the Philippines in 1904, serving in that capacity until 1912. 
The increase in the number of clerical appointments in the Malaysia Mission was 
steady but slow until the new century, with usually one or two new appointments added 
in a year. In 1900, however, the mission opened five new churches and preaching 
points.74 It would continue to add clerical appointments at the rate of about six per year 
through 1915.75 These new churches were opened in the new areas beyond the Malay 
Peninsula described above as well as in smaller towns on the Peninsula itself. In 1900, 
the Malaysia Mission only had schools in its major centers of operation on the Malay 
Peninsula: Singapore, Penang, Ipoh, Kuala Lumpur, and Taiping. As Methodism spread 
72 The number of congregations grew from 15 in 1900 to 75 in 1915. See statistics in 1900 
Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 38; 1915 ibid., 86. 
73 The number of schools increased from 23 day schools and 3 boarding schools in 1900 to 61 day 
schools and 12 boarding schools in 1915. See statistics in 1900 Official Minutes of the Malaysia 
Conference, 37; 1915 ibid., 86. 
74 Compare the list of appointments in 1899 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 5-6; 
1900 ibid. 
75 See the list of appointments included in the first pages of each year's Official Minutes of the 
Malaysia Conference. 
throughout the peninsula and beyond, they opened new schools in many of the same 
locations as their new churches. 
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This increase in churches and schools necessitated an increase in the Methodists' 
labor force. A new wave of WFMS missionaries came in this decade, but they were 
confined mainly to major cities. The number of Western male missionaries increased 
slightly, but at nowhere near the rate at which the mission was growing geographically. 
Hence, the majority of the new Methodist workers were Chinese or Tamils. A few of 
these were ordained and accepted as full ministerial members of the Annual Conference. 
The great majority of Chinese and Tamil workers, however, were local preachers and 
teachers, licensed by the mission but not fully ordained. In addition to the male local 
preachers and teachers, Chinese and Tamil women served as Bible women, visiting and 
evangelizing on behalf of the mission. 
This new indigenous labor force required preparation for their work. Indigenous 
teachers were usually graduates of one of the schools run by the Methodists. Preparation 
for local preachers and Bible women varied greatly, but options for formal training grew. 
B. F. West opened a Training School for native preachers in Penang in 1897. It moved 
with him to Singapore in 1902, then to Malacca in 1907, where William Shellabear led 
the school, and finally in 1911 back to Singapore, where it would stay. In 1904, a 
donation from a Pittsburgh-area businessman renamed the school the Jean Hamilton 
Theological School, in memory of his young daughter. The school only trained a portion 
of the local preachers; in 1905, for instance, there were 17 students.76 Other local 
76 
''The 'Jean Hamilton' Memorial School" Malaysia Message (June 1905), 82. 
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preachers made due without formal theological training. A school for Bible women 
opened in 1902 in Singapore. It followed the Jean Hamilton Training School in its 
peregrinations to Malacca and back. The number of students was small, usually less than 
the number in Jean Hamilton. Mary Denyes opened a second Bible Woman's Training 
School in Java after she relocated there in 1905, though this school was quite small- a 
handful of students at most.77 
Training schools were not the only new institutions to be started by the Malaysia 
Mission in the early years of the twentieth century. The Perak government approached 
the mission to solicit its help in recruiting a group of settlers to relocate from China to a 
new rubber-growing region near Sitiawan. The mission agreed, perhaps because of its 
experience with the Foochow settlement in Sarawak; H. L. E. Luering and Ling Ching Mi 
went to the Foochow and Hinghwa areas of China to recruit immigrants to Perak. They 
were successful and brought approximately 400 settlers back with them.78 Many of these 
settlers were Christian, and the mission hoped that those who were not would 
nevertheless make good evangelistic targets. These settlers were granted land, but so was 
the mission. The mission opened Sitiawan Mission Plantations, Ltd., a rubber-growing 
firm with the Malaysia Mission and its missionaries as investors. In addition, the mission 
also founded an orphanage and industrial school in Sitiawan. 
Existing institutions expanded and developed in this same time period. The 
American Mission Press, renamed the Methodist Publishing House or MPH in 1906, 
77 1915 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 116. 
78 Copplestone, 20th Century Perspectives, 770. 
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prospered greatly under the leadership of William T. Cherry, who assumed control of the 
press in 1900. Cherry was not only an ordained Methodist minister, he was an astute 
businessman; his efforts turned the American Mission Press into the largest printer in 
Southeast Asia by the end of the decade. 79 The press added new technologies, expanded 
its printing capabilities, and took on an increasing amount of outside work. By 1912, it 
was generating a steady stream of revenue that could be reinvested in improvements to 
the publishing house and could help pay for the construction of new churches.80 The 
Methodist Book Room also prospered under Cherry. It moved into its own location in 
1903.81 The new space allowed it to increase its product offerings, which included desk 
lamps, school furniture, unfermented grace juice for communion, and stationery supplies. 
Moral reform continued to be an important part of Methodist work as well. The 
WFMS opened the Alexandra Home for Destitute Women in Penang in 1904 to serve as 
a refuge and rehabilitation center for poor women and prostitutes.82 In 1905, Methodist 
missionaries in the Federated Malay States presented a petition to the government of the 
FMS to end legalized gambling in that territory.83 In the same year, Chinese Methodists 
worshipping at the Mission of Love Chinese Church in Kuala Lumpur undertook 
extensive efforts to distribute a jungle plant thought to cure opium addiction. 84 Methodist 
79 Jim Baker, The Eagle in the Lion City: America, Americans, and Singapore (Singapore: 
Landmark Books, 2005), 122. 
80 1912 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference , 43-5. 
81 1903 ibid., 39--40. 
82 1904 ibid., 73. 
83 1905 ibid., 44. 
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anti-opium activities were also expressed through Bishop Oldham's participation in the 
Government of the Straits Settlements' Opium Commission from 1907 to 1909. 
Missionaries provided much of the anti-opium testimony heard by the commission. 
A new educational opportunity presented itself in 1910. The Tiong Hwa Hwe 
Koan was a Chinese reformist group operating in the Netherlands Indies. They ran a 
series of schools as part of their project of modernizing the overseas Chinese. In early 
1910, they approached John Denyes about placing Methodist missionaries in their 
schools as teachers of English. Den yes, after consulting with Bishop Oldham and 
Missionary Society Corresponding Secretary A. B. Leonard, accepted the proposal, and 
over a half dozen Methodist missionaries (both lay and ordained) went out under 
contracts with the THHK over the next decade.85 
In 1911, the economic success of the Foochow colony in Sarawak led to an 
attempt by the government to replicate it. Rajah Charles Brooke invited a group of 
Hinghwa immigrants to settle in his territory. Many from among this group were also 
Methodist, and Methodists added them to their circuit of churches in Sarawak. 
Moreover, James Hoover discussed with Rajah Brooke the possibility of granting 
additional land for the Foochow settlers near Sibu. Brooke agreed, and the Foochow 
settlers gradually took over other areas up though the mid-1920s. 86 
Work in the Netherlands Indies expanded as well. A few Bataks, indigenous 
inhabitants of Sumatra, had become associated with the Methodist mission, and they 
84 1906 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 286. 
85 J. R. Denyes toW. F. Oldham, 7/1611910, Missionary Files . 
86 Doraisamy, The March of Methodism in Singapore and Malaysia, 1885-1980, 54-5 . 
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helped open additional work. The Batak evangelist Willie Galung pioneered work 
among the Dyaks, an indigenous group in West Borneo, in 1912.87 In Sumatra, two 
Batak chiefs invited the Methodists to start work among their people. 88 The Rhenish 
Missionary Society also encouraged the Methodists to open up Batak work. 89 Western 
missionaries helped open new work in the Netherlands Indies as well. In 1911, Mark 
Freeman was appointed under a THHK contract to the island of Bangka, the first 
Methodist there. 1912 saw William T. Ward appointed as the first Western missionary to 
Medan in Sumatra. By 1915, the Netherlands Indies were well on their way to becoming 
a separate mission entity, a status they achieved in 1918. 
Thirty years of Methodism in Southeast Asia 
1915 is the year that World War I came to Singapore. The war had started in 
Europe the prior year, and some of its effects had already been felt in Southeast Asia 
through the disruption of trade and immigration. On February 15, 1915, a group of 
Indian troops in service of the British Empire stationed in Singapore staged a mutiny, 
incited by German prisoners in the Singapore jail. The Germans falsely warned the 
Muslim Indians that, instead of going to Hong Kong as they had been told, they would be 
sent to Turkey to fight fellow Muslims, a task they found morally unacceptable. These 
rebellious troops killed a few British officers and caused several days of havoc in the 
87 Doraisamy and Methodist Church in Singapore, Forever Beginning, 44. 
88 Copplestone, 20th Century Perspectives, 137. 
89 1913 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference , 13. 
town. The mutiny was, however, quickly quashed through a combination of British 
troops and European and Chinese volunteers. 
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As it so happened, the Malaysia Mission was holding its Annual Conference in 
Singapore during the mutiny. The female missionaries, along with all other European 
women, were sent to ships in the harbor to be kept safe for four days. The male 
missionaries formed themselves into a volunteer military company, though they were not 
called to action and were dismissed three days later. After the woman missionaries 
returned, the remainder of the conference was conducted quickly and with "no further 
interruption. "90 
There are many years that could be chosen as turning points or landmarks for the 
Malaysia Mission: its designation as an Annual Conference in 1902; the appointment and 
transfer of William Oldham as bishop in 1904 and 1912, respectively; the separation of 
the Netherland Indies Mission in 1918; or others. Many histories of Methodism in 
Southeast Asia treat the entire period up until the Japanese invasion in 1942 as one 
period. Most of these possible chronological markers are more relevant to the internal 
dynamics of the Malaysia Mission than this episode of mutiny in Singapore. 
Yet this dissertation ends here for two reasons. The first reason is external to the 
mission itself. While this brief history has focused on the mission as it was in and of 
itself, the overall scope of this dissertation attempts to place the mission in a global 
historical context. That global historical context, both in its secular and Christian 
dimensions, was changing in important ways as a result of World War I. This episode of 
90 
"A Warlike Annual Conference" Malaysia Message (March 1915), 41. 
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rebellion in Singapore represents both the level of globalization achieved before the war 
and the ways in which the war would change that globalization. The rebellion in 
Singapore was fomented by German prisoners inciting Indian soldiers serving the British 
government on their way to China but fearful of fighting fellow Muslims in the Ottoman 
Empire, a remarkable confluence of geographical factors . 
Yet the Germans were imprisoned because the British government had outlawed 
German and Austrian trade in its territories during the war, a measure that, along with 
restrictions on Chinese and Indian immigration, represented a closing of some of the 
pathways that had made pre-war globalization possible. Moreover, the reallocation of 
European resources and attention from the colonial world to the European theater of war 
changed the way secular global networks functioned. Economic, political, and cultural 
changes that followed the war tended to encourage insularity rather than exchange. 
World War I also served as a significant theological challenge to the Christian missionary 
enterprise, questioning the moral and spiritual supremacy of the West and facilitating the 
rise of indigenous Christian leadership in non-Western countries. The corning of World 
War I to Singapore therefore marks a sensible point of demarcation.9 1 
The second reason is internal to the mission. 1915 also marked the 30th 
anniversary of the mission. This milestone was not as celebrated as was its 50th 
anniversary 20 years later. Yet by the time the mission turned 30, the main 
characteristics and institutions of the mission were already well-established. The mission 
9 1 A number of historians dealing with globalization have set World War I as a dividing line in 
their chronologies. See, for instance, Osterhammel and Petersson, Globalization ; Nester, Globalization; 
Hopkins, "The History of Globalization--And The Globalization of History?"; Steams, Globalization in 
World History . 
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had been numerically successful. It had gone from just two missionaries in 1885 to well 
over 400 missionaries, lay preachers, and teachers in 1915.92 It had grown from one 
church with three members in 1885 to seventy-five congregations with 2,396 full 
members, 1,245 probationary members, and 1,514 adherents by 1915.93 The mission's 
geographic extent, multi-ethnic nature, heavy reliance on schools, printing operations, 
attempts at moral reform, involvement in settler plantations, and use of Chinese and 
Tamil workers were all clearly in place by 1915. Hence, by 1915, the Malaysia Mission 
had become an established player on the religious scene of Southeast Asia, one with a 
recognizable mode of operation. The mission would continue to grow and develop until 
it encountered its next major formative period during and after World War II, but the 
changes between 1915 and 1942 were not as significant as the changes between 1885 and 
1915 were.94 
By 1915, both globalization and the Malaysia Mission had reached the end of a 
stage of development. Globalization had finished a wave of growth and was now in 
retreat until new developments after World War II. The Malaysia Mission had finished a 
wave of growth and would now continue on in a similar manner until further 
developments after World War II. Therefore, with one era completed and another not to 
begin for another thirty years, this history ends its narrative in 1915. 
92 In 1915, there were 77 female workers, 44 ordained males, 74 local preachers, and 295 teachers 
(including those counted in other categories). 1915 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, viii , 77, 
86, 90- 91. 
93 1915 ibid. , 77. 
94 Singapore fell to the Japanese on February 15, 1942, causing great disruption to the Methodist 
Church in Singapore and Malaysia. The Japanese occupation and its aftermath would lead to a period of 
increased indigenous control and new institutional initiatives after World War II. 
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Chapter 3: People 
In 1898, Ida Ellis was on her way to Penang to serve as a teacher in a missionary 
school. Ellis had desired to become a missionary for a while, having studied at the 
Chicago Training School for City, Home, and Foreign Missions after earning a degree 
from De Pauw. 1 Yet Ellis ended up in Penang because she was guided there through a 
series of personal connections involving the Malaysia Mission. The first step in bringing 
Ellis to Penang happened when Miss G. Henrietta Bellingham, a Scottish tourist traveling 
through Southeast Asia, made the acquaintance of Bishop Tho bum and other Methodist 
missionaries in Malaysia. Bellingham was moved to donate $1000 to cover two years' 
worth of salary for a deaconess at the girls' school in Penang? The news of this donation 
was relayed to Mary C. Nind, the key American promoter of the women's work in 
Malaysia. Nind canvassed the length and breadth of the United States promoting 
missionary causes including Malaysia. While on a stop at Greencastle, IN, she 
encountered Ellis, who offered her services as a missionary. Nind and Ellis quickly 
agreed that Ellis would go to Penang. Once she arrived in Penang, Ellis took up work in 
the girls' school. The Penang girls' school was already producing its own native 
teachers,3and Ellis helped educate more girls who then had the opportunity to teach not 
only in Penang, but at other Methodist schools throughout Southeast Asia. Bellingham's 
1 Effie Grout Lindsay, Missionaries of the Minneapolis Branch of the Woman's Foreign 
Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church (Minneapolis, MN: [s.n.] , 1904), 62. 
2 1898 WFMS Annual Repon, 42. 
3 1897 ibid. , 41. 
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travel as a tourist and Nind's travel on behalf of Methodist missions set Ellis into motion 
such that she enabled the further movement of Chinese women in Southeast Asia. 
At its most basic level, globalization is about the movement of people. Without 
people to carry them, there is no movement of goods, power structures, information, or 
ideologies. The movement of both individuals and groups can contribute to the process 
of globalization. Mobile individuals can not only travel the world, bringing the trappings 
of globalization with them, but also can act with global consequences.4 Migration moves 
people on a larger scale, and with them the economic, political, cultural, religious, and 
other aspects of globalization.5 Large-scale migration brought to Malaysia the Chinese, 
Tamils, and Europeans who would become the members of the Malaysia Mission. Yet 
the Malaysia Mission, operating as a social network through its connectional system of 
membership and ministry, was also responsible for promoting the mobility of those 
associated with it- missionaries, mission supporters, and even church members. By 
shaping the movement of these groups of people, the mission served as a globalizing 
force. 
Immigrants 
One of the reasons that the late nineteenth century represented a wave of early 
globalization is that humans were traveling around the world in greater numbers than 
4 Thomas Friedman has referred to such people as "super-empowered individuals" (The Lexus and 
the Olive Tree: Understanding Globalization, 14). 
5 The relationship between migration and globalization is an important theme for Arjun 
Apparadurai (Modernity At Large). 
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ever before.6 Such an increase in travel extended to Malaysia along with other places in 
the world, and this increase in both migration and travelers had a significant impact on 
the history of the Malaysia Mission. Since the native Malays resisted conversion to 
Christianity, the members of the Malaysia Mission were all immigrants or the 
descendants of immigrants.7 Indeed, Bobby Sng identifies Christian migration from 
India and China as one of three reasons the Methodist mission in Singapore succeeded. 8 
New transportation technologies made both immigration and travel possible at 
speeds, scales, and prices never before imagined. One of the most important 
developments in this realm was the invention of the steamship, which was not only faster 
than sail-powered craft, but was also able to move independently of seasonal wind cycles. 
Almost as significant was the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869, which substantially 
reduced the distance required to travel from Europe and the East Coast of America to 
Southeast Asia. These two developments made travel dramatically faster and cheaper, 
especially travel between Europe and Southeast Asia. "Prior to steamships and the 
opening of the [Suez] canal, the record for passage between Singapore and London 
around the tip of Africa was 117 days. After the opening of the canal, the average 
became 40 to 45 days."9 A trip from the West Coast of the United States to Singapore 
took about a month by steamship. Passenger travel costs experienced a corresponding 
6 See Held and McGrew, "The Great Globalization Debate: An Introduction," 19. 
7 Malays resisted Christianity for a variety of religious, cultural, political, and economic reasons 
that are beyond the scope of the present argument. 
8 The other two were the Methodist school system and skilled missionaries. Sng, In His Good 
Time, 121. 
9 Baker, The Eagle in the Lion City, 83. 
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drop, which meant that while international passenger travel remained expensive, it was 
much more affordable than in previous eras. 10 New technologies made travel by land 
easier too. In the United States, the completion of the transcontinental railroad in 1869 
enabled Americans to move around more freely within their country and provided them 
with additional routes by which to leave their country. Those travelling to Southeast Asia 
from anywhere in the United States could leave from either coast. Once travelers and 
migrants arrived in Malaysia, new technologies continued to make travel easier. The 
development of rail and road infrastructure within the Federated Malay States by the 
colonial government provided new and faster transportation options. 11 The introduction 
of bicycles, motorcycles, gasoline-powered boats, and eventually the car to Malaysia also 
facilitated movement within the area. 
Technology alone was not, however, a sufficient reason for migration. The 
increased mobility of the human race in the late nineteenth century was driven by several 
forces. European colonialism involved the movement of a small number of Europeans 
overseas to run their colonial empires, as occurred in Singapore, Penang, and Kuala 
Lumpur. Colonialism also facilitated and at times demanded the movement of people 
between previously disparate lands that were now connected by a common colonial 
government, as was the case with Indian migration to Malaysia. Newly formed global 
economic webs (which were not always distinct from colonial webs) also promoted the 
10 Thomas Friedman asserts that falling transportation costs were the driving force of globalization 
in this period (Friedman, The Lexus and the Olive Tree: Understanding Globalization, xviii.). 
11 Starting from the mid-1890s, the FMS government poured tremendous amounts of money into 
developing the transportation infrastructure of the FMS, spending around half of its annual budget for the 
next two decades on railroads, roads, and other infrastructure projects (Baker, Crossroads, 180). 
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movement of people. 12 Economic opportunities, such as tin mining and rubber 
plantations in the FMS, developed as new territories were brought into the orbit of 
international capitalism. Labor was required to support this process of resource 
extraction. Therefore, people moved in response to these economic trends, either 
willingly to try to take advantage of new opportunities or unwillingly because new 
economic systems had made traditional ways of life in China, India, or even the West 
untenable. 13 
While most traditional literature on migration has focused on such "push-pull" 
factors in explaining migration, understandings of migration that reduce it to large-scale 
economic and political factors fail to give a full picture of migration. While economic 
and political incentives may have served as broad motivations for migration, recent 
scholarship on the topic has highlighted the roles that families, kinship groups, ethnic 
associations, local communities, and other social networks both in the country of origin 
and in the country of destination have had in shaping migration and determining who 
migrates where. 14 Such approaches to migration often go by the name of "systems 
12 See, for instance, Barry R. Chiswick and Timothy J. Hatton, "International Migration and the 
Integration of Labor Markets," in Globalization in Historical Perspective, ed. Michael D. Bordo, Alan M. 
Taylor, and Jeffrey G. Williamson (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003), 65-117. 
13 See Chapter 15, "The Asian Contract Labor System (1830s to 1920s) and Transpacific 
Migration," in Dirk Hoerder, Cultures in Contact: World Migrations in the Second Millennium (Durham, 
NC: Duke University Press, 2002), 366--404. 
14 Hoerder, Cultures in Contact; Jeffrey H Cohen and Ibrahim Sirkeci, Cultures of Migration: The 
Global Nature of Contemporary Mobility (Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 2011); Solimano, 
International Migration in the Age of Crisis and Globalization: Historical and Recent Experiences; 
Stephen Castles and Mark J. Miller, The Age of Migration: International Population Movements in the 
Modern World (New York: Guilford Press, 1993); Christiane Harzig, Dirk Hoerder, and Donna R 
Gabaccia, What is Migration Hist01y ? (Cambridge; Malden, MA: Polity, 2009); Robin Cohen, Global 
Diasporas: An Introduction, 2nd Ed. (London: Routledge, 2008). 
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approaches." These theoretical viewpoints remind us to look at the previous patterns of 
contact and ongoing linkages between Southeast Asia and China, India, and Europe when 
trying to understand the increase in migration from these areas to Southeast Asia at the 
turn of the twentieth century. 
As mentioned in the introductory chapter, Chinese connections with Southeast 
Asia were as many as two thousand years old by the time of the Malaysia Mission. These 
connections established a typical pattern of temporary migration between the 
southeastern provinces of China and Southeast Asia referred to as "sojourning." 15 This 
sojourning followed a chain-migration pattern based on connections of family, clan, 
dialect, or home region. 16 While the amount of migration between southeast China and 
Malaysia ebbed and flowed, 17 the patterns established were durable and provided a basis 
upon which a new and much larger wave of nineteenth and twentieth-century migration 
would build. 18 
The nineteenth century brought new reasons for Chinese migration to Malaysia. 19 
There was a good deal of political, social, and economic disruption in Southeast China 
15 Gungwu Wang, "Sojourning: The Chinese Experience in Southeast Asia," in Sojourners and 
Settlers: Histories of Southeast China and the Chinese, ed. Anthony Reid and Kristine Alilunas-Rodgers 
(St. Leonard's, NSW: Allen & Unwin, 1996), 1-14; Reid and Alilunas-Rodgers, Sojourners and Settlers. 
16 Edgar Wickberg, "The Chinese as Overseas Migrants," in Migration: The Asian Experience, ed. 
Judith M. Brown and Rosemary Foot (London: Macmillan, 1994), 14; John H. Drabb1e, An Economic 
History of Malaysia c. 1800-1990: The Transition to Modern Economic Growth (New York; London: St. 
Martin's Press; Macmillan Press, 2000), 98. 
17 Anthony Reid, "Flows and Seepages in the Long-term Chinese Interaction with Southeast 
Asia," in Sojourners and Settlers: Histories of Southeast China and the Chinese, by Anthony Reid and 
Kristine Alilunas-Rodgers (St. Leonard's, NSW: Allen & Unwin, 1996), 15-50. 
18 Wickberg, ''The Chinese as Overseas Migrants." 
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during the nineteenth century, pushing emigrants out. At the same time, new economic 
opportunities opened up in Southeast Asia with the increase in the tin mining industry, 
pepper and gambier farming, and other expanding, global industries.20 Therefore, 
Chinese poured out of Southeast China, especially Fujian and Guangdong provinces, and 
into Southeast Asia, usually via Singapore. C. M. Turnbull estimates that 50,000 Chinese 
immigrants passed through Singapore in 1880?1 By 1911, the pre-war peak of Chinese 
immigration to the Straits Settlements, that number had more than quintupled, to 270,000 
Chinese immigrants in a single year. 22 The Chinese population of the Straits Settlements 
increased from 287,500 in 1895, or 45 percent of the total population, to 402,000 in 1915, 
just over half the total. 23 
While the reasons for and volume of Chinese migration to Malaysia may have 
changed in the second half of the nineteenth century, what did not was the importance of 
family, ethnic, and other social networks in facilitating and shaping that migration?4 
Sunil Amrith explains, " In the era of mass migration after 1870, Chinese travelled to 
Southeast Asia under a wide range of arrangements. What unites them is the cardinal 
19 For a history of the Chinese in Malaysia, see Ong Siang Song, One Hundred Years ' History of 
the Chinese in Singapore (Singapore: University Malaya Press, 1967); ChDing-huang Yen, A Social 
History of the Chinese in Singapore and Malaya, 1800-1911 (Singapore; New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1986). 
20 Wickberg, "The Chinese as Overseas Migrants," 13. 
21 Constance Mary Turnbull, A History of Singapore, 1819-1988, 2nd ed. (Singapore; New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1989), 79. 
22 1911 Annual Department Report of the Straits Settlements, 45. 
23 1895 Annual Department Report of the Straits Settlements, 132, and 1915 Annual Department 
Report of the Straits Settlements, 495 . 
24 Yen, A Social History of the Chinese in Singapore and Malaya, 1800-1911 . 
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importance of social networks and intermediary institutions in making migration 
possible. Some of these networks and institutions were rooted in the [sic] family and 
kinship."25 Such ties not only brought the Chinese to Malaysia but continued to shape 
their social, economic, and religious lives once there.26 Therefore, it is more accurate to 
write of Chinese immigrant groups rather than a single group of Chinese immigrants, 
split as the community was along ethnic and dialect group lines. 
These sojourners were mostly poor and uneducated laborers who had come to 
Malaysia looking to earn enough money to return home successful enough to care for a 
family. The sojourners were mostly young and single and were overwhelmingly male. 
While most worked as coolies, or unskilled laborers, this group also included some who 
were farmers, traders, or small businessmen. Occupations tended to break down along 
ethnic lines, another instance in which social networks shaped the immigrants' 
experience. Baker reports, "Most [Chinese] who came to Singapore as laborers were 
Hakka; businessmen and shopkeepers generally were Hokkien; artisans tended to be 
Cantonese; farmers and some shopkeepers were Teochew; and the Hainanese were often 
servants, waiters, and seaman."27 As fits the pattern of sojourning, most Chinese 
immigrants in this category either returned to China or went elsewhere in Malaysia as 
25 Sunil S. Amrith, Migration and Diaspora in Modern Asia (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2011), 40. 
26 Yen, A Social History of the Chinese in Singapore and Malaya, 1800-1911 . 
27 Baker, Crossroads, 103. 
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new economic opportunities presented themselves. Song Ong Siang estimates that only 3 
percent of Chinese immigrants to Singapore stayed there permanently.28 
While most Chinese migration to Malaysia took the form of temporary sojourns, 
some Chinese had over the centuries settled in Malaysia. These Chinese usually took 
native wives and adopted Malay as their language but maintained a distinct sense of 
Chinese culture and identity. In the Straits Settlements, these Chinese were referred to as 
the "Baba Chinese." Most of the established leaders of the Chinese community in 
Malaysia were Babas, as were most of the heads of the large Chinese business firms . 
Babas were more stable and less migratory than the sojourners and more committed to 
remaining in Southeast Asia. As such, and also as a sign of their alienation from China, 
they were often interested in Westernization and looked favorably on the British.29 Being 
a stable community, there was a better gender balance within the Baba community than 
among the sojourners. 
The Babas and the sojourners both contributed to the growth of the Malaysia 
Mission, though in different ways. The Babas were significant supporters of the schools 
started by the Malaysia Mission, especially the Anglo-Chinese Schools. The Babas were 
interested in learning English for several reasons. They were already involved in 
international trade and commerce, and English allowed them to communicate for 
business purposes and thus expand their economic opportunities. English also helped 
them to develop closer ties to British colonial leaders, connections with political, 
28 Song, One Hundred Years' History of the Chinese in Singapore, 458. 
29 Sng, In His Good Time, 127. 
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economic, and social payoffs. Therefore, the Babas sent their children to the Methodist 
schools in ever-larger numbers. Because they held most of the Chinese wealth in the 
area, it was also the Babas who subscribed the majority of the locally-raised money for 
Methodist school buildings. 30 Methodist schools attracted the donations of such 
prominent Chinese businessmen as Tan Jiak Kim, Tan Beng Gum, Tan Boo Liat, Tan 
Kah Kee, and Ong Kim Wee.31 The Methodist school system was an important part of 
the success of the Malaysia Mission, and the Babas were an important part of the success 
of the Methodist school system. 
The sojourners contributed to the growth of the Malaysia Mission too, though in 
different ways than the Babas. They lacked the financial resources to support Methodist 
schools to the same extent as the Babas. On the other hand, because the sojourners 
represented the great majority of the Chinese numerically, they were an important source 
of members for the Malaysia Mission. The act of migrating could leave immigrants 
looking for new sources of meaning and support. 32 Immigrants often found such 
meaning and support in conversion to the new religious identity of Methodism. 
Sometimes sojourners were a source of ready members that the mission did not have to 
evangelize, as some sojourners had been Methodists or Protestants of another stripe 
30 In the case of some building projects, Babas subscribed the absolute majority of the money. 
31 For Tan Jiak Kim, see Oldham, India, Malaysia, and the Philippines, 231. For Tan Beng Gum, 
see Song, One Hundred Years' History of the Chinese in Singapore, 277. For Tan Boo Liat, see Ibid. , 
314-5. For Tan Kah Kee, see Ibid., 430. For Ong Kim Wee, see Ibid. , 496. 
32 Timothy L. Smith has made this point for the American context ("Religion and Ethnicity in 
America," American Historical Review 83, no . 5 (1978): 1155-1185). Robert Hefner has pointed out how 
social dislocation in general may prompt a reassessment of the sources of meaning ("Introduction: World 
Building and the Rationality of Conversion," in Conversion to Christianity: Historical and Anthropological 
Perspectives on a Great Transformation, ed. Robert W. Hefner (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1993), 24). 
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before coming to Malaysia. On arrival, these immigrants transferred their church 
membership to the Malaysia Conference. Immigrant Methodists also played a key role in 
helping evangelize other immigrants. Lay church members from China proved to be an 
important work force for the mission, capable of communicating the Methodist message 
in ways that were linguistically comprehensible and culturally appropriate to other 
immigrants. Chinese members, both Christians from China and new converts, soon came 
to constitute the majority of the church members of the Malaysia Mission. 
While the Chinese were the majority of immigrants to Malaysia and the majority 
of members of the Methodist Mission, Indian immigrants were nonetheless nearly as 
significant. Like the Chinese, Indians had a history of connections with Southeast Asia 
stretching back millennia. Yet unlike the Chinese, Indian migration to Southeast Asia 
was relatively limited until the nineteenth century. Prior to that time, Indian traders, 
especially Muslims, traveled to Southeast Asia for business purposes, but even temporary 
settlement was uncommon. 
By the latter part of the nineteenth century, however, economic forces and a 
shared framework of British colonialism facilitated Indian movement into Malaysia. 33 
One may distinguish two ethnically delineated groups within the Indian migrant 
population in Malaysia: those working for the British colonial system and those working 
in plantation agriculture. The British colonial government directly employed Indian 
immigrants in Malaysia in a few different capacities. First, they hired them as clerks and 
33 For a history of Indian migration to Southeast Asia, see Sandhu, Indians in Malaya; Sinnappah 
Arasaratnam, Indians in Malaysia and Singapore, Revised ed. (Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press, 
l979) . 
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administrators.34 There were insufficient English-speaking, educated Malays to serve this 
purpose and the Chinese were seen as uninterested. At the same time, there was a surfeit 
of English-speaking, educated Indians from India who had previous experience with the 
British colonial system, making them good candidates for government jobs. Most of 
these immigrants were Tamil, like the majority of Indian laborers. The colonial 
government also employed soldiers and police, who tended to be Sikhs and Punjabis. 
Finally, the government employed workers to build and operate railways as part of its 
massive public works campaign. In all of these cases, the British colonial government 
and ethnic connections served as social networks to recruit Indians for migration to 
Malaysia. 
The British colonial government also contributed to the migration of the majority 
of Indian immigrants to Malaysia, those who worked as private laborers. Following the 
1872 legalization by the British government of Indian migration to the Straits Settlements 
and FMS, the British colonial system sought to promote such migration, even offering 
reduced price steamship fares for immigrants starting in 1887.35 Yet despite this 
government encouragement, labor migration was mostly a privately-run affair. Migration 
was arranged through two different systems: at first through indentured servitude 
contracts, which were gradually replaced by recruitment by kangany, company agents 
34 Sandhu, Indians in Malaya, 68-9. 
35 Barbara Watson Andaya and Leonard Y. Andaya, A History of Malaysia, 2nd ed. (Honolulu: 
University of Hawai ' i Press, 2001), 181. 
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who were themselves immigrants. Like Chinese systems of chain migration, both 
systems of Indian migration depended upon contacts in local villages in India.36 
When Indian laborer immigrants arrived in the FMS and Straits Settlements, they 
mostly went to work on plantations. At first it was sugar and coffee plantations. Early 
European sugar planters had experience working with Tamils in Ceylon and thus brought 
them in to the FMS for the same purpose. By the 1890s, sugar and coffee were surpassed 
by what became the FMS's export crop par excellence: rubber. 37 With the invention of 
the automobile, the demand for rubber soared, and Malaysia was one of the primary areas 
of the globe to supply that demand. 
As the number of acres planted to rubber increased, so did the number of Indians 
brought in to work the plantations. The number of Indian immigrants arriving in Penang 
quadrupled between 1885 and 1910, from 21,500 a year to 83,700 a year.38 The Indian 
population of the Straits Settlements increased from 57,100 in 1895 to 88,900 in 1910, 
and the Indian population on the peninsula was much greater.39 Most of these Indians 
were Tamils, though there was a sprinkling of other ethnicities. Like Chinese laborers, 
these immigrants were predominantly male and did not expect to stay in Malaysia long-
term, but rather sought to make enough money to return home to India and be able to live 
36 Arasaratnam, Indians in Malaysia and Singapore, 12, 16. 
37 Ibid., 14; John H. Drabble, Rubber in Malaya, 1876-1922: The Genesis of the Industry (Kuala 
Lumpur; New York: Oxford University Press, 1973). 
38 Colony of the Straits Settlements, Blue Book for the Year 1895 (Singapore: Government 
Printing Office, n.d., 93/82; and Blue Bookfor the Year 1910, 217/377. 
39 1895 Annual Department Report of the Straits Settlements, 132, and 1915 Annual Department 
Report of the Straits Settlements. 
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there. Unlike the Chinese, who mainly came through Singapore and settled in the Straits 
Settlements, the Indians mainly came through Penang and settled in the FMS. 
Many of the ways that the Indian immigrants supported the Malaysia Mission 
were the same as the ways in which the Chinese immigrants supported the mission. Like 
the Chinese, Indians supported the Methodist school system, both in terms of sending 
their children to the schools and making financial donations to support them. Indian 
support of Methodist schools was, however, never as extensive as Chinese. This lower 
level of support occurred because the Tamils were a smaller population than the Chinese 
and because they lacked the same sort of economic elite as the Babas provided in the 
Chinese community. 
Also like the Chinese, some Tamils who were already Christians immigrated to 
Malaysia and thereupon became involved with the Methodist churches. Unlike the 
Chinese, however, these Christian Indians were much more likely to be associated with 
another denomination. There are several documented cases of Anglican or Lutheran 
Tamils immigrating to Malaysia, lacking religious services provided by their home 
denominations, and therefore seeking these services from the Methodists.40 The 
Methodists were happy to provide those services, though the Anglicans or Lutherans 
rarely became Methodists and were prone to withdraw from Methodist churches when an 
Anglican or Lutheran congregation opened nearby. Nonetheless, while there, they 
supported the Methodist church with their prayers, presence, gifts, and service. Some 
Tamils immigrants were nevertheless Methodists in India or at least became Methodists 
4° For Anglicans, see Sng, In His Good Time, 94. For Lutherans, see 1906 Official Minutes of the 
Malaysia Conference, 8-10. 
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when they immigrated to Malaysia. As with the Chinese, these Methodist immigrants 
could evangelize their fellow non-Methodist immigrants. There are records of Indian 
laborers and Indian government employees serving in this role. The targets of 
evangelization were usually laborers. Immigration could be the impetus for conversion 
for Indians as well as Chinese, as Indian workers sought to find meaning and support in 
their new homes. Therefore, Indians provided the mission with both a target for 
evangelization and workers to reach that target. 
One unique role that Indian immigrants played for the Malaysia Mission that 
Chinese immigrants did not was as workers in the American Mission Press. Indians often 
had experience working in Western presses in India (frequently missionary presses), and 
thus the Mission Press often sought to recruit Indians for its workforce. One such 
instance came in 1906, when William Cherry was convinced that India would be the best 
place to obtain compositors for the press.41 
Compared to the Chinese or Indians, the number of European immigrants to 
Malaysia was insignificant. Nevertheless, because of the political and economic 
dynamics created by colonial and capitalist systems, Europeans played an important role 
in the Straits Settlements and FMS. 42 Europeans came to Malaysia either to work for the 
British colonial government or in one of the trade, banking, mining, or plantation 
41 1906 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 39. 
42 For histories of the British community in Malaysia, see John G. Butcher, The British in Malaya, 
1880-1941: The Social History of a European Community in Colonial South-East Asia (Kuala Lumpur; 
New York: Oxford University Press, 1979); and Lynn Hollen Lees, "Being British in Malaya, 1890-1940," 
Journal of British Studies 48, no. 1 (January 2009): 76- 101 . 
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business ventures run by European corporations in the area.43 Social networks were 
therefore less important for European migration. 
Overall, the population of Europeans was small, numbering in the hundreds rather 
than thousands, even in the largest cities of the region. By 1915 there were only 8,000 
Europeans in the entire Straits Settlements.44 The vast majority of Europeans in the area 
were from Great Britain, including Scotland. John Butcher estimates that 85 percent of 
the Europeans in the FMS in 1901 were British.45 That number was somewhat smaller in 
the Straits Settlements, especially Singapore, which attracted traders from all over the 
world. 46 For instance, in 1891, 69 percent of the permanent European residents and 40 
percent of the floating population of Europeans were British.47 Because so few 
Westerners in Singapore were American, almost no Westerners had been members of 
MEC churches before coming to Malaysia. Most were either Anglican or Presbyterian.48 
Nevertheless, there were some British who had been members of the Wesleyan Methodist 
Church in Britain. 
43 There were also some American and other Western companies and immigrants in the area, but 
these were numerically small enough and similar enough to the Europeans that I will lump them in with the 
Europeans. 
44 Annual Department Report of the Straits Settlements. 
45 Butcher, The British in Malaya, 1880-1941,24. 
46 There were enough Germans in Singapore that Luering was able to conduct a service for them 
in German for a while in the 1890s. 
47 E. M. Merewether, Report on the Census of the Straits Settlements, Taken on the 5th April, 1891 
(Singapore: Government Printing Office, 1892), 37. 
48 1902 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 273. 
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In addition to recent European immigrants or sojourners, Malaysia was also home 
to a population of Eurasians, descendants of mixed marriages between previous European 
immigrants (mostly Portuguese) and local women. This group of Eurasians was only 
slightly larger than the European population. For instance, in 1915, there were 8,700 
Eurasians in the Straits Settlements as compared to the 8,000 Europeans.49 Many 
Eurasians came out of Catholic backgrounds, but several were apparently willing to give 
Protestantism a try. Eurasians played much the same role in the mission that Europeans 
did. 5° 
There were four churches in Malaysia that were primarily made up of Europeans 
and Eurasians: the English-speaking congregations at Singapore, Penang, Ipoh, and 
Kuala Lumpur. These congregations are not significant for their size but rather for their 
contribution of personnel and financial resources to the mission. Most important among 
the European lay workers was John Polglase, one of the first three members of the MEC 
in Singapore. 5 1 He worked tirelessly in a number of roles as a layman, and his 
connections as assistant municipal secretary (and later municipal secretary) for Singapore 
opened doors for the mission. Alexander Fox was another European immigrant who 
worked extensively on behalf of the mission, serving as an evangelist to the Malays. 52 
There were a whole host of European and Eurasian young women who worked for the 
49 Annual Department Report of the Straits Settlements. 
50 1902 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 273 . 
5 1 For more on Polglase, see Ian MacLeod, l Will Sing to the Lord (Singapore; Kuala Lumpur: 
Horizon Books, 2005). 
52 Barclay, Widening Horizons, 1845-95, 654. 
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WFMS mission in Singapore, all of them members of the English MEC in that city. This 
trend of Europeans working for the mission was especially important in the first fifteen to 
twenty years of the mission. After that period, fewer Europeans served as evangelists and 
local preachers, those positions being taken over by missionaries and Chinese and Tamil 
workers. 
Not only did Europeans work for the Malaysia Mission, they were an important 
source of financial support. Europeans used and contributed to the Methodist schools, 
but it was in the churches that their greatest economic impact was felt. Europeans were 
used to the idea of giving toward church support and had the financial means to do so. 
As William Oldham put it, "missions in any community where a number of nominal 
European or American Protestants are to be found, may very safely be left to the 
resources developed on the ground". 53 These collections not only helped pay the costs of 
operating the English-speaking churches themselves, they also helped cover the salaries 
of native evangelists doing work among non-European populations. John Denyes noted 
of the English congregations in Penang, Ipoh, and Kuala Lumpur, "While these three 
congregations are not entirely self-supporting, they contribute largely to the support of 
the native work in the surrounding villages". 54 
Another way in which Europeans served as both adherents and as a source of 
revenue for the Malaysia Mission was through the position of Chaplain to the Troops. 
Methodist missionaries served in this position when there were W esleyans among the 
53 Oldham, Malaysia: Nature 's Wonderland, 40. 
54 Denyes, The Malaysia Mission of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 28. 
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British troops stationed in Singapore. 55 Soldiers and their wives made up about 10 
percent of the membership and probationers at the English Church, and the percentage 
who attended without formal affiliation may have been higher. 56 The British government 
paid the missionaries to provide religious oversight to these soldiers. In addition, the 
Malaysia Mission was involved in running one of the several incarnations of the 
Singapore Soldiers' Home or Sailors' Rest, an institution that was intended as an 
outreach to the British military personnel stationed in Singapore, carrying on a variety of 
social, evangelistic, and temperance efforts. 
In addition to all these more or less permanent migrants, globalization also 
brought an increasing number of travelers to Malaysia, either for business purposes or as 
part of the new industry of tourism. 57 Businessmen and women had long traveled the 
globe for economic purposes. The rise of tourism as an activity, however, was one of the 
notable new features of the globalization of the late nineteenth century. 58 It had become 
fashionable in upper-class and even middle-class American and European circles to tour 
internationally. Politicians, businessmen, doctors, lawyers, ministers, and others boarded 
ships to see the world. Those who desired to see Asia often stopped in Singapore. 
55 In at least one instance, Methodist missionaries also served in this position in Penang. 
56 
"Records of Wesley Methodist Church", 1911 , The Methodist Church in Singapore. 
57 For histories of such tourists and travelers, see A. J. Stockwell, "Early tourism in Malaya," in 
Tourism in South-East Asia (London; New York: Routledge, 1993), 258- 270; Graham Saunders, "Early 
travellers in Borneo," in Tourism in South-East Asia (London; New York: Routledge, 1993). 
58 Most tourism was still focused on Europe (see Maxine Peifer, Tourism in History: From 
Imperial Rome to the Present (New York: Stein and Day, 1986); Alexis Gregory, The Golden Age of 
Travel, 1880-1939 (New York: Rizzoli, 1991)), but the records of the Malaysia Message made frequent 
reference to world travelers in Singapore and occasionally Penang. See also Baker, The Eagle in the Lion 
City, 107-110. 
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The presence of so many tourists and business travelers provided several benefits 
for the Methodist mission. The religiously-inclined among the tourists and business 
travelers would often join the English-speaking Methodist congregation for weekly 
religious services. Their attendance justified the Methodists' presence as providing an 
important religious service for a wide array of people. Moreover, travelers could end up 
giving the Methodist missionaries religious or emotional support. In 1894, H.L.E. 
Luering wrote that meeting some Chinese Christians who were passing through 
Singapore on their way to Java was an enjoyable and revitalizing experience for him and 
other missionaries. 59 Three Christian business travelers to Kuala Lumpur for the Agri-
Horticultural Show in 1904 stayed with the Methodist missionary W. E. Harley. One 
helped Harley by preaching in Tamil, and all three encouraged Harley by their 
fellowship. 60 In August of 1908, the American Methodist missionaries in Singapore 
visited the U.S.S. Alabama and the U.S.S. Maine, which were refueling in Singapore. 
While the visited lasted only a few hours, William Cherry commented, "'Breathes there a 
man with soul so dead' that he wouldn't hire a launch and take a half day off for the 
pleasure of standing on the deck of one of his country's ships, especially when ten 
thousand miles from home?"61 The visit of American sailors must have been a welcome 
touch of home for the American missionaries. 
Business and pleasure travelers could also end up being important financial 
supporters of the Malaysia Mission. The most important example of this phenomenon is 
59 Malaysia Message (June 1894), 83 . 
60 William E. Harley, "Jottings from Selangor" Malaysia Message (October 1904), 3. 
61 Malaysia Message (August 1908), 86. 
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Miss Henrietta Bellingham, a wealthy Scottish traveler to the region. Although not a 
Methodist, after becoming acquainted with the Methodist mission work in Singapore in 
1897, Bellingham pledged $1,000 to Bishop James Tho burn to cover two years' salary 
for a second deaconess in Penang. 62 She made additional donations toward the 
Deaconess Home in Singapore and a training school for native workers. 63 It was this 
donation toward a training school that was the origin of the Jean Hamilton Training 
School.64 The Norwegian Capt. F. Hanson made a relatively small $10 donation in April 
1903 that nevertheless led to the reopening of the orphanage operated by the Methodists 
in Singapore.65 
Malaysia Mission as social network 
The above section describes how global economic and political forces inspired 
migration to Southeast Asia, but migration along paths usually determined by social 
networks such as family, village, and ethnicity. While these social networks are often 
seen as locally-based and thus at the opposite end of the social spectrum from the 
globally-distributed, because of their important roles in shaping and facilitating 
international migration and travel, these locally-based social networks became globally-
distributed social networks, thus helping to form the global world in which, for instance, 
62 1898 WFMS Annual Report, 42. 
63 1898 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 51 . 
64 Means, Malaysia Mosaic: A Story of Fifty Years of Methodism, 10 l. 
65 Malaysia Message (Apr. 1903), 69. 
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Chinese ethnic associations around the world continue to remain in contact with each 
other, still facilitating migration, investment, and other forms of exchange.66 
One of the ways in which the Malaysia Mission served as a globalizing force was 
by acting as a social network that shaped and facilitated the global movement of people 
in the same way as these other social networks. While not as historically-rooted as 
family, village, and ethnic networks, the Malaysia Mission and Methodism in general 
nonetheless possessed a number of structural and cultural features that allowed it to serve 
as a social network. Indeed, Methodism was particularly well-suited to play the role of 
migratory social network, given its inter-connected church structure and the mobility of 
its ministers and members. These features meant that Methodists had real connections to 
Methodists in other places, and Methodists were in many other places.67 For this reason, 
Methodists were able to help other Methodists move to new places. Moreover, since 
Methodism had always been an expansive movement, it was predisposed to adapt to new 
social scenarios and in the process help its ministers and members adapt as well.68 Thus 
it served as a bridge between immigrants or travelers and new social contexts, helping 
them to flourish in new settings. 
At the heart of Methodism's role as a social network was a concept Methodists 
refer to as "connectionalism." As Russell Richey has pointed out, this term can be 
variously defined, but this dissertation follows him in using it to describe "whatever the 
66 Wickberg, "The Chinese as Overseas Migrants," 28-9. 
67 David Hempton has argued that Methodism must be conceived of as an international movement 
(Methodism) . 
68 Ibid. ; Cracknell and White, An Introduction to World Methodism; and Goh, Sparks of Grace; all 
make the point about Methodism' s adaptability to new social circumstances. 
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actions or measures or processes that held the denomination together, that is, that 
connected."69 Connectionalism indicates that, unlike Baptists or Congregationalists, for 
instance, Methodists viewed the church as more than just the local congregation. The 
Methodist Episcopal Church comprised not only a collection of local congregations, but a 
well-elaborated system of personal connections among these congregations, their 
members, and their ministers, along with an organizational structure including a series of 
denominational agencies that united local congregations.70 Indeed, many scholars have 
seen this system of personal and institutional connections as the defining characteristic of 
Methodism.71 
The connectional system of Methodism encouraged geographically disparate 
Methodists to not only know each other, but to think of each other as brothers and sisters 
in a common church body.72 "Brother" and "sister" were the standard terms of address 
used by Methodists associated with the Malaysia Mission to refer to one another. Like 
family members, Methodists in Malaysia and elsewhere felt affection for one another, 
kept in touch across distance, and rejoiced to receive news of each other.73 This family 
69 Richey, Methodist Connectionalism, 5-6. This entire volume provides a good overview of the 
many facets of Methodist connectionalism, especially in its American form, throughout history. See also 
Cracknell and White, An Introduction to World Methodism, 137-140. 
7° For the role in denominational agencies in uniting the church, see William McGuire King, 
"Denominational Modernization and Religious Identity: The Case of the Methodist Episcopal Church," in 
Perspectives on American Methodism: Interpretive Essays (Nashville : Kingswood Books, 1993). 
71 Richard Heitzenrater has argued that the early people called Methodists in England were those 
who were in connection with John Wesley (Wesley and the People Called Methodists . 
72 Gregory Schneider has written about how nineteenth century American Methodists formed 
emotional, affective, family-like relationships with each other (The Way of the Cross Leads Home: The 
Domestication of American Methodism, First ed. (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1993)). 
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metaphor did not only remain at the level of sentiment, but encouraged Methodists to aid 
each other in tangible ways and to work together on concrete projects. Methodists in 
Malaysia and Methodists in China remained in contact with each other through 
correspondence, transfer of members, exchange of missionary personnel, and mutual 
visits. This on-going connection helped Methodists in the two regions to coordinate 
personnel, among other joint projects, as when the Foochow Mission in China promised 
to send a Chinese evangelist to the Malaysia Mission in Singapore after the most 
promising Chinese evangelist there returned home to Foochow.74 
Methodist connectionalism held not just within the Methodist Episcopal Church, 
but extended across Wesleyan church bodies. The MEC maintained relationships with 
the Wesleyan Methodist Church in Britain and even other Methodist churches in the 
United States, though these relationships were often complicated by a history of schism. 
Such connections to other Methodist bodies were especially important for the Malaysia 
Mission, where a significant number of the Methodists encountered were members of the 
Wesleyan Methodist Church, its missions, or the missions of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, South (MECS), in China. Although relations between the MEC and MECS 
could at times be strained in the United States, in Malaysia, the Malaysia Mission was 
73 For one example of such correspondence that was personal as well as professional in nature, see 
W. G. Shellabear, "Correspondence, W. G. Shellabear toW. T. Cherry", n.d., The Methodist Church in 
Singapore. 
74 See undated report by H.L.E. Luering on "Chinese Mission, Evangelistic Work" in Missionary 
Files. 
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happy to accept church members and missionary workers from MECS missions in China 
with the right hand of fellowship .75 
The connectional system of Methodism was built on two pillars: conferencing and 
itinerancy, both in its clerical and lay forms. Conferences were not only the basic 
administrative units of the MEC, they were also the prime avenue by which Methodists 
maintained connections across distances .76 Coming together for fellowship as well as 
business provided a way for Methodists to renew old friendships and establish new ones. 
Conferencing happened at all levels of the Methodist Episcopal Church. Local 
congregations saw each other on a weekly basis for worship (and usually more often than 
that for other activities).77 Quarterly conferences brought together all churches that were 
part of a common district on a quarterly basis, as the name suggests. These quarterly 
meetings were largely devoted to fellowship and often included a ritual meal of bread and 
water called a love feast, emphasizing the affective nature of these gatherings. All 
churches in the Malaysia Mission sent representatives to a yearly Annual Conference, 
where missionaries, ministers, and some laity gathered to discuss mission policy and 
share in fellowship. Since the Annual Conference was an all-male affair, the WFMS 
missionaries and missionary wives held their own conference at the same time. 
75 Hwa and Hunt, "The Methodist Church," 145. 
76 For a history of the evolution in the structure and understanding of conferencing in American 
Methodism, see Russell E. Richey, The Methodist Conference in America: A History (Nashville: 
Kingswood Books, 1996). 
77 Reading through the local church columns in the Malaysia Message will give an idea of the 
variety of activities other than Sunday worship that occurred in the local churches. 
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Quarterly conferences and the Annual Conference, since they met the most often 
and included the greatest number of people, were the most important layers of 
conferencing for building connectional relationships. Nevertheless, the system of 
Methodist conferencing did not end with the Malaysia Mission. The Malaysia Mission 
sent representatives to the Central Conference of Southern Asia, a gathering of all of the 
MEC's missions in India and Southeast Asia that met every two to four years. Every four 
years, MEC ministers and church members from around the world gathered for the 
General Conference of the MEC for a time of church-wide decision-making and 
fellowship. While only a small number of Malaysia Methodists attended these 
conferences, they were nonetheless an important venue for building and maintaining 
connections to the wider church around the world. 
In conjunction with conferencing, the other essential ingredient of Methodist 
connectionalism was itinerancy. Methodism is unique among Protestant traditions 
because of its system of ministerial itinerancy.78 In this system, Methodist ministers 
move frequently between "appointments," that is, churches or other venues of ministry. 
In American Methodism, these moves happen at the bishop's direction. Clerical 
itinerancy was less common on the mission field, where missionaries such as Sophia 
Blackmore, William Pykett, W. E. Horley, and James Hoover could stay in one location 
for decades, than it was in the United States, where ministers moved every few years. 
Yet despite the long stay of some missionaries in particular locations, other missionaries 
78 For more on this topic, see E. Dale Dunlop, "The United Methodist System of Itinerant 
Ministry," in Perspectives on American Methodism: Interpretive Essays, by Russell E. Richey, Kenneth E. 
Rowe, and Jean Miller Schmidt (Nashville, TN: Kingswood Books, 1993). 
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and most of the indigenous ministers rotated among churches. Moving missionaries 
furthermore was one of the MEC's major tactics for promoting the effectiveness of its 
missionaries, both for over-performing and under-performing missionaries. Missionaries 
with particular skills or a desire to engage in a particular type of work could be moved to 
positions that would allow them to use that skill or passion. For instance, H. C. Bower 
was transferred from Ipoh to the Philippines in 1907 because he wanted to do evangelistic 
rather than school work. 79 At the same time, missionaries who struggled in one 
appointment could be moved elsewhere to give them another chance before they were 
dismissed from missionary service. After W. T. Ward had conflicts with other 
missionaries in Penang in 1912, he was sent to pioneer new missionary work in Sumatra, 
a post in which he performed more effectively. 80 
In addition to missionaries, bishops itinerated as well. First James Thoburn and 
then William Oldham served as missionary bishops for Malaysia, but also traveled to 
other areas for which they held responsibility. 81 Moreover, bishops from the United 
States visited Malaysia at least once every four years and usually more often as part of a 
system of church-wide episcopal oversight. The upshot of all this clerical and episcopal 
rotation was that missionaries, ministers, and bishops knew more Methodists in more 
locations and could therefore facilitate connections among Methodists. 
79 [A. B. Leonard] toW. F. Oldham, 9/30/1907, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 
181 , 694. 
80 Both Ward's letters and those of his mother indicate some unspecified conflict with the Pyketts, 
senior missionaries in charge of Penang. See Missionary Files . 
81 Thobum was also responsible for India and Burma. Oldham was responsible for the Philippines 
in addition to Malaysia. 
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While the clergy were the only Methodists with an officially-directed system of 
itinerancy, many Methodist laity moved frequently as well, thus making it justifiable to 
speak of a system of lay itinerancy. Indeed, David Hempton has written, "Methodism 
had a mobile laity before it had missionaries",82 and, one might add, almost as long as it 
has had itinerant preachers. While the laity moved largely for their own purposes, this 
movement helped carry Methodism to new places and helped strengthen and maintain 
connections among existing groups of Methodists in disparate places. 
Moreover, although church officials did not direct lay itinerancy, they did assist 
the connections it fostered through a system of "notifications of removals," cards that 
facilitated the transfer of members from one Methodist church to another. Essentially, 
these cards, signed by the minister of the church a member was leaving, could be 
presented to the minister of the church to which a member was transferring and would 
testify that the holder of the card was in good standing in the church and should 
immediately be accepted into full fellowship. Records from Wesley Church in Singapore 
indicate that these cards were in use in the Malaysia Mission, both for those moving to 
Singapore and for those moving from Singapore to other places in Malaysia, to India, or 
beyond. 83 This system of recognized rotation of the laity served the same purpose as 
clerical itinerancy with regard to connectionalism: it meant that more Methodists knew 
more other Methodists in more places. 
82 Hempton, Methodism, 30. 
83 
"Records of Wesley Methodist Church." 
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This connectional system, then, built up through conferencing and itinerancy, 
allowed the Malaysia Mission and Methodism more broadly to serve as a social network. 
In this capacity, the Malaysia Mission was able to influence and sometimes direct the 
movement of its missionaries, mission supporters, and occasionally church members. By 
affecting the migration and travel of these groups, the Malaysia Mission served to shape 
globalization. 
Missionaries 
It seems most obvious that the Malaysia Mission had a role in shaping the 
migration patterns of its missionaries, since the missionaries were intentionally recruited 
and needed official recognition to serve in that capacity. Furthermore, as transnational 
and cross-cultural agents, missionaries had a readily apparent agenda of global travel. 
Yet the process by which the Malaysia Mission staffed itself is more complex than a 
simple story of pious Americans sailing for Singapore to preach the gospel. Therefore, 
by paying attention to the multi-national nature of the group of missionaries serving the 
Malaysia Mission and the recruitment networks the mission used in the United States, it 
is possible to gain a fuller picture of how the Malaysia Mission served as a social network 
capable of organizing missionary migration on a global scale. 
One of the challenges that the Malaysia Mission had to overcome in order to 
become a viable enterprise was recruiting sufficient personnel to run the various aspects 
of the mission. While native converts who became evangelists were an essential 
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ingredient to the success of the mission, 84 missionaries were a necessary first step. 
Furthermore, even after native evangelists began to play a role, missionaries were still 
needed to teach in schools, run the mission press, relate to the Missionary Society, and 
even evangelize. The Malaysia Mission, like other missions of the MEC, tried in part to 
fill its need for missionaries by recruiting from among its home base, the members of the 
MEC in America; indeed, a majority of missionaries did come from America. 85 
However, the Malaysia Mission also cast a broader net, drawing on other Methodist 
networks. By recruiting from multiple labor markets, as it were, the Malaysia Mission 
had an easier time finding missionaries and was able to recruit missionaries with a more 
diversified set of skills. 
This broad recruitment strategy made the mission's labor force quite international 
in character. In its first thirty years, the Malaysia Mission employed missionaries from 
the United States, Britain, India, Ceylon, China, Canada, Australia, Sweden, and 
Germany. There was even talk in 1913 of recruiting a missionary from Japan to serve the 
small congregation of Japanese Methodists that had sprung up in Singapore.86 Exalting 
in the joy of having recruited Sophia Blackmore from Australia, William Oldham wrote, 
"They [missionaries] are coming from the north, they are coming from the south .... Let 
many eyes and many hearts turn toward this Further India, with its Malay missions ... Let 
84 This point is made especially emphatically by Lamin Sanneh, among others (Disciples of All 
Nations: Pillars of World Christianity, 1st ed. (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2008)) . 
85 The proportion of American missionaries changed over the course of the thirty years under 
study. The missionary force in the early years had a minority of Americans, and as the mission grew, the 
staff of missionaries became more American in composition, especially with the increase in the number of 
WFMS missionaries, who were almost entirely American. 
86 1913 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 43. 
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Australia, let America; let England, let Germany, let all Christendom remember these 
among the many that have claims upon their loyalty to Christ's command, upon their pity 
to the hapless."87 All of Christendom may not have sent missionaries to Malaysia, but a 
surprising number of countries did. 
The first MEC missionaries to Malaysia were not actually American but India-
born British. Both William and Marie Oldham had been born in India to British 
parentage, a background they shared with several other MEC missionaries to Malaysia. 88 
The recruitment of Anglo-Indians came about through the Malaysia Mission's origins in 
the MEC's India Mission and that mission's relationship to the evangelist William 
Taylor. Taylor, originally an MEC minister in Virginia and California, had, by the mid-
to-late-1800s, become a world-wide evangelist and mission promoter.89 Taylor spent 
time in India leading revivals, having been invited there by MEC missionary James 
Thoburn. While Thoburn was concerned with mission to the Indians, Taylor believed 
that the best way to achieve that end was by converting nominal Christians among the 
British population in India. 90 Oldham himself had been converted at a Taylor rally and 
pledged himself as a missionary thereafter.91 Thanks to William Taylor, therefore, James 
Tho burn had at his disposal a pool of labor from among the British community of India, 
87 1887 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 249. 
88 For full backgrounds for the Oldhams, see Doraisamy, Oldham--Called of God. 
89 For a thorough biography of Taylor, see Douglas D. Tzan, '" 'Root Hog or Die' : William Taylor, 
Entrepreneurial Self-sufficiency, and the Global Spread of American Frontier Christianity'" (Boston: 
Boston University, 2012). 
90 Ibid ., 407-417. 
9 l The rally at which Oldham was converted was part of the series of rallies led by Taylor and his 
team of co-workers, though Daniel Fox rather than Taylor himself led that particular rally. 
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some of whom he then sent to Malaysia. In addition, a couple of British missionaries 
were recruited in Malaysia from among the British population there.92 
Britons from both India and Britain were good labor pools from which to recruit 
for several reasons. Those who had been born in India or had been recruited from 
Malaysia were familiar with the people groups and social settings among in the mission 
worked. Some possessed important linguistic skills. They knew the British imperial 
context common to both India and Malaysia. They usually had experience with 
evangelical religion in general and often Methodism in particular, albeit sometimes of a 
British rather than American variety. Therefore, British missionaries required little 
retraining in religious matters. They spoke English, facilitating communication with 
American missionaries and the Missionary Society and advantageous given the 
increasing spread of English as a global language. They also possessed knowledge and 
skills that the mission found useful, usually in printing or teaching. 
Missionaries from Ceylon, India, and China were attractive for other reasons. 
While the mission needed British missionaries because of the particular backgrounds and 
skills they possessed, missionaries from Ceylon, India, and China possessed language 
skills and cultural backgrounds that made them more effective than Western missionaries 
at engaging and evangelizing the Tamil, other Indian, and Chinese populations that the 
mission was trying to reach. Ceylon was actually the first Asian country to send 
missionaries to Malaysia via the Methodists. These missionaries came from among the 
92 The most significant of these was William Shellabear, a British army officer whom William 
Oldham persuaded to turn missionary. For a full description of Shellabear' s background ,see Hunt, William 
Shellabear. In addition to Shellabear, William Kensett was a British citizen recruited in Malaysia (Means, 
Malays ia Mosaic: A Story of Fifty Years of Methodism, 75). 
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Tamil population of Ceylon and were brought in to work with Tamil immigrants in 
Malaysia. The first two Tamil missionaries from Ceylon, C. W. Underwood and Henry 
Hoisington, had been ministers for the ABCFM in Ceylon.93 Oldham was able to recruit 
them through his Indian connections with the ABCFM.94 The Indian networks the 
Malaysia Mission enjoyed because of its Indian parentage allowed it to recruit workers 
from Tamil populations in both Ceylon and India. Often, however, these workers had not 
been Methodist in Ceylon or India. Because the ABCFM and other mission groups had a 
stronger numerical presence in South India and Ceylon where most Tamils lived, the 
Methodists were forced to rely on these other groups to supply them with workers. While 
these Tamil workers had to be retrained in Methodist as opposed to Congregationalist 
polity and doctrine, such retraining was a reasonable accommodation to gain access to a 
pool of missionaries that could readily communicate with and spiritually care for the 
Tamil community in Malaysia. 
China proved to be an even more valuable source of missionaries for the Malaysia 
Mission. Like the Tamil missionaries, missionaries from China provided the Malaysia 
mission with critical linguistic and cultural skill sets that were necessary to serve Chinese 
populations in Malaysia. Yet because the MEC had large missions in several of the areas 
in southeast China from which the majority of Chinese immigrants to Malaysia came, the 
Malaysia Mission was able to recruit most of its Chinese workers from within Methodist 
networks.95 Missionaries to Malaysia such as Ling Ching Mi and Huong Pau Seng had 
93 1890 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 224, 232. 
94 Lau, From Mission to Church, 34. 
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already served as Methodist pastors in China; Ching Mi had even been a District 
Superintendent.96 The Malaysia Mission recognized that the importance of obtaining 
Chinese missionaries was so great that they sent H. L. E. Luering on a special recruiting 
trip in 1896. Luering spoke to the Foochow Conference and petitioned Bishop Joyce to 
transfer one of its members to the Malaysia Mission, which is how Ching Mi came to 
work for the Malaysia Mission.97 Even when Chinese missionaries to Malaysia like U 
Daik Nang were not ordained before they arrived in Malaysia, they still typically came 
from Methodist backgrounds.98 
As for Australians, Canadians, Swedes, and Germans, it appears that by recruiting 
non-British and non-American Westerners, the Malaysia Mission was able to access a 
wider pool of potential missionaries who had previous experience with the MEC but who 
also expanded the geographic basis of support for the mission. It is difficult to say 
exactly how and why several Canadians were recruited for the Malaysia Mission. Daniel 
D. Moore, Benjamin Balderston, and Albert H. Fisher were all Canadian, but no record 
survives of how they were recruited, though Moore and Balderston may have known each 
other prior to becoming missionaries, as they arrived on the field at the same time and 
worked together. 99 Nevertheless, it appears that all were Methodists and probably had 
95 For a history of Methodist missions in China, see Lacy, A Hundred Years of China Methodism. 
96 For Ling Ching Mi, see Lau, From Mission to Church, 36. For Huong Pau Seng, see 1913 
Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 21 . 
97 1896 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 23-24. 
98 Daik Nang graduated from a Methodist school in Foochow before coming to Malaysia (1910 
Ibid., 22). 
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connections to the American MEC in addition to the Canadian Methodist Church before 
becoming missionaries. If so, these connections to American Methodism combined with 
a Canadian base of support probably made them attractive recruits. In addition, their 
English-language abilities and familiarity with British government were attractive 
features as well. 
The same factors of Methodist connections but support from outside the United 
States were at play for the Swedish and German missionaries in the Malaysia Mission. 
The MEC missions in Sweden and Germany each provided Missionary Society 
missionaries, their wives, and WFMS missionaries for Malaysia. 100 Indeed, William 
Oldham intentionally tried to recruit missionaries from the Swedish Methodists in 
1909. 101 While these countries might seem like surprising recruiting grounds for the 
Malaysia Mission, there are good reasons why both Sweden and Germany would be a 
source of missionaries, though they themselves were missions of the MEC. First, both 
were successful missions numerically. Methodist historian Wade Crawford Barclay 
declared, "Undoubtedly the Sweden Mission was one of the most successful of the 
99 In addition, Emma Ferris was originally Canadian, but was recruited to the Malaysia Mission 
after moving to Washington State to join siblings there (Ferris File, Minneapolis Branch, WFMS, 
"Minneapolis Branch- W.F.M.S. M.E. Church Records" (Minneapolis Branch, WFMS, [n.d.]), Minnesota 
Annual Conference, UMC). 
100 The Swedish missionaries include Missionary Society missionary Abel Eklund, WFMS 
missionary Olga Pettersson, and Missionary Society missionaries Mr. and Mrs. John M. Swensson. The 
German missionaries include Missionary Society missionary H. L. E. Luering and WFMS missionary 
Lydia Urech. Albert V. Klaus served a German~speaking MEC congregation in the United States before 
becoming a missionary. 
101 While the first potential candidate or two did not work out, John M. Svensson became a 
missionary in Malaysia in 1910 (Methodist Episcopal Church, Minutes of the Annual Conferences of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church, Spring Conferences of 1910 (New York; Cincinnati: Eaton & Mains; 
Jennings & Graham, 1910), 159). 
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Methodist Church." 102 Germany not only had a good number of congregants, it also 
quickly became self-sufficient in terms of pastors, probably thanks to the early 
establishment of a theological school there. 103 Second, both missions (especially 
Sweden) were, though missions, themselves quite mission-minded. Swedish Methodists 
had organized a conference mission society in 1878 and were soon conducting missions 
to the Finns. 104 Sweden and Germany were the mission fields with the largest expected 
apportionments to the Missionary Society throughout the period of study, contributing 
more than some American Annual Conferences. 105 Third, the Swedish and German 
missions were connected to Swedish and German Methodism in the United States, and 
these groups (especially German-American Methodists) were involved in the support of 
the MEC's missions. For these reasons, Swedish and German Methodists were well-
connected to MEC networks but expanded the base of support for the Malaysia Mission 
beyond Anglo-American Methodism. 
Occasional tensions erupted among such an internationally diverse team of 
missionaries. Conflict simmered between the Westerners and the Asians about differing 
rates of pay and over power, though the biggest controversies about continued Western 
missionary domination came after the period of study. 106 American and British 
missionaries also clashed over rates of pay, which often were correlated with the type of 
102 Barclay, Widening Horizons, 1845-95, 975 . 
103 Ibid., 1013-4. 
104 Ibid., 971-2. 
105 See figures in Miss. Soc. Annual Report. 
106 Lau, From Mission to Church, 142-151. 
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work or appointments the two groups of missionaries held. 107 Missionaries officially 
recognized by the Missionary Society, the vast majority of whom were American, 
received a higher salary than contract teachers hired on by the Malaysia Mission school 
system, who were more often British or Anglo-Indian. Still, despite these conflicts, the 
advantages to recruiting internationally were greater than the disadvantages. 
At the same time as the Malaysia Mission was using international networks to 
supply itself with missionaries, it was also putting American networks to use for the same 
purpose. The mission took personal, geographic, institutional, and media networks and 
worked through them to recruit Americans to venture overseas as missionaries for the 
Malaysia Mission. The first and probably most important type of network was the 
personal. Personal connections were the most effective way of alerting potential 
missionaries to the possibility of joining the Malaysia Mission and persuading them to do 
so. Although sometimes these personal connections were with one of the supporters of 
the Malaysia Mission, usually the personal connections most effective at recruiting 
additional missionaries were those with current missionaries. 108 Certain missionaries or 
mission supervisors in particular worked tirelessly to cultivate such personal connections 
and then use those connections on behalf of the mission. William Oldham, during both 
those times when he was serving as an active missionary in the field and those in which 
he was working as a pastor or mission supporter in the United States, was always on the 
107 Hunt, William Shellabear, 98. 
108 For more on this point, see J. Wayne Flynt and Gerald W. Berkley, Taking Christianity to 
China: Alabama Missionaries in the Middle Kingdom, 1850-1950 (Tuscaloosa, AL: University of Alabama 
Press, 1997), 129-130. 
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lookout for potential candidates to become missionaries to Malaysia. 109 Oldham was 
successful too. He convinced his college friend and roommate C. C. Kelso to volunteer 
as a missionary for Malaysia. 110 John E. Banks, who was converted under Oldham's 
ministry, became a teacher at the Singapore ACS. 111 Oldham promoted the missionary 
applications of Harry Mansell and Floyd Maynard, both of whom were approved as 
candidates for Malaysia. 112 
This type of intentionally and extensively cultivated personal network was 
responsible for recruiting most of the British and Anglo-Indian missionaries to Malaysia, 
as indicated above. Several of the early British Indian missionaries had been personally 
recruited by James Thoburn. The Malaysia Mission was then able to recruit missionaries 
directly from Britain in part because of connections made through these India-born 
Britons. 11 3 After William Oldham recruited William Shellabear in Malaysia, Shellabear 
used his personal connections to recruit additional missionaries from Britain. Among 
those additional missionaries, Shellabear successfully recruited George F. Pykett, one of 
109 Oldham was a missionary in Malaysia from 1885 to 1889 and missionary bishop from 1904 to 
19 I 2. He was a pastor in the United States from I 889 to 1900, an Assistant Corresponding Secretary for 
the Missionary Society from I 900 to 1904, and Corresponding Secretary for the Board of Foreign Missions 
from 1912 to 1920. 
11 0 Malaysia Message (Jan. 1896), 39. 
111 W. F. Oldham to C. C. McCabe, I 1124/1894, Missionary Files . 
112 Unknown To H. B. Mansell, 9/27/1906, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence , Letterbook 8, 230; 
and A. B. Leonard to F. R. Maynard, 10/3/1908, ibid., Letterbook 11 , 100. 
11 3 Thobum recruited Tinsley W. Stagg, Edward T . Snuggs, George F. Pykett, William E. Harley, 
and Albert J. Amery from among the British population in either India or Malaysia. 
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longest-serving missionaries of this period, and may have been responsible for recruiting 
printer William J. Wager as well. 114 
Even when missionaries were not as systematic as Oldham, Thobum, or 
Shellabear were, or did not possess as extensive of networks as Oldham and Thobum did, 
they could still be effective recruiters for the mission. John Whitaker became interested 
in becoming a missionary teacher in Malaysia after talking to Mary Kelso, a former 
missionary to Malaysia. 115 J. C. Floyd suggested W. H. B. Urch as a potential candidate 
to become the pastor of the English Church in Singapore, a position Royd himself had 
previously held, because they knew each other as fellow members of the Michigan 
Annual Conference of the MEC. 116 A. B. Leonard asked Rorence Archer Pease to keep 
an eye out for potential teachers for Malaysia while she was in Los Angeles on sick 
leave. 117 In a couple of instances, the personal network that led to the recruitment of a 
new missionary was a familial one. Mary Olson had been a WFMS missionary to 
Malaysia since 1903. In 1910, she was joined by her sister Elizabeth. 118 B. F. West's 
brother Herbert also joined him in Singapore for most of the first decade of the twentieth 
century. 
Occasionally the personal networks of missionary supporters also yielded 
missionaries. A number of the women who went out as WFMS missionaries from the 
557 . 
114 Lau, From Mission to Church, 18. 
115 J. M. Thoburn to A. B. Leonard, 10/2711896, Missionary Files. 
11 6 J . C. Floyd to J. 0 . Peck, 1113011891 , ibid. 
117 A. B. Leonard to F. A. Pease, 8/12/1907, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 181, 
11 8 1911 WFMS Annual Report, 136. 
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Minneapolis Branch of the WFMS were recruited in this way, having had previous 
personal connections to Mary C. Nind or one of the other Corresponding Secretaries. For 
Harriet Eva Smith, it was a combination of factors that led to her missionary 
commitment. These included contact with both missionaries and a pastor supportive of 
missions. She wrote: 
Within the last two years, various things have induced me to take up the work, the 
knowledge of the world's needs gained through friends in the field, the mission 
study class, 'the Conquest of India', the presentation of great needs and 
opportunities set forth by the Rev. Miller in his enthusiasm for mission work, but 
above all there has come a call from our Savior, "Go ye forth into India, and 
preach and teach my gospel. .I 19 
At times, the connections that brought missionaries to the Malaysia Mission were 
not with Methodist individuals but Methodist institutions. In particular, mission agencies 
and schools served to funnel candidates to the mission. It is no surprise that the two most 
important institutions for recruiting missionary candidates for the Malaysia Mission were 
the Missionary Society and WFMS. Not every missionary to Malaysia dealt with one of 
these two institutions, for some were hired directly by the Malaysia Mission. 
Nevertheless, the vast majority of missionaries were sent out by one of these two 
organizations, regardless of how they were initially recruited. Since many of the British 
and British Indian and almost all of the Ceylonese, Indian, and Chinese missionaries to 
Malaysia were not official missionaries of the Missionary Society or WFMS, these 
institutional networks were responsible for recruiting mostly American candidates for the 
mission, along with the Canadian, German, and Swedish missionaries. 
11 9 H. E. Smith to H. K. Carroll, 6/611907, Missionary Files. 
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That many came to the Missionary Society or WFMS already having been 
recruited for the Malaysia Mission is evident by the number of applicants who 
specifically asked to serve in that field. Most of the time, candidates requested a 
particular field because they had some connection with that field, either through a 
personal connection, as detailed above, or a geographic connection, as explained below. 
Occasionally, candidates had merely heard of a place, and it had captured their 
imagination. In neither case, however, could the Missionary Society or WFMS really be 
thought of as having recruited the candidate to Malaysia. In other instances, though, 
missionary candidates knew they wanted to be missionaries, but had no particular 
destination in mind or wanted to leave themselves open to divine guidance in the matter. 
In several such instances, the Missionary Society provided that guidance, whether divine 
or not. For instance, when John Den yes first corresponded with A. J. Palmer of the 
Missionary Society, Den yes was interested in going to China. 120 William Smith 
suggested he might go to Santiago, Chile. 121 It was only after additional communication 
that A. B. Leonard confirmed Denyes as a missionary to Malaysia. 122 Similarly, when 
Kingsley Pease wrote to A. B. Leonard in 1901, he inquired about the possibility of 
becoming a missionary doctor. Leonard told him there was not much demand 
currently. 123 Pease then indicated that he would be willing to become a missionary 
120 A. J. Palmer to J. R, Denyes, 11/3011896, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook l , 86. 
121 W. T. Smith to J. R. Denyes, 4/23/1897, ibid., Letterbook 1, 157. 
122 A. B. Leonard to J. R. Den yes, 6/1111897, ibid., Letterbook 1, 181. 
123 A. B. Leonard to K. E. Pease, l/16/1901 , ibid., Letterbook 2, 240. 
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teacher in Africa. H. K. Carroll replied that there was no demand for that, either. 124 
Undeterred, Pease persisted and was sent as a teacher to the Singapore ACS. 125 
Both Denyes and Pease were students at Northwestern University when they 
began to correspond with the Missionary Society about a placement. They represent 
another type of network that was crucial in the recruitment of missionary candidates for 
Malaysia: networks of those associated with colleges and universities in the United 
States. Methodist schools of higher education proved to be one of the best recruiting 
grounds for missionaries. That such should be the case is not particularly surprising, as 
the Missionary Society required its American missionaries to have at least a bachelor's 
degree, meaning that all American missionaries sent out by the Missionary Society had 
passed through some institute of higher learning in the United States. Nevertheless, it is 
possible to identify specific schools that were particularly effective at producing 
missionaries for the Malaysia Mission. Ohio Wesleyan University, Albion College, 
Northwestern University, Garrett Biblical Institute, and Boston University, all Methodist 
schools, were the most significant schools for producing male missionaries to 
Malaysia. 126 The Methodist-run Chicago Training School for Home and Foreign 
Missions trained a number of the female missionaries. 127 Indeed, the WFMS 
124 H. K. Carroll to K. E. Pease, 4/311901 , ibid., Letterbook 2, 375. 
125 Methodist Episcopal Church, Minutes of the Annual Conferences of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, Spring Conferences of 1903 (New York; Cincinnati: Eaton & Mains; Jennings & Pye, 1903), 100-
101. 
126 This list is compiled based on missionary biographies from a number of sources. 
127 Nettie Moore, Mary Myers, Emily Early Buchanan, and Ida Ellis all studied there. 
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recommended that its missionary candidates study there if possible. 128 For some of these 
schools, sending several missionaries to Malaysia was part of a larger tradition of sending 
missionaries to many foreign fields. For the five year period from November of 1904 to 
October of 1909, Northwestern University and Ohio Wesleyan University were the 
number one and number two schools, respectively, for contributing graduates to the 
Missionary Society. 129 Some schools also had a particular connection to Malaysia. Ohio 
Wesleyan's place as one of the top contributors for Malaysia was no doubt helped by 
William Oldham's connections with the school. 130 
Of course, not all American missionaries had graduated from one of these 
colleges that served as missionary centers. Yet that does not mean that their colleges 
were not the institutional networks through which they were recruited. Winifred Packard 
was a student at the normal school in Spearfish, SD, certainly no great center of 
missionary activity, when one of the teachers at that school received a letter from an 
acquaintance who was teaching at ACS, Singapore. 131 The letter spoke of the need for 
additional teachers, and Packard decided to apply for the job. She was accepted and went 
out in 1907. 132 
128 1888 WFMS Annual Report, 97 . 
129 Thomas Nicholson, The College and the College Man in Foreign Missionary Achievement 
(New York: Board of Education of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 1910), 13. 
130 Oldham served as lecturer on missions at Ohio Wesleyan ("Dr. W. F. Oldham, Assistant 
Secretary" Malaysia Message (Aug. 1900), 127). 
13 1 W. Packard to BFM, 5/27/1907, Missionary Files. 
132 H. K. Carroll to K. E. Pease, 7/2311907, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 181, 
471. 
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In addition to the schools themselves, student missionary organizations such as 
the Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions (SVM) helped identify and recruit 
candidates, some of whom ended up in Malaysia too. H. B. Mansell had signed an SVM 
pledge card while in college that eventually led to his service as a missionary in 
Malaysia. 133 Mark Freeman dedicated himself to foreign missions through the influence 
of SVM, and Wilbert Smith of the SVM then wrote on Freeman's behalf, recommending 
him as a candidate for a teaching position in Singapore. 134 Nevertheless, because the 
SVM was ecumenical in nature, these missionary candidates possessed Methodist 
connections as well. 
At the same time as the Malaysia Mission was using personal and institutional 
Methodist social networks to identify missionaries, it was also relying on geographic 
Methodist social networks. These geographic networks centered on a particular city or 
sometimes state. Often, these geographic networks had their roots in personal and/or 
institutional networks, though the most successful geographic networks went beyond the 
connections of any one person or institution to include a whole web of relationships. 
Perhaps the most important geographic network for the Malaysia Mission was located in 
Minnesota. After Mary Nind famously declared, "Frozen Minnesota will yet, God 
helping her, plant a mission at the equator," almost a dozen Minneapolis Branch girls 
made good that promise by volunteering as missionaries for Malaysia. 135 Of course, a 
133 H. B. Mansell to Missionary Secretary, 211811904, Missionary Files. 
134 W. B. Smith to G. M. Fowler, 617/1911, ibid. 
135 Frances J . Baker, The Story of the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, 1869-1895 (Cincinnati; New York: Cranston & Curts; Hunt & Eaton, 1896), 247. 
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couple of these were not from Minnesota itself, as the territory encompassed by the 
Minneapolis Branch of the WFMS included other states -until 1892, all the territory 
west to the Pacific, and even after that both of the Dakotas. Yet the Minneapolis Branch 
was so good at finding candidates for the Malaysia Mission that they passed them on to 
other branches for financial support. When the Columbia River Branch separated from 
the Minneapolis Branch, they took over support of two missionaries. 136 The New York 
Branch took over support of Jessie Brooks from the Minneapolis Branch in 1908 after 
they could not find anyone of their own to send out. 137 In addition to those women sent 
out by the WFMS, Winifred Packard from South Dakota and Carl Underhill from 
Minnesota volunteered as missionaries under the Missionary Society. They were, 
however, recruited through the same geographic networks as the WFMS missionaries. 
The second important geographic network for recruiting American missionaries 
was Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh's significance for the mission began with a set of personal 
connections. Pittsburgh was James Thoburn's college town, and Thoburn had been 
ordained in the Pittsburgh Annual Conference. 138 William Oldham followed in 
Thoburn's footsteps and also attended Allegheny College for a time. Not only that, but 
when ill health forced him from the mission field in 1889, it was to Pittsburgh that 
Oldham repaired. It was while in Pittsburgh in 1895 that Oldham recruited John Banks 
as a missionary to Malaysia. But the connection between Pittsburgh and Malaysia 
136 Effie Grout Lindsay, Fifty Eventful Years, 1883-1933: Minneapolis Branch, Woman's Foreign 
Missionary Society, Methodist Episcopal Church (Minneapolis: s.n., 1933), 22. 
137 1908 WFMS Annual Report, 62. 
138 Barclay, Widening Horizons, 1845-95, 180. 
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missionaries did not end when Oldham moved away in 1900. Raymond Archer also went 
out as a missionary from Pittsburgh in 1911.139 
Beyond these connections established through personal, institutional, and 
geographic networks, the Malaysia Mission learned to use connections made possible 
through new forms of Methodist media and mass communication to recruit missionaries . 
Starting after the American Civil War, new printing technologies such as wood pulp 
paper and high-speed presses allowed newspapers and magazines to be produced more 
cheaply and in greater volumes than ever before. 140 Methodists joined in this rising wave 
of publications, cranking out a series of regional newspapers, almost all of which have 
the word "Advocate" in the title, as well as several magazines, including a few dedicated 
to missions, such as World Wide Missions, Gospel in all Lands, and Heathen Woman's 
Friend, later re-named Missionary Woman's Friend. 141 These publications combined 
local, national, and international content. 
These Methodist newspapers and magazines served as a tool for recruiting 
missionaries. In March, 1899, James Thoburn published a piece entitled "A Call to Our 
Young Men" in World Wide Missions, calling for twelve new missionaries for India and 
Malaysia. 142 This piece generated between twenty and thirty responses just in the first 
139 Methodist Episcopal Church, Minutes of the Annual Conferences of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, Spring Conferences of 1912 (New York; Cincinnati: The Methodist Book Concern, 1912), 170. 
140 See George H. Douglas, The Golden Age of the Newspaper (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press , 
1999). 
141 For more on these publications, see Walter Newton Vernon Jr. , The United Methodist 
Publishing House: A History, Vol. 11 (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 1989). 
142 James Thobum, "A Call to Our Young Men" World-Wide Missions (March 1899), 5. 
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month after publication. 143 After the Missionary Society sorted through the applicants, 
Thoburn's appeal yielded a significant new appointee for the Malaysia Mission: James 
Hoover, who would go on to be the patriarch of Methodism in Sarawak. 144 Nor did the 
Malaysia Mission's use of World Wide Missions end there. Oldham published an appeal 
entitled "A Great Opportunity" in 1907 asking for teachers for the Methodist school 
system in Malaysia. 145 This piece was subsequently picked up by the German-language 
Methodist newspaper Der Apologete and re-run. All told, this appeal generated three 
new appointments for Malaysia: Cozy Miller and Mary Myers responded to the original, 
and Pauline Stefanski read the German-language version. 146 While these pieces were 
phrased as inspiring calls to missionary action, the press could be used to recruit 
missionaries in a much more mundane fashion. When the American Mission Press was 
looking to hire a new foreman in 1903, William Shellabear placed an advertisement in 
the Pacific Christian Advocate. 147 Although Shellabear was looking to hire a missionary, 
the advertisement reads almost like a secular classified ad, mostly listing qualifications 
for the job rather than offering inspired rhetoric about the valiancy of mission work. 
Hence, print networks, along with personal, institutional, and geographic networks served 
143 See A. B. Leonard to J. M. Thobum, 3/2311899, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 
171: 370-1. 
144 J. M. Hoover to A. B. Leonard, 3/13/1899, Missionary Files . 
145 William F. Oldham, "A Great Opportunity" World-Wide Missions (July 1907), 117. 
146 For Cozy Miller, see Cozy Miller to BFM, 5/2111907, Missionary Files. For Mary Myers, see 
Mary Myers to BFM, 7/12/1907, ibid. For Pauline Stefanski, seeP. Stefanski to H. K. Carroll, 6/8/1907, 
ibid. 
147 A copy of this advertisement is included in the Ietterbook of correspondence between William 
Shellabear and William Cherry preserved in the archives of The Methodist Church in Singapore 
(Shellabear, "Correspondence, W. G. Shellabear toW. T. Cherry."). 
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to facilitate missionary recruitment and migration. When combined with international 
MEC networks, they yielded a diverse and diversely skilled group of missionaries for the 
Malaysia Mission. 
Missionaries had to migrate to Malaysia to begin their work, but they did not stop 
moving along Methodist networks once there. At a basic level, there was travel within 
the region as assignments changed, missionaries explored new work, and the mission 
came together for its annual meetings. But missionaries continued to move beyond the 
region as well. A couple travelled to China for language study. Missionaries travelled to 
India, China, and the United States for missionary conventions. Methodist missionaries 
from other mission fields also traveled to Malaysia, as when the Malaysia Mission invited 
Methodist missionaries from Japan and China to join them for discussions at the Central 
Conference of South Asia on their way to the 1896 General Conference of the MEC. 148 
Indeed MEC missionaries from all over Asia passed through Singapore (and occasionally 
Penang) on their way to and from their mission fields and paid visits to the Malaysia 
missionaries. 
The most important form of missionary travel, however, was travel for medical 
leave and furloughs. Missionaries frequently became sick from excessive work in a hot 
climate that was host to malaria and a variety of other tropical diseases. Occasionally, 
too, their sickness was not physical but rather mental, as they suffered cases of nerves, 
breakdowns, and collapse. When missionaries' health was sufficiently threatened, the 
preferred solution was to send them on leave, usually to return to their country of 
148 1895 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 4. 
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origin, 149 where the climate was seen as more healthful. When the Malaysia Mission 
started, it was the policy of the Missionary Society to only grant furlough, or time off, in 
the case of medical emergencies. The WFMS had a more generous policy, granting its 
missionaries a leave every five years. Eventually, after 1896, the Missionary Society 
adopted a similar policy. 150 In the case of both organizations, furlough usually entailed 
one year's paid leave, though missionaries were welcome to apply for an extension of 
their furlough time. This type of paid furlough was available to missionaries salaried and 
appointed by the Missionary Society or WFMS, but neither to contract teachers nor Asian 
pastors. Most missionaries spent their furlough in the United States, though British 
missionaries often went to Britain, and Sophia Blackmore usually spent her furloughs in 
Australia. 151 
While in the United States, missionaries were expected to work on behalf of the 
Missionary Society and WFMS by visiting Methodist churches, organizations, and 
meetings. Indeed, looking at the amount of work furloughed missionaries undertook, one 
wonders when they ever rested. This account of Sophia Blackmore's activities while in 
the United States on furlough in 1900 gives an indication of what an intense schedule 
missionaries could keep up while on furlough: 
From the General Executive meeting Miss Blackmore spent ten days in Detroit 
and vicinity much to the gratification of the workers there, and then hastened back 
to Minnesota to be present at the District meetings in St. Paul and Minneapolis. 
She spoke at 13th A venue and assisted in organising an auxiliary there which now 
149 Sometimes non-American missionaries spent their medical furloughs in America though. 
150 Barclay, Widening Horizons, 1845-95, 164. 
151 Blackmore did, however, come to the United States on one of her furloughs, where she visited 
her supporters in the Minneapolis Branch of the WFMS. 
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numbers 40 members, visited with her sister Deaconesses at their home, and at 
their solicitation an auxiliary of 37 members was enrolled there. About the 
middle of January, upon the invitation of the principal of our Missionary Training 
School, Miss Blackmore went to Folts Institute and gave a six weeks' course of 
lectures there, then on to New England for a brief visit and back to Minnesota 
early in March. Here she gave one week to the Winona District where, in 
connection with its energetic secretary, Mrs. Kemerer, she travelled and spoke 
every day once or twice, assisted in organizing an auxiliary at Racine, and then 
went to Owatonna for the Sabbath's services. Returning to the city she spoke at 
Western Avenue and Broadway, gave addresses at Princeton, Hutchinson and 
Buffalo, goes to the first German church next Sabbath day, and then out to South 
Dakota for a three weeks' itinerary. 152 
Even while on furlough, missionaries continued to move through Methodist networks in 
their labors on behalf of the Malaysia Mission. 
Supporters of mission 
While the Malaysia Mission inspired missionaries to migrate overseas and then 
brought them home again for furloughs, it also fostered the short-term travel of mission 
supporters, both within the United States and globally. This travel followed the pathways 
of the Methodist social network as mission supporters traveled among Methodist 
churches in the United States and to Methodist missions overseas. Such travel was part 
of a transformation of these mission supporters to individuals who thought and acted on a 
global scale, thus becoming agents of globalization. Mission supporters helped bring 
elements from around the world to the churches and living rooms of Methodist church 
members throughout the United States. 
152 
"A Deaconess on Furlough." Malaysia Message IX No.9 (June 1900), 104. 
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Perhaps no one is a better example of this type of mission-inspired travel than 
Mary Clark Nind, who was the first Corresponding Secretary of the Minneapolis Branch 
of the WFMS, serving in that capacity from 1883 to 1888 and effective founder of 
WFMS work in Malaysia. 153 Although "Mother" Nind would come to be known as a 
woman from Minnesota, she was born in Walthamstow, England in 1825. There she 
became childhood friends with Mary Moffat, the daughter of famed missionary Robert 
Moffat and future wife of missionary explorer David Livingstone. 154 On becoming a 
young woman, Nind immigrated to lllinois to join her fiancee James Nind. 155 She first 
became involved with the MEC while living in lllinois. Nind moved again to Winona, 
MN, after the Civil War. Here, in June of 1870, Nind began her involvement with the 
WFMS. 156 Thus, Nind's life prior to joining WFMS work was already a well-traveled 
and globally-connected one through her friendship with missionaries in England, her 
experience as an immigrant to America, and her moves within the United States. 
After joining the WFMS, however, Nind began to travel with a frequency far 
beyond her previous experiences. Nind quickly went from WFMS member to WFMS 
leader when she was almost immediately elected president of her local WFMS auxiliary 
chapter. In this capacity, she began to visit nearby towns to organize WFMS chapters 
153 Baker, The Story of the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, 1869-1895,56. For a full biography ofNind, see either Nind, Mary Clarke Nind and Her Work; or 
Baucus, In Journeyings Oft. 
154 Nind, Mary Clarke Nind and Her Work, 3-6. 
155 Incidentally, while James Nind was Congregationalist at the time, he was the second cousin of 
William X. Ninde, who would go on to become a Methodist bishop (Ibid., 51). 
156 For details on Nind's married life prior to her involvement with the WFMS, see Chapters IV 
through VI in Nind , Mary Clarke Nind and Her Work. For the story of how she initially became involved 
with the WFMS, see Chapter VII. 
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there and to speak on behalf of missions. 157 As her reputation as an organizer and 
speaker grew, Nind's sphere of activity expanded throughout the upper plains states. A 
year after joining the WFMS, Nind was invited to be the speaker at the anniversary of the 
establishment of the Western Branch of the WFMS. 158 The next year, she was made its 
assistant corresponding secretary, significantly increasing her travel. In 1877, for 
instance, Nind journeyed over 7,000 miles by train, horse, and foot; by 1881, the number 
was 10,000. 159 When the Minneapolis Branch split from the Western Branch in 1883, 
Nind became its first Corresponding Secretary, responsible for overseeing the work of the 
organization. 160 As Corresponding Secretary, Nind traveled to Methodist churches from 
Minnesota to Washington. 161 
While Nind was certainly remarkable in the amount of travel she undertook on 
behalf of missions, she was not the only such mission supporter to travel that 
extensively. 162 Jennie Fowler Willing, the woman who organized the Western Branch of 
the WFMS and recruited Nind for WFMS work, was similarly well-traveled. 163 Miss 
157 Ibid. , 30. 
158 Ibid., 33-4. 
159 Ibid., 37. 
160 Lindsay, Fifty Eventful Years , 21. 
161 For the first several years of the Minneapolis Branch, all of the territory west from Minnesota 
to the Pacific was part of the branch. Eventually, the western portion of this was separated off as the 
Columbia River Branch, leaving Minnesota and the Dakotas as part of the Minneapolis Branch. 
162 See Robert, American Women in Mission, 139-148; Isham, Valorous Ventures; Baker, The 
Story ofthe Woman 's Foreign Missionary Society ofthe Methodist Episcopal Church, 1869-1895. 
163 Robert, American Women in Mission, 146. 
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Lucy Prescott was another close associate of Nind's. 164 Prescott also helped form the 
Minneapolis Branch of the WFMS and travelled extensively in the U.S. promoting the 
Malaysia Mission among other missions. 165 Miss Margaretha Dreyer served not only as 
the secretary for the German-American WFMS in Minnesota, but also as General 
Secretary for WFMS work in all German Methodist annual conferences in the United 
States, thus combining Methodist and ethnic social networks.166 
Nor was it just WFMS workers who were driven to travel the country by the 
cause of missions. The Corresponding Secretaries of the Missionary Society of the MEC 
also played a similar role as missionary supporters who moved across the nation along 
Methodist social networks for the sake of missions. The most important of the 
Corresponding Secretaries in this time period was A. B. Leonard, Corresponding 
Secretary for India and Malaysia (among other areas) from 1896 to 1912, almost the 
entire period under study. 167 As Corresponding Secretary, Leonard worked out of the 
Missionary Society' s New Y ark office, which is where he spent most of his time. 
Nevertheless, he traveled extensively in the United States, visiting Annual Conferences, 
camp meetings, revivals, missions meetings, and local churches through the MEC to 
promote the cause of missions. 
164 Lucy Prescott later became Lucy Vane after her marriage to businessman Allan Vane. 
165 Lindsay, Fifty Eventful Years, 10-13. 
166 Ibid., 24-5. 
167 From 1888 to 1900, Leonard was one of three Corresponding Secretaries. From 1900 to 1912, 
he was the sole Corresponding Secretary and therefore chief executive of the Missionary Society (prior to 
1907) and Board of Foreign Missions (after 1907), though he was aided by Assistant Corresponding 
Secretaries (Copplestone, 20th Century Perspectives, 862-3.). 
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Many other WFMS workers and MEC ministers, while falling short of the miles 
racked up by Nind and A. B. Leonard, nevertheless traveled extensively along Methodist 
networks in the service of foreign missions. The Corresponding Secretaries of the 
Minneapolis Branch who followed Nind traveled at least throughout Minnesota and the 
Dakotas. Others Methodists with reputations as preachers on the subject of missions 
traveled around conferences or even across conference lines to speak to fellow 
Methodists about the topic. 
Nor did mission supporters only travel within the United States. Since global 
travel had become a feasible undertaking by the late nineteenth century, many mission 
supporters desired to go abroad to see the missions on whose behalf they labored. Nind 
traveled internationally herself. In 1894, she left on a two-year long trip to visit 
Methodist missions in Japan, China, Malaysia, and India. 168 On this trip, she saw the 
boarding home in Singapore named after her and represented the women of the Malaysia 
Mission at the Central Conference of India in 1896. In a letter to the editor of the 
Malaysia Message after her trip, Nind wrote, "Since my visit to the Orient, I feel so 
closely identified with those lands and all the missionary work and workers". 169 A. B. 
Leonard was also able to take an international trip to visit the missions he supervised, 
travelling to Asia between October, 1906, and July, 1907. 170 Bishops assigned to visit 
Malaysia (along with other foreign missions) to conduct episcopal supervision 
occasionally brought their entire families with them, as did Bishops Joyce and 
168 For a comprehensive description of this trip, see Baucus, In Journeyings Oft. 
169 
"A Letter from Mrs. Nind" Malaysia Message Vol. VII No.8, (May 1898), 91. 
170 Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 181 , p. 494. 
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Fitzgerald. 171 Supporters of the Malaysia Mission did not always make it to Malaysia in 
their international travel. Effie G. Lindsay was the fourth Corresponding Secretary of the 
Minneapolis Branch of the WFMS and responsible for overseeing the WFMS's Malaysia 
work. She travelled to the World Missionary Conference in Edinburgh as a delegate, 
though she never saw Malaysia. 172 
As Ian Tyrell has depicted, the late nineteenth century gave rise to a crop of 
traveling evangelists and reformers whose primary work was conducted through 
international travel. 173 Examples of this may be seen in the history of the Malaysia 
Mission. It was through the work of one such traveling evangelist that the Malaysia 
Mission gained its first WFMS missionary. Miss Isabella Leonard, a WFMS organizer in 
the United States and international evangelist, was on a preaching tour of Australia in 
1884 when she encountered Miss Sophia Blackmore. Blackmore was convinced to 
devote her life to missions after hearing Leonard speak. Leonard then took Blackmore to 
India, where they met William Oldham, who persuaded Blackmore to come to Singapore 
to start woman's work there. Oldham's wife, Marie Oldham, had already written to Mary 
171 For Bishop Joyce, see 1898 WFMS Annual Report, 41; 1907 Official Minutes of the Malaysia 
Conference, 33. The Fitzgeralds' visit had tragic consequences, as Miss Cornelia Fitzgerald died of disease 
in Penang. Bishop James Fitzgerald died shortly later in Hong Kong. The Methodist church in Penang was 
renamed in their honor ("A Penang Fitzgerald Memorial," Malaysia Mission (Oct. 1907), 2). 
172 IX World Missionary Conference, 1910, Report of Commission ... (Edinburgh; New York: 
Oliphant, Anderson & Ferrier; Fleming H. Revell Company, 1910), 56-7. 
173 Ian R. Tyrrell, Reforming the World: The Creation of America's Moral Empire (Princeton 
N.J. : Princeton University Press, 201 0). For first-hand accounts of such world-traveling evangelists, see for 
instance, Philip Phillips, Song Pilgrimage Around and Throughout the World: Embracing a life of song 
experiences, impressions, anecdotes, incidents, persons, manners, customs, sketches, and illustrations 
throughout twenty different countries (Chicago: J. Fairbanks and Co., 1880); and Mattie Sisson Wood, 
England and the Orient; or, Scenes, incidents, and work during an evangelistic tour round the world for 
the promotion of Christian holiness (North Attleboro, MA: J. A. Wood, 1882). 
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Clark Nind to appeal for the start of a WFMS mission in Singapore. 174 Isabella Leonard 
was personal friends with Nind, as Leonard was the one who had initially convinced 
Nind to join the WFMS in Winona, MN. 175 Thus, Leonard's involvement in identifying a 
missionary for the proposed Singapore mission was a key factor in eliciting Nind's 
support for the endeavor. Furthermore, after Blackmore's appointment to Singapore, 
Leonard returned to the States and spoke to the Minneapolis Branch, bringing them 
greetings from Blackmore and, undoubtedly, personal reassurances that they had made a 
good decision in undertaking her financial support. 176 As seen here, this international 
web of Methodist social networks connected mission supporters in the United States, 
international evangelists, and missionaries. 
In Malaysia itself, the Methodist mission, along with the Presbyterians and other 
evangelical Protestant groups in Singapore, helped host at least three internationally-
known English-language revivalists between 1894 and 1909. 177 The arrival of these 
evangelists resulted in a series of revival meetings, sometimes spread across the major 
cities of the Malay Peninsula. The meetings held for Rev. W. H. Daniels in 1894 lasted 
six weeks. 178 In addition to these English-language evangelists, the area hosted several 
Tamil evangelists whose mode of operation was essentially the same. Included in this 
174 Marie Oldham, "Woman's Work in Malaysia" Gospel in all Lands (May 1891), 213. 
175 Nind, Mary Clarke Nind and Her Work, 29-30. 
176 WFMS Annual Report, 88. 
177 These revivalists included W. H. Daniels in 1894 (Malaysia Message (Sept. 1894), 116-7), 
William Geil in 1903 (Malaysia Message (Jun. 1903), 81 -2), and F. B. Meyer in 1909 (Malaysia Message 
(Jun. 1909), 65). 
178 Malaysia Message (Sept. 1894 ), 116. 
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category were the famous and popular "Tamil David" in 1897 and Mr. L. M. Wadsworth 
in 1912. 179 Finally, the WCTU also sponsored traveling evangelists who preached in the 
area. The WCTU hosted temperance revival meetings featuring the preaching of 
traveling evangelists in 1892, 1894, and 1899.180 
Other Methodist mission supporters traveling internationally passed through 
Malaysia as well. Indeed, one may almost speak of the rise of an international Methodist 
tourism industry, as a variety of mission supporters from the United States, from 
Methodist dignitaries to seminary professors to church newspaper publishers to ministers 
to regular church members, ventured abroad following Methodist networks to Malaysia. 
Some of these "mission tourists" were interested in seeing Malaysia specifically. Others 
merely ended up there because of the strategic role Singapore played as a coaling station 
between India and China or Japan, all of which were more prominent Methodist mission 
fields than Malaysia. 181 Travelers stopped in other ports like Penang and important 
inland cities like Kuala Lumpur as well, though Singapore received the lion's share of the 
visitors to the region. 
An article from the Malaysia Message provides an idea of the large number of 
travelers who visited the Methodists in Singapore. In the February 1907 issue, the editor 
wrote: 
179 For Tamil David, see Malaysia Message (June 1897), 102. For L. M. Wadsworth, see 
Malaysia Message (Oct. 1912), 6. 
180 See Malaysia Message (Oct. 1892), 5; "Malaysia Mission Conference of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church" Gospel in all Lands (May 1894), 217 ; and "Woman's Christian Temperance Union. 
Annual Meeting" Malaysia Message (May 1899), 86-7 . 
181 Oldham, Malaysia: Nature 's Wonderland, 22. 
Singapore always has its share of visitors, most of them only for 
the few hours that their steamer lies in port. We have never made 
an effort to faithfully chronicle their ever welcome calls, but 
welcome they are nevertheless. Last month, we had, among 
others, Dr. and Mrs. Parkhurst, of Boston and Zion's Herald 
fame--the church paper on which our own Rev. F. H. Morgan is 
engaged; Rev. and Mrs. Randall, of the American Baptist 
Mission in Burma; Rev. Harry Farmer, of the Methodist Mission 
in the Philippines ... Mr. Mcintyre, of the American Baptist 
Church, who is going to open a mission press in lloilo, P.I.; the 
Rev. Mr. Champness, of the Wesleyan Methodist Mission in 
China; Rev. and Mrs. C. Gaff, of the Wesleyan mission near 
Canton; Miss Dunk of the C. M. S. and Miss Bere, of the Church 
of Scotland, both from China; Rev. Dr. John Fox, Corresponding 
Secretary of the American Bible Society; Mr. F. Arter, a 
Methodist layman of Cleveland, with Mrs. Arter, who came from 
the Jubilee in India, and have gone to visit Java; Rev. J. F. 
Goucher, D. D., President of the Woman's College of Baltimore, 
who accompanied by Dr. Luering has also gone to inspect 
Methodist work in Java, which work he was largely instrumental 
in beginning; and lastly, our beloved Bishop Oldham .... Bishop 
Foss, Mrs. Foss, and the Misses Goucher, have arrived and are 
now in Singapore. Some ten or twelve other Jubilee visitors are 
due on the 'Macedonia' on the 15th, and after Conference we 
expect Bishop Fitzgerald, Bishop Thobum, Rev. Rockwell 
Clancy, and others. They are all heartily welcome. 182 
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The upcoming Annual Conference and the India Jubilee Celebration were responsible for 
the last dozen or so of these visitors. Nevertheless, the rest were in Singapore as a matter 
of course. The list of course contains some non-Methodists, but their inclusion just 
shows how wide-spread the phenomenon of mission tourism was at the time. The 
Malaysia Mission and other missions like it had successfully mobilized mission 
supporters to go abroad. 
182 Malaysia Message (Feb. 1907), 41. 
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Church members 
The opening section of this chapter depicted how migration along non-religious 
networks benefitted the Malaysia Mission by the addition of church members. Yet the 
Malaysia Mission itself served as a migratory network that shaped the movements of 
regular church members in at least a couple of instances. The first instance is the several 
cases of predominantly religiously-organized group migration from China to settle 
plantations in Southeast Asia. The first such group of Methodist settlers in Malaysia 
arrived in Sarawak in 1901. 183 This group of Foochow settlers came in response to 
economic development plans by the ruler of Sarawak, Sir Charles Brooke. Brooke was 
looking to develop his land economically, but was wary of allowing in Europeans, whom 
he feared would prove politically restive and try to usurp some of his power. 184 He 
concluded that the Chinese were an appropriately industrious and hardworking group to 
carry out his economic development aspirations. Brooke concluded, too, that Christian 
Chinese would be the best settlers. 185 Brooke ultimately brought in four Chinese settler 
communities. The first, which immigrated in 1898, was composed of Hakkas 
evangelized by the Basel Mission Society, though cared for by the Anglicans once they 
arrived in Sarawak. 186 
183 For a full account of this immigrant group, see Chin, The Sarawak Chinese. 
184 Ibid., 58. 
185 Frank T. Cartwright, Tuan Hoover of Borneo (New York; Cincinnati; Chicago : Abingdon 
Press, 1938), 55-6. 
186 Chin, The Sarawak Chinese, 59. 
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The second group of immigrants would prove to be the largest and most 
successful. This group was the Foochows, brought in through an arrangement with 
Wong Nai Siang, a prominent Methodist religious and community leader from Foochow 
who also had Southeast Asian connections. Nai Siang agreed to bring in 1,000 settlers, 
most of whom he recruited from among Methodist circles in his home region of China. 187 
These settlers arrived in three waves starting in 1901. Eventually, the community came 
to number about seven hundred after some settlers left or died. A little less than half of 
these were Methodist. 188 Despite a somewhat rocky start, the Sarawak colony went on to 
experience great success demographically and economically. The colony proved 
demographically stable, experiencing steady population growth. Economically, Nai 
Siang defaulted on loans he had incurred in the venture, and Brooke had to forgive some 
of the colony's debt at the request of Bishop Oldham in 1909.189 Yet the mixed 
economic base that the settlers developed with the assistance of Methodist missionary 
James Hoover, which included the cultivation of rice, vegetables, and rubber, resulted in 
prosperity for them. 
The success of the Foochow Chinese colony in Sibu was great enough that Rajah 
Brooke was willing to allow another group of predominantly Methodist Chinese 
immigrants to enter Sarawak. This group was composed of Hinghwa settlers organized 
by Rev. William N. Brewster, former missionary to Malaysia working in China at the 
187 Dunch, Fuzhou Protestants and the Making of a Modern China 1857-1927, 87 . 
188 Copplestone, 20th Century Perspectives, 118. 
189 Ibid. , 122. 
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time. 190 It arrived in 1912. It was never quite as successful as the Foochow settlement, 
but it nonetheless proved to be stable and moderately prosperous. Like the Foochows 
before them, the settlers did not adhere strictly to the rice-only agricultural plans that 
Brooke had laid out for them, but a varied economic base including vegetables and 
rubber was more sustainable.191 
The other major settlement in Malaysia organized through Methodist social 
networks was one that the Malaysia Mission helped form. In 1903, the Perak state 
government approached H. L. E. Luering about going to China and acting as their 
intermediary to recruit a group of settlers to establish a rubber plantation near the village 
of Sitiawan. Luering agreed to do so, and he and Ling Ching Mi travelled to China to 
recruit these settlers from Methodist circles in Foochow. 192 In this effort, Luering and 
Ching Mi had the assistance of the MEC' s Foochow Mission. Of the 363 members of the 
initial settler group, fifty were already members of the Methodist Church, and more were 
associated with it at a less formal 1evel. 193 When the settlers arrived, the Perak 
government granted the settlers 2,500 acres of land, including two hundred acres set aside 
for the Malaysia Mission. 194 The settlers tended the rubber trees owned by the mission 
and cultivated their own as well. Like the Foochow and Hinghwa settlements in 
190 Ibid., 123. 
191 Chin, The Sarawak Chinese, 66-67. 
192 Interestingly, Ling Ching Mi had been the first Methodist missionary to visit the Foochow 
settlement in Sarawak after its establishment, thus making him a central figure in the history of both major 
settlement plans in which the Methodists were involved. 
193 1903 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 310. 
194 1903 ibid. , 309-10; Copplestone, 20th Century Perspectives, 771. 
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Sarawak, the Sitiawan settlement would go on to demographic stability and economic 
success. Also like the Foochow colony, the success of the Sitiawan colony was great 
enough to imitate. In 1918, William Harley arranged for another group of five hundred 
colonists to settle at Ayer Tawar, eight miles from Sitiawan, and begin a second 
1 . 195 p antatton. 
While these settlers migrated as large groups organized through Methodist social 
networks, students of the Methodist schools in Malaysia migrated as individuals, though 
also along Methodist social networks. Students who came to Southeast Asia for study as 
well as those who left Southeast Asia to study elsewhere often traveled through 
Methodist channels. The lure of English-language education and the recommendation of 
Methodist pastors and missionaries was enough to send students from across Asia to the 
schools of the Malaysia Mission. The student-body of ACS, Singapore, the flagship 
school of the Malaysia Mission, was an especially international bunch. In a catalogue of 
graduates of ACS, Singapore, put out in 1912, there are English, Chinese, Portuguese 
Eurasian, Tamil, Malay, German, Japanese, Dutch, Ceylonese, and American names. 196 
Certainly some of this variation is explained by the ethnic diversity of Singapore, but 
migration for schooling accounts for some as well. A newspaper article reported on the 
boarders in Oldham Hall, "These more than three score and ten boys are largely Chinese 
and represent the principal cities throughout Malaysia. In detail, the Straits Settlements 
take the lead with 26 boys, next comes Siam with 9, Sumatra and Java with 8 each; the 
195 Doraisamy and Methodist Church in Singapore, Forever Beginning, 42. 
196 Singapore Anglo-Chinese School, "1912 Oldham Hall and ACS Prospectus" (Singapore 
Anglo-Chinese School, 1912), The Methodist Church in Singapore. 
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Celebes 6, F. M.S., China and Philippine Islands 4 each, and one each from Borneo, 
Annam, Johore, Japan and Syria. From this may be gathered something of the far 
reaching influence that is being exerted through this schoo1."197 Nor was it just the 
primary and secondary schools that attracted an international student body. William 
Oldham wrote that Jean Hamilton Training School had enrolled students from "Borneo, 
Java, the Straits Settlements, and even already one from China, with two from India." 198 
Once students left the schools of the Malaysia Mission, they had several 
opportunities to travel along Methodist lines. Graduates of the various Methodist schools 
and particularly ACS, Singapore, scattered throughout Malaysia and all of Southeast 
Asia. The WFMS reported of graduates of the Mary C. Nind Deaconess Home in 1909 
that "the 'old girls' were scattered throughout the Malay Peninsula, in Siam, Sumatra, 
Borneo, and Java", notwithstanding that women tended to be a less mobile group than 
men in Southeast Asia. 199 
Some students went on for additional study, often at other Methodist schools, 
such as the women who attended the teachers' training program at Isabella Thoburn 
College in India after graduating from Methodist girls' schools in Malaysia and before 
returning there as teachers?00 Other former students of the Malaysia Mission went on to 
study at Yenching University in China, formed by the consolidation of a Methodist 
197 
"Oldham Hall," Malaysia Message (Dec. 1904), 23. 
198 Oldham, Malaysia: Nature's Wonderland, 73. 
199 1909 WFMSAnnualReport, 141. 
200 1909 ibid., 142; 1915 Official Minutes ofthe Malaysia Conference, 122. 
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college with two other Christian colleges.201 A few fortunate former students of the 
Malaysia Mission were enabled to study in the United States through their Methodist 
connections. 202 
Even when graduates of the Malaysia Mission schools did not go on for further 
study, their Methodist education could still prompt their movement along Methodist 
social networks. Often this movement was for the sake of employment with the Malaysia 
Mission, either in one of its schools or as an evangelist or church worker. While many 
former students taught in the schools in which they had been educated, others transferred 
between schools. Graduates who went on to work for the mission in a church capacity 
could end up anywhere throughout Malaysia. Still for students not working for the 
Malaysia Mission or its schools, personal connections to the mission schools could lead 
to graduates being hired by companies and governments throughout the region, much like 
hiring through alumni networks still done today. 
Combining both migration for further study and migration for work, perhaps the 
most extraordinary example of a Malaysia Mission student enabled to travel the world 
because of his education and perhaps one of the brightest examples of the type of 
globally-mobile individuals created by the Malaysia Mission was Lee Teng Hwee (also 
known as Li Deng Hui or Lee Teng Hui). Originally from a wealthy Chinese family 
from Batavia, after his study at ACS, Singapore, William Oldham sponsored him to do 
further study at Yale, despite his parents' desire for him to return to Batavia. After his 
20 1 J. Dyke VanPutten, Christian Higher Education in China: Contributions of the Colleges of 
Arts and Sciences to Chinese Life (Chicago: University of Chicago Libraries, 1934), 28. 
202 Oldham, India, Malaysia, and the Philippines, 50. 
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studies at Yale, he returned to Malaysia to teach at ACS, Penang. This job was the first 
step in an illustrious career in education culminating in the presidency of Fudan 
University, a Christian college in China. Teng Hwee's educational experiences with the 
Malaysia Mission proved to be formative for his later work. Furthermore, throughout 
Teng Hwee's entire career, his Methodists connections helped guide him along his 
path.203 Resident of four countries, international educator, organizer, reformer, and agent 
of modernization in China, Teng Hwee shows how the Malaysia Mission, functioning as 
a social network, helped guide the movement of those touched by it in ways that 
contributed to the development of global individuals and through them the global world. 
Certainly the number of people moving because of Methodism or along Methodist 
lines was only a small fraction of migrants at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of 
the twentieth centuries. Missionaries were only a portion of those Westerners traveling to 
foreign countries for work. Mission supporters were a few among the many traveling 
around the United States, and Methodist tourists were a fraction of the Americans abroad. 
Methodist-based settlements were a small percent of all immigrants to Southeast Asia. 
People also moved for other reasons and along other pathlines, though the Malaysia 
Mission could benefit from such movements, too, as the first section of this chapter 
demonstrated. 
203 Archives, Methodist Church in Singapore. See also Guan Heng Tan, 100 Inspiring Ra.fflesians, 
l823-2003 (Singapore: World Scientific Publishing Co., 2008). 
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Yet it is significant that Methodism was able to shape the migratory patterns of 
people, and not just missionaries but mission supporters and church members in 
Malaysia. It shows that religion was not just a meaning system that allowed people to 
cope with migration once it had happened, but also a social system that facilitated and 
even encouraged migration. In this way, the Malaysia Mission played a role parallel to 
that of family, kin, ethnic, and place-based social networks, which most often determined 
who traveled to Malaysia and how, even when there were larger economic and political 
factors at work. In this way, the Malaysia Mission was a globalizing force setting people 
around the world in motion. 
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Chapter 4: Resources 
It was 1896, and the Malaysia Mission was broke. The Malaysia Mission was 
almost always broke, but times were especially tough in 1896. Back home in the United 
States, a financial depression had been dragging on since 1892, which meant that the 
Missionary Society was broke, too, and struggling with a mounting debt that limited the 
amount it could give to the Malaysia Mission.' At the same time, a controversy about 
evangelization in the Methodist-run ACS, Singapore, caused several wealthy Chinese 
donors to withdraw their pledges, leaving the mission thousands of dollars short on a 
construction project it had already begun? Rev. Charles C. Kelso, who was the Presiding 
Elder of the Malaysia Mission at the time, at first did what any institutionally-minded 
missionary would do: he pleaded with the Missionary Society to bail out the Malaysia 
Mission. When he realized that no help was forthcoming, he took a more dramatic step. 
Without authorization from the Missionary Society, he left his position at the Anglo-
Chinese School and returned to the United States to undertake a fundraising tour. 3 Kelso 
was not successful in his fundraising attempts, but he did recognize a fundamental truth 
attested to by other missionaries: in order to succeed, they needed access to money and 
other tangible resources. Yet when financial relief did come, it came not only through 
1 [C. C. McCabe] To C. C. Kelso, 4/23/1896, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 168, 
514. 
2 1896 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 186. 
3 A. B. Leonard to C. C. Kelso, 8/4/1897, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 169, p. 
648-9 . 
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giving by Western donors, but through increased donations by the Chinese in Singapore 
and the increased profitability of the ACS, Singapore, itself. 
The role of multinational corporations (MNCs) in aggregating and distributing 
resources is basic to all accounts of globalization. The Malaysia Mission made use of the 
shipping and banking services developed as part of the capitalist expansion of MNCs. 
Yet in parallel with the development of MNCs and in anticipation of later international 
non-governmental organizations (INGOs), the Malaysia Mission developed its own 
abilities to move resources about on a global scale. It developed sophisticated 
fundraising and supply-chain management capacities. It also displayed an 
entrepreneurial spirit that allowed it to capitalize on new economic opportunities in 
Southeast Asia through for-profit ventures. The religious inspiration behind these 
activities demonstrates that not all global economic activity at the tum of the twentieth 
century was driven solely by the profit motive of capitalist corporations. 
Moving money & goods 
A series of economic and technological changes originating in Europe and 
beginning in the sixteenth century but rapidly accelerating in the nineteenth century 
changed the ways in which money and goods moved around the world. The rise of 
capitalism provided a new system for producing wealth and allocating resources, but the 
financial infrastructure built to sustain capitalism along with new transportation and 
communication technologies made it easier for anyone, capitalist or not, to move money 
and goods around the world. 
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Prior to the late nineteenth century, transmitting money was a difficult and 
dangerous process. 4 Money needed to be transported in the form of precious metals or 
other currency. Such forms of money were heavy and hard to transport. They were also 
subject to theft and shipwreck. Moving money was therefore an expensive and slow 
process. The process of transporting money around the world became much easier with 
the rise of modem banking. The roots of modem banking lie in the expansion of 
commerce in late medieval Europe, but by the end of the nineteenth century, banking had 
become an international business. Most banks still had a home base in Europe, but an 
increasing number of large European banks operated branch offices around the world, 
particularly in places where citizens of their home country conducted business. British 
banks were among the largest and most globally distributed of all banks in the late 
0 h 5 mneteent century. 
Since Singapore was both a British territory and a place where people from many 
countries did business, it developed as a banking hub. William Oldham reported of 
Singapore in 1907, "Here are found banks of all the nations-English, French, German, 
Russian, Italian, Austrian, Greek, and American ... "6 European banks from Britain and 
the Netherlands were established in the area well before Methodist missionaries arrived.7 
4 K. N. Llewellyn, "Meet Negotiable Instruments," Columbia Law Review 44, no. 3 (May 1944): 
309. 
5 For more on the history of the development of British banking, seeP. L. Cottrell, "Great 
Britain," in International Banking, 1870-1914, ed. Rondo Cameron and V . I. Bovykin (New York; Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1991), 25-47 . 
6 Oldham, Malaysia: Nature 's Wonderland, 22. 
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Several of these nations mentioned by Oldham, however, had opened banks in Singapore 
only within the five years prior to his statement. Even with the variety of countries with 
banks in Singapore, most of the banking in the region was conducted by a handful of big 
British banking houses. 8 This was true of the other Straits Settlements and cities in the 
FMS as well. British banks, the first to do so, began opening local branches in select 
cities in the FMS in the late 1880s. 9 Hence it is almost certain that the missionaries of the 
MEC had to rely upon British banks to do their banking in Singapore and the rest of 
Malaysia before the start of the twentieth century; it is likely they continued to do so even 
after then. 
European bank branches overseas performed several economic functions: "acting 
as banker to local governments, issuing local currency, and performing the functions of a 
quasi-central bank ... the issue of long-term loans at one end of the spectrum of financial 
activity to branch deposit banking at the other ... the finance of trade" .10 Perhaps the 
most crucial function these banks played, however, was the role of exchange banks. 
Exchange banks allowed money to be transported, not in the form of currency, but 
through bank drafts, bills of exchange, and other financial instruments of monetary 
exchange, often referred to as negotiable instruments. Such instruments possessed 
distinct advantages: 
7 Frank H. H. King, "Extra-Regional Banks and Investments in China," in International Banking, 
1870-1914, ed. Rondo Cameron and V.I. Bovykin (New York; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991), 
375 . 
8 Turnbull, A History of Singapore, 1819-1988, 92. 
9 King, "Extra-Regional Banks and Investments in China," 375 . 
1° Cottrell, "Great Britain," 33. 
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Specie is bulky, valuable, expensive to ship, and when lost by disaster, theft, or 
piracy it is irrevocably lost; nor can its use be confined to the single intended 
"consignee." Bank notes are not so bulky, but they carry the same risks as specie, 
and they are hard to come by outside of their own bailiwick. But this slip of paper 
is handy, it is inexpensive to ship, it is substantially useless to a thief, it is 
replaceable at need. 11 
Bills of exchange allowed individuals and organizations with credit at a bank in one 
location to withdraw money in another location. The banks then adjusted the individual's 
or organization's credit accordingly. In order to authorize this withdrawal, two copies of 
the bill of exchange (in case one copy should be lost, destroyed, or misdirected) were sent 
to the person making the withdrawal. That person then could present the bill of exchange 
to their local bank and receive either currency or, more often, credit in their account. 12 
The Missionary Society and WFMS depended upon this means for conveying 
money disbursed on a quarterly or even monthly basis to the Malaysia Mission. Nor 
were the mission agencies the only ones who relied on the international banking system 
to send money to Malaysia. Family members and friends occasionally sent monetary 
gifts directly to missionaries on the field. Money could flow the other way, too, when 
missionaries sent money back home to help take care of children and spouses in the 
United States. Missionaries in Malaysia invested money in banks in the United States, 
though the Missionary Society may have acted as an intermediary for them. 13 Immigrant 
11 Llewellyn, "Meet Negotiable Instruments," 309. 
12 For more on bills of exchange, see Llewellyn, "Meet Negotiable Instruments ." 
13 To J. W. Kinnear, Esq., Bank for Savings Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa., 2/ l /1907 , Miss. Soc. Board 
Correspondence, Letterbook 180, p. 856. 
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church members, especially among the Chinese, often sent remittances home out of the 
h . 14 money t ey were eammg overseas. 
The development of local currencies and the connection of currencies from 
around the world to the gold standard in the early years of the twentieth century, both part 
of the economic evolution of globalization, also benefitted the Malaysia Mission. Prior 
to 1903, the Straits Settlements had no official currency of its own. Instead, it used a 
variety of silver currencies, especially Mexican dollars. The disadvantage of this system 
was that it left local prices subject to swings in the value of silver relative to gold. For 
instance, in the mid-1890s, the price of silver dropped precipitously in comparison to 
gold following a world-wide recession in the early 1890s. In order to avoid being further 
harmed by exchange rates, the government of the Straits Settlements, at the urging of the 
Singapore business community, voted in 1903 to issue its own currency, which, though 
using silver coins, was tied to the British pound sterling and thus on the gold standard. 15 
This move benefitted the Malaysia Mission. Prior to the adoption of the gold 
standard, operating on the silver standard had harmed the mission. It was the policy of 
the Missionary Society to fix an exchange rate between the American dollar and the local 
currencies for each of its missions at the beginning of the year. 16 If, however, the value 
of the local currency changed substantially relative to the American dollar during the 
course of the year, the mission could find itself with significantly more or significantly 
14 1910 WFMS Annual Report, 134. 
15 E. W. Kemmerer, "A Gold Standard for the Straits Settlements," Political Science Quarterly 19, 
no. 4 (December 1904 ): 645-6. 
16 Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 35, p. 4-5. 
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less on its hands than had been appropriated to it. Both happened to the Malaysia 
Mission. While having their appropriations appreciate in value was not a problem, 
changes in exchange rate could leave the mission perilously short on cash. When the 
mission lost nearly $1,000 on exchange rates in 1897, it appealed to the Missionary 
Society to bail it out from its situation. 17 After the implementation of the gold standard in 
the Straits Settlements, the value of appropriations from the Missionary Society and 
WFMS became regularized and hence more dependable. There was no longer any need 
for the Missionary Society to conduct expensive bailouts of the Malaysia Mission. 
Money was not the only resource Methodist missionaries needed to move to 
Malaysia. Material goods were another significant asset for the mission. Humans had 
been moving goods to and through Malaysia for millennia by the time the Methodists 
arrived. Malaysia's position in between India and China and close to the Spice Islands 
made it a key node in shipping networks. That position was strengthened by its location 
on the end of two different monsoon cycles that produced winds that were necessary for 
sailing before the advent of steam-powered ships. 18 Yet prior to steamships, 
transportation to and from the region was slow and expensive. Most of the goods that 
were transported to and from Malaysia were low-volume, high value goods that made the 
cost and effort of shipping them worthwhile. 
The economics of shipping in the region began to change in the second half of the 
nineteenth century. Steamships, which could travel regardless of the wind, dramatically 
17 A. B. Leonard to F. H. Morgan, 7/21/1897, ibid., Letterbook 169, p. 631. 
18 Hooker, A Short History of Malaysia: Linking East and West, 28 . 
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cut the time and therefore the cost of getting goods to and from Southeast Asia. The 
opening of the Suez Canal in 1869 also significantly decreased shipping times and costs. 
Therefore, the cost of ocean freights fell steadily from 1870 through 1910.19 Jim Baker 
explains, "It has been estimated that the cost per ton of freight between Singapore and 
London by clipper ship in the 1860s was about $100 per ton, but by 1887 had dropped to 
about $8 per ton. This drop in freight costs not only meant increased profits for the 
merchant, but also less expensive luxury goods became affordable for the common man 
on both continents."20 Decreased shipping costs and a strategic location led Singapore to 
become the seventh largest port in the world by 1900.21 The government and business 
leaders of Singapore encouraged its expansion as a port by refusing to charge port fees or 
tariffs, making improvements to its harbor, and installing coal and oil bunkering facilities 
to resupply ships. 
Cheaper, quicker, and easier shipping led to a great increase in shipping. Between 
1885 and 1913, the tonnage of foreign shipments arriving in Singapore increased 340 
percent. 22 That increase in volume was also driven by the economic development of the 
peninsula. As the rubber and tin industries took off, Malaysia had more resources to ship 
to the rest of the world and could therefore import more resources as well. More 
immigrants came to the area to work in these new industries. This increase in the 
19 W. Arthur Lewis, Growth and Fluctuations, 1870-1913 (London: George Allen & Unwin , 
1978), 25. 
20 Baker, Crossroads, 99. 
21 Ibid., 204. 
22 1886 and 1913 Annual Department Report of the Straits Settlements. 
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movement of natural resources and laborers spurred by better shipping drove advances in 
other forms of transportation as well. As John Drabble notes, "Increasing volumes of 
both goods and people led quickly to the next innovation, railways. The pioneer lines 
were short, simply connecting the mining centres to the nearest port.'.23 The expansion of 
rail lines made it easier to get material goods to new centers of mission work in the 1890s 
such as Ipoh and Kuala Lumpur. 
The upshot of this increase in global shipping for the Malaysia Mission is that it 
made it easier and cheaper for missionaries to import a wide variety of material goods to 
the region. Furthermore, with the rise in modern shipping corporations, missionaries 
could reliably transport goods without a missionary needing to accompany them. The 
increase in international trade also meant that more Western goods were available on the 
field, leaving missionaries with more flexibility in what to carry in their personal 
luggage. When goods were not available, they could be ordered from companies capable 
of shipping around the world, as when Charles Buchanan ordered a cart from 
Montgomery Ward in 1908 to be shipped to Java?4 Economic globalization helped 
furnish the Malaysia Mission, but, as the following sections will show, the Malaysia 
Mission also helped drive economic globalization. 
23 Drabble, An Economic History of Malaysia , 85. 
24 A. B. Leonard to Montgomery Ward & Co., ll/28/1908, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, 
Letterbook 183, p. 166. 
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Mission agencies as MNCs or INGOs 
The Malaysia Mission could not have effectively used the expanding global 
economic networks described above to move money and goods around the world without 
the assistance of the Missionary Society and the WFMS. Both organizations assumed 
major responsibility for raising money and transferring that money to missions in 
Malaysia and elsewhere around the globe. Both organizations also ran complex supply 
chain management operations to provide their missions with the material goods needed to 
function. In order to perform these operations and perform them on an international 
scale, both the Missionary Society and the WFMS had to undergo a process of 
bureaucratization and professionalization and evolve a system of international structures 
and protocols for international businesses.25 As a result of this process, which mirrored 
equivalent processes in the secular business world and prefigured similar processes in the 
nonprofit world, the WFMS and Missionary Society came to function essentially as 
multinational corporations (MNCs) or international non-governmental organizations 
(INGOs). 
Multinational corporations are, as the name suggests, companies with operations 
in more than one country. Scholars have long recognized the importance of MNCs 
driving the process of globalization. Grazia Ietto-Gillies provides one of the strongest 
statements about the importance of MNCs in the role of globalization. She asserts: 
25 For an account of the professionalization of American missions, see Chapter 4 in Patricia R. 
Hill, The World Their Household: The American Woman 's Foreign Mission Movement and Cultural 
Transformation, 1870-1920 (Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press, 1985); Rhonda Anne Semple, 
Missionary Women: Gender, Professionalism and the Victorian idea of Christian Mission (Woodbridge, 
Suffolk, UK; Rochester, NY: Boydeii Press, 2003). 
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[Multinational corporations] play a big role in most quantitative and qualitative 
mechanisms of integration and globalisation . . . They participate in all or most 
types of cross-border transactions and affect both their quantitative and qualitative 
manifestations. They are, in fact, the economic actor with the highest degree of 
active participation in the process because they are the only actors which can plan, 
organise and control activities across countries. Therefore, they contribute to 
shape the pattern of globalisation more than any other actor. 26 
One does not need to accept Ietto-Gillies contention that MNCs are the most important 
actors in globalization to recognize them as significant players in creating the global 
world. 
While most of the literature on MNCs dates from the last half-century, MNCs are 
not a recent phenomenon. Indeed, MNCs have been a driving force for the creation of 
the global world since at least the formation of the British East India Company in 1600 
and the Dutch Verenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie (VOC) in 1602. New business 
management techniques developed in the mid- to late-nineteenth century to take 
advantage of a new set of technologies gave impetus to a new wave of MNC formation in 
the latter half of the nineteenth century. The Singer Sewing Machine Company, for 
instance, founded in 1851, became one of the first of this new set of MNCs in the 1860s 
as it expanded abroad. 27 The country that led the way in establishing this new type of 
MNC was the United States.28 This leadership of the United States is one of several 
reasons why globalization often wears an American face. 
26 Grazia Ietto-Gillies, Transnational Corporations: Fragmentation amidst Integration (New 
York; London: Routledge, 2002) , 10. 
27 Steams, Globalization in World History , 100. For a complete history of the company, see Don 
Bissell, The First Conglomerate: 145 Years of the Singer Sewing Machine Company (Brunswick, ME: 
Audenreed Press, 1999). 
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Therefore, when American Methodist overseas missions began to expand in the 
second half of the nineteenth century, promoters of Methodist missions, many of whom 
were lay businessmen, suggested similar organizational forms and strategies to those 
being implemented in new MNCs.29 Several important MNCs developed at the end of 
the nineteenth century were run by Methodists, including Asa Candler of Coca-Cola,3° F. 
W. Woolworth ofWoolworth's,31 Thomas and Charles Welch of Welch's Grape Juice,32 
and James Gamble of Proctor and Gamble.33 These business leaders (and others) often 
had extensive church connections, further suggesting cross-fertilization between business 
and missions. A few even had connections to the Malaysia Mission in particular. 
Charles Welch and Mrs. Fannie Gamble, both significant supporters of missions in 
general, contributed financially to the Malaysia Mission.34 
28 William Ashworth, A Short History of the International Economy since 1850, 2nd ed. (London: 
Longman, I 962), 93; Mira Wilkins, The Emergence of Multinational Enterprise: American Business 
Abroad from the Colonial Era to 1914 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1970). 
29 David G. Dawson, "Funding Mission in the Early Twentieth Century," International Bulletin of 
Missionary Research 24, no. 4 (October 2000): 155-158; and Ian Tyrrell, Reforming the World: The 
Creation of America's Moral Empire (Princeton N.J. : Princeton University Press, 2010), 70; have both 
written about the influence of lay businessmen on missions fundraising. 
3° Candler was a member of the MEC, South, not the MEC, but the point remains. See Charles 
Howard Candler, Asa Griggs Candler (Emory University, Ga.: Emory University, 1950); Thomas Oliver, 
The Real Coke, The Real Story (New York: Random House, 1986). 
31 Karen Plunkett-Powell, Remembering Woolworth 's: A Nostalgic History of the World's Most 
Famous Five-and-Dime (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1999), 22-3. 
32 William Chazanof, Welch's Grape Juice: From Corporation to Co-operative (Syracuse, NY: 
Syracuse University Press, 1977), chap. l-2. 
33 Oscar Schisgall, Eyes on Tomorrow: The Evolution of Procter & Gamble (Chicago; New York: 
J.G. Ferguson Pub. Co.; Distributed by Doubleday, 1981), l. 
34 For Welch, see A. B. Leonard to C. E. Welch, Oct. 28, 1909, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, 
Letterbook 40, p. 638 . For Fannie Gamble, see A. B. Leonard to Fannie N. Gamble, 1/22/1903, Ibid., 
Letterbook 176, p. 43. 
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The comparisons between the WFMS and Missionary Society on the one hand 
and secular corporations on the other were not lost on those running these organizations. 
Therefore, when the WFMS, which had previously functioned as a confederation of 
regional organizations without paid staff, proposed to build its first national headquarters 
in 1905, its annual report commented, "We are an immense business firm, with an 
income of over half a mission dollars. Is any business firm in America, with such an 
income and such varied and responsible work, carrying on its business without a 
headquarters?"35 The WFMS wanted a headquarters, not just because having a 
headquarters would assist their operations, but because having a headquarters was part of 
the accepted business model for corporations. Similarly, Missionary Society 
Corresponding Secretary J. 0. Peck responded to J. C. Floyd' s complaints over the 
handling of a dispute about Floyd's finances by writing, "Great and widely organized 
societies have to have certain business rules."36 As the saying goes, the Missionary 
Society's relations with Floyd were business, not personal. 
The WFMS and the Missionary Society fashioned themselves as organizations 
along the lines of secular MNCs in several ways, though the approaches taken by the two 
organizations differed. During the period under study, the Missionary Society (and its 
successor, the Board of Foreign Missions, which replaced the Missionary Society in 
1907) was a unitary organization. The Missionary Society had field agents across the 
country and worked with various local organizations formed to support it, but it was itself 
35 1905 WFMS Annual Report, 116. 
36 J. 0 . Peck to J. C. Floyd, 3/2/1893, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 166, p. 132. 
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a singular, central entity. This organization was an incorporated legal entity just like any 
secular business. Indeed, in order for the Missionary Society to be able to own property, 
it was required to be incorporated under American law.37 An act of the New York State 
Legislature confirmed the Missionary Society as a legal unit; several subsequent acts 
allowed the Missionary Society to exercise additional legal functions not granted in the 
first act. 38 To be eligible to be incorporated by the legislature, the Missionary Society 
was required to have a constitution, by-laws, and a formal corporate structure, which 
included a Board of Managers with both ministerial and lay representatives, officers, a 
system of committees, paid staff members, and corporate offices. 
The Missionary Society developed another feature characteristic of secular 
businesses of the day- a complex system of financing that allowed it to borrow. These 
financing tools evolved as a result of another secular business practice- formal 
budgeting. The Methodist Book Concern served as accountants for the Missionary 
Society, but the Missionary Society was still responsible for its own finances. The 
Missionary Society approved a yearly budget with certain allocations for each mission 
field as well as the small amount necessary to run their domestic operations. This budget 
was developed in dialogue with fundraising projections, but it was not determined by 
those projections. Nor were those projections always correct. Therefore, starting in 
1867, the Missionary Society found itself in the position of its committed expenses 
37 Wade Crawford Barclay, The History of Methodist Missions: Early American Methodism, 1769-
1844, vo!. l: Missionary Motivation and Expansion (New York: Board of Missions and Church Extension 
of the Methodist Church, 1949), 308-9. 
38 These acts are printed in the back of each issue of the Miss. Soc. Annual Report. 
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exceeding its cash on hand.39 Rather than fail to pay the full amount of approved 
appropriations for their missions, the Missionary Society solved this problem by 
borrowing money. Indeed, the Missionary Society was almost constantly in debt for the 
next several decades.40 The fiscal wisdom of such a practice may be debatable; it is 
certain, however, that this policy resulted in the Missionary Society developing a capacity 
for securing financing beyond what was available to them through current revenues, 
much in the same way that MNCs did. 
The WFMS was organized on a different model until 1905, functioning as a 
confederation of organizations.41 These individual branches handled the executive and 
administrative functions of the organization while a General Executive Committee 
exercised legislative authority. Each of the branches handled the same administrative 
tasks as the Missionary Society: recruiting and sending missionaries, fundraising, 
budgeting, and supervision and support of missionaries on the field. All of this work was 
carried out by volunteers, mostly the Corresponding Secretaries of the branches. The 
General Executive Committee coordinated overall strategy and policy for the 
organization as a whole. The national WFMS possessed a constitution that specified the 
roles and responsibilities of actors at all echelons of the organization. Both the national 
WFMS and the regional branches possessed boards, officers, and committees. Money 
collected by the branches was passed along to the national organization for 
39 Barclay, Widening Horizons, 1845-95, 132. 
40 Ibid. 
4 1 For more on the structure of the WFMS, see Robert, American Women in Mission, 139; Jean 
Miller Schmidt, Grace Sufficient: A History of Women in American Methodism 1760-1939 (Nashville, TN: 
Abingdon Press, 1999), 163. 
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disbursement.42 The national WFMS was incorporated under the laws of the State of 
New York in 1884, making it an official legal and fiscal entity capable of owning 
property.43 Not until 1905, however, did the national WFMS possess a headquarters or 
paid staff. 
When the WFMS did institute a national headquarters, it was clear that this 
headquarters filled another function the mission agency shared with secular businesses: 
the management of large quantities of information. Writing in 1910, the WFMS 
summarized the information its General Office collected and processed: 
Efforts are continued to make the office a center of information that pertains to 
our own organization and related agencies. We count at present three hundred 
and twenty-five missionaries, and of these we have biographical information 
concerning three hundred and ten. . .. Items of current news concerning our work 
and workers are regularly and systematically secured from Branch Corresponding 
Secretaries and from Correspondents on the foreign field, and are gleaned from 
many other sources .. .. Announcements of summer conferences and other 
conventions have been sent to the Branches. Files of reports, papers and 
magazines, personal files, card catalogues, etc., make possible ready reference to 
many subjects along which information is constantly sought.44 
As with MNCs, information about the personnel, money, members, and mission work 
from around the world made its way to the WFMS headquarters, where it was used to 
help manage a global enterprise. 
Not only were the Missionary Society and the WFMS structured like 
corporations, they also recruited employees who possessed the same skill sets that secular 
businesses wanted. The WFMS depended much more heavily than the Missionary 
42 Isham, Valorous Ventures, 27 . 
43 Ibid., 33. 
44 1910 WFMS Annual Report, 38-9. 
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Society on volunteer as opposed to paid labor. Nevertheless, the skill sets were the same; 
only the compensation differed. As Patricia Hill writes, "[W]hen these men, in an 
attempt to make a 'science' of modern missions, instituted more professional methods in 
mission administration, the women followed suit."45 It was essential that men and 
women serving as corresponding secretaries and overseeing the operations of the 
societies have managerial skills similar to those required to run a secular company. The 
Missionary Society and the national WFMS after 1905 required office assistants with the 
sort of clerical skills needed by secular corporations as well. Office assistants should be 
proficient at typing, well-organized, and familiar with modern record keeping and 
. 46 
accountmg. 
These professional office workers helped develop a modernized system of 
missionary hiring and deployment. As Valentin Rabe writes, "Decades before 
psychological testing and rationalized employment standards were introduced by 
educational, business, and other large-scale employers of college graduates, mission 
board administrators applied rudimentary versions of these techniques to select a peculiar 
American elite."47 The societies corresponded with pastors and other local mission 
supporters to identify potential missionary candidates. Once the mission agencies had 
leads, they then exchanged information with the candidates. The Missionary Society 
prepared a booklet entitled "Guide to Missionary Candidates" for those who were 
45 Hill, The World Their Household, 93. 
46 Copplestone, 20th Century Perspectives, 860-870. 
47 Valentin H. Rabe, The Home Base of American China Missions, 1880-1920, Harvard East Asian 
monographs 75 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press , 1978), 93 . 
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considering a missionary career.48 Yet just as important as sending information to 
missionary candidates was collecting information from missionary candidates: What was 
their level of enthusiasm and aptitude for the work? Did they have health or family 
situations that would hinder their ability to go out as missionaries?49 Where and to what 
type of work would they prefer to be posted?50 This information from candidates was 
balanced against information from missionaries already on the field about their needs for 
numbers of missionaries and particular skills required for effective missionary 
candidates. 
Suitably interested and appealing candidates were invited to submit a formal 
application to the Missionary Society or WFMS. There were separate forms for the 
WFMS and Missionary Society, and the exact content of the forms varied somewhat over 
the thirty years under study.51 All versions of the application, however, included basic 
personal information such as birth, marital status, education, and (for men) ordination 
status. The application forms also asked candidates to relate their religious convictions 
and previous ministry experience. The applications, especially later versions of the 
applications, asked extensive questions related to the health of the missionary. Later 
48 H. K. Carroll to L. Oechsli, 6/6/1907, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 9, p. 164. 
49 Letters sent out by the Missionary Society Corresponding Secretaries show that they were in 
touch with a number of potential candidates to Malaysia and other mission fields who were ultimately 
deemed unsuitable for one reason or another. See in particular a number of letters from November 1899 in 
reply to candidates responding to James Thobum's call for missionaries published in World-Wide Mission 
(Ibid., Letterbook 37). 
50 A. B. Leonard and H. K. Carroll corresponded with several men who eventually became 
missionaries to Malaysia but who were initially unsure where they would like to be posted or who changed 
their mind about their preferred posting. 
51 For copies of these forms, see Missionary Files; Minneapolis Branch, WFMS, "Minneapolis 
Branch- W.F.M.S. M.E. Church Records." 
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versions required that these questions be answered by a trained physician, preferably one 
approved by the mission agency. The mission agencies also inquired into the candidates' 
job skills, finances, substance use, and personal disposition. Candidates were required to 
submit several letters of reference from religious or educational leaders who could vouch 
for their character, piety, and skills. 
All this information was used by the Missionary Society and WFMS to better 
screen candidates for missionary service. Transportation to the field and missionary 
salaries were the largest expenses of mission agencies, so there were significant financial 
as well as tactical and spiritual incentives to select candidates who could go on to become 
successful missionaries and who would not need to make expensive return trips after a 
year or two, leaving important work unattended. The information from these applications 
helped mission executives screen candidates for issues of health, faith, and competency in 
a more systematic way than correspondence allowed. 
Once a candidate was accepted, her or his application became the first part of a 
personnel file that the sending agency retained about each missionary. These files also 
included letters and other personal information. The WFMS in particular kept extensive 
personnel files after it established a centralized General Office. These files included 
pictures of all of the missionaries, their life histories and testimonials, and their health 
records. 52 
In addition to the adoption of early human resources protocols, the Missionary 
Society and WFMS were also in the vanguard of modern accounting. While both groups 
52 See 1905 WFMS Annual Report, 116-7; 1910 ibid. , 38-9. 
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had always sought to be good stewards of their resources, an 1880 requirement by the 
General Conference that the Missionary Society report its administrative spending led to 
an era of greater financial record-keeping. 53 The process of collecting financial 
information involved all of the steps from sending to supporting missionaries. The 
Missionary Society required all missionaries to file expense reports of their travel costs to 
and from the mission field. 54 These expense reports functioned essentially the same way 
that modem corporate expense reports do, even including submitting duplicate copies. 
Missionaries were required to save their receipts, and the Missionary Society created 
categories of allowed official expenses and disallowed personal expenses. This process 
of determining what the Missionary Society would pay for was complicated when 
missionaries took side trips on their way to or from Malaysia or when they wanted to ship 
items to Malaysia not included under the regular allowances provided by the Missionary 
Society. Collecting exact information about travel expenses was critical for the 
Missionary Society to maintain its system of paying solely for approved missionary 
transportation costs and thus keeping its costs down. 
Travel receipts were, however, just the first step in a long process of accounting. 
In addition to handling the finances of the mission in the field, WFMS mission treasurers 
were required to submit itemized financial reports to the Minneapolis Branch 
Corresponding Secretary every January 1st and July I 51, along with semi-annual reports on 
53 Barclay, Widening Horizons, 1845-95, 134. 
54 See, for instance, S. 0. Baldwin to C. Egland, I 0/22/1896, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, 
Letterbook 34, p. 306. 
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surplus funds. 55 Requirements for the male treasurers were similar. This reporting 
process involved not only careful information collection and strict accounting procedures; 
it often involved more complicated mathematical calculations to account for fluctuating 
differences in currency between the United States and Malaysia. The information thus 
reported helped the Missionary Society and the WFMS control expenses in the mission 
and make informed decisions in their budgeting processes. Both mission agencies were 
able to ensure that they were able to push their donors' dollars as far as they would go. 
Because of the amount of accounting involved with mission work, bookkeeping 
and other business skills could prove a valuable asset for missionaries. On a new form 
put forth in 1906, the WFMS asked its missionary candidates the following questions: 
19. Have you had business training, and in what line? 
20. What positions have you held in business or professional life? 
21. Executive ability. Provide testimonials relative to your success in teaching and 
in the management of financial matters. 56 
The 1907 Board of Foreign Missions' "Application of Candidate" asked, "Have you 
knowledge of bookkeeping?"57 Frustration with the number of missionaries who must 
have answered "no" to that question lead Charles Buchanan to opine in 1914, "It is my 
belief that the Board should require that all missionaries take a course in book-keeping 
before they start for the field. At least the Bishop should appoint no one to any 
responsibility until he has assured himself that the one in question will at once take the 
55 Article IX of the WFMS By-Laws (1907 WFMS Annual Report, 46. 
56 1906 ibid., 229. 
57 Missionary Files. 
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best possible means to inform himself on book-keeping."58 Missionaries were recognized 
when they possessed such skills. Kingsley Pease, for instance, was praised for being "an 
active, energetic business man".59 Even when missionaries could keep books, there was 
no guarantee that they did so in a consistent manner. Harry Mansell introduced a motion 
at the 1912 Malaysia Annual Conference that all missionaries and schools adopt a 
common system of record-keeping, even getting the MBR to stock the appropriate 
ledgers.60 
Just as the Missionary Society and WFMS began to require more professional 
business skills for their employees, they also provided additional benefits to their 
employees currently characteristic of MNCs or INGos. Both organizations provided a 
variety of financial services for their missionaries. These financial services, such as 
banking, insurance, and investing, made financial resources in the United States available 
to overseas missions. Just as the Missionary Society itself borrowed money from sources 
in the United States, it loaned money to missions and missionaries abroad. After a couple 
of years of spending more than its appropriation, by 1897, the Malaysia Mission was 
$2,155 .85 in debt to the Missionary Society, and it asked for the loan of an additional 
$5,617.35 to help it recover from the Isaiah incident.61 The Missionary Society approved 
58 1914 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 38. 
59 H. K. Carroll to D. C. Heath & Co., 617/1907, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 
181, p. 312. 
60 1912 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference , 14. 
61 Shellabear, Harley, Morgan, Luering, & West to Leonard, 8/1611897, Miss. Soc. Board 
Correspondence, Letterbook 170, p. 114. 
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a $3,000 loan. 62 Missionaries took advantage of this source of financing as well. As A. 
B. Leonard wrote, "We very frequently advance money to missionaries who are in our 
service, either on the field or on furlough." 63 
In addition to loaning them money, the Missionary Society carried out financial 
transactions for its missionaries . It facilitated sending remittances from missionaries to 
their families back home. The sending of remittances was especially important when 
missionaries' children or spouses were living in the United States. Remittances allowed 
missionaries to provide for their financial dependents, even while they were on the other 
side of the earth. The Missionary Society also acted as an agent for its missionaries 
depositing money in US banks. William Oldham, for instance, regularly made deposits 
with the Pittsburgh Bank for Savings while serving as Missionary Bishop in Malaysia.64 
Whether sending remittances or making deposits on behalf of missionaries, the 
Missionary Society would deduct the corresponding amount from the appropriations to 
the mission, and the mission treasurer would then deduct that amount from the 
missionary's salary. 
Another financial service both the WFMS and Missionary Society provided for 
their missions and missionaries was insurance. The WFMS had a policy of purchasing 
insurance for all of the buildings owned by its missions. This policy came in handy when 
Holt Hall, home of the Kuala Lumpur Girls' School, burned down in 1914 or 1915. The 
money from the insurance policy covered a quarter of the cost of building a new 
62 A. B. Leonard to F. H. Morgan, 11118/1897, Ibid., Letterbook 170, p. 152. 
63 A. B. Leonard to B. F. West, 12/24/1907, Ibid., Letterbook 182, p. 33. 
64 See several1etters from the Missionary Society to J . W. Kinnear, Esq., Ibid., Letterbook 180. 
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building. 65 The Missionary Society also arranged for life insurance for its missionaries. 
Several of the Missionary Society missionaries had life insurance policies with a variety 
of American and Canadian firms. The Missionary Society paid the premiums on these 
policies and then deducted the amount from the missionaries' salaries. The Malaysia 
Mission had a small fund to care for widows and orphans of missionaries, should there be 
any.66 Nevertheless, life insurance policies reassured missionaries that, should they die 
on the field, their families would not be left destitute. 
Finally, the WFMS coordinated payments to a retirement fund for its 
missionaries. Since missionaries no longer planned to die in the field by the late 1800s, 
as they had in previous centuries, they needed to prepare for their financial lives after 
their active service. The Malaysia Mission Conference set up a retirement fund in 1896 
for Missionary Society missionaries. 67 Retirement options were slower in coming to 
missionaries of the WFMS, but by 1910, the national WFMS organization had 
implemented a retirement fund for its workers. 68 
By acquiring this cast of increasingly professional workers, both in their home 
offices and on the mission field, and by enabling these workers to manage their money 
across borders, the Missionary Society and WFMS were not just using global capitalist 
networks- they were helping create them. These organizations (and the Malaysia 
65 Means, Malaysia Mosaic: A Story of Fifty Years of Methodism, 82. 
66 This fund was called the "Necessitous Fund." See 1896 Official Minutes of the Malaysia 
Conference, 32-3. 
67 1896 ibid., 32. 
68 1910 WFMS Annual Report, 8. 
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Mission along with them) were helping develop the accounting tools and providing the 
opportunity for individuals and organizations to carry out economic endeavors that 
transcended national borders. Nevertheless, while MNCs were doing the same thing for 
the sake of increasing profits, for the Malaysia Mission and its parent organizations, 
profit was not the most important goal. Having sufficient money to run mission 
operations was important, but the ultimate objective for the Malaysia Mission was the 
accumulation of converts, not earnings. In this way, these mission organizations 
prefigure later INGOs that also carry out business on an international scale, but for the 
sake of effecting change in the world, not for the sake of earning a profit.69 
Methodist supply logistics 
One function that the WFMS and the Missionary Society shared with modern 
MNCs and INGOs was the need to facilitate the shipment of goods and people around the 
world. The provision of supply logistics, or the coordination of transportation of key 
resources, which is an important dimension of international business today, was an 
important aspect of the missionary enterprise as well. As part of their logistical 
endeavors, the Missionary Society and WFMS coordinated transportation for not only 
missionaries but a wide variety of goods as well. 
The Missionary Society collected a large amount of information intended to help 
accepted missionaries make it to the field. After the WFMS General Office was created, 
69 Nayan Chanda sees INGOs as the modem-day, secular successors to missionaries (Bound 
Together.). 
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it estimated that such advice was one of its most important functions. 7° For some 
missionary candidates who may never have previously ventured farther than a few towns 
over, planning international travel could prove a daunting process. Furthermore, in order 
to save money, the Missionary Society wanted to ensure that its missionaries were taking 
economical forms of transportation. Therefore, the Missionary Society (and later 
WFMS) was ready to step in to advise missionaries about the best and cheapest ways to 
get to Malaysia. 
For most Missionary Society missionaries from America, the trek to Malaysia 
began with a trip to New York. Missionaries were to present themselves at the 
Missionary Society headquarters in New York for final inspection before they departed.71 
In almost all cases, that trip involved rail travel. The Missionary Society maintained a 
subscription to the "Official Guide" of the National Railway Publishing Company.72 
This guide helped the Missionary Society plan low-cost yet timely rail travel for its 
missionaries. The Missionary Society was also usually able to arrange clergy discounts 
for rail travel for its missionaries.73 Once missionaries made it to New York City, the 
Corresponding Secretaries were willing to help with further arrangements for dining and 
70 1911 WFMS Annual Report, 47. 
7 1 Non-American missionaries were exempt from this requirement for obvious logistical reasons. 
Some American missionaries, especially those living at a distance from New York City, met instead with 
field staff of the Missionary Society. 
72 H. K. Carroll to National Railway Publication Co, 911111907, Miss. Soc. Board 
Correspondence, Letterbook 26, p. 166. 
73 See, for instance, A. B. Leonard to J. L. McLaughlin, 2/21/1900, ibid ., Letterbook 37, p. 397-8. 
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hotels. A. B. Leonard suggested James Hoover stay at the Continental Hotel and eat his 
meals there when he visited the city in 1899.74 
Traveling to Malaysia for American missionaries meant a trip to one of the United 
States' main ports and then steamship travel to Malaysia, usually with stops in between. 
The most common ports of embarkation were New York City, Seattle, and Los Angeles. 
Travel to these cities required in almost all cases railroads. Occasionally railroad 
companies would collaborate with steamship companies to offer package deals for the 
entire trip.75 With missionaries on board, steamships travelling east from New York City 
stopped in London, or, less commonly, another British port or Marseilles. From there, a 
steamer would take missionaries to an Indian port and thence finally to Singapore. 
Steamships from the West Coast would stop in Japan or sometimes Shanghai before 
traveling to Singapore. Usually, the entire trip could be purchased as a single ticket, but 
when it was not, it required the Corresponding Secretaries to maintain a knowledge of 
steamship lines and offices around the world. The WFMS General Office kept a list of 
approved hotels and boarding houses in countries around the globe for the use of its 
missionaries in transit.76 The Corresponding Secretaries for the Missionary Society also 
fielded feedback from missionaries about the steamship lines they had used to travel to 
Malaysia. After Raymond Archer complained to A. B. Leonard about his service on the 
North German Lloyd Line from England to Singapore in 1905, and Leonard was unable 
74 A. B. Leonard to J. M. Hoover, 7/2111899, Ibid., Letterbook 37, p. 258. 
75 See, for instance, A. B. Leonard toW. F. Oldham, 10/611896, Ibid., Letterbook 34, p. 290. 
76 1914 WFMS Annual Report, 50. 
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to resolve the issue with the company, Leonard vowed to discontinue use of that line for 
sending out missionaries.77 
It was not only missionaries that needed to reach the mission field, though; the 
importation of material goods was another important aspect of Methodist supply logistics. 
Coordination of shipping was one of the impetuses behind establishing a national office 
for the WFMS. The Annual Report related in 1910, 
[T]he amount of freight sent out from New York has steadily increased for the last 
few years. For the year ending September 30, 1907, the number of boxes shipped 
was approximately two hundred and thirty. In 1908 the number was two hundred 
and sixty-six, in 1909 three hundred and fourteen, and this year our records show 
three hundred and ninety-five packages shipped. These include the personal 
freight of outgoing missionaries, but do not included cases of hospital and school 
supplies forwarded by manufacturers. 78 
Goods were on the move in the globalizing world of the tum of the twentieth century not 
just because of business and government, but because of Christian missions too. 
The Missionary Society and the WFMS after 1905 not only coordinated the 
shipping of supplies for their missions, they served as purchasing agents as well. 
Missions occasionally ordered directly from American companies, as the American 
Mission Press in Singapore increasingly did. Nevertheless, the Missionary Society was 
willing to order supplies from American companies on behalf of its missions, pay for 
them, and then deduct that amount from the appropriations of the mission. Sometimes 
missionaries would contact companies to place orders directly, but they were able to tell 
companies that they could bill the Missionary Society in New York. Individual 
77 A. B. Leonard toR. L. Archer, 2/27/1905, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 178, 
507-8. 
78 1910 WFMS Annual Report, 38. 
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missionaries were able to make use of this purchasing function as well. After the WFMS 
established a national office, they provided this same service to their missions and 
missionaries. A list of goods ordered on behalf of missionaries in 1913 provides an 
indication of how widely used this service was. The WFMS reported, "The list of 
purchases made for missionaries includes clothing, books, beds, desks, typewriters, 
organs, physical and domestic science apparatus, hospital supplies, and a heating-plant. 
These purchases have been made directly through the General Office, through an 
organized Purchasing Agency, or through the Purchasing Department of the Board of 
Foreign Missions."79 
This arrangement reassured American companies that they would receive 
payment for the goods ordered since they were billing another American corporation 
rather than an unincorporated overseas entity, against which it could be difficult to take 
legal action if they were not paid. The arrangement also saved missions from having to 
conduct transnational financial operations, which could be expensive or complicated, 
though the Missionary Society itself sometimes found it a complicated process to 
coordinate between the receipts it received from companies and the authorization letters it 
received form missionaries. Occasionally, too, the Missionary Society as a large 
customer was able to negotiate cheaper prices than were available if the individual 
missions ordered directly from suppliers. 80 
79 1913 ibid. , 47. 
80 See, for instance, a note to this effect in Malaysia Message (Aug. 1913), 96. 
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The Malaysia Mission used its logistics ability and the logistics abilities of the 
Missionary Society and WFMS to important a wide variety of goods. Perhaps the most 
important type of good imported to Malaysia by missionaries was books. Books were a 
significant portion of most missionaries' luggage on their initial journeys to Southeast 
Asia. As H. K. Carroll advised Charles Worthington, "Whatever books you have on hand 
that are useful to you in the ministry at home it would be well to take with you. "81 The 
books missionaries did not take with them initially, they were able to order and have 
shipped to Malaysia. Missionaries ordered books from such major firms as the Methodist 
Book Concern, Harper Brothers, Funk & Wagnalls, Dodd, Mead, & Co., and Charles 
Scribners' Sons, as well as smaller presses like Chatauqua Press, American Book Co. , 
Gregg Publishing Co., and Pentecostal Publishing Co.82 When missionaries ordered 
books for their own personal use, the publishing companies charged the Missionary 
Society, which then paid the bills and deducted the sum from the missionaries' salaries. 
Books were also donated by supporters in the United States, especially for women's 
work. The Minnesota WFMS collected books to send to Clara Martin and May B. Lilly 
for their work in Penang. 83 The First Methodist Episcopal Church of Wausau, 
Wisconsin, donated 300 books to the Methodist Girls' School in Singapore.84 
81 H. K. Carroll to C. M. Worthington, 3/611911 , Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 3, 
p. 203. 
82 References to bills from all of these publishers appear in letters from the Corresponding 
Secretaries of the Missionary Society to the Malaysia missionaries. See Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence. 
83 July 10, 1907, Midsummer Meeting ofWFMS Minneapolis Branch at Excelsior, "Minutes of 
Annual, Quarterly and Executive Board Meetings of the Minneapolis Branch of the Woman's Foreign 
Missionary Society of theM. E. Church" (Minneapolis Branch, WFMS, 1905), 98, Minnesota Annual 
Conference, UMC, Archives. 
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Books served two purposes once they arrived in Malaysia. Perhaps the more 
important purpose was their use in Methodist-run schools. Methodist teachers used not 
only textbooks but also books of literature and, for students in Jean Hamilton and the 
Bible Woman' s Training Schools, theology. For instance, in 1893, the ACS in Penang 
was teaching Uncle Tom's Cabin. 85 One may question how well this work translated into 
a social setting so removed from American slavery, but the fact remains that books were 
necessary for Methodists to run their English-language educational enterprises. The 
second purpose books served was for missionaries ' own personal education. Books 
allowed missionaries to study, deepen their devotional lives, improve their knowledge of 
theology, and keep up to date with the latest in Christian scholarship. 
Books were not the only type of print culture the mission imported. WFMS 
missionaries imported a large number of picture cards. Distributing picture cards was a 
central component of the WFMS Sunday School strategy. These cards had illustrations 
of characters and scenes from the Bible on them. The cards were received eagerly by the 
Chinese and Tamil girls who enjoyed seeing printed pictures.86 In addition to books and 
cards, the MBR ordered songbooks and hymnals, which were an important aid to the 
devotional life of the churches in Malaysia.87 
672. 
84 1915 WFMS Annual Report, 152. 
85 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 207. 
86 See, for instance, WFMS Annual Report. 
87 [unknown] toW. T. Cherry, 7/9/1908, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 182, p. 
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Other musical items were shipped to Southeast Asia for the benefit of the 
Malaysia Mission. The mission imported a large number of musical instruments. Organs 
and pianos were popular items among churches and missionaries in Malaysia. By the end 
of the nineteenth century, US organ manufacturers were producing organs that were 
small enough they could be shipped around the world. Estey proved to be a particularly 
popular brand in Methodist circles, and Malaysia missionaries requested them by name. 88 
Most large churches and many large schools in Malaysia appear to have had an organ of 
some type. Pianos were even more common. One record indicates that 150 pianos were 
imported by all buyers into the single Malaysian state of Negri Sembilan in 1895 alone. 89 
Both organs and pianos are prime examples of the sort of large-bulk items that would 
have been unavailable to missionaries before falling shipping costs in the late nineteenth 
century made them affordable. Organs and pianos facilitated congregational singing. 
Not only was congregational singing an important part of the Methodist religious 
tradition, records indicate that it was also an evangelistic draw for the Chinese. 
Furthermore, access to affordable pianos allowed Luella R. Anderson to offer piano and 
music lessons at the Kuala Lumpur Girls' School.90 These lessons were a great attraction 
among well-to-do Chinese families. Occasionally the attractive power of music paid off 
for missionaries in quite unexpected ways. Mary Hoover found that playing the organ for 
88 See, for instance, B. F. West, "Views of Methodist Mission Work in Malaysia" World- Wide 
Missions (Jan. 1903), 6. 
89 1895 Annual Department Report of the Straits Settlements , 426. 
90 See, for instance, 1910 WFMS Annual Report, 135. 
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Dyaks in Borneo calmed them, a useful discovery when a company of Dyak warriors 
stayed with the Hoovers in their house for several days.91 
Organs were not the only church fixture the Methodists imported to Malaysia. 
Muller, Maclean, & Co. was a New York City-based merchant looking to sell brass bells 
overseas in 1906.92 They made contact with William Cherry at the Methodist Publishing 
House, and Cherry arranged for the import of their bells to be sold to Methodist churches 
and schools, among other places.93 The church in lpoh, on the other hand, ordered their 
bell from the Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co.94 While most church buildings were 
constructed out of local materials, in 1898 the Methodists built a new church in Penang 
out of imported iron.95 Missionaries reasoned that it would be easy to disassemble and 
reassemble if they were forced to move it. Yet the building proved to be hot and dark, so 
missionaries had to import electric lights and an electric fan to install in 1907.96 Still, the 
import of Western goods helped missionaries equip their churches. 
It also helped them to equip their schools. The Malaysia Mission imported most 
of the desks in its schools from the United States, primarily from the Grand Rapids 
91 Mary Hoover to Miss Robinson, 9/24/1913, Missionary Files: Methodist Episcopal Church, 
1912-1949 (Misfiles) (Washington, DC: Scholarly Resources, 1999). 
92 Connecticut Historical Society Manuscripts Blog, "Bells in East Hampton" (Connecticut 
Historical Society Manuscripts Blog, June 1, 2011), http:/!manuscripts.wordpress.com/2009/04/02/bells-in-
east-hampton/ (accessed June 1, 2011). 
93 A number of bills from Muller, Maclean, & Co. for the Methodist Publishing House in 
Singapore dated between 1908 and 1910 are included in Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence. 
94 S. 0. Benton to Cincinnati Bell Foundry Co., 6/6/1910, ibid., Letterbook 185, p. 202. 
95 1898 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 234. 
96 1907 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 20. 
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Furniture Company.97 The mission purchased kindergarten instructional items from 
Milton Bradley that it then used for its own schools and sold in the MBR.98 The MBR 
sold student lamps, which may have been used in schools as well. 99 In 1901, Mary 
Clayland Meek received a box of goods from Summer Avenue MEC in Brooklyn, NY, 
which included "a large McGuffey's reading chart and stand [that] have added new 
impetus to the standards learning to read." 100 All these materials allowed Methodists to 
provide a modern education that was attractive to Chinese, Tamils, and Europeans alike. 
Another important category of imports was technology. Technology helped 
missionaries carry out their tasks and gave students in Methodist schools and lay 
members of Methodist churches increased economic opportunities. One piece of 
technology that the missionaries used was a "magic lantern," or projector, which was 
used to show slides in evangelistic, devotional, and educational settings. Magic lantern 
shows could be quite an attraction for those who were unused to seeing projected 
images. 101 The American Mission Press imported quite a few pieces of large equipment. 
That new technology increased the capacity of the press and expanded the type of work it 
was able to undertake. 102 Missionaries used imported typewriters and sewing machines 
97 See, for instance, S. 0. Baldwin to Grand Rapids Furniture Company, 6/20/190 l, Miss. Soc. 
Board Correspondence, Letterbook 173, p. 487. 
98 1902 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 47. 
99 Untitled article Malaysia Message (February 1903), 41. 
100 1901 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference , 68. 
101 See, for instance, Untitled Article, Malaysia Message (Nov. 1894 ), 17. Chull Lee has found 
the same thing for Methodist missions in Korea ("Social sources of the rapid growth of the Christian church 
in northwest Korea: 1895-1910" (Boston: Boston University, 1997), 35). 
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for their own purposes, but they also taught students at their schools to use these 
machines, providing them with valuable job skills. Typists were in growing demand in 
Singapore in the early years of the twentieth century. 103 
In Sibu, Sarawak, missionaries brought a number of the fruits of Western 
agricultural technology to the Chinese settlers. In fact, James Hoover and Charles Davis 
were both chosen as missionaries for Sarawak in part because of their agricultural 
background in the United States. 104 Davis intentionally studied rice and pepper 
cultivation in Louisiana after receiving his missionary assignment. 105 Hoover and Davis 
experimented with introducing new crops and new varieties of existing crops to Sarawak 
in order to find plants that would give the greatest yield in its soil and climate conditions. 
Hoover was responsible for introducing rubber production to Sarawak in 1905. 106 In 
1913, Davis appealed to the Philippines, Australia, and the United States to obtain new 
seeds. His requests yielded forty-eight new varieties of seeds, which he used for 
agricultural experimentation. 107 Davis' experiments involved not only crops indigenous 
to Southeast Asia but also com, beans, peas, alfalfa, vetch, and other vegetables. 108 
102 1912 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 43. 
103 1905 ibid., 28. More on this subject is in Chapter 5. 
104 Copplestone, 20th Century Perspectives, 1 I 7, 123. 
105 C. E. Davis to A. B. Leonard, 51111911, Missionary Files. 
106 Mary Hoover, "Sibu" Malaysia Message (Nov. 1905), 16-7. 
107 C. E. Davis toW. F. Oldham, 9/30/1913, Missionary Files. 
108 C. E. Davis toW. F. Oldham, 8/25/1913, ibid. 
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In addition to new plants, missionaries brought new farming technology to 
Sarawak and the mission plantation in Sitiawan. The most important piece of new 
farming technology in Sarawak was a rice huller that Hoover brought to the area in 1907 
and finally got running in March, 1908. 109 The rice huller dramatically reduced the labor 
required to process rice; it hulled nearly 500 bags in its first month of operation. 110 
Hoover installed the huller, taught the Chinese farmers how to operate and even repair it, 
and then turned it over to their ownership. In Sitiawan, B. F. Van Dyke introduced a 
number of new agricultural implements from the United States. H. L. E. Luering wrote 
in 1907 that, on his return from furlough, "Mr. Van Dyke brought with him a large 
agricultural outfit for the orphanage: several ploughs, rakes, cultivators, disks, harrows, 
grass-cutters etc., all of the latest American patterns." 111 Such farm implements were 
only possible to import because of cheaper global shipping. 
James Hoover also ordered gasoline-powered launches for the Sibu colony, just 
one example of new transportation technologies introduced by Methodist missionaries to 
Malaysia. Hoover then turned over ownership of this technology to the Chinese settlers, 
who then used them as part of communal economic projects. In addition to gasoline 
launches, James Hoover helped popularize bicycles in Sibu, Sarawak, leading to the 
improvement of roads and bridges there. 112 Other missionaries also used bicycles on the 
Malay Peninsula. One step up from bicycles were motorcycles, employed by William 
109 James M. Hoover, "Adventures of a Borneo Engine" Malaysia Message (May 1908), 60-1 . 
110 Ibid., 61. 
111 H. L. E. Luering, "News from the Penang District" Malaysia Message (May 1907), 62. 
11 2 Cartwright, Tuan Hoover of Borneo, 108-9. 
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Shellabear and other missionaries. 11 3 These new transportation technologies certainly 
helped the missionaries move around, but the missionaries also helped promote the 
diffusion of these new technologies to church members, leading to the globalization of 
new means of transportation. 
The Malaysia Mission also made use of a variety of Western consumer goods. 
These consumer goods provided access to a Western lifestyle that served as a comfort to 
Western missionaries and an attraction to non-Western converts interested in 
participating in global consumerism. 114 Among these items were soap, patent medicines 
such as Gloria Tonic and Dr. William's Pink Pills for Pale People, and Western-style 
clothing, bedding, linens, and furniture. Some Western missionaries were happy to 
sacrifice creature comforts for the sake of their religious convictions. For others, 
Western conveniences were a necessity, even on the mission field. For example, J. C. 
Floyd wrote to J. 0. Peck in 1891, "We need [our personal goods] very much as there are 
bedding, table linens, etc. etc. we must have as we have to go to housekeeping. Dr. 
Oldham told us to make no provision for housekeeping, as we would board for the first 
year anyway; but we find that we cannot do that, and must go to housekeeping at 
once."115 Because missionaries like Floyd were able to have Western consumer goods 
even on the mission field, the mission gained access to a larger pool of missionary 
candidates 
11 3 Untitled article Malaysia Message (March 1910), 44. 
114 Chull Lee has written about the attraction of material goods in Methodist missions in Korea 
("Social sources of the rapid growth of the Christian church in northwest Korea: 1895-1910," 24-35). 
115 J. C. Floyd to J . 0. Peck, 3113/1891, Missionary Files . 
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The final category of goods brought to Malaysia by missionaries is goods that 
functioned as symbols of transnational connections, both religious and secular. On the 
religious side, Marie Oldham assembled a prayer calendar in 1903. According to a 
description in the Malaysia Message: 
It consists of six heavy cards, each card having thereon the calendar for two 
months. The first card shows the portraits of the general officers of the 
Missionary Society; the second shows characteristic faces and scenes connected 
with our home missionary operations; the third shows the work in Southern Asia; 
the fourth the work in Eastern Asia; the fifth the work in Africa; the sixth the 
work in Europe. The front cover bears a neat title, and inside the back cover is a 
map of the world showing the location of our various Missions. 11 6 
This calendar emphasized the connections among various mission enterprises of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church. It helped missionaries feel part of a global endeavor. 
On the secular side, flags served as a means to reinforce missionaries' sense of 
national identity even while residing outside of their home countries. For instance, Clara 
Martin requested an American flag be sent to her in Penang.11 7 Such requests came at the 
same time as the flag was increasing in importance as a symbol of patriotism in the 
United States. 118 Christmas boxes sent out by women in the United States and Australia 
combined symbols of Christian and national identity. The Christmas boxes were an 
annual staple of Christmas celebrations in WFMS schools, and they allowed WFMS 
missionaries to recreate the traditions associated with the holiday in the US and Australia. 
These boxes included books, dresses, other gifts, and even occasional decorations for a 
11 6 
"A New Prayer Calendar" Malaysia Message (Dec. 1902), 29. 
117 July 10, 1907, Midsummer Meeting ofWFMS Minneapolis Branch at Excelsior, "Minutes of 
Annual, Quarterly and Executive Board Meetings of the Minneapolis Branch of the WFMS ." 
11 8 Kenneth Mackenzie, The Robe and the Sword: The Methodist Church and the Rise of American 
[mperialism. (Washington: Public Affairs Press, 1961), 25 . 
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tree. 119 While the cultural impositions involved in such celebrations could cut both ways 
among students and converts, missionaries themselves were a happier, more functional 
bunch because of the opportunity to maintain such important connections even across 
great distances . However the Christmas boxes were received, they certainly represent an 
aspect of global culture spread through missionary movement of goods. 
Fundraising 
One feature that the Malaysia Mission shared more in common with INGOs than 
with MNCs was the need to fundraise to help finance itself. While the mission received 
tithes from its members in Southeast Asia and received school fees and government 
grants for its school, fundraising donations constituted a large portion of its revenue 
stream for both operating and capital needs. The largest source of donations for the 
mission was Methodists in the United States, though the mission received contributions 
from the overseas Chinese business community in Singapore, Western donors in 
Malaysia, evangelicals in Great Britain, and sundry other sources. Donations from 
Methodists in the United States and evangelicals around the globe were motivated by a 
religious desire to see the world-wide spread of Christianity. Yet successful fundraising 
depended on more than proper motivations on the part of donors. It also depended on the 
skillful use of appropriate fundraising techniques by missionaries and mission societies. 
It furthermore required coordination on a global scale, as mission executives, 
missionaries, and mission supporters worked together toward mutually-agreed upon goals 
119 See, for instance, 1897 WFMS Annual Report, 37. 
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by following mutually-agreed upon guidelines. Such global fundraising campaigns 
represent another facet of economic globalization, concerned as they were with the 
redistribution of economic resources on an international basis. 
Some fundraising campaigns were easier than others for the mission. 
Missionaries of the Malaysia Mission often regarded raising money for schools from the 
overseas Chinese communities in Southeast Asia as easy. 120 The Chinese knew exactly 
what their money was going to support, and it was something that the Chinese valued. 
The overseas Chinese recognized the need to learn the English language and Western 
business skills to be able to fully participate in these new economic opportunities created 
by Western capitalism. 121 Furthermore, global capitalism generated plenty of wealth for 
Chinese businessmen, who were then able to turn around and donate some of that wealth 
to the Malaysia Mission. As noted in Chapter 3, the overseas Chinese presence in 
Southeast Asia was part of a centuries-long commercial and economic expansion from 
the southeastern provinces of China. In the latter half of the nineteenth century, however, 
these regional networks in Nanyang, as the Chinese called Southeast Asia, became 
increasingly connected to expanding networks of European capitalism in ways that 
allowed the overseas Chinese to accumulate more wealth. 122 This wealth was then 
available to donate to the Malaysia Mission. 
120 See, for instance, J. M. Thobum to J. 0 . Peck, 4/6/1893, Missionary Files . 
12 1 John Cleverley, The Schooling of China: Tradition and Modernity in Chinese Education. 
(Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1985), 32. 
122 For a history of the economic exploits of overseas Chinese businessmen, see Seagrave, Lords 
of the Rim: The Invisible Empire of the Overseas Chinese. 
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What was relatively harder was raising money from Methodists in America. 
While many Methodists in America valued missions and education, they had a much 
hazier concept of what they were supporting through their contributions. They did not on 
a regular basis walk by the institutions built with their money. As Methodist Bishop John 
F. Hurst astutely noted in the introduction of a book on MEC missions in India and 
Malaysia, "Those who are asked to make contributions of money for missions must know 
why the appeal is made. They must see the object, the true need." 123 Therefore, to be 
successful in fundraising, the Malaysia Mission needed to help donors "see the object" of 
their donations, a process that involved developing globe-spanning connections between 
the mission and its donors. 
These global fundraising connections closely resembled the networks that 
facilitated missionary recruitment: they were personal, geographic, and institutional. The 
easiest way to make fundraising connections was personally.124 As successful fundraisers 
in our own day know, potential donors are more likely to give if they know someone 
involved in the potential charity. Missionaries to Malaysia drew upon networks of their 
friends, family, and acquaintances to help raise money for their work. Sometimes 
missionaries asked these connections to donate to their own salaries or transit fees; 
sometimes they asked them to donate to particular institutions and projects of the 
mission; sometimes they simply encouraged general gifts to the mission. 
123 Knox, A Winter in India and Malaysia, 6. 
124 See Flynt and Berkley, Taking Christianity to China, 142. 
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Perhaps the most effective fundraiser for the Malaysia Mission because of his 
personal connections was William F. Oldham. Oldham had been the founding 
missionary of the Malaysia Mission, and so he cared about it deeply and could tell 
compelling stories about the work he had initiated. From 1889 to 1904, Oldham lived in 
the United States, where he cultivated friendships and acquaintances with wealthy and 
influential Methodists. Through his work as a pastor, professor, and Missionary Society 
field secretary, Oldham built up a good collection of personal connections upon whom he 
could call for monetary support of the Malaysia Mission. Oldham successfully brought 
in thousands of dollars for the Malaysia Mission through his connections, both for 
general operating expenses and specific projects. 
Oldham was by no means the only person to successfully turn personal 
connections into money for the Malaysia Mission. When John and Mary Denyes 
prepared to go out to Malaysia as missionaries in 1897, they had to raise the money for 
their passage to Malaysia themselves. They turned to their friends, most of them 
Northwestern students, and successfully raised the several hundred dollars necessary. 125 
Shortly after Burr J. Baughman and his wife arrived in Singapore in 1907, they received a 
$10 gift from friends in Albion, Michigan, to help them get settled in their new place. 126 
Nor was it only friends who donated. Eva Foster's mother gave her $100 toward her 
travel to Singapore. 127 Harry C. Bower even received a donation from his insurance 
agent. 128 
125 A. B. Leonard to J. R. Denyes, 91711897, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence. 
126 A. B. Leonard to Burr J. Baughman, 8/2211907, ibid. 
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Some former missionaries continued to be quite active in raising funds for the 
Malaysia Mission even after they were no longer members of that mission. Mary Carr 
Curtis was an indefatigable fundraiser for the Malaysia Mission after she returned from 
her service there in 1902. In 1906, she helped raise money for a scholarship for a student 
at the Jean Hamilton Training School in honor of her late husband. 129 The Malaysia 
Message reported in 1907, "Mrs. Mary Carr Curtis writes from Damascus, Ohio. She is 
as usual devoted to the interests of mission in Malaysia, and the ladies would find it to 
their advantage to keep her posted as to the growth of the work." 13° Curtis also worked 
on behalf of the WFMS in the 1910s as their General Secretary for College Work, not 
forgetting Malaysia even as she campaigned for missions more broadly. 131 
Personal connections were such an effective means of fundraising that they could 
lead to conflict over access to those connections. C. B. Ward was a life-long missionary 
to India who had built up an extensive collection of personal fundraising contacts. After 
he died, his widow, E. M. Ward, wanted to join her son, W. T. Ward, who was assigned 
to pioneer Methodist work in Sumatra in 1912. Bishop William Oldham wanted E. M. 
Ward to allow him to solicit C. B. Ward's list of personal contacts to underwrite W. T. 
Ward's new missionary venture. E. M. Ward was hesitant about turning over this 
127 1893 WFMS Annual Report, 113. 
128 See A. B. Leonard to K. E. Pease, 11/13/1905, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 
179, p. 354., and A. B. Leonard to People's Mutual Life Ins. Ass'n & League, W. E. Wisehart, Gen. Agent, 
3/29/1906, Ibid., Letterbook 179, p. 839. 
129 See H. K. Carroll to K. E. Pease, 12119/1906, and H. K. Carroll to K. E. Pease, 4/2211907, 
Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 180, p. 710; Letterbook 181, p. 170. 
130 Untitled article Malaysia Message (May 1907), 64. 
131 1913 WFMS Annual Report, 25 . 
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valuable list, feeling wronged about how she had been treated by the Missionary Society 
after her husband's death. Nevertheless, she eventually relented, and she and her son sent 
out a letter to her late husband's supporters. 132 
In addition to personal networks, geographic networks could also serve to 
effectively increase fundraising. Often, geographic networks were based on personal 
networks. Donations from around south-central Pennsylvania supported Rev. James 
Hoover's missionary work in Sarawak because Hoover had grown up in Chambersburg, 
Pennsylvania. The Albany, New York, District Epworth League supported Rev. William 
T. Cherry as "our ... missionary" because Cherry had come from the same Annual 
Conference. 133 The largest geographic networks, however, extended beyond the personal 
connections of any one person. Dozens of churches around Minnesota donated toward 
the salaries of Clara Martin and Mary E. Olson, not because the two of them were famous 
throughout Minnesota, but because the Minneapolis Branch of the WFMS had committed 
to supporting the work of the Malaysia Mission.134 In addition to paying the salaries of 
missionaries, Minnesota churches supported orphans or students in WFMS-run schools in 
M 1 . 135 a ays1a. 
Pittsburgh was another hub of support for the Malaysia Mission. William 
Oldham's time in that city in the early 1890s yielded financial fruit. What began as 
132 See correspondence from June 1912 to July 1913 between W. F. Oldham, Mrs. C. B. Ward, and 
W. T . Ward in Missionary Files: Methodist Episcopal Church, 1912-1949 (Misfiles) . 
133 [A. B. Leonard] toW. T. Cherry, 10/2111904, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 
178, p. 139. 
134 W. F. M. S. Corresponding Secretary's Book, 1882-1910 (Minneapolis, MN: Minneapolis 
Branch, WFMS, 1910). 
135 Ibid. 
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personal connections to Oldham (and James Thobum, who had attended school at 
Allegheny College), broadened to become more generalized ties between Pittsburgh and 
Malaysia. Samuel Hamilton, Esq., the owner of a Pittsburgh-based musical instrument 
sales company, became one of the most significant individual donors for the Malaysia 
Mission, contributing to a variety of projects, most notably the Jean Hamilton 
Theological School, named after his deceased daughter. Hamilton made a number of 
donations in the first decade of the twentieth century. 136 While on furlough in the States 
in 1904, John Denyes made the acquaintance of Elizabeth (Bessie) H. Brooks of the 
Pittsburgh Conference Epworth Leagues when they worked together on a project at 
Missionary Society headquarters.137 Denyes was eager to start mission work in Java, and 
he was able to effectively convey that vision to Brooks. She then relayed it to the young 
people of Pittsburgh, and they agreed to raise $4,000 a year to support mission work in 
Java. The Epworth Leagues' commitment supported not just the work of John and Mary 
Denyes, but also Naomi Ruth, sent out in 1909.138 
Several missionaries had connections to Washington State, which was just one 
reason why William Shellabear thought it would make a good place to raise money in 
1902 when he spent a furlough there. 139 He suggested to William Cherry, "Oldham's 
visit to the Conferences of the Northwest has created a good deal of interest in our 
136 A B. Leonard to B. F. West, 1112611904, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 178, 
p. 241-2. 
137 Copplestone, 20th Century Perspectives, 144. 
138 Lindsay, Fifty Eventful Years, 64. 
139 Emma Ferris Shellabear and Eva Foster were supported by the Columbia River Branch of the 
WFMS, headquartered in Washington. B. F. West also appears to have had connections in Washington, 
having spent time there on furlough . 
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Malaysia work, and the Columbia River Branch of the W.F.M.S. has a special interest 
anyhow in Malaysia, so there is a good field here for getting special help for our work. 
People here are prosperous and I am sure there is lots of money to be had." 140 Shellabear 
hoped for the Malaysia Mission to have some of that money. 
Sometimes the networks that counted were ethnic rather than geographic. The 
German missionary Henry Luering toured German and Scandinavian Methodist 
congregations in the United States in 1905 and 1906. 141 While there, he raised a good 
deal of money for an orphanage to be built in Sitiawan. 142 German support of Luering 
extended beyond just that trip. He received donations from German congregations in the 
United States and churches from his home conference in Germany throughout his 
ministry. 
Certain institutions were also important connecting nodes between the Malaysia 
Mission and donors in the United States. The above geographic examples show the 
importance of Epworth Leagues and the WFMS as fundraising organizations for the 
Malaysia Mission. Local churches often pledged ongoing support for specific 
missionaries or mission projects . For instance, B. F. and Letty West were from 
Crawfordsville, IN, and because of that connection, the First Methodist Episcopal Church 
of Crawfordsville, its Epworth League, and its men' s Bible class donated money to 
140 W. G. Shellabear toW. T. Cherry, 11/2511902, Shellabear, "Correspondence, W . G. Shellabear 
toW. T . Cherry." 
141 [H. K. Carroll] to B . F. West, 7/19/1905, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 179, p. 
16. 
142 For evidence of Luering' s fundraising success, see severa11etters from A. B . Leonard to K. E. 
Pease containing lists of special gifts (Ibid ., Letterbook 179). 
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Malaysia across a decade and through several different pastorates at the church. 143 The 
St. James Sunday School in Elizabeth, NJ, raised hundreds of dollars to support William 
Kensett in the late 1890s, even though Kensett was British and not from Elizabeth. 144 
The other important institutional networks that contributed to fundraising efforts 
were networks associated with particular colleges and universities. Not only did John 
Denyes' fellow students at Northwestern University help pay his and his wife's outgoing 
passages in 1897, Northwestern students helped Kingsley E. Pease reach the mission field 
in 1902 and supported him for two years once he was there. 145 Furthermore, when 
Denyes prepared to start new mission work in Java in 1905, he again turned to the 
students of Northwestern. Although it is unlikely that Den yes would have personally 
known any of the students studying there eight years after his own graduation, 
Northwestern students still contributed to the work of the Malaysia Mission. 146 
Whether soliciting through personal, geographic, or institutional networks, there 
were several techniques that the missionaries of the Malaysia Mission used to help form 
the connections between donors and mission work that led to contributions. The most 
important of these techniques was in-person visits by missionaries who were on furlough 
or had returned permanently to the United States. Raising money for the Missionary 
143 See several letters from A. B. Leonard toW. P. Rutledge, W . T. Cherry, and K. E. Pease listing 
special gifts between Jan. 1904 and Jan. 1906 (Ibid., Letterbooks 177- 179). 
144 See letters from A. B. Leonard to C. C. Kelson and R. W. Munson listed special gifts in Ibid., 
Letterbook 169-171. 
145 The Den yes information is cited above in fn. 125. For Pease, see 1902 Official Minutes of the 
Malaysia Conference, 55. 
146 Oldham, Malaysia: Nature 's Wonderland, 68; 1905 Official Minutes of the Malaysia 
Conference, 36. 
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Society was one of the expected duties of furloughed missionaries. In addition to raising 
general operating money for the Missionary Society, missionaries were also allowed to 
solicit for particular mission projects . . A. B. Leonard explained to Kingsley Pease: 
Missionaries on furlough are expected to do what they can for the general fund, 
and then after that to secure such special gifts as may be possible. The General 
Committee at its recent meeting took very decided ground on soliciting special 
gifts, and expressed the judgment that appeals should not be made to 
congregations or to Sunday Schools for special objects. I would not interpret the 
action of the General Committee to mean that missionaries on furlough may not 
solicit from individuals special contributions where it would not interfere with the 
regular income of the Board. 147 
The task of missionaries to raise money while in the United States was almost as 
important as recovering their health . When Charles S. Buchanan was on medical leave in 
the United States in 1910, A. B. Leonard wrote to him about the possibility of visiting the 
Pittsburgh Epworth League to help raise money there. Leonard recognized that 
Buchanan's health might not make a visit possible but nevertheless urged, "If you so 
recover as to be able to go there I think it would be very profitable. The Pittsburgh 
Leagues have done well for Java, and you might line them up for further assistance." 148 
Further monetary assistance was worth some risk to Buchanan's recovery. 
Another technique the Malaysia Mission used to promote fundraising connections 
was allowing donations to be dedicated to specific purposes at the donor's discretion. 
Such control over their donations allowed donors to give to specific projects in which 
they took a particular interest, deepening the bond between them and the recipients of 
their gifts. Donors could contribute toward the salary of a particular missionary, 
147 A. B. Leonard to K. E. Pease, 11/2611909, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 184, 
p. 346. 
148 A. B. Leonard to C. S. Buchanan, 2/3/1910, ibid., Letterbook 184, p. 559. 
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scholarships for non-Western students and preachers, or the operating expenses of 
specific mission programs, such as the press, schools, and orphanages. This fundraising 
strategy was the standard technique for foreign missions in the nineteenth century and 
even into the early twentieth century.149 New financial arrangements allowed this old 
practice to take new forms, however. Annuities and bequests gave donors even more 
opportunities to target their giving. For annuities, "the most popular form involve[ed] the 
surrender of cash or securities to a mission society which in return guaranteed a fixed 
income from the interest during the life of the donor." 150 While donors surrendered their 
cash and securities, they often did so with specific stipulations about the use of the 
money. 
There were problems with personalized giving. As Patricia Hill has noted, "The 
trouble with the special object scheme was that 'the more interesting and hopeful parts of 
the work were readily assumed' while equally important but less glamorous aspects of the 
work were neglected." 15 1 Moreover, the plan of personalized giving left missions and 
mission agencies short on money for overhead. Therefore, the Missionary Society placed 
some restrictions on personalized giving; each MEC church was expected to give a 
certain amount to mission every year, called an apportionment. Targeted giving did not 
count toward the apportionment. Despite these limitations, personalized giving remained 
an important tool in the fundraising toolbox. 
149 See Dawson, "Funding Mission in the Early Twentieth Century," 156; Hill, The World Their 
Household, 95- 99; Rabe, The Home Base of American China Missions, 1880-1920, 144-5. 
150 Rabe, The Home Base of American China Missions, 1880-1920, 147. 
15 1 Hill, The World Their Household, 99. See also Dawson, "Funding Mission in the Early 
Twentieth Century," 155. 
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A related technique was offering naming rights for donations. Several of the 
schools in Malaysia came to have names chosen by donors: the Jean Hamilton Training 
School, Rebecca Cooper Suydam School, the Mary C. Nind Deaconess Home, the 
CharlotteS. Winchell Home, Effie G. Lindsay Girls' School, and Fairfield Methodist 
Girls' School. Even those who could not pay to name an entire school could donate and 
name some piece of the school. William Oldham made the following offer in 1890: "The 
furnishing of each class-room will cost $150. Any friend who will furnish such a room 
may have the room called after some dear one. A plate marking the name will be put 
upon the class-room doors. Those who cannot do so largely can send me $5 for the 
purchase of a double desk seat, and in return I shall send a photograph of the building as 
it will look when completed." 152 Donors were also given the opportunity to name 
scholarships or professorships at the schools, such as the J. Smith Talley Scholarship at 
the Jean Hamilton Training School, endowed with $3,000 in 1903. 153 Perhaps the most 
remarkable naming rights granted were those for a child, a practice common among 
women's mission groups. 154 Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Devereaux of Page, NO, gave $20 to 
support an orphan in Borneo in 1906 and asked that he henceforth be known as Milton 
Devereaux. 155 
1s2 William Oldham, "The Singapore Academy" Gospel in all Lands (June 1890), 279. 
tsJ [A. B. Leonard] toW. P. Rutledge, 11/16/1903, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 
177, p. 190. 
1s4 Hill, The World Their Household, 95. 
tss A. B. Leonard to K. E. Pease, 8/911906, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 180, p. 
286. 
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In addition, missionaries sent goods to donors to strengthen and make tangible the 
connections between donors and the recipients of their beneficence. 156 When a wealthy 
farmer from Walla Walla, Washington, named D. G. Ferguson donated money to the 
Malaysia Mission at William Shellabear' s suggestion, Shellabear arranged for a box of 
shells from Malaysia to be sent to him. 157 More important than goods, though, was 
information. 158 The trend of sending letters or other reports to donors to the Malaysia 
Mission began in earnest in 1904 and became a standard practice for missionaries after 
that. When the WFMS promulgated new by-laws in 1906, they included the stipulation, 
"Each missionary shall send annual communications for patrons supporting Special 
Work." 159 The epitome of the use of information to strengthen donor bonds was the form 
letter sent out by W. T. Ward and his mother, C. B. Ward, to their donors giving a report 
of their work, an effective means of giving the donors information while saving 
missionaries the at times onerous work of writing scores of individualletters.160 
This fundraising technique of sending information to donors seems to have 
evolved in response to requests by donors themselves, who were eager to know the 
effects of the money they had sent. The Ballard MEC Epworth League of Seattle, 
156 Hill, The World Their Household, 91. 
157 See W. G. Shellabear toW. T. Cherry, 12/511902, and W. G. Shellabear toW. T. Cherry, 
ll/13/l904, "Correspondence, W. G. Shellabear toW. T. Cherry." 
158 Hill, The World Their Household, 103-4. 
159 1906 WFMS Annual Report, 47. 
16° Form letter from Mrs. C. B. Ward & W. T. Ward, 7/21/1913, Missionary Files: Methodist 
Episcopal Church, 1912-1949 (Misfiles) . For the amount of work involved for missionaries in writing 
letters, see Jane Hunter, The Gospel of Gentility: American Women Missionaries in Turn-of-the-Century 
China (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1984), 60. 
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Washington, wanted to know the name of the native preacher they were supporting at the 
Jean Hamilton Training School. 161 The members of the MEC church in Aurora, IA, 
requested "letters to read in missionary meetings" following their donation to B. F. Van 
Dyke' s work at the Sitiawan Orphanage! 62 The information contained in such letters 
helped bring Malaysia to Aurora, lA, and other places where donors lived. 
The Malaysia Mission also relied on less direct forms of funding that nonetheless 
required global coordination. The Missionary Society and its successor, the Board of 
Foreign Missions, conducted several national fund-raising campaigns in the early 
twentieth century such as the India Jubilee Fund and the Open Door Emergency 
Movement to raise money for missions. Some of that money went to Malaysia. 163 The 
success of these campaigns depended on new translocal organizational networks often 
copied from business because of direct involvement by businessmen in the organization 
of such campaigns. 164 Furthermore, these campaigns, especially those that crossed 
denominational lines, could spread throughout the Anglo-American world.165 Even the 
mission fund-raising campaigns carried out solely by the Missionary Society of the MEC 
involved coordination among Missionary Society personnel headquartered in New York 
City, Methodist leaders distributed throughout the United States, and missionaries serving 
161 [unknown] to K. E. Pease, 9/211908, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 182, p. 
877. 
162 A. B. Leonard to K. E. Pease, 6/15/1905 , ibid., Letterbook 178, p. 885. 
163 For more on this style of national missions fundraising campaigns, see Dawson, "Funding 
Mission in the Early Twentieth Century"; Tyrrell, Reforming the World, 10. 
164 Dawson, "Funding Mission in the Early Twentieth Century." 
165 
"A Forward Movement in Asia," Malaysia Message (Nov. 1900), 11. 
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around the globe. It is therefore fair to call initiatives such as the Open Door Emergency 
Movement global fundraising drives. 
The other broad technique used to fundraise was mass communications, including 
newspapers and other forms of print media. The Malaysia Message, the newspaper of the 
Malaysia Mission, served as an excellent venue for making known the needs of the 
mission to its donors. The Malaysia Message enjoyed a global distribution too, with 
copies of the paper sent to Malaysia, India, Britain, and the United States. Missionaries 
with the Malaysia Mission also relied upon the Methodist newspapers in America to help 
publicize fundraising projects. While direct mail does not seem to have been a prominent 
fundraising technique, the Methodist Supply Company offered to send out a circular for 
the Missionary Society along with their regular mailing. 166 The Missionary Society 
reciprocated by publishing an ad for the Methodist Supply Company in the magazine 
World- Wide Mission, perhaps an early form of cross-promotion. 167 Whatever the means, 
though, the Malaysia Mission's fundraising efforts had money flowing around the globe. 
The entrepreneurial model of missions 
Despite the development of global fundraising techniques, money was still a 
frequent constriction on the work of the Malaysia Mission. Money appears to have been 
a greater constriction for men's missionary work, or at least a more frequent complaint. 
Although they certainly sought to expand their work and their funding, women 
166 H. K. Carroll to Methodist Supply Co., 1/18/1908, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, 
Letterbook 26, p. 621 . 
167 A. B. Leonard to Methodist Supply Co., 4/1811908 , ibid. , Letterbook 26, 936. 
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missionaries of the WFMS seem to have been more content to work within the financial 
limitations set for them by the home society. Male missionaries, however, were driven 
by expansionist dreams unconstrained by the amount of financial appropriations received 
from the Missionary Society. This difference in attitude reflects gendered differences in 
financial management between the WFMS and the Missionary Society in the United 
States as well. 
For neither women nor men was the Malaysia Mission a particularly well-funded 
mission compared to Methodist missions elsewhere. For the Missionary Society, 
Malaysia was in most years their lowest-funded mission. 168 Malaysia tended to be near 
the bottom of the list for the WFMS too. 169 Malaysia's appropriations were still 
comparable to other small missions, such as Bulgaria, or other new missions, such as 
Korea. Nevertheless, the amount of money given to Malaysia lagged far behind that 
appropriated for large-scale, prominent missions like India and China. In 1900, 
Missionary Society appropriations for the Central Conference of India were as follows: 
Malaysia Conference -$10,500; Bengal-Burmah Conference- $16,615; South India 
Conference- $20,694; Bombay Conference- $23, 164; Northwest India Conference-
$26,612; and North India Conference- $57,156. 170 Malaysia was the poor cousin to 
these other missions. 
168 See tables in Miss. Soc. Annual Report. 
169 See appropriations tables in WFMS Annual Report. 
170 A. B. Leonard to F. H. Morgan, 11/2411899, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 
17l,p. 778. 
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The expansion of globalization in the form of global capitalism provided the 
Malaysia Mission with the opportunity for a unique solution to this problem of 
constrictive budgets. New industries were being created, new markets opened to existing 
industries, and new transportation systems and technologies afforded competitive edges 
in existing industries and markets for those willing to implement them. Globalization 
created vast amounts of wealth for those who were able to successfully start new 
economic enterprises. Thomas Friedman has written globalization benefits those who are 
willing to be entrepreneurial and innovate, or, as he puts it, the "fast. " 171 The Malaysia 
Mission learned to be fast by developing an entrepreneurial model of mission funding in 
which it started revenue-generating enterprises that added to its fiscal bottom line, a 
technique also used by some current INGOs. In doing so, the mission was not only 
taking advantage of the opportunities created by globalization but also helping to drive 
the development of global business. 
The Malaysia Mission was primed to take advantage of these entrepreneurial 
opportunities through its connections with William Taylor, a prominent globe-trotting 
Methodist evanglist. William Taylor was famous for his ideas about self-supporting 
missions. Taylor identified three methods of funding missions: through the charity of 
Christians at the home base, through the donations of converts on the field, and through 
personal self-support by missionaries, often through engaging in "tent-making" 
employment, a reference to St. Paul's self-support as a tent maker in Acts 18. Taylor 
m Friedman, The World is Flat. 
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argued that missions should rely primarily on the latter two forms of support. 172 He 
especially championed the cause of tent-making economic endeavors by missionaries. 
Through James Thoburn and William Oldham, Taylor's ideas had a significant 
impact on the Malaysia Mission. 173 Mission schools, a printing press, rubber plantations, 
and banking provided the mission with important sources of income. Each of these 
enterprises took advantage of a new industry in Southeast Asia that depended on 
globalization for its rise. Western education, printing, the rubber industry, and capital 
investment were all new sectors of the economy in Southeast Asia in the late nineteenth 
or early twentieth century, and the Malaysia Mission was able to benefit financially from 
entering these new fields and help shape the fields as well, especially education and 
printing. 
Income derived from these endeavors was an important source of money for the 
mission to pay salaries, 174 cover other operating expenses, and invest in infrastructure. 
Mission schools and the printing press primarily served religious and evangelistic ends, 
but Methodists were able to operate these endeavors in large part because they generated 
income as well. When Methodists were considering opening new mission work in Ipoh, 
it was an important consideration that they could expect to open a school and achieve its 
172 William Taylor, Ten Years of Self-Supporting Missions in India (New York: Phillips & Hunt, 
1882), 44-59. 
173 Theodore R. Doraisamy, What Hath God Wrought: Motives of Mission in Methodism from 
Wesley to Tho burn (Singapore: Methodist Book Room, 1983), I 00. 
174 While the salaries of missionaries sent out by the Missionary Society and WFMS were covered 
by those two organizations, there were many other mission personnel associated with the mission whose 
salaries were not supported in this way and thus were paid for in part out of entrepreneurial earnings. 
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self-support within a year. 175 The level of income derived by the Malaysia Mission from 
such business ventures was unique among Methodist missions. The Mission bragged in 
its annual report to the Missionary Society in 1894: 
We assert that no mission of our Church in the foreign field can compare with us 
in the ratio between the amounts we receive from the Missionary Society and the 
amount raised on the ground for self-support. It has not heretofore been reported 
so fully as this year; but $26,000 (Mexican) raised and earned in a single year is a 
respectable ground for asking at least $10,000 grant for our mission enterprises. 
The bulk of this sum consists of school fees and government grants, earnings of 
the press and expenses of the English church, with repairs on the same. 176 
As the above figures indicate, business income and giving by English-speaking 
congregations on the field could provide over two and a half times the amount of annual 
income from appropriations from the Missionary Society. Even when the Missionary 
Society appropriations were combined with appropriations from the WFMS, money 
earned on the field was a larger source of support than mission agency funding. 
The Malaysia Mission initially started schools as an evangelistic tool. 177 Schools 
served as a means of teaching religion as well as secular subjects. 178 Nevertheless, there 
was a distinct economic advantage to Methodist boys' school work as well. As the 
175 C. C. Kelso to C. C. McCabe, 9/8/l894, Missionary Files. 
176 1894 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 190. 
177 For a thorough history of the schools started by the Malaysia Mission, see Seng Ong Ho, 
Methodist Schools in Malaysia: Their Record and Hist01y (Petaling Jaya: Board of Education, Malaya 
Annual Conference, 1964); Doraisamy and Methodist Church in Singapore, Forever Beginning; Doraisamy 
and Methodist Church in Singapore, Forever Beginning fl. 
178 There is a large body of work on schools as a mission strategy. See, for instance, Jan S. 
Aritonang, Mission Schools in Batakland (Indonesia): I 86I -1940 (Lei den; New York: E.J. Brill, 1994); 
Brendan Patrick Carmody, Conversion and Jesuit Schooling in Zambia (Leiden; New York: Brill, 1997); 
Charles William Weber, International Influences and Baptist Mission in West Cameroon: German-
American Missionary Endeavor under International Mandate and British Colonialism (Leiden; New York: 
Brill, 1993); John Ragsdale, Protestant Mission Education in Zambia 1880-1954 (Selinsgrove, PA: 
Susquehanna University Press, 1986). 
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Malaysia Mission stated bluntly in its 1890 report to the Missionary Society, "School 
work pays. Without this school [ACS, Singapore] we would have been without a 
Mission." 179 Furthermore, records indicated that where school work did not pay, 
missionaries were much more reluctant to keep it going. 180 The great economic 
advantage of the schools for the mission was that they helped cover the salary of both 
missionaries and indigenous pastors. Only missionaries officially sent out by the WFMS 
or Missionary Society were paid by these groups; other missionaries needed another 
source of funding. Those missionaries and local pastors who taught in schools usually 
had their salaries paid for out of the school funds. 181 Furthermore, the missionaries and 
pastors working in schools could evangelize and provide spiritual leadership to churches 
in their time not spent at school. While that amount of time never seemed as great as 
missionaries hoped it would be, 182 schools provided a means to have a much larger 
workforce than would otherwise have been financially possible for the mission. 
The Malaysia Mission received revenue from boys' schools in two main ways. 
First, they charged school fees for boys' schools. These fees were relatively modest per 
pupil, but when aggregated represented a significant contribution to the schools' coffers. 
Having American and British teachers either directly teaching students or supervising 
179 1890 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 223 . 
180 Such was the case, for instance, in Telok Anson in 1900. See 1901 Official Minutes of the 
Malaysia Conference, 26. 
181 There is attestation for this practice throughout the correspondence between missionaries and 
Mission Society corresponding secretaries. See, for instance, Leonard to Kelso, 7/1611897, Miss. Soc. 
Board Correspondence, Letterbook 169, p. 625. 
182 The value of educational missions was a topic of debate among the missionaries. See 
Copplestone, 20th Century Perspectives, 772. 
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indigenous teachers allowed the Malaysia Mission to charge higher prices and attract 
more students than other schools that depended solely on Chinese or other indigenous 
teachers. As George Pykett explained in an appeal for additional American teachers to 
come work at the ACS in Penang, "The competition with other schools is strong, and we 
must have better qualified men to enable us to compete successfully." 183 The other 
source of revenue for boys' schools was from government grants. The Straits Settlements 
government and the sultans of some of the Federated Malay States made grants to schools 
offering a Western education. These government bodies ran their own schools, but they 
were happy to pay the Methodists to run schools as well. The governments were not 
prepared to operate the volume of schools necessary to meet the demand for Western 
education, 184 and more importantly, the Methodists were able to run their schools at a 
fraction of the cost for the government schools, in large part because they also received 
donations from Americans. 185 Therefore, government grants rolled in regularly to 
Methodist schools. 
These two sources of revenue had their limitations. The Malaysia Mission did not 
make a profit off their schools. Nevertheless, school fees and government grants covered 
a large percentage of the operating expenses of Methodist schools. Therefore, while 
some Methodist schools did close, most schools were able to persist. This persistence 
stands in marked contrast to many schools offering a traditional Chinese education in the 
area. Such Chinese schools did not receive government money, as it was not British 
183 1904 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 265 . 
184 Baker, Crossroads, 192. 
185 1893 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 201. 
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colonial policy to support vernacular education. Sometimes they did not charge fees 
either, relying instead entirely on donations. Therefore, these schools often folded 
because of economic difficulties, usually associated with the death of the patron who 
initially sponsored the schooi. 186 
It must be noted that girls' schools were not nearly as remunerative as boys' 
schools, especially in their early years. William Oldham wrote in 1907, "The girls' 
schools are necessarily not self-supporting. When the desire for the education of women 
grows as keen as it is for men it will be time enough to expect the schools to pay their 
own way." 187 The mission opened girls' schools entirely because they believed in the 
importance of education as a form of the uplift of women that Christianity promised. 188 
The mission still received government grants for their girls' schools. Nonetheless, 
missionaries were not initially able to charge school fees for girls' schools. Missionaries 
struggled merely to convince parents to allow girls to come to school, let alone to pay for 
their daughters' education. For that reason, twelve out of fourteen students who were at 
the Mary C. Nind Deaconess Home in 1892 were supported by scholarships.189 Hence, 
all women missionaries still had to be supported by the WFMS or as wives of Missionary 
Society missionaries, rather than be paid out of school funds. The schools were, 
however, able to cover most of the costs of indigenous teachers. Girls' schools did 
186 Keat Gin Ooi , "Chinese Vernacular Education in Sarawak during the Brooke Rule, 1841-
1946," Modern Asian Studies 28, no. 3 (July 1994): 503-531; Song, One Hundred Years' History of the 
Chinese in Singapore . 
187 Oldham, Malaysia: Nature 's Wonderland, 235-6. 
188 Robert, American Women in Mission, 177. Chapter 5 has more on this topic. 
189 1892 WFMS Annual Report, 43 . 
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receive some native patronage, especially from the Tamils, who were initially more open 
to girls' education than the Chinese. The donation of a Tamil businessman founded the 
Methodist Girls' School (originally Tamil Girls' School) in 1887. The Tamil community 
undertook a fundraising campaign to buy land for the school in 1890. 190 Moreover, as the 
years passed, attitudes about women's education began to change in the Chinese 
community. By 1891 , missionaries were charging rich Chinese businessmen to have 
their daughters tutored in their homes.191 Eventually, missionaries were able to charge 
tuition fees for some students in day schools as well. In 1907, Mary Olson thought it 
possible to establish the Methodist Girls' School on a self-supporting basis in the near 
future. 192 By 1915, the 1,463 students in Methodist girls' day schools were paying 
$21,037 in school fees, and the 103 paying boarding schools students (out of a total 
enrollment of 223) were contributing $5,593 towards their support. 193 
Like the schools, Methodists started the American Mission Press (AMP, later the 
Methodist Publishing House or MPH) for rnissiological reasons. Printing had always 
been an important part of the Methodist movement. Russell Richey claims, "In North 
America, Methodism presented itself to the ear. It represented itself by the printed word. 
It was an aural/oral movement. It prospered through publications." 194 Missionaries 
therefore wanted a press to be able to print religious books, pamphlets, and leaflets 
190 1890 ibid. , 29. 
19 1 Untitled article Malaysia Message (Nov., 1891 ), 14. 
192 1907 WFMS Annual Report, 135. 
193 1915 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 137-8. 
194 Richey, Methodist Connectionalism, I. 
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locally. 195 Local printing would save on shipping costs, be responsive to the local needs 
of the mission field, and provide material in the range of languages in which the mission 
worked. Yet despite these religious beginnings, the American Mission Press quickly took 
on dimensions of a secular business enterprise. 
The basic problem with the press was that it was too expensive to operate just for 
the sake of printing religious material for the Malaysia Mission. Religious tracts were 
not a good source of revenue. As William Oldham observed of the press, "[M]uch of its 
literature is being prepared for people who are not eager to pay for books that hold 
teaching with which they are unfamiliar." 196 Therefore it was necessary to do other work 
to bring in enough income to help cover the press's operating expenses. Some of this 
additional printing work was also of a religious nature. The AMP printed Bible 
translations (either of the entire Bible or of select books) and religious tracts for the 
BFBS in a number of languages. 197 Because the BFBS depended upon the AMP for its 
printing in Singapore, it also lent the AMP money on at least one occasion to aid in the 
purchase of a larger printing press. 198 Furthermore, the BFBS worked with the first 
manager of the press, William Shellabear, to produce new translations of the scriptures 
into Malay.199 Yet even with income from the BFBS, the AMP would not have been a 
195 The Methodist missions elsewhere in Asia also ran mission presses. See, for instance, Lacy, A 
Hundred Years of China Methodism, 185- 190; Hollister, The Centenary of the Methodist Church in 
Southern Asia; Goh, Sparks of Grace. 
196 Oldham, Malaysia: Nature 's Wonderland, 86. 
197 Hunt, William Shellabear, 66. 
198 1893 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 205 . 
199 Hunt, William Shellabear, 140. 
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successful economic endeavor had it not also undertaken commercial job work. This 
work entailed producing various secular print materials for businesses in Singapore. The 
variety of work performed for secular customers varied, but starting around 1900, there 
was an increase in the amount of advertising circulars printed for large retail firms in 
Singapore.200 The press did refuse some non-Christian work on religious grounds. It 
would not print anything that mentioned liquor or promoted an Islamic message?01 
The AMP not only carried out business relations with retailers and other secular 
print customers in Singapore, it did business with other printers. At times, the AMP 
subcontracted some of its work out to other printers?02 Starting in 1895, it also sold type 
to other printers in Singapore.203 Prior to that date, the press had ordered Jawi type from 
the ABCFM American Mission Press in Beirut to print in Malay. After the Turkish 
government prohibited further exports of type, William Shellabear decided to learn to 
cast his own type?04 He then was able to produce type for other printers as well. The 
sale of type proved to be a successful new commercial enterprise. Even when the AMP 
outsourced its type-casting operations to London and New York in 1903, it still served as 
a retailer of type to other printers in Southeast Asia, an example of a global business 
model that would not be out of place today.205 
200 William Shellabear, "The Silent Missionary" Malaysia Message (Sept. 1912), 91. 
201 1902 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 47. 
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In addition to printing books, the AMP got into the business of selling them as 
well. It opened a sales room, the Methodist Book Room (MBR), in 1893?06 The MBR 
sold religious books and pamphlets; it also sold an increasing array of additional 
materials. Among the religious literature carried were "Bibles (revised and Teachers'), 
books for use in our schools, the publications of the Press, and some of the publications 
of the Methodist Book Concern, New York, and the Religious Tract Society, London."207 
Book sales could be a mixed bag. On the one hand, in 1898 the Publishing Committee 
had to recommend dropping the price of religious material to compete with "the large 
numbers of cheap trashy books now on the market in these settlements".208 On the other 
hand, William Shellabear's books on the Malay language were big sellers for the MBR 
and brought in substantial revenue. 209 
Selling items other than books provided additional revenue for the MBR. Among 
the other items carried by the MBR were "school supplies, stationery, stationer's supplies, 
kindergarten supplies, church & school furniture, etc., grape juice (for the sacrament), 
wall texts, Christmas cards ... "210 These goods were purchased by Methodist churches 
and schools as well as individual consumers. In this manner, the MBR was able to make 
a profit by selling items to other branches of the Malaysia Mission. This agreement 
between the MBR on the one hand and the churches and schools on the other perhaps can 
206 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Mission, 1893 ibid., 22. 
207 1895 ibid. , 19. 
208 1898 ibid., 24. 
209 See W. G. Shellabear toW. T. Cherry, 1112511902, Shellabear, "Correspondence, W. G. 
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be viewed as a form of vertical integration- by acting as its own retailer for school books 
and communion juice, the Malaysia Mission avoided losing revenue to outside suppliers. 
The AMP and the MBR made money frot:n their commercial enterprises. 
Nevertheless, the need for capital, especially in the early days of these institutions, was a 
significant demand upon these institutions. The size of the MBR was initially limited by 
the amount of capital necessary to build up an inventory? 11 Money for equipment and 
buildings for the AMP had to be raised through donations and loans for at least its first 
decade of existence. Nevertheless, by 1905, the press, by then called the MPH, was able 
to purchase all of its new equipment with money it made rather than having to finance 
such improvements to its operation.21 2 In 1907 William Oldham did make an appeal for 
donations to build a new building for the press.213 Nevertheless, in 1908, the MPH was 
financially secure enough to build the expensive new building for itself and the MBR, 
complete with electricity.214 The building was financed with credit but did not require 
substantial donations. 
1912 seems to have been the real turning year in terms of the press's finances . 
Reflecting back on the progress of the press under his leadership, Cherry wrote: 
When I entered upon this work, Feb. 1st, 1900, we had a staff of 40; we now have 
67, with machinery saving the work of 10 or 12 men; Our monthly pay roll has 
doubled; our machinery, furniture, and stock were then worth $16,000: they are 
now worth four times that amount. In 1900 we had an overdraft (less cash in 
hand) of $2000, and bought stock on six months' credit: we now average $10,000 
2 11 1894 ibid., 22. 
212 Shellabear, "Silent Missionary," 91. 
2 13 Oldham, Malaysia: Nature 's Wonderland, 86. 
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in hand and on loan, and discount our bills. In 1900 we owed sundry creditors 
$1600 more than our debtors owed us. To-day the balance is $12,650 in our 
favor. 215 
In addition to these accomplishments, the press had turned a 10 percent profit in 1911.2 16 
Having achieved that strong financial position for the press, Cherry announced a 
new plan for the press's revenues, drawing a direct parallel to secular business ventures: 
If we were a limited liability company instead of a Mission Press, we would pay 
annual dividends to our shareholders. But, we calculate to conduct our business 
as successfully for the Lord's Kingdom as we would for a board of directors. 
Moreover, if it is our privilege to make money as well as to print books, both for 
the support of the Gospel, we prize one opportunity as much as the other-unless 
it is that we need money for buildings a great deal more in some places than we 
need tracts. 
Our plan therefore is to adopt the procedure of joint stock companies, in declaring 
an annual dividend-with this difference: the dividends will go to the work of the 
Mission instead of to private shareholders. We had not intended to put this plan 
forward until a substantial reduction had been made in our property debt, but the 
conversion of the lease warrants us in doing that more slowly, and enables us 
almost immediately to help relieve needs which the Conference has already 
marked as urgent. 
After 1912, I trust we shall be able annually to contribute a considerable sum for 
this double purpose?17 
The MPH was, indeed, able to contribute a "considerable sum" towards the construction 
of mission buildings. As strong as its financial position was in 1912, it was not yet done 
growing. By 1925, the MPH had captured 38 percent of all the printing business in 
2 15 1912 ibid., 43 . 
216 1912ibid. 
217 1912 ibid., 44. 
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Singapore, and the press, while no longer connected to the Methodist Church, is still in 
. d 218 operatiOn to ay. 
While both the schools and the press had their origins as institutions to aid in the 
Malaysia Missions' evangelistic efforts, one entrepreneurial endeavor of the mission had 
profit as a motivating factor from its very beginning. That business was the Sitiawan 
Mission Plantations, Ltd. It was organized after Methodist missionaries were solicited by 
the Perak government to recruit settlers in China to set up a new agricultural colony near 
Sitiawan. H. L. E. Luering and Ling Ching Mi helped establish the settlement in 1903, 
and the Malaysia Mission was rewarded with two hundred acres of land. 219 On this land, 
the mission set up the Sitiawan Mission Plantations, a private company chartered in 1905. 
The mission raised capital for its new commercial endeavor by selling shares in the 
plantation to its missionaries. Eight hundred $10 shares were put up for sale. Only 
missionaries were eligible to own stock, and no missionary could own more than fifty 
shares, ensuring that the plantation would remain under collective contro1.220 The profits 
from the plantations were to be distributed in the following manner: "One half of the net 
profits shall be divided among the shareholders. The other half of the profits shall belong 
to the Mission, for the benefit equally of the Training Schools and for Church Extension. 
The Finance Committee shall have the right to reserve such part of the profits as they 
may deem best for the future development of the plantation."22 1 Along with the Sitiawan 
2 18 Baker, The Eagle in the Lion City, 122. 
2 19 Copplestone, 20th Century Perspectives, 771. 
220 1906 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 49. 
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Mission Plantations, William Shellabear personally owned a plantation called Kampung 
Acheh nearby but turned the management of it over to the Methodist Publishing House in 
1910?22 
The profits for the Sitiawan Mission Plantations came from rubber. In the 
opening years of the twentieth century, rubber had become Malaysia's boom crop.223 H. 
N. Ridley, director of the Singapore Botanical Gardens, made efforts to develop new 
stocks of rubber trees, improve tapping methods, and distribute trees to European planters 
in the early 1890s. Ridley's labors earned him the nicknames "Rubber Ridley" and "Mad 
Ridley," but he proved to be a visionary. When the price of coffee on the world market 
dropped precipitously in the late 1890s, many planters in the FMS switched from coffee 
to rubber.224 Such a switch proved to be well-timed, for the world demand for rubber was 
about to increase exponentially as America began producing automobiles with rubber 
tires in the early years of the twentieth century. The number of cars sold in America 
increased from 4,192 in 1900 to 24,250 in 1905 and continued to rise after that.225 
Rubber plantations in Malaysia witnessed a corresponding meteoric growth. John 
Butcher reports, "Because of the high prices, the acreage planted with rubber in Malaya 
(mainly in the F.M.S.) increased dramatically, from about 6,000 acres in 1900 to 541 ,000 
221 1906 ibid ., 49. 
222 Hunt, William Shellabear, 198. 
223 For a history of rubber in Malaysia, see Drabble, Rubber in Malaya, 1876-1922: The Genesis 
of the Industry. 
224 Butcher, The British in Malaya, 1880-1941, 13. 
225 Drabble, Rubber in Malaya, 1876-1922: The Genesis of the Industry, 30. 
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acres in 1910 and 1,074,000 acres in 1913."226 Not only was rubber a newly lucrative 
field, the Perak government wanted settlers at Sitiawan to operate rubber plantations. 
Therefore, it is no surprise that the Malaysia Mission chose to get into the rubber business 
itself by the establishment of the Sitiawan Mission Plantations. 
Sitiawan was not the Malaysia Mission's only experience with rubber. The 
mission had been instrumental in introducing rubber to another group of settlers, the 
Foochow colony in Sibu, Sarawak. Bishop William Oldham sent 2,000 rubber plans and 
Rev. B. F. West sent 2,000 rubber seeds to Sarawak in 1905 to begin rubber cultivation 
there. 227 Rubber was a crop well-suited to small farmers; hence, the Foochow small-
holders were able to add it to their portfolio of economic endeavors.228 The Methodist 
schools in Sarawak even had their own rubber p~tches to help support their operating 
costs.229 
Rubber plants took several years to mature, and thus production of rubber in 
Sitiawan did not begin until 1910.230 When production did begin, William Shellabear 
had high hopes for it. He estimated that the plantation could be making $280,000 a year 
by 1912 from the sale of rubber. 231 Shellabear' s estimates proved to be overly optimistic. 
226 Butcher, The British in Malaya, 1880-1941 , 13. 
227 Mary Hoover, "Sibu" Malaysia Message (Nov. 1905), 16-7. 
228 Drabble, An Economic History of Malaysia , 62. 
229 Ooi, "Chinese Vernacular Education in Sarawak during the Brooke Rule, 1841-1946," 519-20. 
230 1909 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 31. Given the similar date of planting, it is 
likely that the Foochow settlements in Sarawak began to produce rubber in the same year, but records do 
not mention the first year of production there. 
23 1 B. F. Van Dyke, "Sitiawan" Malaysia Message (May 1909), 60-1. 
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After an initial period of intense speculation, the world-wide price of rubber suffered an 
adjustment in 1911.232 The industry did not collapse; nevertheless, the boom-year prices 
of the first decade of the twentieth century never returned, and the price of rubber 
experienced a further depression in 1913 and 1914?33 Missionary Charles Davis wrote 
William Oldham in 1913 to complain about the low price of rubber and its dire effects on 
school funding in Sarawak.234 Still, despite these difficulties, rubber proved to be a good 
source of revenue for the Malaysia Mission, both in Sarawak and Sitiawan. Rubber 
helped pay for schools in Sarawak, an orphanage in Sitiawan, and church buildings 
across the Malaysia Mission. 
Another business in which the mission was able to make money was banking. 
Certainly at many times the mission was forced to be a borrower, either from 
missionaries, other individuals, or the institutional banks in the Straits Settlements. Such 
borrowing did give the mission access to ready cash when it needed it, especially for 
large capital projects such as building schools and equipping the press. In this way, 
borrowing money helped support the mission's other entrepreneurial activities. Yet at the 
same time the Mission was borrowing from some, it was lending to others and making 
money off interest payments. The mission occasionally made small loans to its 
missionaries. It loaned money to its own districts and churches, collecting interest from 
232 Drabble, Rubber in Malaya, 1876-1922: The Genesis of the Industry, 93. 
233 Ibid., 106. 
234 C. E. Davis toW. F. Oldham, 9/3011913, Missionary Files. 
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h 235 Th . . d . f . 236 p· II h . . ld t em. e rmssion rna e a vanety o mvestments. ma y, t emissiOn cou 
sometimes be involved in rather complex international accounting maneuvers with its 
parent society and subsidiary enterprises. The Malaysia Mission loaned money to 
Sitiawan Mission Plantations, Ltd., which it then received back with interest, a move 
employed by many a secular corporation.237 In 1909, William Oldham wanted to take 
$20,000 deposited with the Missionary Society in the United States as an annuity to be 
given to the Malaysia Mission and invest that money with the Methodist Publishing 
House in Malaysia, presumably charging them at least as high a rate of interest as the 
annuity was paying out.238 A. B. Leonard replied that money from annuities could not be 
disbursed while the annuitant lived but offered to loan Oldham $20,000 for the same 
purpose. 239 
Myriad other stories about the Malaysia Mission's entrepreneurial enterprises 
could be told. There was the occasion in 1896 in which B. F. West purchased a farm in 
Kulim to serve as a financial launching pad for new mission work there. 240 Amelia 
Pykett gave music lessons to raise money to pay Bible women, and Rev. Ralph Munson 
235 Methodist Episcopal Church, "Minutes of Finance Committee, Malaysia Conference" 
(Scholarly Resources, 1999). 
236 SeeS . L. Baldwin toW. F. Oldham, 4/17/1890, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 
32, p. 132-3. 
237 Methodist Episcopal Church, "Minutes of Finance Committee, Malaysia Conference." 
238 Oldham to Leonard, 5/14/1909, Missionary Files. 
239 A. B. Leonard toW. F. Oldham, 114/1910, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 184, 
p. 464. 
240 1897 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 21. 
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sold the book Scenes from Every Land to finance the Singapore orphanage.Z41 Lay 
missionary Diong Ing Seng established a successful trading operation with the indigenous 
Dyaks of Sarawak in order to evangelize them.242 It is safe to say that the spirit of 
entrepreneurialism pervaded the Malaysia Mission. 
Nevertheless, the operation of these business enterprises was not entirely 
uncontroversial. Several missionaries felt that the operation of businesses and schools 
took missionaries away from their main evangelistic tasks. Some missionaries referred to 
the Sitiawan Mission Plantations derisively as the "mission to the trees."243 Even a 
missionary generally supportive of schools such as George Pykett could complain about 
them: 
Our present plan may be considered economical, but it does not pay. The school 
can pay salaries, but it must have its worth of work for the salaries paid, and that 
work is taken out of the missionary efforts of our men and women. It takes most 
of the missionary spirit out of them, too, so that when they go on leave at the end 
of their first term they have no desire to return. We must put teachers in the 
schools and let the missionaries learn the languages and go out into native 
1. . k 244 evange tstlc wor . 
There were always enough missionaries ready to remind their colleagues that the purpose 
of the Malaysia Mission was not to make money or to teach students, but to evangelize. 
Entrepreneurial enterprises could also prove risky, both for the mission and its 
missionaries, especially when tied to the vagrancies of the global economy. As any 
economist knows, many new businesses ultimately prove to be unsuccessful. The 
241 1907 ibid. , 62; R. W. Munson to Leonard, 1011311896, Missionary Files. 
242 Untitled article Malaysia Message (Oct. 1905), 4, 6. 
243 Baker, The Eagle in the Lion City, 122. 
244 1903 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 306. 
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Malaysia Mission opened a number of schools that it closed a few years later. Even 
when schools were not forced to close, they could still be subject to global economic 
fluctuations. Bishop William Oldham wrote to Corresponding Secretary A. B. Leonard 
in 1909, "Business depression is very marked+ the very large degree of self-support in 
all our schools + missions in Malaysia is sorely burdened. "245 Missionaries who were 
sent out under teaching contracts with the schools had a lower level of benefits and less 
of an institutional safety-net than those sent out by the Missionary Society or WFMS. 
Rev. William Lowther complained in 1908: 
I went to Malaysia under a scheme of self-supporting mission work, and the 
experience was such that I should not volunteer to go to such work again. Next 
time, I want the Methodist Church back of me, responsible for me, ready to 
pension me ifl come home sick. We are ready to sacrifice our lives, but we are 
not ready to run the risk of being stranded in a far land penniless, as I would have 
been in Malaysia, had I not been able to finance myself when I came away from 
the field sick. 246 
Lowther recognized that while there was opportunity involved in entrepreneurial 
missions, there was risk involved as well. 
Despite these complaints and risks, entrepreneurial enterprises still proved to be a 
boon to the Malaysia Mission. Through the operation of the entrepreneurial enterprises 
described above, the Malaysia Mission developed a balanced portfolio of support that 
included contributions from the Missionary Society, self-support by indigenous 
congregations, and business revenue. As the Malaysia Mission report in the 1890 Annual 
Report of the Missionary Society stated, "In the accomplishment of this work we shall 
245 W. F. Oldham to A. B. Leonard, 5114/1909, Missionary Files. 
246 W. E. Lowther to Bishop Hartzell, 9/5/1908, ibid. 
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always, I trust, operate with the strictest economy, and develop as largely as possible all 
local resources; but we must look to our brethren at home for such supplemental help as 
is absolutely necessary. We do not make a fetich [sic] of 'self-support,' nor do we wish to 
lean wholly on the Missionary Society."247 
Furthermore, each of these sources of support helped pay for different aspects of 
the mission. Donations from the Missionary Society and WFMS paid salaries for 
Western missionaries and provided capital for buildings and equipment. Giving by 
congregations in Malaysia covered the salaries of indigenous preachers and evangelists. 
Contributions from the Chinese helped finance school construction and operation. 
Revenue from business enterprises paid for the salaries of teachers, helped print religious 
literature, and eventually provided money for capital projects. Each of the mission's 
streams of revenue, however, combined to form an overall pattern of funding and 
resource acquisition that was truly global in scope. 
When one thinks of international economic activity, the images that spring to 
mind are likely to be ones of international capitalism such as multinational corporations, 
global investment banking, international monetary exchange, foreign manufacturing, and 
container ships of raw and manufactured goods passing each other at sea. International 
capitalism was certainly the most significant system for creating and distributing 
247 1890 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 230. 
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resources on a global scale at the end of the nineteenth century. Moreover, it was rapidly 
expanding as new sources and markets for goods were integrated into the system. 
Yet capitalism was the not only force moving goods or money around the globe. 
During the same time that American businesses were gearing up to expand abroad, 
American mission agencies underwent similar processes of professionalization. This 
process included developments in human resources, financing, accounting, information 
management, and supply chain management. This process produced Christian mission 
agencies equally as sophisticated as any MNC and able to ship supplies to their 
missionaries, to solicit and distribute funds, and to cultivate sources of economic support 
in the mission field. 
These economic activities were not conducted with the profit motive foremost in 
mind, but that does not make them any less economic. While the Malaysia Mission was 
engaged in the activities of making and raising money to pay for personnel and goods for 
religious ends, these activities had the consequence of extending the economic and 
cultural reach of global forces into both the American and Malaysian communities. At 
the same time, the Malaysia Mission helped extend the sometimes exploitative and 
sometimes welcomed reach of global capitalism into Malaysia while also helping extend 
American charity overseas. The mission introduced new goods from outside of Malaysia 
to the region and helped create a market for those goods. The Malaysia Mission induced 
Americans to give their money to be spent half a world away. The mission helped 
develop new industries that were part of a new global economy. Therefore, even though 
it was acting for religious purposes, in all of these ways the Malaysia Mission helped knit 
215 
the financial and economic ties that bound not only Malaysia but the United States to 
others areas of the world. 
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Chapter 5: Power 
B. F. West was amazed when he met the visitors who had been staying at the 
Chinese church in Penang for a few days in 1896. He had treated the wife of this 
unnamed couple for measles when she was a young girl at a mission school in Amoy in 
1890. Now here she was, offering her services as a worker for the Methodist mission. 
The mission had been sorely limited in its ability to reach Chinese women, so West 
agreed to hire her. She quickly proved to be an effective worker, assembling a group of 
eight women for regular instruction, visiting many more, and laying the groundwork for 
opening a boarding school for Chinese girls and women. 1 For West, the moral of this 
story was God's miraculous providence of a valuable worker through a chance encounter 
years before. It is possible, however, to draw a different moral from this story. Most 
girls born into humble backgrounds in China in the late nineteenth century, as we may 
assume this unnamed woman was, could not expect to attain to formal positions of 
institutional power. Yet because of her connections with Christian missions and because 
of the education she received from those missions, this woman was able to become a 
leader of other women, officially recognized by women and men, Chinese and 
Westerners. 
This woman's story is a story about shifting power. The reconfiguration of power 
in the face of globalization is often seen as one of the negative aspects of globalization. 
Some scholars worry about the loss of local power in the face of transnational 
1 1896 WFMS Annual Report, 36-1. 
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institutions? Others worry that the shift of power away from nation-states to markets and 
other forces threatens democracy. 3 Others see changes in power as opportunities for 
those previously without power.4 Whether assessed as negative, positive, or neutral, 
scholars agree that changing power dynamics is an important aspect of globalization. As 
Held and Anthony write, "At the core of the globalist account lies a concern with power: 
its instrumentalities, configuration, distribution, and impacts. Globalization is taken to 
express the expanding scale on which power is organized and exercised."5 The effects of 
globalization on power relations tend to present more opportunities for groups and 
individuals within society than they do for entire nations, though. Tum-of-the-twentieth 
century globalization created the context for the growth of civil society around the world 
and the voluntary organizations that comprise it.6 The growth of these voluntary 
organizations in tum presented opportunities for individuals by legitimating their 
2 See, for instance, Hanciles, Beyond Christendom. 
3 For the threat by globalization to the nation-state, see Held and McGrew, "The Great 
Globalization Debate: An Introduction," 11; Osterhammel and Petersson, Globalization, 6. On threats by 
globalization to democracy, see Barber, Jihad vs. McWorld. 
4 Friedman, The Lexus and the Olive Tree: Understanding Globalization. 
5 Held and McGrew, "The Great Globalization Debate: An Introduction," 8. 
6 There has been a good deal of scholarship on the contemporary relationship between 
globalization and civil society, including in Southeast Asia. See for instance, Ann Fiorini, Nihon Kokusai 
Koryii Senta, and Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, The Third Force: The Rise of 
Transnational Civil Society (Washington, DC: Carnegie Endowment, 2000); Rupert Taylor, "Interpreting 
Global Civil Society," in Creating a Better World: Interpreting Global Civil Society, ed. Rupert Taylor 
(Bloomfield, CT: Kumarian Press, 2004); Catarina Kinnvall and Kristina Jo Dnsson, Globalization and 
Democratization in Asia: The Construction of Identity (London; New York: Routledge, 2002); Robert W. 
Hefner, Civil Islam: Muslims and Democratization in Indonesia (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 
2000). 
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leadership and imparting to them education. All this happened even while globalization 
disempowered nations by shifting control of important processes beyond the locallevel.7 
Christian missions were crucially involved in this reorganization of power that 
went along with early globalization. As Robert D. Woodberry has shown, conversionary 
Protestant mission groups were important players in the creation of civil society around 
the world, a process that imparted important democratic skills to those involved.8 
Moreoever, this missionary effect cannot be reduced to a function of colonialism. While 
the Malaysia Mission did benefit in some ways from the extension of colonialism, for the 
most part, the mission, as a voluntary organization, stood as its own form of institutional 
power apart from secular, political systems. While undermining the power of traditional 
indigenous leaders and increasing the power of Western missionaries, the mission also 
empowered previously marginalized individuals within both non-Western and Western 
societies, including women and men able to take advantage of the opportunities for 
authorized leadership in the Malaysia Mission as a voluntary organization or 
opportunities created by the Western education provided by the mission. In this manner, 
the mission created new, global power structures that joined East and West. 
7 See, for instance, Part II in David Held and Anthony McGrew, eds., The Global Transformations 
Reader: An Introduction to the Globalization Debate, 2nd ed. (Cambridge; Malden, MA: Polity Press; 
Blackwell Publishers, 2003). 
8 Robert D. Woodberry, "The Missionary Roots of Liberal Democracy," American Political 
Science Review 106, no. 2 (May 2012): 244-274. 
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Colonialism, civil society, and education 
The most significant reorganization of power that occurred as part of nineteenth 
century globalization was the extension of Western colonialism to other parts of the 
world. While globalization is sometimes taken to portend the end of the nation-state, it 
was created in part by the colonial nation-state.9 Indeed, imperialism and capitalism are 
often taken to be the two most important facets of globalization. A. G. Hopkins writes, 
"The new international order was created partly by persuasion and partly by command: 
free trade delivered one; empire the other." 10 While this dissertation seeks to demonstrate 
that religion was also an important facet of globalization, it is impossible to deny that 
colonialism mattered as well. 
Not only did Western colonialism forge new connections between disparate lands, 
it was the context in which most other aspects of tum-of-the-twentieth century 
globalization developed and was often the coercive force supporting other aspects of 
globalization. Three important ways in which European colonialism furthered the growth 
of the Malaysia Mission as a globalizing force were encouraging trade with and 
immigration to the area; granting access to missionary agencies, allowing such agencies 
to help create a civil society in which individuals could learn the skills of leading 
9 Far from seeing globalization as the end of the nation-state, Anthony Giddens has referred to the 
nation-state system as one of the dimensions of globalization (Giddens, The Consequences of Modernity, 
71). 
10 Hopkins, "Globalization--An Agenda for Historians," 8. 
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voluntary organizations; 11 and promoting an English-language educational policy that 
made grants to non-government schools. 
Such boons to the Malaysia Mission from the various colonial governments in the 
area raise the question of the relationship between missions and colonialism. 
Missionaries have often been faulted for acting as agents of Western colonialism, and 
indeed, in many situations, they were. 12 In other instances, their aims were separate from 
or opposed to those of Western colonialistsY This chapter argues that Methodist 
missionaries were a separate force with their own objectives separate from those of 
European colonialists; nevertheless, there were important interactions between colonial 
d h . . 14 powers an t e rruss1on. 
European colonial expansion into Southeast Asia had begun with the Portuguese 
in the early sixteenth century. 15 A century later, the Dutch entered the area and captured 
11 Woodberry, "The Missionary Roots of Liberal Democracy," 254. 
12 See, for instance, Arthur Schlessinger, Jr., "The Missionary Enterprise and Theories of 
Imperialism," in The Missionary Enterprise in China and America, ed. John K. Fairbank (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1974); William R. Hutchinson, Errand to the World: American Protestant 
Thought and Foreign Mission (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987); Jean Comaroff and John 
Comaroff, Of Revelation and Revolution: Christianity, Colonialism, and Consciousness in South Africa, 
vol. 1 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991). 
13 See, for instance, Dana L. Robert, Dana L. Robert, ed., Converting Colonialism: Visions and 
Realities in Mission History, 1706-1914 (Grand Rapids, Mich: William B. Eerdmans Pub. Co, 2008); Brian 
Stanley, The Bible and the Flag (Leicester, England: Apollos, 1990); Andrew Porter, Religion versus 
Empire ?: British Protestant Missionaries and Overseas Expansion, 1700-1914 (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 2004 ). 
14 For a more thorough investigation of the relationship between the Malaysia Mission and British 
colonialism, see Andrew Swee Kian Peh, "Of Merchants and Missions: A Historical Study of the Impact of 
British Colonialism on American Methodism in Singapore from 1885 to 1910" (Kilmore, KY: Asbury 
Theological Seminary, 2009). 
15 For a history of European colonialism in Malaysia, consult Nicholas Tar ling, Imperialism in 
Southeast Asia: A Fleeting Passing Phase (London; New York: Routledge, 2001 ); or a good general 
history of the area, such as Andaya and Andaya, A History of Malaysia; Hooker, A Short History of 
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most of the Portuguese territory. The British followed next in the 18th century. By the 
late 1800s, the Dutch had an increasingly tight colonial hold on the Netherlands East 
Indies, modem-day Indonesia. The British directly ruled the Straits Settlements -
Singapore, Penang, Malacca, Province Wellesley, and the Dindings. The British also 
indirectly ruled the Federated Malay States- Perak, Selangor, Negri Sembilan, and 
Pahang- which remained under the nominal control of their indigenous leaders. Until 
1909, the Sultan of Johor ruled his own land with unofficial advice from the British, 
while the native rulers of Kedah, Pedis, Kelantan, and Trengganu exercised their 
authority under Siamese (Thai) auspices. After 1909, these territories together formed 
the British-controlled Unfederated Malay States. On the island of Borneo, beyond Dutch 
territory, the Sultan of Brunei continued to rule a small portion of land, though he ceded 
most of his former territory to either the Brooke Raj in Sarawak or the British North 
Borneo Company in North Borneo (modem-day Sabah), both territories run by British 
individuals or organizations, but not by the British government itself. The Spanish 
governed the Philippines until the United States seized it from them as part of the 
Spanish-American War in 1898. Therefore, maritime Southeast Asia was under a 
patchwork of Western colonial governments by the tum of the twentieth century. 
The Malaysia Mission's most extensive colonial relationship was with the 
British. 16 Until the Malaysia Mission extended itself into the Philippines in 1899, it 
Malaysia: Linking East and West; Nicholas Tarling, The Cambridge History of Southeast Asia: Volume/: 
From Early Times to c. 1800 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992); and Nicholas Tarling, The 
Cambridge History of Southeast Asia: Volume II: The Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1992). 
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operated solely in areas ruled (directly or indirectly) by the British colonial governrnent. 17 
British imperialism did several things for the Malaysia Mission. First, it helped create the 
environment in which the mission operated. The British colonial government was partly 
responsible for creating the conditions for the boom in trade and immigration that 
brought to the Straits Settlements and FMS the Chinese and Indians who formed the 
majority of the members of Methodist churches. 18 
The first factor that contributed to this situation was British efforts to expand 
trade in the region. Sir Stamford Raffles' policy of operating Singapore as a free port 
assured its future as an international trade entrepot. 19 The British government in the 
Straits Settlements and FMS also helped create a stable administrative, legal, and 
financial system that followed set rules and was relatively free of corruption.20 The 
British government sought to limit piracy, rioting, civil unrest, and banditry in its 
territory. In addition, the British government spent significant funds on capital 
improvements such as railroads and roads. Such an environment was necessary for 
attracting Western capitalism and consequently the expansion of both Chinese- and 
16 Andrew Swee Kian Peh has written a dissertation on the relationship between the Malaysia 
Mission and the British government in Singapore that treats the subject of MEC-British relations in greater 
depth than does this dissertation. "Of Merchants and Missions: A Historical Study of the Impact of British 
Colonialism on American Methodism in Singapore from 1885 to 1910." 
17 The Malaysia Mission opened work in Sarawak in 1901 , which was not a direct British 
possession, but was ruled by the British-descended Rajah Charles Brooke. Their expansion into the 
Netherland Indies in 1904 was their first encounter with a non-English government. 
18 Baker, Crossroads, 146-7, 179-80. 
19 See Turnbull, A History of Singapore, 1819-1988. 
20 Baker, Crossroads, 179-80. 
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Western-run industries in the area such as rubber plantations and tin mining. William 
Oldham recognized this when he wrote of the FMS, 
It is a matter for grateful surprise and admiration to all travelers to note the 
splendid development of these States under the British administration. In 1902 
the exports reached $71,000,000, and the income of the Federation approximated 
$25,000,000. The development of a railroad system, the building of new harbors, 
the opening up of the whole country to the mining of tin and the growth of rice, 
sugar, and more recently of Brazilian rubber, tend to create a tide of prosperity 
unequaled in any similar area of all the Eastern world.21 
While citizens of many countries participated in it, the British were most directly 
responsible for the economic development of the Straits Settlements and FMS. 
This world of economic opportunity created an incentive for Chinese and Indian 
immigration to the area. 22 The Chinese were drawn by a variety of economic 
opportunities in the Straits Settlements and FMS -coolie labor, tin mining, gambier 
farming, pineapple packing, small trading, and other opportunities. Some of these dated 
back before British colonialism; some were given new impetus by the British. Indians 
were brought in to work on rubber plantations. The British government also brought in 
Indians to serve as clerks in the government bureaucracy and Indian laborers to work on 
railroad and other public works projects. In a similar way, the British brought their own 
European government administrators and soldiers to Southeast Asia as part of their 
colonial schemes. The British colonial government was thus at least partly responsible 
for creating the ethnically diverse population that the Malaysia Mission evangelized. Nor 
was this lost on the Methodists. Mary C. Nind wrote of her visit to Singapore in 1895, 
2 1 Oldham, Malaysia: Nature 's Wonderland, 15. 
22 The history of Chinese and Indian immigration to Malaysia was more fully developed in 
Chapter 3. 
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"We are impressed and interested in its cosmopolitan people, for here the nations of the 
earth are represented and yet we breathe so easily and freely under the Union Jack which 
here protects everyone."23 Whether or not Chinese and Indians felt that they breathed 
freely in Singapore, the Union Jack had much to do with why they were there in the 
numbers seen at the beginning of the twentieth century. 
British colonialism not only created the social context for the Malaysia Mission; it 
gave the mission access to that context. Indigenous rulers in many parts of Asia were 
reluctant to allow Christian missionaries into their countries. Such reluctance was not an 
issue in British territory in Southeast Asia, however, with the exception of the Malay 
population. While the British East India Company had early on been reluctant to allow 
missionaries into India, by the time the Methodists opened their mission in Singapore, 
British imperial policy welcomed missions and other voluntary organizations.24 In the 
Straits Settlements, where the British ruled directly, the Methodists were given free reign 
for their religious activities. In the FMS, the Pangkor Treaty left issues of "Malay 
religion and culture" under the supervision of the Malay sultans. 25 This decision 
effectively placed Malays beyond the reach of Methodist missions, as to be Malay was 
equal to being Muslim. The British government did, however, permit missionary work 
among non-Malays, who were not under the religious supervision of the sultans. 
23 Nind, Mary Clarke Nind and Her Work, 113. 
24 Christian missions in British India had been permitted since 1813 and that permission extended 
to the Straits Settlements, originally administered through India. 
25 Andaya and Andaya, A History of Malaysia, 158. 
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The third advantage of British colonialism for the Malaysia Mission came in the 
form of financial support. Occasionally the government would donate land for church 
buildings, as it did for the English-speaking congregation in Singapore.26 More 
significant, however, was its donation of land for schools and ongoing educational 
subsidies. The British government felt some responsibility to make English-language 
education available to its overseas subjects in Asia, a policy originating with Macauley's 
Minute in India.27 The government provided such education in part through operating its 
own schools, but mostly through funding missionary schools, both in India and in 
Malaysia? 8 The Straits Settlements government was particularly fond of the Malaysia 
Mission's schools because they were run at a fraction of the cost of the government's 
own schools?9 Government subsidies also meant government inspections on a yearly 
basis, and government officials frequently spoke at or were at least present at official 
school functions of the Methodist schools?0 While in other missions elsewhere 
throughout the world government inspections of mission schools could become the 
source of major conflict between the government and the mission,31 the Malaysia 
26 Barclay, Widening Horizons, 1845-95,651. 
27 Elmer H. Cutts, "The Background of Macaulay's Minute," The American Historical Review 58, 
no . 4 (July 1953): 824-853. 
28 For a history of the relationship between British imperialism and mission education in India, see 
Hayden J. A. Bellenoit, Missionary Education and Empire in Late Colonial1ndia, 1860-1920 (London: 
Pickering & Chatto, 2007). 
29 1893 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 201. 
30 1897 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 57; Song, One Hundred Years' History of 
the Chinese in Singapore, 293. 
31 See, for instance, Aritonang, Mission Schools in Batakland (Indonesia): 1861-1940; Ragsdale, 
Protestant Mission Education in Zambia 1880-1954. 
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Mission, which tended to do quite well in inspections, saw them as an opportunity to gain 
greater recognition and more money for their schools. The Methodist Girls' School was 
proclaimed by the government inspector to be "the best school in British Malaysia" in 
1911, certainly a boon in helping attract students.32 Moreover, higher inspection scores 
1 d . b" 33 trans ate mto tgger government grants. 
The Malaysia Mission's relationship with the Brooke Raj in Sarawak was quite 
similar to its relationship to the British Empire in the Straits Settlements and FMS. The 
Brooke Raj created the social situation for Methodist work, gave them access to the 
territory, and provided them with educational stipends. In the case of Sarawak, the 
colonial government was directly responsible for the beginning of Methodist work there. 
Rajah Brooke wanted Christian Chinese settlers in his country and supported Methodist 
missionary work among the Foochow immigrants in Sarawak.34 When he removed 
Wong Nai Siong as headman of the Foochow settlement for failure to pay his debts, 
Brooke asked Methodist missionary James Hoover to take over as community leader of 
the Foochows. 35 Hoover held this position until his death over thirty years later. The 
Brooke government also provided funding for the schools started by Hoover and his wife 
Mary. 36 Brooke wrote of his appreciation for the Methodist work in Sarawak in 1913: 
32 1911 WFMS Annual Report, 136. 
33 1897 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 57. 
34 See Chapter 2 or 3 for a complete history of Foochow settlement in Sarawak. 
35 Copplestone, 20th Century Perspectives, 119-120. 
36 Chin, The Sarawak Chinese, 89. 
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We have so much to thank the Americans for. Their missionary work in Sibu is 
most promising, and they have introduced Chinese for cultivation of different 
kinds. Three of their Bishops have visited Sarawak, and all men that were fitted 
for their work-well-informed, simple, sensible, broad-minded and zealous-
charming men to meet at any time, and mentally capable of teaching and learning. 
This much for scientific as well as agricultural missionary Americans who have 
visited Sarawak, and to whom the country owes a great debt of gratitude.37 
Brooke was not necessarily a religious man, and he was wary of the civilizing aspects of 
Christian mission, but he recognized economic success in the Methodist settlers, and for 
that reason, he was happy to work with the Malaysia Mission?8 
Dutch colonialism was less thoroughly supportive of the Malaysia Mission than 
were the British or the Brookes. The Dutch were not opposed to all forms of Christian 
mission. Nevertheless, the Netherlands Indies government required all Christian 
missionaries operating in its territories to be licensed, and it preferred not to give licenses 
to Catholics and Protestants for the same area, to avoid conflict. 39 This led to several 
obstacles for the Malaysia Mission. When John R. Denyes sought to start mission work 
in Java, he had to wait for six months until he could receive government permission.40 
Approval for Methodist work in West Borneo took nearly two years, despite the existence 
of a lay-led Methodist movement already spreading in the area. This delay came in part 
because Methodists wanted to work in the same area as Catholics. The delay did, 
37 Quoted in 1913 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference , 43 . 
38 Graham Saunders, Bishops and Brookes: The Anglican Mission and the Brooke Raj in Sarawak 
1848-1941 (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 1992), 222. 
39 Copplestone, 20th Century Perspectives, 161. 
40 1905 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 272. 
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however, lead to some creative responses by Methodist missionaries, such as baptizing 
members while off the shore in a fishing boat.41 
Despite the setbacks it caused the mission, the Dutch developed a fairly positive 
view of Methodist work, especially Methodist school work, once the Malaysia Mission 
was established in Dutch territory. The Netherlands Indies Government was happy when 
the Methodists became involved with the school work of the Tiong Hwa Hwe Koan, 
because the government did not trust the Chinese group, but it did trust the Methodist 
missionaries.42 Because most Methodist school work in the Netherlands Indies was 
associated with the Tiong Hwa Hwe Koan, government subsidies for school work were 
less important here than elsewhere in the Malaysia Mission. Nevertheless, the Dutch 
government did give money to Willie Galung's educational efforts among the Dyaks in 
West Borneo starting in 1912.43 Furthermore, the Netherland Indies government lent 
other forms of support to the mission. The Dutch resident, or government official , in 
Bangka saw in Methodist missionary Mark Freeman an ally in combatting liquor, opium, 
gambling, and other immoral behavior in his territory. Freeman was only too happy to 
cooperate in these moral crusades, sharing with the resident copies of temperance laws 
from the United States.44 
Methodist missionaries in Malaysia in general looked favorably on the colonial 
governments with which they dealt as a means to forward the missionary cause, 
41 C. M. Worthington, "Notes from West Borneo" Malaysia Message (June 1908), 71. 
42 W. F. Oldham to A. B. Leonard, 3/15/1910, Missionary Files. 
43 Lau, From Mission to Church, 59. 
44 Copplestone, 20th Century Perspectives, 168. 
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especially the British. Several of them were, of course, originally British citizens 
themselves, including mission founder and later bishop William Oldham. Even an 
American such as James Thoburn could be quite a supporter of the British colonial 
government, perhaps from the influence of fellow American William Taylor, who once 
raved, "The English Colonization System, including America, is a part of a grand 
providential programme for the extension and establishment of universal Christian 
empire throughout this world."45 Nevertheless, it is important to remember that the 
missions' aims differed fundamentally from the aims of the colonial governments. The 
Malaysia Mission sought to produce not citizens of the British Empire, but citizens of the 
heavenly kingdom. This distinction meant that the mission was able to constitute its own 
global system of power relations, as described below. 
Methodist Episcopal Church as voluntary organization 
While politics obviously has to do with power, religion deals with power as well. 
Among its other functions, religion provides believers with access to supernatural power, 
manifest in a number of different ways depending on the religious tradition. According 
to the Christian perspective, the supernatural power offered by Christianity frees 
individuals from sin and helps them refashion themselves into new persons. A number of 
scholars have written about how Methodism served to shape its adherents, giving them a 
renewed sense of agency and worth that then drove them to places of increased 
45 Taylor, Ten Years of Self-Supporting Missions in India , 37. 
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prominence in secular economic and political hierarchies.46 John Wigger has 
characterized early American Methodism as a religion that did well among "middling 
people on the make,"47 and that characterization is apt for Methodism in many other 
times and places as well. 
The desire to regulate the supernatural power offered by religion leads to the 
evolution of human hierarchies. In addition to being bodies of believers, churches are 
also institutions. The Methodist Episcopal Church, however, was a particular type of 
institution: it was voluntary. Like other dissenting traditions and other American 
denominations, the MEC existed as a structure separate from state power. Membership 
was on a voluntary basis, and the organization was free to choose its leaders according to 
internal procedures without influence from the state. 
As a voluntary religious institution, the MEC, both in Malaysia and around the 
globe, was characterized by a certain set of hierarchical structures and power 
relationships. Methodist hierarchy and bureaucracy represented a new way of organizing 
people, space, and time, as Russell Richey has noted in The Methodist Conference in 
America.48 Adopting certain church structures came to be seen as one of the hallmarks of 
what it meant to be Methodist. These structures, then, were part of the Methodist identity 
that was imparted to missions around the world. As Wade Crawford Barclay has 
46 See, for instance, Phyllis Mack, Hean Religion in the British Enlightenment: Gender and 
Emotion in Early Methodism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008); Nathan 0 . Hatch, The 
Democratization of American Christianity (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989); J. Gordon Melton, A 
Will to Choose: The Origins of African American Methodism (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 2007); 
Wigger, Taking Heaven by Storm; Thompson, The Making of the English Working Class. 
47 Wigger, Taking Heaven by Storm, 5. 
48 Richey, The Methodist Conference in America. 
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observed, "There is no record of the Missionary Society having given instructions to their 
missionaries to transfer to their respective fields the exact pattern of church organization 
existing at home. It was assumed by all, without question, that this would be done. "49 
Yet these hierarchical structures and a sense of individual agency, rather than 
being always opposed, were often connected. It was often the roles individuals played in 
these structures that facilitated their development of new senses of agency. If new 
Methodist structures could lead to newly empowered individuals in England and 
America, the same was true on the mission field. While Christian missions are often 
indicted for usurping power from indigenous social structures, they were also involved in 
the reconfiguration of power relations among indigenous actors. 5° The negative impacts 
of Western missions on traditional indigenous leadership not only allowed Westerners to 
exert more influence on indigenous society; it also opened up space for new indigenous 
leaders to arise, especially those with ties to Western missions or those to whom missions 
imparted the education and skills necessary to succeed in a new, globalized world. Even 
when missions reduced a community's total control over its religious life because of 
Western influence, individuals within that community could possess a greater sense of 
authority, power, and agency because of their places in new religious structures. 
49 Barclay, Widening Horizons, 1845-95, 158. 
50 See, for instance, A. Sue Russell, Conversion, identity, and Power: The Impact of Christianity 
on Power Relationships and Social Exchanges (Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 1999); Dunch, 
Fuzhou Protestants and the Making of a Modern China 1857-1927; J. F. A. Ajayi, "A New Christian 
Politics? The Mission-Educated Elite in West African Politics," in Converting Colonialism: Visions and 
Realities in Mission History, 1706-1914, ed. Dana L. Robert (Grand Rapids, MI: William B . Eerdmans 
Publishing Co., 2008), 242-264. 
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The effects of Christian mission in reshaping indigenous power relations were 
even greater in areas where the early effects of other forms of globalization were being 
felt. Globalization, through its erosion ofborders,51 contributes to the formation of 
frontier spaces. Frontiers are places in which social structures are in flux. Malaysia at 
the turn of the twentieth century was such a frontier space. The fluid social situation of 
frontiers provides new opportunities for those excluded from traditional hierarchies. 
Frontiers do not necessarily contribute to the long-term democratization of power; they 
often give way to new imperial systems. Nevertheless, while they exist, they provide a 
space in which power relationships can be negotiated. Scholars have written about 
Christian missions as frontier-crossing, 52 a process that made missions deeply involved in 
this renegotiation of power relationships in Malaysia. As part of this renegotiation, the 
Malaysia Mission extended new forms of institutional power to control the work of the 
church and opened up new opportunities for the exercise of power by indigenous actors, 
women, and those educated in its schools. 
In this process of the renegotiation of power, the effects of the Malaysia Mission 
cannot be reduced to an extension of colonial or capitalist power. Because the Malaysia 
51 On globalization and the erosion of borders, see Held and McGrew, "The Great Globalization 
Debate: An Introduction," 3. 
52 For the various ways in which the language of "frontier" has been deployed in missions, see 
Dana L. Robert, "Mission Frontiers from 1910 to 2010, Part 1: From Geography to Justice," Missiology 
XXXIX, no. 2 (April2011): 5e-16e; and Dana L. Robert, "Mission Frontiers from 1910 to 2010, Part II: 
Unbelief, Unreached, and Unknown," Missiology XXXIX, no. 3 (July 2011): 1e-12e. For additional 
examples of mission and frontier space, see Dunch, "Beyond Cultural Imperialism: Cultural Theory, 
Christian Missions, and Global Modernity," 325; Roswith I. H. Gerloff, Mission is Crossing Frontiers: 
Essays in Honour of Bongani A. Mazibuko (Pietermaritzburg: Cluster Publications, 2003); Peter Beyerhaus 
and Carl F. Hallencreutz, The Church Crossing Frontiers: Essays on the Nature of Missions in Honour of 
Bengt Sundkler (Lund: Gleerup, 1969); and Charles E. Farhadian, "A Missiological Reflection on Present-
day Christian Movements in Southeast Asia," in Christian Movements in Southeast Asia: A Theological 
Exploration, ed. Michael Nai-Chiu Poon (Singapore: Armour Publishing Pte Ltd, 2010), 102-3. 
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Mission was a voluntary organization that possessed its own hierarchical structure, it was 
capable of functioning independently of colonialist or capitalist hierarchies, which was 
indeed its normal mode of operation. While the extension of Western influence to 
Malaysia accomplished by the Malaysia Mission may have in some ways mirrored or 
been aided by secular imperialism, it was not merely a facet of that political process. 53 
Moreover, as indicated above, the mission led to the empowerment not only of Western 
missionaries but also of certain indigenous actors through their places in the hierarchy of 
the mission. 
Organizational structures in the Methodist Episcopal Church, and hence in the 
Malaysia Mission, sought to preserve two principles. First, they provided oversight and 
uniformity to MEC work, helping ensure the salience of Methodist identity. 54 Unity was 
often enforced through control by those Methodists in the United States or by American 
missionaries as their representatives. At the same time, Methodist polity also valued 
empowering individuals. 55 Such empowerment resulted in flexibility given to local 
decision-makers on the mission field- missionaries and indigenous ministers, teachers, 
and preachers alike. As James V. Spickard has suggested, scholars tend to think of 
international religious organizations as following a "standard model," which is a top-
down institution. He argues, however, that many international religious organizations, 
53 Many other scholars have made the same point. See Robert, Converting Colonialism; Stanley, 
The Bible and the Flag; Porter, Religion versus Empire?. 
54 Cracknell and White, An Introduction to World Methodism, chap. 6; Richey, Methodist 
Connectionalism, chap. 11 . 
55 Wigger, Taking Heaven by Storm, 25-29; Hempton, Methodism, chap. 6. 
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including many of the most effective, follow non-hierarchical organizing principles. 56 
The international missions of the MEC were a complex mix of several overlapping 
hierarchies combined with layers of local autonomy, suggesting that the MEC too 
departed from what Spickard refers to as the "standard model." 
The center of this pattern of church organization was not a person or an institution 
but a document: The Doctrines and Discipline of the Methodist Episcopal Church. This 
document, revised every four years by the General Conference of the MEC, served as the 
church's constitution and book of laws. It therefore dictated (at least theoretically) the 
relationship of the various players in the MEC system to one another. It stood above all 
church members but also accessible to all members of the hierarchy. In this way, while 
on the one band it legitimated the supervisory role some Methodists played, on the other 
hand all Methodists were equally ruled by the Book of Displine. The Book of Discipline 
was so central to Methodist practice that its study was required of all missionaries and 
local pastors in Malaysia.57 William Shellabear translated it into Malay in 1912 to 
facilitate that study. 58 
The Book of Discipline was not the only document to hold an important place in 
establishing Methodist power relations. Both the WFMS and the Missionary Society 
possessed constitutions, by-laws, and Acts of Incorporation that defined how these 
societies would function, what roles members of these societies would fulfill, and how 
56 Spickard, "Globalization and Religious Organizations: Rethinking the Relationship between 
Church, Culture, and Market." 
57 See the "Course of Study" listed in the annual Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference. 
58 Hunt, William Shellabear, 216. 
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these roles would relate to one another. 59 The Missionary Society constitution reinforced 
its nature as a centralized, bureaucratic structure, while the WFMS constitution 
recognized its unique formation as a confederation of eleven separate branch societies. 
The Missionary Society combined its rules into a Missionary Manual, which it 
distributed to its missionaries, including those in Malaysia.60 
In addition to documents, various individuals played significant roles in the 
organizational structure of MEC missions. The Missionary Society Corresponding 
Secretaries had perhaps the most significant influence on Malaysia as most male 
missionaries and some female missionaries were under the appointment of the 
Missionary Society, and the Corresponding Secretaries were directly responsible for 
supervising what went on in the mission field. Rev. A. B. Leonard was the most 
important of the corresponding secretaries to serve during the period under investigation. 
He held that post from 1888 to 1912, serving for the last twelve years of that period as the 
sole corresponding secretary employed by the Society.61 The WFMS had corresponding 
secretaries too at the branch level; supervision of the overseas mission was distributed 
among the corresponding secretaries of the various branches. The WFMS branch 
59 Copies of such by-laws appear in the annual reports issued by both organizations. See Miss. 
Soc. Annual Report; WFMS Annual Report. 
60 Several editions of this manual were published. See, for instance, Missionary Society of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church, Manual, Missionary Society, Methodist Episcopal Church (New York: 
Mission Rooms, 1904). 
61 Copplestone, 20th Century Perspectives, 868. 
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assigned supervision of Malaysia was the Minneapolis Branch, where Mary C. Nind, 
CharlotteS. Winchell, Carrie W. Joyce, and Effie G. Lindsay all held that position.62 
In addition to the corresponding secretaries of the mission agencies, 
corresponding secretaries of other church bodies, such as the Board of Church Extension, 
could have an impact on the functions of Malaysia Mission.63 So, too, could the agents 
of the Methodist Book Concern in their role as book-sellers to missionaries and 
bookkeepers for the Missionary Society. 64 The bishops of the MEC, both itinerant 
bishops (assigned to the "general superintendency" of the church) and missionary bishops 
(assigned to supervise particular mission fields) were also important persons of power in 
the Methodist system. 65 The Malaysia Mission could not hold official meetings and thus 
could not accomplish important pieces of business without the involvement of a bishop. 
Bishops were responsible for the assignment of missionaries and ministers to specific 
work. A missionary bishop was present at every annual meeting of the mission, and an 
itinerant bishop attended at least once every four years. 
Beyond documents and individual leaders, conferences (officially constituted 
bodies of ministers and laypeople) were another important locus of power in the 
Methodist system. The Annual Conferences (so-called because they met on an annual 
basis) were the basic organizational units of the MEC. They ordained ministers, 
62 See Lindsay, Fifty Eventful Years. 
63 See, for instance, [Unknown] to Rev. James E. Garrett, 8/11/1909, Miss. Soc. Board 
Correspondence, Letterbook 40, p. 416. 
64 See, for instance, S. 0 . Baldwin to F. W. Warne, 2/2011902, ibid., Letterbook 174, 507 ; and 
Denyes, The Malaysia Mission of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 39. 
65 James E. Kirby, The Episcopacy in American Methodism (Nashville, TN: Kingswood Books, 
2000). 
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determined where churches would be located, helped set church policy, and coordinated 
many of the administrative and ministry operations of the local churches.66 Missions of 
the MEC aspired to become Annual Conferences, a mark of their full participation in the 
church. Before they attained that rank, they could be recognized as Mission Conferences, 
an intermediate step of development. The Malaysia Mission became a Mission 
Conference in 1893 and an Annual Conference in 1902. 
In addition to the Annual Conference, which included all of the male missionaries 
and ordained male ministers, two other institutions were central to the functioning of the 
Malaysia Conference of the MEC. At the same time as the male missionaries met 
annually, the female missionaries of the WFMS and the missionary wives held their own 
conference, at which they determined issues of importance for women's work in 
Malaysia.67 Additionally, there was the Finance Committee, a delegated sub-group of 
missionaries responsible for overseeing the finances of the mission, a group that many 
argued held the real power in the Malaysia Mission. 68 
Beyond the Annual Conferences was the General Conference, which met every 
four years to set denomination-wide policy for the MEC. The Malaysia Mission, during 
its time as an Annual Conference, was entitled to send representatives to the General 
Conference, which it did despite the travel involved in sending people to the United 
66 For a full list of the business of the Malaysia Annual Conference, see Official Minutes of the 
Malaysia Conference. 
67 The proceedings of these conferences are included in the Official Minutes of the Malaysia 
Conference for most years. 
68 See Copplestone, 20th Century Perspectives, 775. 
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States.69 There were also the Central Conferences, which brought together several 
Annual or Mission Conferences from geographically-related portions of the mission field 
for consultation. The Malaysia Mission was part of the Central Conference of Southern 
Asia along with conferences in India and Burma. It regularly sent delegates to those 
meetings. 
Finally, there were the local organizations and decision-makers in the Malaysia 
Mission. These included church congregations and the missionaries, ordained pastors, 
and local preachers who supervised those congregations. Quarterly conferences brought 
together the various Christian workers associated with districts, sub-units of the Malaysia 
Mission that united several churches.70 Each district was supervised by a minister 
appointed as Presiding Elder of that district. The list of local power sources also included 
congregational groups like the Epworth Leagues (organizations for young-adult church 
members) and Sunday Schools. Furthermore, it included the schools, which functioned 
as independent institutions, though often closely tied to the churches. Teachers and 
principals were thus local authorities. 
Hence, the power structure of the MEC was complicated, with several levels of 
hierarchy and many different sources of authority at each .level. Relationships among 
these levels and loci of power varied from vague to well-defined. Conflict did, of course, 
exist. Indigenous leaders protested the dominance of Western missionaries. Missionaries 
69 B. F. West (clergy) and John Polglase (laity) were the representatives in 1904 (Untitled article, 
Malaysia Message [March 1904], 53). George F. Pykett (clergy) and Amelia Pykett (laity) were the 
representatives in 1908 (Malaysia Message [July 1908]). John R. Denyes (clergy) and John Polglase (laity) 
were the representatives in 1912 ("Roll of General Conference, 1912" Daily Christian Advocate [May 1, 
1911], 4-7) . 
70 The number, names, and configuration of districts varied over the life of the Malaysia Mission. 
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complained about the rulings of the Missionary Society. What was perhaps more 
common than conflict was ignorance of or just plain disregard for the prerogatives of 
other players in the system. James Thoburn and William Oldham both sought to 
circumvent the rules of the Missionary Society at times, especially as they applied to 
personnel and finances. 71 Nevertheless, in general, these varying forces balanced 
command and autonomy to help make the Malaysia Mission run. 
The first area with which the hierarchy concerned itself was control over finances 
and money. The Missionary Society, the WFMS, the Malaysia Mission, and local 
schools and congregations all assigned specific responsibilities for the management of 
money. The national WFMS constitution, for instance, spelled out in detail the tasks of 
both branch treasurers and mission treasurers.72 This distribution of responsibility 
embraced a variety of players at different levels of the hierarchy and including church 
members, missionaries, and mission supporters. The elaboration of official roles 
provided a system of accountability. Accountability created trust, which made 
fundraising easier and reduced the resources required for oversight.73 Assigned fiscal 
responsibilities also streamlined financial decision-making, rendering it faster and better 
able to respond to changing circumstances. 
71 Thobum hired missionaries for the mission without first consulting with the Missionary Society, 
as mentioned in Chapter 3. Oldham tried to bend the rules regarding H. K. Carroll ' s call for one hundred 
new missionaries in 1907 so that the Missionary Society would pick up the cost of missionaries already on 
the field in Malaysia (W. F. Oldham to H. K. Carroll, 6/2711907, Missionary Files). 
72 1887 WFMS Annual Report, 127. 
73 The point about relationship between accountability and trust is taken from a work on the 
contemporary United Methodist Church, the Apex Report included in The United Methodist Church, "Call 
to Action: Steering Team Report" (The United Methodist Church, 2010). 
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An important part of that streamlined decision-making process was allowing 
missionaries on the field some real decision-making power over how money was spent. 
Male missionaries of the Missionary Society were allowed to draw up their own plans of 
disbursement of the lump sums given them by the Missionary Society.74 The operating 
assumption was that missionaries were more familiar with the needs of the work than 
bureaucrats in New York City. Missionaries still had to report their financial decisions to 
the Missionary Society. Furthermore, some financial decisions required approval of the 
Missionary Society. Nevertheless, by allowing some local financial decision-making, the 
Missionary Society made its missionaries more flexible in their work and freed them 
from the time delay required to gain approval from the parent society. 
The Missionary Society promulgated rules not only on how money could be 
disbursed, but also how it could be raised. The Missionary Society divided donations 
into two categories: apportionments and special gifts. Each church in the MEC was 
expected to raise a certain amount in apportionments that went into the general fund of 
the Missionary Society. Churches and individuals could also give special gifts to 
designated projects, but these gifts would not be counted toward the required 
apportionment total.75 The provision for apportionments ensured that the Missionary 
Society would have sufficient funds to cover all its expenses, not just the expenses of 
missionaries particularly skilled at raising special gifts. It resulted in a more centralized, 
74 Copies of such redistributions are included for several years in Missionary Files. 
75 A. B. Leonard to A. Bash, 9/14/1905, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 179, p. 
155. 
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hierarchical approach to fundraising and mission funding. 76 At the same time, the 
provision for special gifts allowed donors, usually individual church members in 
America, some control over how their money was being spent. 
Another set of fundraising regulations placed restrictions on the WFMS. Out of 
fear that the WFMS would take away resources that would otherwise go to the 
Missionary Society, the General Conference required an article in the WFMS constitution 
that stipulated that the WFMS could not collect money during church services.77 This 
restriction, along with the generally more decentralized institutional structure of the 
WFMS, meant that it adopted the opposite fundraising approach from the Missionary 
Society. Rather than limit special gifts in favor of contributions to a general fund, the 
WFMS encouraged support of specific missionaries and mission projects by branches and 
their auxiliaries. Membership dues and lifetime memberships provided money for 
general use while maintaining a personal approach to giving. 
Both the Missionary Society and the WFMS approaches to fundraising were 
designed to ensure that money spent on the mission field was being spent both in the way 
those back home wanted it to be spent and in the way those on the field needed it to be 
spent. The approaches of the two mission agencies, however, differed over who 
constituted the most important group among those back home. For the Missionary 
Society, it was agency executives and their Board of Managers who had the most control 
76 Dawson, "Funding Mission in the Early Twentieth Century," 155; Hill, The World Their 
Household, 98. 
77 Mary Sparkes Wheeler, First Decade of the Woman 's Foreign Missionary Society of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church: With Sketches of its Missionaries (New York; Cincinnati: Phillips & Hunt; 
Walden & Stowe, 1881), 342. 
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over how donated money was spent on the field. For the WFMS, it was the donors 
themselves. Nevertheless, both approaches ensured that the ethos of American 
Methodism as represented in the financial priorities of mission supporters was transferred 
to Malaysia through their donations. 
At the same time, through their correspondence with supporters back home, 
missionaries could seek to shape financial priorities from the field as well.78 Even when 
missionaries were not trying to solicit fundraising dollars, the mention of their needs or 
certain difficulties they faced in their work could prompt home supporters to raise money 
for such problems. Alternatively, when missionaries did make an appeal for financial 
assistance, such an appeal was more likely to be successful if it was backed up by a 
history of missionary complaints in previous letters. Perhaps the best example of such an 
occurrence is the origins of the missionary sanitarium for the Malaysia Mission. 
Missionaries had long complained about the unhealthy climate of Singapore and the 
Malay Peninsula. Charles Kelso, for instance, wrote to C. C. McCabe, "The fact is that 
five years is as long as any man should remain in this climate. Business men bring their 
clerks out on a three year's contract and Army officers remain only three years. The 
climate, as the history of this Mission shows, is peculiarly trying on the nervous 
system."79 The common solution to this perceived problem was retreats in the mountains 
of the Malay Peninsula, where the weather was not as hot. The Malaysia Mission first 
had an opportunity to acquire a sanitarium of its own in the middle of 1901, when the 
78 Rabe, The Home Base of American China Missions, 1880-1920, 144-5. 
79 C. C. Kelso to C. C. McCabe, 3/26/1895, Missionary Files. 
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government of Perak offered land on which to build a high school and sanitarium. The 
Missionary Society declined to provide funding at that time, and the mission had to wait 
another two years.80 By that time, the WFMS had signed on to the plan as well, and with 
a decade's worth of complaints about the climate to back them up, the Missionary 
Society and WFMS were able to secure $1,500 from Fannie Gamble that, when 
combined with additional donations, yielded the $5,000 needed for the purchase of the 
property. 81 
Methodist hierarchy also served to exert control over missionaries and other 
mission workers. At its best, this system worked to ensure that missionaries were 
effective and working toward the agreed-upon goals of the church. The control of 
missionaries also helped ensure a system of accountability for missionaries and therefore 
an environment of trust between the church and its missionaries.82 Control over 
missionaries furthermore ensured that the church in Malaysia developed in ways that 
preserved its sense of Methodist identity and its connection to the rest of the MEC even 
across vast geographical and cultural distances. 
The Missionary Society and WFMS had the most control over missionaries. They 
were responsible for the initial recruitment and approval of missionaries and their 
ongoing appointment and support. Again, the Missionary Society carried out those tasks 
in a centralized manner while the WFMS did so in a decentralized fashion. Selecting 
80 S. 0. Baldwin to F . W. Warne, 9/1811901 , Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 174, 
p. 39. 
8 1 See A. B. Leonard to B. F. West, 411711903, Ibid. , Letterbook 176, p. 300; and H. K. Carroll to 
J. R. Denyes, 1112/1904, Ibid., Letterbook 177, p. 350. 
82 See footnote 73 above. 
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missionaries who would be amenable to church control was an important criterion when 
choosing missionaries. Hence, the questionnaire for missionary candidates put forth by 
the Board of Foreign Missions (successor to the Missionary Society) in 1907 asked not 
only, "Do you sincerely believe the doctrines of the Methodist Episcopal Church?" but 
also, "Do you approve of the government and Discipline of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church?"83 Obedience was, however, only one desired characteristic. The Missionary 
Society and WFMS evaluated candidates on a number of spiritual, social, emotional, and 
physical dimensions to ensure they were sending out effective workers .84 
Annual Conferences also had an important role to play in determining who could 
serve as a missionary to Malaysia. Since Annual Conferences were responsible for the 
ordination of ministers, all missionaries who were ordained ministers had to be ordained 
by a particular Annual Conference. Before the Malaysia Annual Conference began to 
ordain its own ministers, this stipulation meant that American ministers serving as 
missionaries were ordained by American Annual Conferences and had to live up to the 
standards of those conferences. The same was true of the German, Swedish, Indian, and 
Chinese ordained missionaries for their respective countries of origin. 85 Finally, Annual 
Conferences had to approve the release of one of their ministers to serve as a missionary, 
83 Missionary Files . 
84 For a full list of evaluation criteria, see the application forms included in Ibid.; and 190617 
WFMS Annual Report, 229. The missionary recruitment and screening process is treated more fully in 
Chapter 4. 
85 The listing of missionaries inside the front cover of each copy of the Official Minutes of the 
Malaysia Conference indicated the Annual Conference by which each missionary or minister had been 
ordained. 
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providing an additional check that new missionaries going to the field were likely to be 
successful. 
The Malaysia Mission itself had some control over its personnel. Once it was 
organized as a Mission Conference and then Annual Conference, it upheld standards for 
those missionaries and indigenous ministers who were members of the Conference. The 
Malaysia Mission furthermore had control over teachers, lay missionaries, local preachers 
and staff at the AMP/MPH. On a few occasions, especially in the early years of the 
mission, there were conflicts between the Missionary Society and the Malaysia Mission 
over the practice of the mission hiring missionaries directly. James Thoburn hired 
Tinsely W. Stagg, E. T. Snuggs, George F. Pykett, William E. Harley, and Albert J. 
Amery without consulting the Missionary Society.86 It was not that the Missionary 
Society was categorically opposed to such action; rather, they did not want to be held 
responsible for the financial support of personnel they had not authorized.87 The ability 
to hire personnel directly was, however, an advantage to the Malaysia Mission, as it was 
usually quicker and cheaper to hire someone already on the field. The Malaysia Mission 
served not only to recruit missionary personnel but to supervise them once on the field. 
Supervision involved support, training, and encouragement, functions provided by the 
bishops and Presiding Elders and through the quarterly and Annual Conference meetings. 
86 See A. B. Leonard to E. T . Snuggs, 1/2611897, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 
169, p. 239; ?? ToT. W. Stagg, 12/3011895, ibid., Letterbook 168, p. 365; and J. A. B. Cook, Sunny 
Singapore: An Account of the Place and its People, with a Sketch of the Results of Missionary Work 
(London: Elliot Stock, 1907), 109. 
87 See, for instance, letters related to Stagg from December, 1895, in Miss. Soc. Board 
Correspondence, Letterbook 168. 
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Despite all of these layers of control and supervision, the fact remained that the 
missionaries themselves were ultimately responsible for doing the work of the mission. 
Especially for those missionaries working in remote places such as Sarawak or Sumatra, 
supervision could be limited to a handful of letters, perhaps an annual visit from a 
Presiding Elder or bishop, and a once-a-year interaction with other missionaries at 
Annual Conference. The rest of the time, missionaries labored without anyone looking 
over their shoulders. Even missionaries working in Singapore, who were likely to run 
into other missionaries and even bishops on a regular basis, had substantial autonomy in 
determining the course of their work. The point of Methodist hierarchy was not to micro-
manage; it was to establish relationships of trust so that missionaries could be left to run 
things as only they knew best, given their unique knowledge of the mission field. 
Missionaries could not, however, run things by themselves. They depended upon 
the work of native evangelists, native teachers, Bible women, and even regular church 
members. Therefore, while the Methodist hierarchy included power over and control of 
the work by bishops and mission corresponding secretaries in the United States, it also 
included power over and control of the work by Chinese and Indians workers of 
undistinguished backgrounds. Just as other aspects of globalization require participation 
by many actors in many locations at many levels of society, so the Malaysia Mission 
required the contribution of bishops and indigenous workers, along with everyone in 
between, to run a global voluntary organization capable of not only supplying its 
members with other-worldly spiritual power, but power in this world as well. 
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Native agency & the franchise model 
Because the work of the Malaysia Mission depended ultimately on the work of its 
native agents, it created opportunities for new indigenous leaders to arise in the form of 
Methodist pastors and teachers. These positions held places of prominence in the 
voluntary organization of Methodism, and those who held these positions were given 
opportunities to exert power that did not exist prior to the Malaysia Mission. Those who 
filled these new positions were typically not those who had held religious, economic, or 
political power in their respective communities prior to the advent of the Malaysia 
Mission, and thus these positions represented a form of advancement for them. As 
mentioned above, this arrangement represents an individual rather than a communal 
approach to empowerment. Yet the collaboration between the Malaysia Mission and its 
indigenous agents proved beneficial to both, and pervasive challenges to the power 
relations between Westerners and Asians as classes within the Methodist Church did not 
arise until a later point in the mission's history.88 
For the time being, the relation of the Malaysia Mission to its native agents 
provided attractive opportunities for both the mission and the individuals who opted to 
align themselves with it. In a system very similar to franchising in secular corporations, 
the Malaysia Mission depended upon indigenous agents exercising power under the 
umbrella of the mission in a way that gave the mission access to evangelistic target 
populations they otherwise would have had difficulty reaching while at the same time 
88 Such conflicts began in the 20s and 30s and came to a head after World War II. See Lau, From 
Mission to Church; Doraisamy, The March of Methodism in Singapore and Malaysia, 1885-1980. 
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providing its workers with new opportunities for social prominence. This section will 
examine the opportunities afforded to indigenous men as workers for the mission; the 
next section will discuss the impact of the Malaysia Mission on women's power, 
including the power of indigenous women. 
Missionaries remained the dominant group in the MEC in Southeast Asia until 
after the Japanese Occupation during World War IT. Indeed, even while recognizing the 
importance of indigenous workers, a missionary could write of the work in Malaysia, 
"For best results a foreign missionary must have the oversight."89 Nevertheless, although 
the mission was Western-controlled, recognition of indigenous workers empowered and 
legitimated them as leaders within their communities. The Malaysia Mission reshaped 
these individuals, increasing their sense of agency and providing new directions for its 
exercise.90 In William Oldham's view, a Christian convert "will begin to find, by the 
exercise of his own enfranchised powers, by the use of his own liberated energies, his due 
portions of this world's goods-food and raiment and shelter for himself and his family ; 
education for his mind and theirs, and freedom from unreasonable restraint; freedom to 
think and order his own life and to worship God according to the dictates of his own 
conscience."91 Here, Oldham presents a classic liberal notion of freedom as individual 
freedom from constraints. While such an approach may have lacked awareness of 
communal dimensions of liberation, it was clear about the benefits to liberated 
89 1891 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 215. 
90 Phyllis Mack has written cogently about the ways in which affiliation with Methodism reshaped 
individuals ' sense of agency in 18th century Britain. Mack, Heart Religion in the British Enlightenment. 
9 1 Oldham, India, Malaysia, and the Philippines, 70. 
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individuals. Such personal empowerment was not merely a missionary goal for the 
Malaysia Mission; it was also a tangible effect of mission work. 
Those Chinese and Indians who did find personal liberation or some other 
positive effect from conversion to Christianity were often eager to share their newly-
found religious identity with others. The first step of indigenous agency on behalf of the 
Malaysia Mission constituted evangelization by indigenous agents, often by those 
without any official commission from the mission. The annals of the Malaysia Mission 
are replete with examples of such a phenomenon. An entire geographic area of work, 
West Borneo, owed its existence to the efforts of the indigenous evangelist U Chim 
Seng.92 The expansion of the Tamil church from Penang to Ipoh and the foundation for 
the expansion of work among all ethnic groups in this direction was laid through the 
efforts of lay Tamil church members.93 Methodism first came to Port Swettenham 
through the efforts of an unofficial lay Chinese evangelist.94 J. R. Denyes explained how 
unofficial lay evangelists were important in the process of crossing linguistic boundaries: 
A Foochow man, who also understands the Amoy language, finds his way into an 
Amoy service, and becomes interested, is converted, and carries the news back to 
his own family and neighborhood. He gathers about him friends and neighbors 
who do not understand the Amoy. Their spiritual needs must be met; so services 
are begun in Foochow. Thus from step to step the mission has been led to take up 
new responsibilities until it has reached its present polyglot condition.95 
92 For a complete history of Chim Seng's work, see Chapter 2. 
93 C. C. Kelso to C. C. McCabe, 9/811894, Missionary Files. 
94 1907 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference , 18. 
95 Denyes, The Malaysia Mission of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 30. 
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In each of these cases, indigenous evangelists were motivated by their new religious 
identity to influence their family, friends, and neighbors. 
Indigenous actors were active for the Malaysia Mission not only in unofficial 
capacities but in official capacities as well as pastors and teachers. Some of these official 
workers were in the direct employ of the Malaysia Mission. For others, the relationship 
between the mission and the native leaders resembled the relationship between modern, 
secular corporations and their franchisees, a prevalent feature of contemporary global 
capitalism. In both secular franchises and the Malaysia Mission, semi-independent local 
entrepreneurs were incorporated into a larger organizational structure in a way that 
combines a mix of standardization and flexibility that benefits both entrepreneur and 
organization. 
The use of indigenous pastors and teachers was extremely common in the 
Malaysia Mission, especially as the mission developed. Indigenous workers, both those 
paid by the mission and those funded through their work, came to constitute the great 
majority of the Methodist workforce in Malaysia in the church and in the schools. For 
most of the early twentieth century, there were twice as many indigenous local preachers 
as there were Western missionaries (including those of the WFMS).96 The use of 
indigenous teachers was even more common. By 1915, Western missionaries only 
represented an eighth of the total teaching force. 97 Such an arrangement was not just 
happenstance; it was official procedure. In 1904, the Singapore Anglo-Chinese School 
96 See records in 1900-1915 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference. 
97 There were 295 total teachers in 1915 (See records in 1915 ibid.). Of these, about 40 were 
missionaries, either Western or Tamil (1915 ibid., ix-xii, 137-8.). 
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reported, "For years it has been the policy of the school to employ ladies in the primaries 
and standards one to three, with the fifth, sixth and seventh in charge of Europeans, and 
native masters serve in the fourth, and as assistants."98 It should be noted that even most 
of the Europeans referenced here were local church members, not missionaries. 
Some of these indigenous evangelists, pastors, and teachers were directly 
employed and paid by the Malaysia Mission. Such positions gave the indigenous 
workers prestige as religious and educational leaders, as well as a steady income, though 
that income was usually less than they could have made in secular employment.99 Still, 
the chance to act on their faith and exert leadership in their faith communities or to act on 
their education and exert leadership in schools made employment by the mission 
attractive for indigenous leaders. The low rate of pay made employing indigenous 
leaders attractive to the mission. In 1896, for instance, indigenous male preachers earned 
$180-200 per year, whereas Western male missionaries earned ten times that amount. 100 
Salaries for indigenous male preachers and teachers had not improved significantly a 
decade later. 101 There was less of a gap between what indigenous female WFMS 
assistants and teachers earned and what WFMS missionaries earned, but that was in part 
because WFMS missionaries earned significantly less than their male Missionary Society 
98 Anglo-Chinese School Magazine 5 No. 13 (1904), vi, quoted in John Owen Gross, Methodist 
Beginnings in Higher Education (Nashville, TN: Board of Education, The Methodist Church, 1959), 28. 
99 One Chinese pastor from Ipoh who left the pastorate for secular work in 1905 was able to 
command a salary four times as much as what he had earned as a pastor. 1905 Official Minutes of the 
Malaysia Conference, 26. 
100 See 1896 Redistribution in Missionary Files. 
10 1 See "Committee on Scale of Salaries" in 1906 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 
45-6. 
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counterparts. 102 Contemporary readers may see the wage disparity between Western 
missionaries and indigenous workers as unjust; the Malaysia Mission saw it as an 
important cost-saving measure. 
In other instances, indigenous workers were not directly paid by the Malaysia 
Mission. Instead, they raised their own support through working as Methodist pastors 
and teachers. These local pastors and teachers ran their own local operations but were 
officially recognized and supported by the MEC. This arrangement resembles the 
arrangement of franchising in the secular business world. 103 Such a similarity is perhaps 
another instance of parallel developments between mission agencies and secular 
corporations, which were beginning to experiment with the franchise model at the same 
time as the Malaysia Mission was. 104 The development of the franchise model along with 
the development of MNCs during nineteenth century globalization gave rise to some of 
the most important aspects of global capitalism today. 
Robert Justis and Richard Judd define franchising as "a business opportunity by 
which the owner (producer or distributor) of a service or a trademarked product grants 
exclusive rights to an individual for the local distribution and/or sale of the service or 
product, and in return receives a payment or royalty and conformance to quality 
102 See the Apportionments recorded in the yearly WFMS Annual Repon. 
103 For more on the organizational structure of secular franchises, see Roger D. Blair and Francine 
Lafontaine, The Economics of Franchising (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005); Jeffrey L. 
Bradach, Franchise Organizations (Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 1998); Richard J. Judd and 
Robert T. Justis, Franchising (Cincinnati: South-Western Publishing Co. , 1989). 
104 Thomas S. Dicke, Franchising in America: The Development of a Business Method, 1840-1980 
(Chapel Hill, NC: The University of North Carolina Press, 1992). 
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standards." 105 In the analogy, the MEC granted exclusive rights to local pastors or 
teachers as the sole authorized leader of a particular local church or headmaster of the 
sole authorized Methodist school in an area. These pastors and teachers pledged to 
uphold Methodist standards of polity and doctrine and work toward the Methodist goals 
of winning converts and increasing school attendance. 
This arrangement provided benefits for both indigenous actors and the Malaysia 
Mission. Justis and Judd describe the benefits for both franchisee and franchisor in 
secular arrangements: 
A franchisor uses the franchisee's community goodwill, financial equity, business 
location, and personal drive and motivation to expand the franchised business. 
The franchi see uses the franchisor's brand or trademark, proven methods of 
operation, marketing resources, and technical advice to enter, develop, and 
maintain consumer demand, and ultimately to succeed as a small business 
owner/operator within the community. The franchisee is often given an 
opportunity to be part of a 'turnkey' operation (site, building, architecture, 
equipment, work-flow and customer-service plans completely determined and 
installed by the franchisor) , with limited capital and prior experience, while 
having a very good chance of success. 106 
Analogous benefits applied to the Malaysia Mission and its indigenous workers. The 
mission benefitted from its indigenous workers' connections in the community, drive, 
and motivation to expand the mission. Indigenous workers benefitted from the Methodist 
"brand," ecclesial and educational models, financial and publishing resources, and 
training. Being appointed to a church built and equipped by the mission was quite similar 
to assuming a turnkey operation. 
tos Judd and Justis, Franchising, 6. 
toG Ibid., 5-6. 
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Use of the analogy of a franchise relationship is not meant to downplay the 
important motivating role of belief for indigenous workers. Certainly, the prime impetus 
for indigenous workers for the Malaysia Mission to undertake such work was their belief 
in the message of Christianity and Methodism in particular. Without that deep well of 
devotion, mission workers would have had no reason to perform the tireless work they 
did, especially when more remunerative secular work was available. There were, 
however, also tangible benefits to indigenous agents' decisions to operate as official 
workers of the Malaysia Message rather than strike out on their own. Official recognition 
by the Malaysia Mission legitimated indigenous workers' efforts. The Malaysia 
Mission's status as a well-connected, Western organization transferred to enhanced status 
for its workers as well. There were other advantages to being associated with the 
Methodist "brand name." Methodism's good reputation in many circles in Southeast 
Asia, especially when it came to schools, made it easier to attract students (and converts). 
Denominational loyalty, like brand loyalty, made it easier to gather congregants and 
students who had been Methodist in one location and then moved to another. Like 
secular franchisees, indigenous pastors and teachers gained access to training and skills 
development, mostly through the Jean Hamilton Training School, missionary supervision, 
and local quarterly and annual conferences. Pastors and teachers gained access to print 
resources from the AMP/MPH through their association with the MEC. Finally, and 
perhaps most significantly, they were able to benefit from the Malaysia Mission's 
financial resources for the construction of church and school buildings. 
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There were a number of benefits to the Malaysia Mission in recognizing local 
pastors and teachers who operated under the Methodist "brand name" but were directly 
supported by revenue from local congregations and schools and not by the mission. The 
mission was able to dramatically expand its workforce without significantly increasing its 
personnel costs. These additional workers were not just cheap, they were usually highly 
motivated to spread the gospel, and the Malaysia Mission was happy to profit from that 
enthusiasm. Indigenous pastors and teachers also provided the Malaysia Mission with 
better access to target populations, as pastors and teachers who shared the same linguistic 
and cultural background as their congregants and students were more effectively able to 
communicate the Methodist message to them than were Western missionaries. The 
cultural and linguistic sensitivity provided by indigenous leaders also made the Methodist 
approach to Chinese and Tamil populations more flexible. It was because of the work of 
Chinese and Tamil leaders that Western missionaries were able to claim, "Methodist 
methods are adjustable to all nations and conditions."107 
Since this "franchise system" provided benefits both to aspiring indigenous 
Christian leaders and the Malaysia Mission, it came to be heavily employed in both 
churches and schools. In churches, Chinese and Tamils were recognized as "local 
preachers," a designation that gave indigenous workers recognized leadership within 
local congregations but did not involve financial support by the Malaysia Mission. Local 
preachers were lay, un-ordained church members who were nonetheless given charge of 
congregations. Local preachers were also sometimes referred to as "supply pastors." In 
107 1903 WFMS Annual Report, 122-3. 
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many of these instances, local preachers received monetary contributions from their local 
congregations, though some also pursued avocational ministry without remuneration. 
The practice of using indigenous local preachers stretches back to the early days 
of the mission. Oldham had several unpaid European local preachers assisting him in the 
first years of the mission in Singapore. 108 As Chinese and Tamil work was added, unpaid 
Chinese and Tamil local preachers arose too. D. D. Moore wrote in the early 1890s in 
Penang, "I have worked side by side as often as possible with our Pastor-teacher and his 
band of young men."109 By 1895, Chinese, Tamil, and European local preachers were at 
work in Singapore, Penang, and Ipoh.110 The number of local preachers began to 
increase significantly, however, in 1903. Following this increase in the available labor 
force, the number of preaching stations listed by the Malaysia Mission began growing in 
1904. The number of local preachers and the number of preaching stations continued to 
increase dramatically and in tandem in the following years. 111 This pattern was 
especially noticeable in Sarawak, where the number of congregations increased greatly, 
while James and Mary Hoover remained the sole missionary couple in the area until 
1912. At the same time as the number of local preachers increased, there was an increase 
in rhetoric about the importance of local preachers in newspaper articles, conference 
108 Barclay, Widening Horizons, 1845-95,654. 
109 D. D. Moore to [unknown] , [n.d.], Missionary Files. 
11 0 1895 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 5. 
111 See lists in Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference. 
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minutes, and presiding elders' reports presented at conference. 112 Even in churches 
where a missionary was in charge, congregations had grown large enough by the early 
twentieth century to require strong and official indigenous leadership. Therefore, in some 
churches, local pastors served alongside missionaries. This arrangement occurred not 
only in Chinese and Tamil churches, but English churches such as the one in Kuala 
Lumpur. 113 Such arrangements were especially important when missionaries oversaw 
more than one church, when missionaries also had school responsibilities, or in times of 
transition between missionaries. In 1909, the balance between lay local preachers and 
ordained members of the Malaysia Annual Conference shifted again. 114 The number of 
indigenous local preachers and supply pastors decreased, and the number of ordained 
indigenous ministers increased. By 1909, several churches that had begun as new 
ventures by local preachers had proved successful enough in terms of membership and 
financial self-support to warrant the appointment of a regular ordained minister. 
Furthermore, the pool of potential indigenous candidates for ordained ministry had 
expanded. 
The Methodist school system in Southeast Asia consisted of two types of schools: 
larger flagship schools that were directly run by Western missionaries and smaller, local 
schools often run by indigenous teachers. Each of these schools was independent, though 
it was difficult for even the missionaries to remember that the schools were not all part of 
a centralized system. The Malaysia Message erroneously referred to "theM. E. Boys' 
11 2 See the Malaysia Message and Ibid. 
11 3 1907 ibid., 16. 
11 4 See 1909 and following Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference. 
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School at Penang, which is a branch of the Anglo-Chinese School in this city 
[Singapore]." 115 Instead of seeing the schools as branches of a central institution, the 
analogy of franchises is particularly apt here. Each school operated by the Malaysia 
Mission was its own entity, but the schools shared a similar identity and method of 
operation. Some schools were directly controlled by the mission; some were operated 
semi-autonomously by indigenous agents. This arrangement reflects what Jeffrey 
Bradach has referred to as the "plural form" of franchise management. 116 
Both types of schools employed indigenous teachers, but it is important to note 
that some schools had only indigenous teachers and no direct missionary supervision. 117 
In these schools, indigenous teachers were able to capitalize on the Methodist reputation 
for excellent schools by extending the "franchise" to new locations. These indigenous 
teachers were usually graduates of one of the big, flagship Methodist schools. 118 Their 
new schools shared an identity, curriculum, and educational objectives with the 
missionary-run schools. Most Methodist schools, especially those in the Straits 
Settlements and FMS, even shared the common name "Anglo-Chinese School."119 Such 
indigenous-run schools existed throughout the Methodist territory. To name just a 
portion of the total, there were Chinese schools in Nibong Tbal and Bukit Mertajam in 
115 Untitled article, Malaysia Message (Nov. 1891), 13. 
11 6 Bradach, Franchise Organizations, 2. 
117 The absence of direct missionary supervision is apparent from the lists of missionary and 
ministerial appointments in Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference. 
118 See, for instance, Malaysia Message (Sept. 1897), 139. 
11 9 This name was borrowed from the MEC' s Foochow Mission, where it was first used. See 
Robert, "The Methodist Struggle Over Higher Education in Fuzhou, China, 1877-1883." 
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Province Wellesley, Tamil schools in Kampar and Telok Anson in Perak, Chinese 
schools in West Borneo, and Chinese schools in Sumatra, all with native teachers in 
charge. 120 While many such schools were small, with dozens of students and a single 
teacher, some grew quite large, with hundreds of students and multiple teachers. 121 
Although Western missionaries preferred to remain in charge of the operations of 
the Malaysia Mission, they recognized that the work of the mission depended upon the 
activities of indigenous workers, both those directly paid by the mission and those 
operating as franchisees. John Denyes wrote, "For at least another generation there must 
be a few well-qualified Americans to serve as officers, to furnish initiative and to teach 
organization, but the great work of transformation must fall upon trained native 
workers." 122 Not only were indigenous workers better situated to reach fellow members 
of their linguistic and cultural groups, there were just too few missionaries with too many 
demands on their time to effectively carry out the outreach of the mission. George F. 
Pykett, for instance, reported of his schedule in 1907: 
As my own personal work I have taught classes every morning and some in the 
afternoon, and superintend and examined the work of the teachers in all the 
classes the remaining time of each day. I have preached every first Sunday of the 
month in the Tamil Church and administered the sacrament. Every first Sunday 
and other times as occasion has arisen I have taken the English service. On the 
second Sunday of each month I have preached in the Chinese Church, and 
administered the sacraments. I have visited Ayer Etam generally once or twice a 
month in the afternoon, and Relau occasionally, as it is very far and takes a lot of 
time to get there and back. I have taken the Malay service every Sunday when in 
town, I have visited Nibong Tebal and Parit Buntar the third Sunday of every 
month and Kulim almost every fourth Sunday of the month. I have visited Medan 
120 This list of schools is available in Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference. 
121 See statistics in ibid. 
122 Denyes, The Malaysia Mission of the Methodist Episcopal Church , 38 . 
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twice in the year. In addition to this I have held night classes, prayer meetinf:s, 
and taken the workers' meeting every Saturday morning, except when away. 23 
Pykett was only able to visit Ayer Etam, Nibong Tebal, Parit Buntar, and Kulim once a 
month and other places less often. It was the consistent efforts of indigenous leaders that 
kept Methodist work going in such places the majority of the time. 
Women empowered 
In addition to indigenous male leaders, the extension of the Methodist voluntary 
society into Southeast Asia also created new opportunities for women associated with the 
Malaysia Mission: missionary supporters, missionaries, church members, and students. 
The effects of contemporary economic and political globalization on women's 
empowerment have been hotly debated, with some scholars finding financial benefits for 
women from globalization, and others noting the persistence and even exacerbation of 
gender inequalities under globalization. 124 Both sides agree that globalization disrupts 
traditional patterns of gender relations, and in this disruption there are opportunities at 
least for individual women, if not women as a whole. 
Similar insights can be applied to the Malaysia Mission. Because it and other 
agents of globalization created new, unsettled, and fluid frontier spaces in turn-of-the-
century Malaysia, women were able to carve out roles for themselves that gave them 
123 1907 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 25. 
124 For an example of evidence that globalization benefits women economically, see Eric 
Neumayer, "Globalization and the Empowerment of Women: An Analysis of Spatial Dependence via 
Trade and Foreign Direct Investment," World Development 39, no. 7 (July 2011): 1065-1075. For an 
example of the discussions of the downsides and complexities of globalization for women's empowerment, 
see Carolyn M. Elliott, ed., Global Empowerment of Women: Responses to Globalization and Politicized 
Religions, Routledge research in gender and society 15 (New York: Routledge, 2008). 
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significant amounts of autonomy in their own actions and authority over other women 
and even men. Furthermore, the Malaysia Mission, along with Methodist women's 
missions more broadly, 125 was comrnited both to benefitting women as individuals and to 
the uplift of women as a whole. 
Before the Malaysia Mission began changing the role of women on the mission 
field, mission societies were already changing the role of women in the United States. 126 
The chance to operate as a mission supporter gave women new avenues in which to 
exercise their talents and exert leadership, an important form of individual empowerment. 
As Rosemary Skinner Keller has commented, "TheW. F. M.S. was created not only to 
liberate women in non-Christian lands from the bondage and insubordination to which 
custom and religion had subjected them, but to provide outlets for the energy, ability, and 
leadership of American women in missionary societies, since avenues were closed to 
them in the existing structures of the church." 127 Having an outlet for women's "energy, 
ability, and leadership" not only benefitted these women; it benefitted the mission of the 
church. Women were if anything more important than men in their support of missions, 
both in terms of money and time contributed, as they formed a significant source of 
support for the Missionary Society while running their own WFMS at the same time. 
125 For an account of this process in Methodist missions, see Chapter 3 of Robert, American 
Women in Mission. For an account of this process in Christian missions more broadly, see Helen Barrett 
Montgomery, Western Women in Eastern Lands: An Outline Study of Fifty Years of Woman's Work in 
Foreign Missions (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1910). 
126 Robert, American Women in Mission; Dana L. Robert, "The Influence of American Missionary 
Women on the World Back Home," Religion and American Culture 12, no. 1 (Winter 2002): 59-89. 
127 Rosemary Skinner Keller, "Creating a Sphere for Women: The Methodist Episcopal Church, 
1869-1906," in Perspectives on American Methodism: Interpretive Essays, ed. Russell E. Richey, Kenneth 
E. Rowe, and Jean Miller-Schmidt (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 1993), 336. 
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These observations about missions as an avenue to leadership for Methodist 
women are true not only in a general sense, but also when one looks specifically at those 
mission supporters who backed the Malaysia Mission. Perhaps no one demonstrates the 
possibilities better than Mary C. Nind. While Nind had always had a strong and forceful 
personality, her involvement with the cause of missions led to her transformation from 
Midwestern housewife to international leader, speaker, fundraiser, and supporter of 
missions. 128 She created a name and an identity for herself that was in no way dependent 
upon her husband; indeed, he labored to support her endeavors. 129 Mary Nind traveled 
tens of thousands of miles domestically and internationally for the sake of missions, often 
by herself. Nind was one of the first five female delegates elected to (but not seated at) 
the MEC's General Conference in 1888 and one of the first women seated at General 
Conference in 1904. 13° Furthermore, Nind's leadership was pivotal for the history of 
women' s work in Malaysia. She single-handedly assured the establishment of that work. 
In this manner, Nind was empowered in a way that benefitted herself and the Malaysia 
Mission. 
Nind may have been the most dramatic example of this process of the 
empowerment of female supporters of missions, but she was by no means the only one. 
Other Minneapolis Branch WFMS Corresponding Secretaries had the chance to make 
their voices heard on an international scale, like Mrs. Effie G. Lindsay, who was one of 
128 For more on this process, see Chapter 3. 
129 Nind, Mary Clarke Nind and Her Work, 32. 
130 Russell E. Richey, Kenneth E. Rowe, and Jean Miller-Schmidt, The Methodist Experience in 
America (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2010), 238, 282; Nind, Mary Clarke Nind and Her Work. 
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the small number of women appointed as an official delegate to the 1910 World 
Missionary Conference in Edinburgh. 131 Even women who never left their hometowns 
could still gain prestige and a sense of importance through their work on behalf of 
missions. The work of all these women was important to raising the money and 
recruiting the missionaries necessary to run the Malaysia Mission. 
If involvement with the Malaysia Mission was an empowering experience for 
female mission supporters, it was even more so for missionary women. The WFMS as a 
whole retained a rhetoric of subservience to the Missionary Society, in part the result of 
conflicts in 1881 and 1882 that threatened the dissolution of the WFMS.132 Nevertheless, 
in many cases, such words were merely rhetoric, as women often operated with 
substantial autonomy from male missionaries. Missionary women were given the 
opportunity to take charge of real work that they directed and that they saw as having real 
significance for the fate of converts' bodies, minds, and souls. 133 Such was certainly the 
case in Malaysia, where the women convened their own annual conference to determine 
the scope and shape of their work. As the Malaysia Message reported, "The 
Deaconesses, and the wives of missionaries connected with the Methodist Mission, have 
a separate Conference from the men, organise their own work, and disburse their own 
funds." 134 The women, not men, were in charge of women's work. 
131 Vol. IX World Missionary Conference, 1910, Report of Commission ... , 56-7. 
132 Barclay, Widening Horizons, 1845-95, 146. 
133 Dana Robert has argued that women's missionary work emphasized medicine, education, and 
evangelization as equally important aspects of mission (American Women in Mission, 160). 
134 Untitled article, Malaysia Message (March 1896), 60. 
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Women missionaries were able to lead in the mission field in part because they 
tended to be an educated bunch. Dana Robert has pointed out the significant percentage 
of WFMS missionaries who had post-secondary education and often teaching experience 
prior to their going out as missionaries. 135 In 1910, 63 percent of WFMS missionaries in 
all mission fields had at least some college education, an astoundingly high mark given 
the low rate of college education among women in the general U. S. population. 136 The 
biographies of women missionaries to Malaysia reveal a similar pattern: most were 
college graduates, having earned degrees from a range of often Methodist-run institutions 
such as Hamline University in Minnesota; the Chicago Training School for City, Home, 
and Foreign Missions; Whitman College in Washington; and the Winfield Hospital and 
Training School for Nurses in Kansas. 137 Many had served as teachers before becoming 
missionaries, and a few, like Lu Bird Hendee, had even been principals. 138 Experience 
teaching in the United States helped prepare women missionaries to teach in mission 
schools abroad, but having received an education prepared them for a variety of 
challenges in the mission field. 
WFMS missionaries and missionary wives were in change of several types of 
mission work. They ran all of the girls' schools in Malaysia, educating hundreds of 
135 Robert, American Women in Mission, 148-159. 
136 Nicholson, The College and the College Man in Foreign Missionary Achievement, 11. 
137 Mary Olson and Clara Martin attended Ham line University (Lindsay, Missionaries of the 
Minneapolis Branch, 44, 72). Mary Myers, Emily Early, and Ida Ellis attended the Chicago Training 
School (See miscellaneous and Buchanan correspondence in Missionary Files; Lindsay, Missionaries of the 
Minneapolis Branch). Eva Foster and Emma Ferris attended Whitman College (See Ferris correspondence 
in Minneapolis Branch, WFMS, "Minneapolis Branch - W.F.M.S. M.E. Church Records"). Delle Davis 
attended the Winfield Hospital and Training School (World- Wide Missions (Feb. 1912), 25). 
138 1909 WFMS Annual Report, 142. 
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students every year. They visited among Chinese and Tamil women. They formed 
women's moral reform groups, such as branches of the Woman 's Christian Temperance 
Union. 139 They wrote articles for and served as editors of the Malaysia Message. 140 
Women missionaries even occasionally had charge of churches, an opportunity rare in the 
United States, as the MEC did not ordain women, and un-ordained women were not 
allowed to be in charge of churches. 141 In addition to leading churches in Malaysia, 
women helped pioneer new work, including establishing churches. Emma Shellabear 
helped re-start an MEC church in Malacca and then arranged with A. B. Leonard to find 
money to build a church building. 142 Women also pioneered Methodist work in Taiping, 
starting both a girls' school and churches there. Indeed, for the entire period under study, 
a woman or women were the sole missionaries in Taiping and thus were in charge of all 
139 For more on women's moral reform and the WCTU, see Ian R. Tyrrell, Woman's 
World/Woman's Empire: The Woman's Christian Temperance Union in International Perspective, 1800-
1930 (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 1991). 
140 Both Eva Foster and Marie Oldham helped to edit the Malaysia Message . Foster's editorship is 
attested to in 1895 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 196, though her name was never listed as editor in the paper. 
Oldham's name was listed as co-editor from 1907 to 1909. 
141 For instance, Clara Martin was in charge of the Hokkien-Chinese Church in Penang, even 
though un-ordained. See Isham, Valorous Ventures, 342. Women were occasionally licensed to preach in 
the United States from early on, but women were not fully ordained in the MEC and its successor 
denominations in the United States until 1956. For a full history of women's leadership roles in the MEC, 
see Schmidt, Grace Sufficient; Keller, "Creating a Sphere for Women: The Methodist Episcopal Church, 
1869-1906." 
142 1904 WFMS Annual Report, 263; [A. B. Leonard] to E. F. Shellabear, 9/30/1907, Miss. Soc. 
Board Correspondence, Letterbook 181 , p. 696. 
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Methodist work there. 143 Ada Pugh was also the sole Methodist missionary in Malacca 
for a decade. 144 
Not only did missionary women end up in charge of Methodist work in situations 
where there were no men; they were able to exert authority even when men were present. 
Sometimes missionary wives took over when their husbands were incapacitated or 
absent. For instance, Mary Kelso answered C. C. Kelso's mail for him while he was sick 
in 1895, essentially functioning as Presiding Elder of the mission.145 Missionary wives 
supervised their own projects, which were often related to the work of their husbands but 
still under the women's control. Marie Oldham and Emma Ferris Shellabear supervised 
fundraising projects for new church construction in Penang and Malacca, respectively. 146 
In the case of Mary Carr Curtis, her husband W. E. Curtis's work was subordinated to her 
own. When she was asked to pioneer Methodist work in Taiping, he followed her there 
and took a government job to support her. 147 
The men of the Malaysia Mission thus recognized the importance of women 
missionaries and the work they did. For this reason, they were often eager to get the 
WFMS involved in new mission work pioneered by the men. The Malaysia Mission 
appealed to the WFMS in the United States for several years to take over women's work 
143 Women missionaries assigned to Taipeng included Ethel C. Jackson, Evelyn Toll, Thirza E. 
Bunce, and Luelle R. Anderson. See WFMS Annual Report. 
144 Doraisamy, The March of Methodism in Singapore and Malaysia, 1885-1980, 40. 
145 Mary Kelso to C. C. McCabe, 115/1895, Missionary Files. 
146 Corresponding Secretaries to Marie Oldham, 7/3111909, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, 
Letterbook 40, p. 384; [Leonard] to Shellabear, 9/30/1907, ibid., Letterbook 181, p. 696. 
147 Isham, Valorous Ventures, 337. 
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in Penang, finding that there was more to do than the missionaries ' wives could handle 
themselves. 148 When diagnosing in 1911 why Methodist work in West Borneo did not 
prosper as he had hoped it would, Abel Eklund concluded that one of the important 
factors was the lack of WFMS missionaries. 149 
Despite these opportunities for women, there were still limitations. Women were 
not ordained. Missionary wives were still listed as "Assistant Missionaries" in official 
correspondence rather than recognized as the full missionaries they were. 150 Although 
having their own conference provided women with a sphere within which to exert power 
and control over mission work, they were neither given the privileges of the floor at the 
men' s Annual Conference nor consistent representation on male-dominated mission 
committees until 1909. 151 Notwithstanding these and other ongoing limitations, however, 
the Malaysia Mission provided missionary women with real opportunities to wield 
power. Furthermore, as the men recognized, the mission depended upon women 
asserting power. Without the leadership and efforts of women, the Malaysia Mission 
would have been forced to leave indigenous women unevangelized, students untaught, 
territories unoccupied, and institutions unstaffed. The efforts of women missionaries 
were absolutely crucial to the functioning of the Malaysia Mission. 
In addition to the individual empowerment of Western women, involvement with 
the Malaysia Mission could lead to the empowerment of indigenous Chinese and Tamil 
148 Ibid. , 336-7. 
149 Abel Eklund, "West Borneo" Malaysia Message (Nov. 1911), 11. 
150 Methodist Episcopal Church, Missionary Files. 
151 1909 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 2-4. 
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women. By connecting to global Methodist power structures, these women were able to 
circumvent traditional power structures by appealing to something seen as more modern 
and with more universal validity. Such efforts were often conducted by and on behalf of 
individuals but also had the effect of changing Chinese and Tamil social norms relating to 
the role of women, an explicit goal of Methodist missionary work. 
Indigenous women's empowerment happened in several ways. In traditional 
Chinese and Tamil cultures, fathers had authority over their daughters until the time of 
their marriage. That authority included control over girls' activities and the power to 
dictate the details of such marriages. After marriage, wives were under the control of 
their husbands. Connection to the Malaysia Mission allowed Chinese and Tamil women 
to assert their desires against those of their fathers and husbands in several ways. Both 
education and conversion to Christianity allowed indigenous girls to cultivate their own 
preferences as distinct from those of their families. The support of missionaries 
encouraged indigenous girls when their preferences contradicted those of the male 
authorities in their lives. By relying on the support of missionaries, indigenous girls were 
occasionally able to defy their fathers' wishes. 
This defiance usually came in one of three forms. First, girls often wanted to 
continue to pursue education past the point at which their fathers were willing to support 
such education. Fathers, however, had the power to remove girls from school. Yet when 
missionaries exerted moral and social pressure on fathers, they were more likely to bend 
to the wishes of their daughters and allow them to remain in school. Thus it was that the 
WFMS could report as progress in 1908, "The parents, at best, have but little appreciation 
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of female education, but they are sending their girls younger and allowing them to remain 
longer in the schools." 152 When girls remained in school longer, it gave the Malaysia 
Mission more time to accomplish its goals of the conversion and uplift of women. 
Moreover, more time spent in school meant fewer children, leaving women with more 
time to devote to leadership tasks. 
School work and visitation work on the part of missionaries in Malaysia often led 
to indigenous women's conversion to Christianity, a common aspect of women's 
missions around the world. 153 Indeed, the Missionary Society confessed, "The girls' 
schools exercise a much more prominent influence toward Christianity than do the boy's 
[sic] schools."154 The desire to become a Christian and be baptized, however, was not 
always enough if women's fathers or husbands opposed it. Even in the face of familial 
opposition, connection to the Malaysia Mission reinforced women's right to choose their 
religious affiliation. In several cases, women persisted in their interest in Christianity 
despite resistance from family members. In at least one instance that persistence paid off. 
Salome Fox related: 
A married woman whom I know has for two years been wanting to be baptised, 
but her husband objects and would not permit any Christian teaching. She asked 
me to pray for him, and said she was praying too. Not long ago she told me her 
husband had been to a Christian meeting and was interested. Her son is also 
152 1908 WFMS Annual Report, 129. 
153 Robert, American Women in Mission ; R. Pierce Beaver, American Protestant Women in World 
Mission: A History of the First Feminist Movement in North America (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1980). 
154 1900 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 233. 
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anxious to be baptised, so I am hoping that she will be baptised soon, and that the 
others will come forward also. 155 
In this case, the woman not only maintained control over her own religious identity, she 
was ultimately able to influence the religious identity of her husband and son. 
Another way in which women were able to resist the influences of their families 
was in the arena of marriage choices. A number of stories are preserved of instances in 
which girls in Methodist boarding schools or day schools successfully avoided the 
marriage plans their fathers had made for them. 156 In some instances, the father wanted 
the girls to marry non-Christian men, and they opted to marry Christian men instead. In 
other instances, the girls preferred to remain single, a revolutionary choice given then-
current social norms. In either case, association with the Malaysia Mission yielded 
women whose marriage situation left them better able to conduct their own work for the 
mission. 
The next area in which the Malaysia Mission achieved the empowerment of 
indigenous women was education. As Dana Robert has so cogently argued, education 
was one of the main pillars of the missiological framework of "Woman's Work for 
Woman" employed by the WFMS. As she explains, "The woman's missionary 
movement was founded by women who believed that education was the key to the social 
betterment of women around the world, and the commitment of the women's boards to 
education for women and children remained solid and fruitful well into the twentieth 
155 1910 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference , 74. 
156 See, for instance, 1900 ibid ., 49; 1915 ibid., 106. 
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century." 157 Given the strong emphasis placed on education in all its forms in the 
Malaysia Mission, it is not surprising to find that missionary women made numerous 
efforts to educate indigenous women. The majority of those efforts occurred in girls' 
schools, but especially in the early years of the mission, women missionaries also 
educated students in their homes. Furthermore, Bible women gathered groups of other 
indigenous women and taught them how to read. 
Such efforts at educating women challenged the traditional limitations placed on 
the role of women. Especially in traditional Chinese culture, women were excluded from 
education. 158 By questioning that assumption, Methodist missionaries affirmed the worth 
of women. Furthermore, because the majority of Methodist educational activities took 
place outside the home, missionary educational enterprises fought against Chinese 
cultural restrictions on the extent to which women were allowed beyond the walls of their 
homes. Education also gave indigenous women access to new information about gender 
relations in other cultures that they could use to challenge traditional conceptions about 
gender roles in their cultures. Even though Baba Chinese women were often taught to 
read Baba Malay rather than English and thus did not gain access to the full range of 
Western ideas on gender, the art of reading still placed them in contact with new and 
potentially disruptive ideas. Tamils were initially more receptive to the idea of girl s' 
education than the Chinese, but schooling helped improve women' s standing within that 
157 Robert, American Women in Mission, 177. 
158 Sally Borthwick, Education and Social Change in China: The Beginnings of the Modern Era 
(Stanford, CA: Hoover Institution Press, 1983), 114. 
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culture too as English-language education exposed them to Western gender norms that 
critiqued the gender norms of their own society. 159 
In addition to the benefits education provided vis-a-vis women's roles in Chinese 
and Tamil cultures, it also provided economic benefits. Women at the girls' schools, 
boarding schools, and the Alexandra Home for Destitute Women in Penang all learned 
skills that contributed to their ability to be financially self-supporting. 160 All Methodist 
girls ' schools taught sewing. Girls at the Deaconess Home in Singapore had the 
opportunity to learn dress-making and typing in 1897.161 Mary Hoover taught nursing, 
simple medicine, and kindergarten teaching methods to girls in Sarawak. 162 The women 
at Alexandra Home for Destitute Women in Penang sold eggs and poultry.163 All of these 
endeavors contributed to women's ability to find paying work outside the home. The 
ability to provide for themselves financially made women less dependent upon traditional 
male sources of power and support. It also correlated with the shift towards a cash 
economy accompanying global capitalism. 
Education also opened up the opportunity to become teachers, WFMS assistants, 
teachers' wives, pastors' wives, and Bible women (indigenous women who taught the 
Bible and reading to other women). This opportunity provided Chinese, Tamil, and 
159 This greater receptivity is demonstrated, for instance, in the amount of financial support offered 
by the Tamil community to start the Tamil Girls ' School. See Doraisamy, The March of Methodism in 
Singapore and Malaysia, 1885-1980, 11. 
160 1904 WFMS Annual Report, 73 . 
161 1898 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 38. 
162 Cartwright, Tuan Hoover of Borneo, 107-8. 
163 1904 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 73. 
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Eurasian women associated with the Malaysia Mission additional chances to exercise 
power and authority. 164 Each of these roles gave indigenous women the opportunity to 
have real responsibilities and real influence within the broader Methodist work. Indeed, 
Hwa Yung and Robert Hunt have argued that because Bible woman was a clearly defined 
role within the Malaysia Mission open only to Chinese and Tamil women, it was actually 
easier for indigenous women to assert themselves than it was for indigenous men. 165 
The mission benefitted from this process of female education too. The schools 
gave to the Malaysia Mission some of their best indigenous women workers. After the 
first wave of Eurasian WFMS assistants, most of the indigenous teachers in the mission 
schools were graduates of those schools. One particularly capable student at Methodist 
Girls ' School passed the Cambridge Senior exam in 1915. After that, missionaries 
reported, she "is now taking a teacher's training course at the Government school. She is 
in charge of one of the Nind Home dormitories, helps Miss Blackmore with accounts, 
teaches in Sunday school, and is vice-president of the Baba Chinese Epworth League." 166 
Other women educated by the Malaysia Mission married teachers and pastors and helped 
in their ministries. Mrs. Mary G. Paul took control of the Anglo-Chinese School in Telok 
Anson in 1905 and initiated a successful reform campaign there. 167 Graduates of the 
Bible Woman's Training School worked for the mission as Bible women. Mrs. Kwan 
164 Chinese, Tamil, and Eurasians worked as teachers. Most WFMS assistants were Eurasian. All 
Bible women and most pastors ' and teachers' wives were Chinese and Tamil. 
165 Hwa and Hunt, "The Methodist Church," 164. 
166 1915 WFMS Annual Report, 152. 
167 1906 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 28. 
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See Nai began a 40-year career as a Bible woman in 1903. During her service, she 
assisted Western missionaries and Chinese pastors in Singapore, Penang, Malacca, 
Seremban, and Ipoh.168 The remarkable story of the unnamed Chinese Bible woman 
from Penang that begins this chapter is yet another example of outstanding service. 
Ultimately, though, the most important advantage for the Malaysia Mission in 
empowering indigenous women as Bible women, teachers, and other workers was not the 
individual bright lights of the leaders. It was the converts these leaders made who 
ultimately made the biggest impact in terms of building up the church. As indicated 
above, girls ' schools were a good source of members for the Malaysia Mission. The 
members of the Malay-speaking Middle Road Church in Singapore came mainly from 
Sophia Blackmore's boarding school. 169 Because the Chinese and Tamil populations of 
the Straits Settlements and FMS were made up of so many transient males, the 
conversion of Chinese and Tamil women to Christianity played a key role in the 
mission's objective of creating stable Christian communities in Malaysia. 170 Marriage 
was thought to make men less mobile, and families also produced future generations of 
Christian believers. Furthermore, the creation of "Christian families" was seen as a 
missiological goal in itself. 171 
168 Lau, From Mission to Church , 47. 
169 B. F. West to J. 0 . Peck, 1894?, Missionary Files . 
170 See, for instance, William Shellabear, "How to Secure Permanent Native Preachers and Bible 
Women" Malaysia Message (Sept. 1904), 112. 
171 See, for instance, Robert, American Women in Mission; Hunter, The Gospel of Gentility; Char 
Miller, "Domesticity Abroad: Work and Family in the Sandwich Islands Mission, 1820-1840," in Role of 
the American Board in the World: Bicentennial Reflections on the Organization 's Missionary Work, 1810-
2010, ed. Clifford Putney and Paul T . Burlin (Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock Publishers, 2012). 
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Indigenous women workers were necessary to obtain indigenous conversions 
because they had better access to that segment of the population in the same way that 
indigenous men provided access to new population groups under the franchise system. In 
fact, indigenous assistants were doing the vast majority of the house-to-house evangelism 
among women in Singapore in 1906 while Western missionaries concentrated on 
teaching in schools. 172 Missionaries regarded this as a more fruitful division of labor. 
Hence, indigenous female workers and church members were both essential to the growth 
of the Malaysia Mission, a process which in tum benefitted other women. 
Knowledge is power 
The above section indicates the way in which education could provide a path to 
new economic and leadership opportunities for women. The same was true for men as 
well. Education and other forms of access to Western knowledge provided Chinese and 
Tamil men with social respectability and economic opportunity that gave those educated 
in Methodist mission schools greater prominence in Malaysian society. While such 
education did have systemic effects on Malaysian society, 173 the process of educational 
empowerment was an individual one. In the same way that scholars have noted the 
economic and psychological benefits for individuals with marketable skills in the 
contemporary global economy (even as globalization has depressed wages for unskilled 
172 1906 WFMS Annual Report, 149. 
173 These effects include the creation of a middle class, the promotion of English as a lingua 
franca, and the political integration of disparate ethnic groups. For a greater examination of the role of 
education in shaping Malaysian society, see Andaya and Andaya, A History of Malaysia , 226-243. 
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workers), 174 so too Methodist education imparted skills that facilitated individual success 
in the emerging, globally-connected capitalist economy of tum-of-the-century Malaysia. 
At the same time as education benefitted individuals associated with the mission, control 
over its school system gave the Malaysia Mission more power within Malaysian society 
as well. 
Education was central to Methodist missiological approaches not just in Malaysia, 
but throughout Asia and the rest of the world. There was a significant overlap between 
supporters of early Methodist missions (especially in Asia) and supporters of early 
Methodist institutions of higher education. 175 Moreover, the great majority of the 
American missionaries sent out by the MEC had a college education, remarkable in a 
time when only a small minority of the US population had a college degree. 176 Methodist 
missionaries and their supporters believed in education as one dimension of the Wesleyan 
process of personal growth even before the first missionaries sailed. These experiences 
with education in America were translated overseas. Starting schools was one of the first 
projects undertaken by the initial Methodist missionaries in China and India. 177 
174 See, for instance, Michael Wallace, Gordon Gauchat, and AndrewS. Fullerton, "Globalization, 
Labor Market Transformation, and Metropolitan Earnings Inequality," Social Science Research 40, no. 1 
(January 2011): 15-36; Zohal Hessami, "Globalization's Winners and Losers--Evidence from Life 
Satisfaction Data, 1975-2001," Economics Letters 112, no . 3 (September 2011): 250-253. 
175 Wilbur Fisk, Stephen Olin, and Nathan Bangs were all early mission supporters and all 
president of Wesleyan University at one time. Dickinson College also had extensive early ties to foreign 
missions in the MEC. 
176 In the period from November 1904 to October 1909, 59 percent of MEC missionaries had a 
college degree. Fewer than 1 in 5 had no college or training school experience. See Nicholson, The 
College and the College Man in Foreign Missionary Achievement, 12. 
177 Starting schools was part of the mandate given by the Missionary Society to Judson Collins and 
Moses White. See Eddy Lucius Ford, The History of the Educational Work of the Methodist Episcopal 
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Malaysia followed suit. From a beginning consisting of the Singapore Anglo-
Chinese School with Oldham as the sole teacher in March of 1886, the school work of the 
mission increased to 16 schools with 46 teachers in 1895, 19 schools with 101 teachers in 
1905, and finally 61 schools with 295 teachers in 1915. 178 In fact, demand for Methodist 
schools in Malaysia grew so rapidly that it was hard to expand fast enough to meet that 
demand. In 1903, for instance, despite an enrollment of 800 students at ACS, Singapore, 
250 potential scholars had to be turned away. 179 The size of this educational enterprise 
demanded a significant amount of labor. Mention has already been made above of the 
important work done by indigenous teachers. Most missionaries too had some sort of 
teaching responsibilities. In 1915, out of the Western male missionaries, only two did not 
have school-related responsibilities; six out of seven Tamil male missionaries had 
teaching responsibilities too, though none of the Chinese missionaries did. 180 The women 
were almost as involved; about 80 percent of them had teaching responsibilities .181 
The size of this educational system made the Malaysia Mission one of the biggest 
purveyors of Western education in Malaysia at the tum of the twentieth century. Ho 
Church in China: A Study of Its Development and Present Trends (Foochow: Christian Herald Mission 
Press, 1938), 12. 
178 See 1895 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 26; 1905 ibid., 57; 1915 ibid ., 86. 
179 A. J. Amery to B. Waugh, 11/9/1903, Missionary Files. 
180 These two Western male missionaries without teaching responsibilities were Leonard Oechsli, 
pastor of Wesley MEC in Singapore, and W. T. Cherry, agent of the Methodist Publishing House. Edward 
Isaac was the only Tamil without teaching responsibilities. See 1915 Official Minutes of the Malaysia 
Conference, ix-xii. While the Malaysia Mission regularly used Tamils pastor s as teachers, it seldom 
employed Chinese pastors in the same capacity, though there were unordained Chinese who served as 
teachers. 
181 1915 ibid. , xiii-xiv. 
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Seng Ong reports that in 1914, three quarters of the boys learning English in the Straits 
Settlements and FMS were learning it from Methodist schools. 182 The size of the 
Malaysia Mission's educational endeavors is even larger if one considers the literacy 
training and other forms of instruction provided by its Sunday Schools and churches. 
Moreover, the Chinese and Tamils taught by the Malaysia Mission often lacked the 
economic resources that would have provided access to traditional forms of education in 
their homelands. Education from the Malaysia Mission in one form or another proved to 
be an avenue to social advancement for many poor Chinese and Tamils. John Denyes 
explained, "The inevitable outcome of this policy [of teaching Christians to read] is that 
while many of the converts come from the poor and illiterate classes, in a comparatively 
short time the whole social order is overturned, and the Christians become the educated 
and well-to-do people of the community." 183 Mission education reshaped the power 
dynamics of traditional Chinese and Tamil cultures by offering access to Western 
education. At the same time, this education allowed Chinese and Tamils to participate in 
and contribute to various global religious, economic, and political systems. 
Traditional education had long served as a path to individual power and prestige 
within Chinese and Indian societies. Especially in Chinese society, the educated literati 
held venerated positions within the social structure. Education opened the door to 
government positions, economic opportunities, and social advancement. 184 Yet for the 
182 Federation of Malaya, Official Year Book, 1962, p. 346, quoted in Ho, Methodist Schools in 
Malaysia. 
183 Denyes, The Malaysia Mission of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 34. 
184 Borthwick, Education and Social Change in China, 26-7. 
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most part, traditional Chinese education was unavailable in Malaysia at the end of the 
nineteenth century. 185 The Chinese were culturally prepared to look upon those who had 
education as being of higher social status, but the form of education most readily 
available in Malaysia was Western education. Therefore, Chinese reverence for the 
educated was extended to those who had received a Western education. 
That reverence was reinforced by the economic benefits of such an education. 
Some scholars have argued that the British middle class was created in large part by the 
Methodist emphasis on hard work and thrift. 186 If that is true, then it is not too much to 
claim that in Singapore and Malaysia, the middle class was created in large part by 
Methodist education. 187 Methodist education provided students with the new skills 
required to succeed in an economic environment that was changing under the effects of 
integration into the global, capitalist system. 
The curriculum taught by the Malaysia Mission varied somewhat from school to 
school, but there were commonalities throughout the mission. The core curriculum was a 
classic, Western, academic one. The British Cambridge Examination system was 
common throughout the Methodist school system in Southeast Asia. Although most of 
the teachers were American and not British, the Straits Settlements' and FMS' status as 
British colonies and the subsequent stipulations tied to school funding from the Straits 
Settlements and FMS governments ensured that the structure of the curriculum owed 
185 Jean DeBernardi, Rites of Belonging: Memory, Modernity, and Identity in a Malaysian Chinese 
Community (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2004), 23. 
186 See, most famously, Thompson, The Making of the English Working Class. 
187 Robbie Goh also makes this argument in Sparks of Grace. 
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more to Britain than America. The Girls' Anglo-Chinese School in Penang, to cite just 
one instance, was intentionally modeled on a British girls' school. 188 
English language instruction was the first important skill Methodist schools 
imparted. Since the British administered the Straits Settlements and FMS and controlled 
most of the trade in these colonies and Sarawak, there was a significant incentive for 
anyone who wanted to interact with the government or participate in international trade to 
learn English. Some Tamils had previous experience with English in India or Ceylon. 
The Chinese, however, were less likely to know English and found themselves at a 
particular disadvantage in trading relationships if they did not speak the language of 
trade, a realization many Chinese had even before immigrating to Southeast Asia. 189 
Being skilled in the English language helped prepare students for jobs as clerks in 
businesses and scribes for the government, the latter a position that attracted mainly 
Tamils. There was even an economic advantage to learning English for Christian 
students who desired to serve the Malaysia Mission as pastors. Indigenous pastors who 
had passed Standard Seven in school and could lead a worship service in English were 
paid more than those unfamiliar with the language. 190 
While English instruction had perhaps the premier spot among the subjects, a 
variety of other fields were covered as well. Chinese dialects, Tamil, and Malay were 
taught occasionally, usually by indigenous teachers who spoke those languages as their 
native tongue. The curriculum for the Junior Cambridge Class at the Singapore Anglo-
188 Untitled article, Malaysia Message (November 1891), 13. 
189 Cleverley, The Schooling of China, 32. 
190 See "Commitee on Scale of Salaries," 1906 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 45-6. 
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Chinese School in 1912 included the following required subjects: writing from dictation, 
arithmetic, religious knowledge, English composition on set subjects, Shakespeare, 
grammar, English history, European and Asian geography. Students had to choose an 
additional class from among algebra, plain geometry, and Latin. Physics (covering either 
heat or sound and light), physiology and hygiene, physical geometry, bookkeeping, 
shorthand, drawing, and French were all optional classes. The curriculum for the Senior 
Cambridge Classes was sirnilar. 191 Even the Jean Hamilton Training School for 
indigenous pastors and preachers taught a range of secular subjects including "Chinese 
characters, Romanized Chinese, Writing, Arithmetic, Music, Geography and 
Physiology." 192 Such subjects were not only presented in the schools but reinforced 
through the Anglo-Chinese School Magazine, which published articles about local and 
international news, the latest literary publications, scientific information, religious items, 
cultural descriptions, and reports on educational practices around the world. 193 In 
describing the curriculum of the Methodist Girls' School in Kuala Lumpur, Ho Seng Ong 
wrote that it sought to "extend into the field of sports and other extra mural activities. 
Besides the basic three 'Rs', therefore, the school curricula were expanded and eventually 
came to include Dictation, Scripture, Hygiene and Needlework." 194 Music was also a 
popular subject at the Methodist Girls' School in Kuala Lumpur and elsewhere. 195 Sports 
19 1 Singapore Anglo-Chinese School, "1912 Oldham Hall and ACS Prospectus." 
192 1899 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 20. 
193 See The Anglo-Chinese School Magazine (1899-1906). 
194 Ho, Methodist Schools in Malaysia , 401. 
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and physical education began to be introduced in several schools in the early twentieth 
century. 196 
In addition to academics, music, and sports, the schools of the Malaysia Mission 
provided students training in a variety of practical skills of benefit in the modern 
capitalist economy developing in Malaysia. Several of the Anglo-Chinese Schools taught 
typing, shorthand, telegraphy, stenography, and bookkeeping. These subjects prepared 
students to work as clerks for the rapidly expanding and modernizing businesses and 
government sectors. The demand for such skills was at times so high that, in 1913 for 
instance, businesses were hiring bookkeepers and shorthand typists out of the 
Commercial Department of ACS, Singapore, before they could even graduate. 197 The 
demand for these skills crossed national boundaries as well. When a non-Methodist 
Mandarin-language school opened in Penang in 1906, there was discussion of creating a 
joint program with the Methodist-run ACS, Penang, to prepare students to serve as 
government officials in China. 198 The Malaysia Mission recognized the importance of 
the business skills it imparted and tried to develop its curriculum accordingly. ACS, 
Singapore, started night classes for clerical workers in 1894: 
66. 
To meet the end of young men who are engaged in business during the day and 
who desire to continue their education, night classes have been organised in the 
Anglo-Chinese School. Special attention is given to the study of English, 
195 1896 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 36; 1902 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 83 . 
196 Ho, Methodist Schools in Malaysia, 401-3; 1901 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 
197 1913 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 41. 
198 1906 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 288. The records do not indicate that such a plan was ever put 
into practice. 
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including composition, essay and business letter writing, and reading the English 
classics. Book-keeping is taught, and a class is to be organised in advanced 
arithmetic, including stocks, exchan~e and mensuration. Other special subjects 
will be taken up from time to time. 19 
George Pykett identified teachers who were able to teach business skills as the key 
competitive edge for ACS, Penang, over other schools in Penang?00 
Beyond clerical training in its schools, the Malaysia Mission provided useful job 
skills to others as well. Mention has already been made of the economic opportunities 
provided to women through Methodist education. Missionaries began to teach industrial 
skills to male orphans at the Singapore Orphanage and Training School in 1894, though 
that institution closed two years after those plans were implemented.201 The AMP/MPH 
preferred to hire experienced workers, but they were willing to train employees as well, 
thereby imparting to them valuable trade skills. In Sibu, Sarawak, James and Mary 
Hoover and Charles and Delle Davis shared with Chinese settlers new seeds, new crops, 
and new farming techniques that made the Chinese more economically successful 
farmers. 202 The missionaries also introduced new machinery and new forms of 
transportation, which allowed church members to form businesses using these new pieces 
of machinery. In this way, gasoline launches and rice hulling machines became the basis 
of successful Chinese business endeavors in Sarawak. 
199 Untitled article, Malaysia Message (Dec. 1894), 26. 
200 1904 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 265 . 
20 1 1894 ibid., 194; 1896 ibid., 186. 
202 For more on new farming technology introduced to Sarawak, see Chapter 4. 
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All of these forms of educational and economic improvement made available 
through Methodist education created a new English-speaking Chinese and Tamil elite in 
greater Malaysia out of those who were able to gain skills prized in the emerging global 
capitalist economy. John Chin sees English education as having split the Chinese 
community in Sarawak in two, with those who had access to it becoming more successful 
than those who had traditional Chinese education.203 The editor of the Malaysia Message 
noted in 1909 the tendency of English-language education to reshape Chinese identity: 
The tendency, however, appears to be for the school boys to class themselves as 
Babas, no matter what their mother-tongue may be, or whether they were actually 
born in China or the Straits, and the Chinese language is almost wholly neglected 
in the eager pursuit of an English education. In this way the English schools have 
a tendency to separate from their own people any boys of the immigrant class who 
become students .204 
By identifying as Babas, immigrant Chinese boys were marking themselves as social 
aspirants, as the Babas were the economically and politically dominant group of Chinese 
in the Straits Settlements. While that process of re-identification as Baba may have 
involved losses in terms of connection to students' Chinese ethnic heritage, it enabled 
potential gains in economic and social power by rising through the ladder of Malaysian 
society. 
Not only did the student benefit in worldly ways from Methodist education, as the 
gatekeeper to Western knowledge, the Malaysia Mission gained secular power itself. 
Because Methodist missionaries ran a successful school system, they were able to 
command respect and an audience for their religious ideas from individuals who would 
203 Chin, The Sarawak Chinese, 90-2. 
204 Untitled article, Malaysia Message (Oct. 1909), 2. 
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not have acknowledged them otherwise. In a letter from 1889, William Oldham wrote of 
the social access that the Anglo-Chinese School provided: 
The influence of this school is very marked. Nothing like it has ever been seen 
here and we find that our school work opens our way in every other direction. 
Merchants and officials are astonished to see how influential we are in Chinese 
circles. The children of nearly all the leading Chinamen [sic] of this part are in 
our school. . . . I gain access through their sons to men I could never dream of 
h. h . 205 reac mg ot erw1se. 
Oldham later wrote about the geographic access offered by the school system of the 
Malaysia Mission. He wrote, "[O]ur entry into the Island of Sumatra is the direct result 
of our school system. "206 Education opened doors for the mission just as it did for 
students. 
European colonialism was certainly an important force reshaping power relations 
among and within countries around the globe at the turn of the twentieth century. The 
"scramble for empire" involved European conquest and appropriation of political power 
in most of the world. Such was the case in Malaysia, and the advent of British and Dutch 
colonialism did present some advantages to the Malaysia Mission in terms of geographic 
access and educational subsidies. 
Yet the reconfiguration of power underway in the region cannot be reduced solely 
to colonialism nor to the accrual of power in the hands of Westerners. Moreover, even 
though the Malaysia Mission operated at the same time as the impact of colonial and 
205 W. F. Oldham to J. 0 . Peck, June 19; 1889, Missionary Files. 
206 Oldham, Malaysia: Nature 's Wonderland, 48. 
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capitalist power structures, it is not reducible to either of the two. While the Malaysia 
Mission helped connect many to colonial and capitalist power structures, for others, their 
new chances to exert power came mainly or even entirely within the Methodist system 
itself. The Malaysia Mission was able to function as its own power structure independent 
of colonial governments, flourishing as a voluntary organization in the political space of 
civil society. 
Moreover, the Malaysia Mission existed not primarily for the extension of 
Western control over Malaysian people, though that was one of its effects, but to define 
roles and responsibilities in the regulation of religious power and the execution of 
religious duties. These roles and responsibilities included places for Westerns and Asians 
alike. The Malaysia Mission, like other globalizing forces, simultaneously accrued 
power to the Westerners overseeing the enterprise and the indigenous workers actually 
operating it. While Westerners remained in most positions of higher authority, the 
chance to exert formal authority in the system represented an opportunity for Asians (and 
Western women) previously excluded from their indigenous power structures. In this 
way, the Malaysia Mission provided a path toward individual liberation, even as it 
neglected or negatively impacted collective freedom struggles based on ethnic, class, or 
other revolutionary consciousness. By so doing, the Malaysia Mission participated in the 
redistribution of power toward skilled individuals connected to transnational 
organizations characteristic of globalization more broadly. Moreover, the mission was 
able to do so because it was itself a global power structure. 
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Chapter 6: Information & Ideologies 
On August 23, 1904, StephenS. Myrick wrote an article about Malaysia for the 
Richmond Daily Palladium of Richmond, IN. At the time Myrick was a former 
missionary for the Malaysia Mission, having been dismissed earlier in the year "because 
he failed to succeed" and because of "doctrinal unsoundness," probably in the form of 
Episcopalian leanings. 1 Despite Myrick's troubles with the mission, there was a market 
for interesting information about foreign places, even in America's heartland, which led 
to his article. Someone from Richmond, however, clipped that article and mailed it toW. 
T. Cherry, editor of the Malaysia Message in Singapore. Cherry, concerned that Myrick 
was misrepresenting himself as a representative of the Malaysia Mission and as an MEC 
clergyman in good standing, passed the article along to Missionary Society 
Corresponding Secretary A. B. Leonard in New York. Leonard then closed the loop by 
writing to the local MEC minister in Richmond, Rev. Madison Swadener, to ensure that 
Swadener was aware of Myrick's situation.2 Through newspapers and letters, 
information that helped the Malaysia Mission manage its personnel, enforce its doctrinal 
standards, and thereby disseminate its ideologies traveled halfway around the world and 
back, going from Richmond to Singapore to New York and then returning to Richmond. 
1 The quote comes from A. B. Leonard toM. Swadener, 11/18/1904, Miss. Soc. Board 
Correspondence, Letterbook 178, 204. For evidence of Myrick's Episcopalian leanings, see S. S. Myrick 
to A. B. Leonard, 3/4/1901 , Missionary Files . 
2 A. B. Leonard toM. Swadener, 11118/1904, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 178, 
p. 204. 
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Such a journey may seem remarkable, but what is truly remarkable is how 
mundane such intercontinental communication was for the Malaysia Mission. Just as 
secular global communication means such as mail, telegraphs, newspapers, and books 
passed information and accompanying ideologies around the world, often in the 
developing global lingua franca of English, so too the Malaysia Mission served as a 
communication network. Through letters, newspapers, reports, books, and face-to-face 
conversations, the mission distributed information toward a number of ends. For both 
secular and Methodist communication networks, control of content was limited and used 
to promote particular ideologies. The mission used information about Malaysia and its 
people to shape mission supporters' understanding of the region in an effort to justify its 
expansion in the region. Through these same means of communication, the mission also 
shared religious news back and forth across the globe, news that served to create and 
reinforce Methodist and Protestant identities. The information exchange carried out by 
the Malaysia Mission was all ultimately in the interest of disseminating theological and 
moral ideals to Malaysia while simultaneously reinforcing these theological and moral 
ideals in the United States and other nations supporting the mission. In all of these ways, 
the Malaysia Mission contributed to the globalization of both information and ideologies. 
Global communication technologies 
Globalization is predicated in large part upon fast communication. In modern 
times, such communication happens electronically, through the internet and instantaneous 
phone conversations. In the nineteenth century, communication was not yet 
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instantaneous, but new technologies and new international systems sped up 
communication substantially, facilitating a new level of global interconnectivity through 
mail, the telegraph, newspapers, and books. Gordon Winder has suggested that much of 
the acceleration in communication speed from the nineteenth to the early twentieth 
centuries had already happened by 1881.3 
The extension of these global communication networks was not, however, a 
neutral thing. Patterns of extension and means of access were limited based on the 
ideological interests of those controlling the means of communication. Most of those in 
control of these communication technologies were Westerners, though there was a split 
between capitalist and imperialist interests among Westerners. These ideological 
interests resulted in global communication systems with uneven geographic extension 
that privileged certain types of news from certain places delivered through certain 
media.4 Such privilege could not be reduced to the effects of imperialism, as George 
Winder has shown for Reuters, but rather reflected the inequalities of other forms of 
global connections. International news conglomerates promoted news associated with 
cities that were global in many ways beyond mere imperial connections.5 
Access to these communication systems was also unequal. Mail was a relatively 
democratic means of communication because of its comparatively low cost and the 
3 Gordon M. Winder, "London ' s Global Reach?: Reuters News and Network, 1865, 1881, and 
1914," Journal of World History 20, no. 2 (June 2010): 274. 
4 John B. Thompson, "The Globalization of Communication," in The Global Transformations 
Reader: An Introduction to the Globalization Debate, ed. David Held and Anthony McGrew, 2nd ed. 
(Malden, MA: Polity Press, 2003), 246--259. 
5 Winder, "London's Global Reach?: Reuters News and Network, 1865, 1881 , and 1914." 
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existence of mail service in many countries around the world. On the other hand, 
because of the high price of sending telegraphs and the Western origins of that 
technology, moneyed capitalist and imperial interests made greater use of telegraphs. 
Printing technology was beyond the financial ability of most individuals, but costs were 
low enough and the technology widely available enough that books and especially 
newspapers could be published by a variety of actors. News collection, however, could 
be more expensive, and thus most international news was delivered by five major 
commercial news syndicates.6 Such inequalities of access, of course, helped produce 
inequalities of content. Book publishing was less accessible than newspaper printing, but 
more diversified than international news collection. Yet despite these inequalities of 
access, developments in all these media changed how people communicated at the tum of 
the century. 
One way in which communication became quicker was an old technology, indeed 
one of the oldest: mail. Although the sending and receiving of letters had been around 
almost since the beginning of writing, new transportation technologies and new 
international agreements increased the speed and range of mail delivery.7 Using the 
railroads that came to span the country, by the end of the nineteenth century, mail 
delivery within the United States had achieved modem speeds. 8 Letters took two or three 
6 Thompson, "The Globalization of Communication," 249. 
7 For a complete history of mail in the United States, see Carl H. Scheele, A Short History of the 
Mail Service (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1970); for a complete history of mail, 
including international mail, in the United Kingdom, see Duncan Campbell-Smith, Masters of the Post: The 
Authorized History of the Royal Mail (London: Allen Lane, 2011). 
8 Scheele, A Short History of the Mail Service. 
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days to be shipped from anywhere in the country to anywhere else in the country, a speed 
regular mail has still not exceeded.9 New forms of mail were added in the late 1800s too: 
domestic money orders in the United States began in May of 1864, and postcards were 
authorized in June of 1872. 10 This latter innovation, which made communication by mail 
much cheaper and therefore available to more people, proved to be extremely popular. 11 
By 1900, Americans alone were sending 272,550,000 postcards a year. 12 
International mail had become much quicker and easier as well, in part through 
faster technology and in part through greater cooperation. Before the nineteenth century, 
there was no system of international mail. Starting in the early nineteenth century, 
countries began to sign bilateral treaties for reciprocal mail delivery, and in 1874, the 
Universal Postal Union was created to facilitate mutual delivery among a quickly-
expanding number of countries. 13 The international postal conference that gave rise to 
the Universal Postal Union also established common postal rates across borders. While 
the Universal Postal Union began as a primarily European body, it expanded to include 
countries around the world. This new level of cooperation and the same steamship and 
locomotive transportation that made shipping faster made mail much faster as well. 
9 The Corresponding Secretaries of the Missionary Society routinely replied to domestic letters 
sent two to three days previously. See Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence. 
10 Scheele, A Short History of the Mail Service , 92, 97. 
11 For more on the history of postcards, see Christraud M. Geary and Virginia-Lee Webb, 
"Introduction: Views of Postcards," in Delivering Views: Distant Cultures in Early Postcards, ed. 
Christraud M. Geary and Virginia-Lee Webb (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1998), 13-
46. 
12 Scheele, A Short History of the Mail Service, 97. 
13 Ibid ., 100-1. By 1885, fifty-four countries were part of the Universal Postal Union. 
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Whereas it took months if not years to correspond between Asia and Europe in the 
sixteenth and seventeenth century, by the end of the nineteenth century, it took about a 
month to send a letter from London to Singapore and four to six weeks for a letter to 
travel from New York or Seattle to Singapore. 14 
Along with that increase in speed, there was a dramatic increase in volume as 
well, a development Jtirgen Osterhammel and Niels Petersson attribute to "transportation 
of mail by rail, a drastic reduction of postage fees in several countries, the first steps in 
establishing a modem postal service in other countries, and the easing of communication 
across national borders through international agreements."15 For example, the number of 
letters received annually in Singapore more than doubled between 1885 and 1895, from 
781,519 to 2,189,500, and then tripled by 1905, rising to 6,340,682 in that year. 16 The 
postcard, adopted internationally as well as domestically, contributed to this increase as 
well. 17 
At the same time the old technology of letter-writing was getting faster, the new 
technology of the telegraph was expanding its reach.18 The Straits Settlements were 
14 These speeds can also be observed in the correspondence of the Missionary Society staff. 
15 Osterhammel and Petersson, Globalization, 69. 
16 Annual Department Report of the Straits Settlements, 1886, p. 82, 1895, p. 77, 1905, p. 500. 
17 For a history of international postcards, see Howard Woody, "International Postcards: Their 
History, Production, and Distribution (Circa 1895 to 1915)," in Delivering Views: Distant Cultures in Early 
Postcards, ed. Christraud M. Geary and Virginia-Lee Webb (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution 
Press, 1998), 47-64. 
18 For a history of telegraphic communication in this period of early globalization, see Tom 
Standage, The Victorian Internet: The Remarkable Story of the Telegraph and the Nineteenth Century's 
On-line Pioneers (New York: Walker and Co. , 1998); Jorma Ahvenainen, "Telegraphs, Trade and Policy: 
The Role of the International Telegraphs in the Years 1870-1914," in The Emergence of a World Economy, 
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connected by telegraph to Europe via Madras in 1870.19 As with mail, treaties producing 
new, international coordinating bodies also helped facilitate telegraph communication. 
The International Telegraph Union (ITU) was formed in 1865?0 Like the Universal 
Postal Union, the ITU was European in origin but was not simply a manifestation of 
British imperialism.21 The ITU helped coordinate interoperable telegraph service around 
the globe. Early telegraph service was, however, still expensive and occasionally 
unreliable. In 1905, still only 76,804 telegrams passed through the Straits Settlements?2 
But by 1913, that number had boomed to 263,816.23 
When used, the impact of telegraphs on the speed of communication was 
astonishing. According to statistics compiled by Jorma Ahvenainen, after the 
introduction of telegraphs in the early 1870s, trade data passed from Asia to London in a 
tenth the previous time?4 Jtirgen Osterhammel and Niels Petersson estimate an even 
more dramatic drop in the amount of time information took to pass between Europe and 
the United States. They write, "Thanks to the telegraph, the speed with which news was 
transmitted between Europe and the United States increased by a factor of ten 
1500-1914, ed. Wolfram Fischer, R. Marvin Mcinnis, and Jurgen Schneider (Stuttgart: Steiner, 1986), 505-
518. 
19 Drabble, An Economic History of Malaysia, 85. 
20 Scheele, A Short History of the Mail Service, 101. 
21 Robert Latham, "History, Theory, and International Order: Some Lessons from the Nineteenth 
Century," Review of International Studies 23, no. 4 (October 1997): 27 . 
22 1905 Annual Department Report of the Straits Settlements , 503 . 
23 1913 ibid., 468. 
24 Ahvenainen, ''Telegraphs, Trade and Policy," 507. 
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thousand."25 Tom Standage has argued that the invention of the telegraph not only 
parallels the invention of the internet in terms of its ability to compress time and space 
but was indeed more significant than the internet for qualitatively changing how 
0 0 h d 26 commumcatwn appene . 
The third important communication development in the latter half of the 1800s 
was the expansion of the printing industry. New printing technologies and the global 
distribution of these technologies greatly expanded the publication of newspapers, 
magazines, and books. New methods for making paper out of wood pulp, high-speed 
presses, lithography machines, collotype processes, half-tone screens, rotary presses, 
linotype machines, the web-fed press, the electrotype process, photographic engraving, 
power cutters, folding machines, and industrial stitchers all made it possible to print 
faster and in larger volumes.27 These innovations benefitted all forms of printing. 
Moreover, faster, cheaper shipping allowed both newspapers and books to be sent around 
the world no matter where they were printed. 
Such new technologies led to a remarkable increase in the volume of newspaper 
production starting in the United States in the 1860s and 1870s.28 This expansion in 
newspaper production coincided with the rise of large, international news agencies such 
25 Osterhammel and Petersson, Globalization, 69. 
26 Standage, The Victorian Internet. 
27 John Clyde Oswald, Printing in the Americas (New York: Gregg Publishing Co. , 1937), 495-
500; Woody, "International Postcards," 16; Vernon, The United Methodist Publishing House , 162; Official 
Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 1902,48. 
28 For a history of the development of newspapers, see Douglas, The Golden Age of the 
Newspaper, 14, 84. For a British perspective on newspapers contemporary with the Malaysia Mission, see 
George Binney Dibblee, The Newspaper (New York; London: H. Holt and Company; Williams and 
Norgate, 1913). 
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as Reuters and the Associated Press, which served as globalizing agents. 29 Nevertheless, 
printing technology was sufficiently inexpensive that not just corporate interests but also 
a wide variety of religious, ethnic, civic, and other organizations published newspapers 
and magazines.30 Newspaper printing technology quickly spread around the world, often 
initially introduced to non-Western countries by Christian rnissionaries.31 Therefore, by 
the 1880s and thereafter, newspapers were common in Westernized areas around the 
globe such as Singapore. 32 By 1910, Singapore had seen two main English-language 
daily newspapers, several Malay-language dailies, two Chinese-language dailies, and a 
variety of shorter-lived papers for other ethnic groups.33 
The same improvements in printing technology that benefitted newspapers led to 
an increase in the number of books printed too. 34 In the United States, the number of new 
book titles published increased sixfold between 1880 and 1910.35 Books required 
additional work beyond that required to publish newspapers because of the process of 
29 Terhi Rantanen and Oliver Boyd-Barrett, The Globalization of News (London; Thousand Oaks: 
Sage, 1998). 
30 The quite comprehensive list of categories of American magazines given by Frank Luther Mott 
gives an idea of the variety of ends toward which newspaper and magazine publishing were put (A History 
of American Magazines: 1885-1905 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1957)). 
31 See, for instance, Yutang Lin, A History of the Press and Public Opinion in China (New York: 
Greenwood Press, 1968), chap. 8. 
32 For a history of the expansion of Western printing to Malaysia, see Cecil K. Byrd and National 
Library (Singapore), Early Printing in the Straits Settlements, 1806-1858, (Singapore: Singapore National 
Library, 1970). 
33 Turnbull, A History of Singapore, 1819-1988, 121-123. 
34 For a history of book production, seeS. H. Steinberg, Five Hundred Years of Printing , New ed. 
(London; New Castle, DE: British Library; Oak Knoll Press, 1996); or Douglas C. McMurtrie, The Book: 
The Story of Printing & Bookmaking (New York; London: Oxford University Press, 1943). 
35 Hellmut Lehmann-Haupt, The Book in America: A History of the Making and Selling of Books 
in the United States, 2nd ed. (New York: R.R. Bowker Co, 1951 ), 321. 
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binding. Therefore, book printing technology was not as widely distributed as that for 
newspapers. Large-scale commercial book printing was primarily a European and 
American phenomenon. Nevertheless, the book printing industry was characterized by 
nowhere near the level of corporate consolidation as the news industry, with dozens of 
book publishers competing in America alone. 36 English publishers opened publishing 
branches abroad in the United States and English colonies and shipped an increasing 
number of books overseas, 37 the beginnings of a global expansion of the production and 
distribution of books. 
An increasing percentage of this expanded amount of communication that was 
now flowing about the world was being conducted in the English language. Starting in 
the late nineteenth century, English began to emerge as a new, globa1linguafranca.38 
English gained in popularity world-wide through the combined promotion of colonialism, 
capitalism, and Christian rnissions.39 English became a lingua franca in large parts of 
Southeast Asia for these very same reasons. First, English was the language used by the 
British government. Therefore anyone interested in interacting with the government 
regularly or on important matters had a strong incentive to learn English. William 
36 Lehmann-Haupt, The Book in America. 
37 Alexis Weedon, Victorian Publishing: The Economics of Book Production for a Mass Market, 
1836-1916 (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2003); Lehmann-Haupt, The Book in America, 327-331. 
38 For histories of the use of English as a lingua-franca, see Nicholas Ostler, The Last Lingua 
Franca: English Until the Return of Babel (New York: Walker & Co., 2010); and Robert McCrum, 
Globish: How the English Language Became the World's Language (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 
2010). 
39 McCrum, Globish, Part 3 looks at the impact of British colonialism on the use of English as a 
lingua franca, while Part 4 looks at the impact of American capitalism. Ostler, The Last Lingua Franca. , 
Chapter 6, explains the contribution of Christian missions to English as a global language. 
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Oldham's coaching of Tan Keong Saik's successful English-language speech before the 
governor of the Straits Settlements established Oldham's reputation among the Chinese 
community in Singapore.40 English-language education was also an important 
component of the British government's strategy to build a multi-racial elite to help them 
govern society, a policy that began in India with Macauley's Minute and was extended 
from there to the Straits Settlements.41 Therefore, both the Straits Settlements and FMS 
governments ran English-language schools themselves and were happy to sponsor 
Methodist-operated, English-language schools . 
Second, English was the language of British- and American-run international 
trade. While a variety of languages, including Malay, Tamil, and various Chinese 
dialects, were important for international trade in Southeast Asia, because the British set 
the rules and controlled the context for trade, English became the most important trading 
language in Singapore and other British-controlled ports. While the British attempted to 
keep Americans from trading in Southeast Asia for a long time, by the early twentieth 
century, it was actually the United States, not Britain, that was Malaysia's major trading 
partner. 42 Dutch was the main language in those portions of the Malaysia Mission that 
lay in the Netherlands Indies, but even in Dutch territories, English was still an important 
trading language because of British and American economic activity there.43 Previous 
40 See also Oldham, India, Malaysia, and the Philippines, 230. 
41 Cutts, 'The Background of Macaulay's Minute"; Baker, Crossroads , 193. 
42 Baker, The Eagle in the Lion City, 13. 
4 3 For British and American economic activity in Indonesia, seeM. C Ricklefs, A History of 
Modern Indonesia, C. 1300 to the Present (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1981), 136, 144-5. 
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chapters have already mentioned the trading advantages associated with learning English 
in Methodist schools. 
The Malaysia Mission and other forms of Christian missions not only contributed 
to the use of English in colonial government and capitalist trading, it also used English 
for its own purposes. Moreover, the mission helped extend the reach of English beyond 
the colonial trade entrep6ts of Singapore and Penang. As Nicholas Ostler explains, 
" [F]rom the eighteenth century until the twentieth, English was often first heard by 
foreigners on the lips of missionaries, who arrived shortly after the traders and the 
soldiers and spread out more widely among the population, away from the cities, ports, 
forts, and cantonments, and into the villages of Asia, Africa, and the Pacific islands."44 
Whether or not they were first, Methodists missionaries were perhaps the most important 
agents bringing English to Malaysian villages. 
For the missionaries of the Malaysia Mission, English held the advantage that 
most missionaries, whatever their national background, already spoke it. All MEC 
missionaries were expected to know at least one vernacular language in use on the 
mission field,45 but this proved to be a difficult goal for many whose stammering tongues 
could not seem to wrap themselves around the intonations of Chinese or the odd sounds 
of Tamil. Acquiring another language was especially difficult for missionaries teaching 
at English-language schools. One annual report to the Missionary Society lamented that 
"our missionaries have few opportunities in their daily work of using what little they 
44 Ostler, The Last Lingua Franca. 
45 1897 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 9. 
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learn of the native languages. Experience shows that those who are engaged in the 
education work do not become proficient in any language."46 
Adding to the difficulties faced by the missionaries was the great variety of 
languages spoken in the territories of the Malaysia Mission. J. R. Denyes identified nine 
languages used by the Malaysia Mission in 1905.47 William Oldham identified fourteen 
in 1914.48 Even these numbers were only a fraction of the total spoken in Malaysia. The 
BFBS sold materials in over forty languages in Southeast Asia in 1899.49 Denyes 
referred to fifty languages being spoken on the streets of Singapore in 1905, including 
many European languages. 5° When the Netherlands Indies were included in the count, 
the number was even higher. H. L. E. Luering ventured in 1891 that, exclusive of 
European languages, "I estimate the number of languages of this area at about one 
hundred ... of which about sixty have been noticed by travelers and eighteen (?) have a 
native or introduced literature."51 These combined challenges are why both Denyes and 
Oldham identified language as the first difficulty to be overcome in mission work in 
Malaysia. 52 
46 1900 ibid. , 234. 
47 Denyes, The Malaysia Mission of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 30. 
48 Oldham, India, Malaysia, and the Philippines, 236. 
49 Foss, From the Himalayas to the Equator, 199. 
50 Denyes, The Malaysia Mission of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 25. 
51 H. L. E. Luering, "The Languages of Malaysia" Gospel in all Lands (July 189 I), 311. 
52 Denyes, The Malaysia Mission of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 25; Oldham, India, 
Malaysia, and the Philippines, 52. 
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Therefore, English-language work became an important part of the Malaysia 
Mission, even though it was a foreign language for most of the people living in Malaysia. 
The Malaysia Mission operated English-language schools where English was both taught 
and used as the medium of instruction. In the major urban centers, the mission operated 
English-language churches. Many of the publications of the mission, including the 
Malaysia Message, the Official Minutes of the Malaysia Annual Conference, and a host 
of religious tracts were published in English. The churches and, even more so, the 
schools had the opportunity to unite church members and students from a variety of 
ethnic and linguistic backgrounds within a common English-language framework, thus 
simplifying the missionary task for the Malaysia Mission. 
It is important to note the gendered differences in this English-language work. 
Because the incentives to learn English -government and foreign trade- were in 
predominantly male realms, many more Chinese, Indian, and Southeast Asian men 
learned English than did women. Sophia Blackmore and other WFMS missionaries 
evangelized Baba Chinese women in the Malay language. They also taught the Baba 
Chinese women to read Malay in a Romanized script. Blackmore wrote a Malay primer 
in 1896, the Bible Woman's Training School promoted the use of Malay as a vernacular, 
and the Sahabat provided reading material for Baba Chinese women in Malay.53 
Methodist girls' schools were also more likely to conduct work in the vernacular than 
Methodist boys' schools, especially after a 1906 decision stipulated that girls' schools 
53 For Blackmore's primer, see 1896 WFMS Annual Report, 35; 1911 ibid., 136. 
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begin with two years of vernacular education. 54 English-language education for Chinese 
and Tamil girls did exist; it was just less common. 
Furthermore, this English-language work was at times controversial. William 
Shellabear and others frequently advocated for the mission to conduct more vernacular 
education, leading to spirited debate among the missionaries.55 Yet despite the support of 
some missionaries for vernacular education, government support and student demand 
both favored English-language education. Therefore, despite these gender barriers and 
rnissiological protests, English-language work became central to the modus operandi of 
the Malaysia Mission. By committing so significantly to English-language work, the 
Malaysia Mission gave individuals associated with the mission an additional incentive to 
learn English, enabled more people to learn English, and thus furthered existing trends 
toward the use of English as a lingua franca. In this way, the use of English was the 
goal, means, and consequence of Methodist work in Malaysia. 
Malaysia Mission as communication network 
At the same time as innovations in communications technology and the spread of 
English as a lingua franca were leading to the development of secular communications 
networks built on colonial or capitalist bases, the Malaysia Mission was building its own 
global media empire. This network was perhaps the natural outgrowth of a religious 
54 
"Fourteenth Session of the Malaysia Annual Conference" Malaysia Message (Mar. 1906), 61. 
55 See several articles in the Jan., Feb., and Mar. 1897 editions of the Malaysia Message. See also 
1897 Official Minutes ofthe Malaysia Conference, 22; 1898 ibid., 51; and 1906 ibid., 9. 
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tradition committed to both connectionalism and printing, as Methodism was.56 The 
information that travelled through the Malaysia Mission's communication network 
travelled in many directions and was available for a variety of consumers: mission 
supporters, not just in the United States, but in Britain, India, China, Germany, Sweden, 
and elsewhere; missionaries in Malaysia, India, China, and around the globe; church 
members in Malaysia; and church leaders. This communication network was built 
through a variety of means: face-to-face conversations, letters, and an array of print 
material. The information distributed through Methodist channels was, of course, subject 
to the same types of control by Methodist elites that information distributed through 
secular channels was subject to by secular elites. Face-to-face conversations and letters 
were relatively democratic forms of communication; print material was more subject to 
elite control. 
Even in the increasingly globally-connected world of the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries, the best form of communication was still face-to-face. Dramatically 
increased mobility, though, meant that face-to-face communication was possible among a 
greater assortment of people in a greater number of places. Face-to-face communication 
could be used for a variety of personal and business ends. The language of face-to-face 
communication depended on the native language of both speakers, but most of the face-
56 Chapter 3 of this dissertation further discusses Methodist commitment to connectionalism. For 
a discussion of the importance of printing in Methodist history, see Lucas Endicott, "Settling the 'Printing 
Business': John Dickens and the Methodist Episcopal Book Concern from 1789 to 1798," Methodist 
History 48, no . 2 (January 2011): 81-91 ; Joanna Bowen Gillespie, "The Emerging Voice of the Methodist 
Woman: The Ladies' Repository, 1841-61 ," in Perspectives on American Methodism: Interpretive Essays, 
ed. Russell E. Richey, Kenneth E. Rowe, and Jean Miller Schmidt (Nashville, TN: Kingswood Books, 
1993), 248-265. 
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to-face conversations described below took place in English, involving as they did 
Western missionaries. 
One central form of face-to-face communication for the Malaysia Mission was 
between its missionaries and mission supporters in America and occasionally Britain and 
Australia. Missionaries spoke at a variety of venues -local churches, Sunday Schools, 
WFMS branch meetings, Annual Conferences, colleges and universities, and national 
WFMS and Missionary Society meetings. WFMS missionaries in the United States on 
furlough were required to attend the annual WFMS General Executive Committee 
meeting and report on their work. 57 At these venues, missionaries spoke about the cause 
of missions generally, the work of the Malaysia Mission in particular, and the people, 
land, and places of Malaysia. For some church groups, having a visiting missionary was 
a rare treat. For others, especially important institutional or geographic bastions of 
support of the mission, it was a regular occurrence. For instance, the Minneapolis Branch 
of the WFMS averaged nearly two visiting missionaries from Malaysia a year between 
1906 and 1912.58 
Missionaries were not the only ones who spoke to churches in the West, though. 
European lay members of Malaysia churches spoke on behalf of the mission while at 
home. Before making a return visit to his native Britain, F. J . Benjafield assembled a 
slide carousel of pictures of Singapore "which he will use in England to stimulate interest 
57 1887 WFMS Annual Report, 129. 
58 Fitz, "Minutes of Annual, Quarterly and Executive Board Meetings of the Minneapolis Branch 
of the WFMS ." 
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in foreign missions."59 Furthermore, visitors to Singapore and other parts of Malaysia 
spoke about their time in Southeast Asia after their return to their native lands. Following 
Mary Nind's visit to Malaysia in 1895, she recounted tales from that trip to American 
audiences. 60 Louise Hodgkins, editor of the Woman's Missionary Friend visited 
Singapore in 1900 and reported on the work there later that year at the WFMS' s General 
Executive Committee meeting.61 Returned visitors frequently spoke not just about the 
work undertaken by missionaries but also their own experiences of being in a foreign 
land. Such speeches helped listeners imagine what it would be like if they themselves 
were to visit the mission work they supported. 
In addition to contact between missionaries and mission supporters at churches 
and other speaking engagement in the home base, missionary conferences on the field 
provided another important means of face-to-face communication. Conferences brought 
together missionaries and supporters of missions to discuss mission work in particular 
geographic areas or population groups. In Singapore, Methodist missionaries were in 
regular contact with Presbyterians, Plymouth Brethren, the British and Foreign Bible 
Society, the Chinese Girls' School, the Seaman's Mission, and the Christian Institute. 
Workers with all of these agencies met together regularly in the monthly Christian 
Workers' Prayer Meeting and Singapore Missionary Conference, both of which met off-
and-on throughout the period of study. In addition to prayer, these meetings involved 
discussion of missiological topics, such as a paper presented in 1903 by B. F. West on 
59 Untitled article, Malaysia Message (April 1903), 66. 
60 1896 WFMS Annual Report, 211 . 
61 1900 ibid., 234-5 . 
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what would now be called inculturation.62 Malaysia missionaries saw other MEC 
missionaries from India and Burma at Central Conference meetings, which provided "an 
opportunity for statistical comparisons and a survey of conditions which proved inspiring 
in the extreme to the Southern Asia workers, including those in India, Burma, and 
Malaysia."63 Missionaries from the Malaysia Mission participated in the Centenary 
Conference of Protestant Missions in Shanghai in 1907 and the World Missionary 
Conference (WMC) in Edinburgh in 1910.64 John Matt held a meeting of the 
Continuation Committee of the WMC in Singapore in 1913 in which a number of the 
Malaysia Mission members participated.65 William Shellabear was on the follow-up 
committee for the 1906 Cairo Conference of Missionaries to Muslims, though he did not 
attend the conference itself. 66 
Travel within Asia frequently put the missionaries of the Malaysia Mission in 
face-to-face contact with other missionaries as well. This travel included both travel by 
the Malaysian missionaries themselves, as when B. F. West went to China to learn the 
Amoy language, 67 and travel by other missionaries and visitors who were passing 
62 B. F. West, "Social Customs and Christianity" Malaysia Message (Sept. 1903), 115-7. 
63 1904 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 8. 
64 Both May B. Lilly and William Shellabear and his family attended the Centenary Conference of 
Protestant Missions in China. See 1907 WFMS Annual Report, 136.; and W. G. Shellabear, "The China 
Centenary Missionary Conference" Malaysia Mission (June 1907), 67. William Oldham, A. J. Amery, and 
H. L. E. Luering were all delegates to the World Missionary Conference, as was Malaysia Mission home 
supporter Effie G. Lindsay. See IX World Missionary Conference, 1910, Report of Commission ... , 56-7. 
65 This conference received extensive coverage in the Malaysia Message. 
66 Hunt, William Shellabear, 217. 
67 1890 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 222. 
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through Singapore or other ports. A prodigious number of missionaries, Methodist and 
otherwise, stopped at Singapore and spoke to the missionaries, church members, and 
students of the Malaysia Mission. In March of 1897, Rev. and Mrs. G. I. Stone of the 
MEC's Bombay Conference were in Singapore awaiting a steamer to Hong Kong, 
presumably on their way home for a furlough. While in Singapore, they preached at not 
one but a series of special services held in the Coleman Street Church.68 Geraldine 
Guinness was the author of the first history of the China Inland Mission, one of the most 
famous mission agencies at the tum of the twentieth century. She spoke about that work 
while visiting Singapore in the early 1890s.69 Other missionaries had special knowledge 
about specific types of missionary work that they shared with the Malaysia missionaries. 
A Mr. Jefferson was the agent of the MEC publishing house in Calcutta. On his 1897 
visit to Singapore, he discussed the technical aspects of printing with William 
Shellabear.70 Rev. J. C. Butcher, MD, was the principle of the Naini Tal Boys' High 
School, a school operated by the MEC in India. He visited Singapore in 1898 to consult 
with parents who wished to send their children to this prestigious school.71 Visitors 
would also often address the students of the Anglo-Chinese School, as did H. Grattan 
Guiness, editor of the missionary journal Reg ions Beyond, in 1897 or Prof. Borden Parker 
Bowne of Boston University in 1906. 72 
68 Untitled article, Malaysia Message (Mar. 1897), 66. 
69 Malaysia Message (July 1894), 96. 
70 Malaysia Message (Mar. 1897), 66. 
71 Malaysia Message (Dec. 1898), 30. 
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Despite the frequency of face-to-face contact, there were long stretches when such 
communication was not possible, and in these times missionaries, mission supporters, and 
church members relied on letters to keep in touch. Missionaries frequently wrote letters-
to family, to friends and acquaintances, to financial supporters, to other missionaries, and 
to mission society executives. Western missionaries, who penned the majority of 
surviving letters, wrote mostly in English, the native language of the majority of them. 
Such letters were sometimes personal, sometimes professional, and often a mix of both. 
Once sent, even initially private letters could become public documents and be recast into 
other forms. 73 The Malaysia section of the WFMS Annual Report was regularly culled 
from letters the Minneapolis Branch Corresponding Secretary received from missionaries 
on the field. 74 Letters were reprinted as newspaper and magazine articles as wel1 .75 
Missionaries' most important correspondents were their family, friends, and 
supporters at the home base. Jane Hunter has suggested that for women missionaries, 
their most important correspondent was their mothers. 76 Correspondence with these 
72 For Guiness, see Untitled article, Malaysia Message (Apr. 1897), 78. For Bowne, see Malaysia 
Message (January 1906), 39. 
73 Judith Rowbotham, '"Hear an Indian Sister's Plea': Reporting the Work of 19th Century British 
Female Missionaries," Women's Studies International Forum 21, no. 3 (1998): 254. 
74 Such reports often seem to have been stitched together from letters written by the WFMS 
missionaries at the various stations in Malaysia. Authorial voice is usually the best indicator of the source 
of the material in the WFMS reports. See WFMS Annual Report. 
75 The Heathen Woman 's Friend/Woman 's Missionary Friend had a regular section for the 
publication of missionary letters, though the Minneapolis Branch was less regular about contributing such 
letters than other branches. Missionary letters were published as stand-alone letters in that newspaper and 
other newspapers such as Gospel in all Lands, World Wide Missions, and the various Christian Advocates. 
For evidence of this trend, see H. K. Carroll to C. Y. Chew, 10/2511907, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, 
Letterbook 181 , p. 818. 
76 Hunter, The Gospel of Gentility, 57. 
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connections created a network of friendships that provided missionaries with 
encouragement and a sense of support. Such psychological benefits from letter-writing 
were particularly important for WFMS missionaries. Letter writing between WFMS 
missionaries and WFMS officers in the United States, especially Minnesota, created a 
nurturing network of international friendship and sisterhood.77 The women of the 
Minneapolis Branch showed genuine affection for Sophia Blackmore, even before any of 
them had ever met her. Mary C. Nind paid to have Blackmore made a life member of the 
branch in 1889, although Blackmore at the time had never set foot in America.78 WFMS 
missionaries on the field returned the affection. Emma Ferris Shellabear wrote movingly 
of the comforts of such friendship to Charlotte Winchell in 1914, "You have always been 
a helper. For the twenty two years of my missionary work- I have always felt that, if 
there was a great necessity, I could write to you and you would help. You have never 
failed me. I want you to know that the folks out here know your worth and love you."79 
Personal letters also allowed missionaries to maintain close and supportive 
relationships with each other. William Shellabear kept up an active correspondence with 
W. T. Cherry while Shellabear was on furlough in 1902 and 1903.80 In these letters, 
Shellabear and Cherry display a great friendship. Moreover, Shellabear was obviously 
77 Jane Haggis and Margaret Allen have reached similar conclusions about British women 
missionaries ("Imperial Emotions: Affective Communities of Mission in British Protestant Women's 
Missionary Publications c1880- l 920," Journal of Social Hist01y 41, no. 3 (Spring 2008): 691-716). 
78 W. F. M. S. Corresponding Secretary's Book, 1882-1910, 396. 
79 E. F. Shellabear to C. S. Winchell, 8/20/1914, Shellabear file, Archives of the Minnesota 
Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church. 
80 The letters from Shellabear that form half of this correspondence have survived (Shellabear, 
"Correspondence, W. G. Shellabear toW. T. Cherry."). 
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anxious to receive information from Cherry about what was happening while he was 
away. For instance, Shellabear chided in March, 1903, "I am quite pining for news. We 
have been speculating as to what the results of the Conference will be and wondering 
when we shall hear what has been done."81 After apparently receiving a response from 
Cherry, Shellabear replied a month later, "I was very much interested in these two last 
letters of yours. They contain a vast amount of information and almost atone for the 
great length of time that I heard nothing at all from you."82 
It was not only missionaries that relied on letters. The Corresponding Secretaries 
of the WFMS and Missionary Society were in constant mail contact with missionaries, 
potential missionaries, mission supporters, secular companies, pastors, bishops, and each 
other. The correspondence of the Missionary Society Corresponding Secretaries has been 
preserved in letterbooks that cover the period from 1889 through 1911.83 These 
letterbooks contain copies of all of the letters sent out by the Corresponding Secretaries. 
The entirety of their correspondence is in English. Since most of these letters were 
written in response to other letters, one may also infer something about the nature and 
volume of incoming mail to the Missionary Society. The Corresponding Secretaries used 
letters to communicate about mission strategy, specific pieces of mission work, 
personnel, fundraising, church policy matters, accounting, bookkeeping, and a host of 
other subjects. Each Missionary Society Corresponding Secretary and Assistant 
Corresponding Secretary wrote up to two dozen letters a day. An average was perhaps 
81 W. G. Shellabear toW. T. Cherry, 3/20/1903, ibid. 
82 W. G. Shellabear toW. T. Cherry, 4/16/1903, ibid. 
83 See Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence. 
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three to four. In 1911, the WFMS General Office handled a total of 8,000 letters. 84 
Certainly, only a portion of these dealt with Malaysia. Yet this accounting indicates the 
prominence of mail as a form of communication for the Missionary Society and WFMS. 
International letter-writing was a common occurrence for Malaysia Mission 
church members too, especially for the Chinese. Singaporean government records 
indicate a lively exchange of letters (written in Chinese, one may assume) between the 
Chinese in Singapore and China. The total reached over 1,000,000 letters annually sent 
to China by 1910.85 Since most church members were immigrants to Malaysia, they used 
letters to maintain relationships with family members and other members of their social 
networks in their places of origin. By this means, they kept the social networks that had 
helped bring them to Malaysia strong. 
When sending a letter was not quick enough, telegrams were another option. 
They were, however, expensive and thus used infrequently and almost never for personal 
matters. Yet for pressing policy, financial, and personnel matters, such as approving 
expenses that could not wait and reporting on the health of missionaries, the Malaysia 
Mission sent telegraphs to the Missionary Society and WFMS and vice versa. For 
instance, Missionary Society authorization for James Tho burn to enter the Philippines in 
1899 came by telegraph, as did approval of travel expenses for B. F. West to return home 
with his dangerously sick wife in 1906, and approval for money to be spent on a new 
84 1911 WFMS Annual Report, 48 . 
85 See 1910 Annual Department Report of the Straits Settlements , 361-2. Several pieces of 
evidence indicate that Chinese members of the MEC in Malaysia were among those overseas Chinese who 
continued to be in contact with relatives and friends in China. 
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lithograph machine for the American Mission Press in 1904.86 In West's case, the 
Missionary Society telegram was sent in response to a telegram by West himself. A code 
used to interpret telegraphs ensured that sensitive information would remain safe. Books 
of codes, such as that put forward by Presbyterian missionary Charles W. Hand in 1903, 
were shared among missionaries and missionary societies.87 
Print media formed other important strands of the Methodist communications 
web. Print media included newspapers, magazines, books, and pamphlets. Such print 
media was, for the most part, produced, distributed, and therefore controlled by Western 
missionaries and church leaders in the United States. Thus, print media reflected official 
interests and concerns and privileged information of certain types and from certain 
sources. The Methodist Publishing House run by the Malaysia Mission in Singapore put 
out publications in a variety of languages (indeed, part of its purpose was to print Bible 
translations), but the majority of the communication print media were published in 
English. 
Newspapers were one of the most important types of print communication media. 
The chief newspaper of the Malaysia Mission was the Malaysia Message, a monthly 
English-language paper that began publication in 1891. The paper was printed at a 
financial loss and no missionary ever wanted to fill the post of editor.88 That the paper 
86 See A B. Leonard to J. M. Thobum, 112111899, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 
171 , p. 296., for details about Thobum being sent to the Philippines. See A B. Leonard to K. E. Pease, 
10/6/1906, Ibid., Letterbook 180, p. 459., for the use of telegrams in approving West's return. See A B. 
Leonard to B. F. West, 6/29/1904, Ibid., Letterbook 177, p. 803., for the use of telegrams in approving the 
expenses for a linotype machine. 
87 
"A New Missionary Cable Code," Malaysia Message (August 1903), 110. 
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continued under these conditions indicates its importance for the mission. The Malaysia 
Message functioned as a complex conduit for information, conveying many types of 
news to many audiences. George C. Cobb reflected on the two main purposes of the 
paper upon becoming its editor in October 1909: 
The Message attempts to fill a place which every mission field needs to have 
filled, that is, of being the medium by which our contributing friends in the home 
lands learn of the work in which they are interested. But this is not all. There is 
in this field a constantly growing constituency composed of English speaking and 
English reading Christians, who have no other Christian paper coming regularly 
to their hands and homes .. . . So, we have the double task of filling the pages with 
news of the mission work being done, thus inspiring greater interest in the work 
among readers in the home lands, and at the same time furnishing spiritual and 
interesting reading matter to our local constituents. 89 
Information about the circulation of the paper confirms the double mission identified by 
Cobb. Prices for the paper were given in the currencies of the Straits Settlements, United 
States, and Britain, indicating that the paper had substantial distribution (or at least 
aspired to have substantial distribution) in each of these nations.90 The paper was read in 
other and sometimes surprising places too. Mr. G. E. Chamberlain, the American Consul 
in Swatow, China, had a subscription in 1910.91 Editorial references to subscribers in 
Southeast Asia and the presence of local ads in the paper until Sept. 1906 indicates that 
Malaysian church members were an important portion of the paper's subscribers. 
88 In 1912, the paper lost $300 ("Editorial" Malaysia Message (May 1912), 57). B. F. West 
referred to the editorship as an "unwelcomed burden" (1906 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 
35.). Others expressed similar remarks, and the job was passed around frequently. 
89 George Cobb, Untitled editorial, Malaysia Message (Oct. 1909), 3. 
90 See, for instance, "Lubricate the Message Wheels!" Malaysia Message (Nov. 1906), 12. 
9 1 Untitled article, Malaysia Mission (Aug. 1910), 86. 
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Missionaries typically subscribed to the Malaysia Message as well, often even while on 
furlough. 92 
In addition to the Malaysia Message, the Malaysia Mission published several 
other newspapers, at least for periods of time. The Sahabat (Malay for "Friend") was a 
monthly paper published in Romanized Malay for a female audience. Sophia Blackmore 
edited the paper,93 which had a somewhat uneven publication record. It started with 100 
copies a month in 1895, then expanded dramatically to 1200 copies a month in 1897.94 In 
1898, the paper was discontinued due to lack of funds, only to be brought back a few 
years later.95 By 1903, it was publishing 550 copies monthly.96 There were several other 
short-lived newspapers printed by the mission. The Werta Malayu was a paper printed in 
both Romanized Malay and Arabic-script Malay versions in 1899.97 The Friend of the 
Babas began in 1907 and was edited by Chew Cheng Yong for the Baba Chinese 
membership of the MEC in Singapore.98 The Messenger was a thrice-yearly paper put 
out by the women of the Malaysia Mission from 1906 through 1909.99 These papers all 
sought to reach markets untapped by the Malaysia Message. 
92 William Shellabear, for instance, had a subscription while on furlough in Washington State in 
1902 and 1903. See Shellabear, "Correspondence, W. G. Shellabear toW. T. Cherry." 
93 1896 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 188. 
94 1895 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 49; 1897 ibid., 54. 
95 1898 WFMS Annual Report, 37. 
96 1903 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 53. 
97 1899 ibid., 27. 
98 1907 ibid., 35-6. 
99 1907 ibid., 57; 1909 ibid., 66. 
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In addition to publishing its own newspapers, the Malaysia Mission worked to 
place articles in other newspapers. The mission assigned official correspondents for a 
variety of Methodist and other Christian newspapers around the world. The list of 
newspapers includes the various Christian Advocates published by the MEC in the 
U.S.; 100 magazines published by the Missionary Society and WFMS such as World- Wide 
Missions, Gospel in all Lands, and Heathen Woman's Friend/Woman's Missionary 
Friend; German, Swedish, and Norwegian-Danish language papers published by the 
MEC in the U.S.; non-Methodist papers in the U.S. concerned with missions; British 
Methodist and other British Christian newspapers; and Christian newspapers in India, 
Germany, China, Ceylon, Switzerland, and Sweden. 101 By 1925, the mission was 
corresponding with twenty-five foreign papers. 102 In addition to foreign papers, the 
missionaries of the Malaysia Mission placed articles in the local newspapers of Singapore 
and other Malaysian cities. While the primary market for these papers was Malaysian, 
copies of newspapers such as the Straits Times and the Singapore Free Press were sent 
around the world, where Westerners had a further opportunity to read about the exploits 
of the Malaysia Mission. 
100 The official papers of the MEC included the New York-based Christian Advocate, the Western 
Christian Advocate from Cincinnati, the Northern Christian Advocate from Syracuse, NY, the Pittsburgh 
Christian Advocate, the California Christian Advocate from San Francisco, the Southwestern Christian 
Advocate from New Orleans, the Northwestern Christian Advocate from Chicago, and the Central 
Christian Advocate from St. Louis. The Christian Advocate circulated to over 60,000 homes, while the 
Western Christian Advocate had a circulation of 25,000. For more on these papers, see Vernon, The United 
Methodist Publishing House, 102. Zion's Herald was published independently by the New England 
Annual Conference of the MEC. 
101 The list of newspaper correspondence assignments was usually included in the first several 
pages of the Official Minutes ofthe Malaysia Conference. 
102 1910 ibid., 2-3. 
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Some of the above-mentioned papers gave the mission extensive treatment. For 
years, the May edition of World- Wide Missions paid particular attention to work in 
Malaysia. The Heathen Woman's Friend helped promote Malaysia as the monthly 
mission topic for study in all societies of the WFMS in May 1894. 103 Yet even when 
articles that missionaries submitted were not published, missionaries held out hope that 
unpublished pieces could still forward the cause of their mission. In an article in the 
Malaysia Message entitled, "What becomes of Letters to Home Papers," the editor of that 
paper passed along advice from the Methodist Recorder, which offered its submitters, 
"We strive to give expression to everything. But in any case, whether expression be or be 
not possible, the whole spirit of this Foreign Missionary testimony embodied in reports 
and letters impresses us, and helps the realisation of the greatness of the work, and of its 
vast needs and possibilities." 104 
Newspapers from around the world also made their way to Malaysia. It was a 
common practice among Methodist (and other) newspapers in those days to simply 
reprint, either in full or snippet form, news stories that had originally appeared in other 
sources . For instance, when W. T. Cherry retired as editor of the Malaysia Message in 
1912, he confessed that The Literary Digest had been his primary source for foreign 
news. 
105 Editors of the Malaysia Message subscribed to a wide variety of papers -
American, British, Indian, and otherwise. There was a regular exchange of information 
between the Malaysia Message and the Indian Witness, published by the MEC in India. 
103 See Supplement, Heathen Woman's Friend (May 1894). 
104 
"What Becomes of Letters to Home Papers" Malaysia Message (May 1902), 82. 
105 W. T. Cherry, untitled editorial Malaysia Message (March, 1912), 45. 
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Copies of the various Christian Advocates made their way to Malaysia as wel1. 106 
George C. Cobb, who briefly edited the Malaysia Message in 1909, purchased over $30 
in newspaper subscriptions that year, a large amount given that most paper subscription 
fees were in the range of $1 .107 
Formal reports by the Malaysia Mission and its parent organizations comprised 
another piece of the Methodist communications network. Missionaries of the Malaysia 
Mission sent quarterly and annual reports to the Minneapolis Branch of the WFMS and 
the Missionary Society. 108 These reports included narratives about the work of the 
mission but also records of members, students, money, property, and other quantitative 
data. This information was compiled by the Missionary Society and the national WFMS 
into yearly reports in which the work of the Malaysia Mission could be compared to the 
work of other MEC missions. The annual reports of the Missionary Society and the 
Woman's Foreign Missionary Society included a thorough narrative report of each year's 
events in the Malaysia Mission alongside similar reports for all of the other MEC 
missions. 109 In addition to these narrative reports were compilations of statistical 
information. Similar information was published by the Malaysia Mission in the Official 
Minutes of the Malaysia Annual Conference, along with other material related to 
106 See, for instance, the reference to "church papers" in Malaysia Message (Aug. 1896), 104. 
107 A. B. Leonard to G. C. Cobb, 5/13/1909, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 183, p. 
580. 
108 Such reports were constitutionally mandated by both the WFMS and the Missionary Society. 
See Article X. of the By-Laws of the WFMS (1907 WFMS Annual Report, 47) and Article V. of the By-
Laws of the Missionary Society (1888 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 453). 
109 Miss. Soc. Annual Report; WFMS Annual Report. 
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conference proceedings. 11° Copies of the Minutes were then available for purchase from 
the AMP/MPH. 
Books were another important print piece of the communication network. 
Missionaries, mission supporters, and visitors all wrote books about the Malaysia 
Mission, its missionaries, and its supporters. Bishop James Thobum wrote India and 
Malaysia and co-wrote Light in the East: India, Malaysia, and the Philippines. 111 Bishop 
William Oldham authored India, Malaysia, and the Philippines; Malaysia: Nature's 
Wonderland; and a biography of James Tho burn entitled Thoburn-Called of God. 112 
Rev. John R. Denyes composed The Malaysia Mission of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church as part of the Missionary Society's Open Door Emergency Series of mission 
profiles.11 3 The material in this series of books was designed to make them useful to 
"Mission Study Classes, those having charge of missionary devotional meetings, pastors, 
women's societies, Sunday school workers, and all who wish the most compact and latest 
information, accompanied by very clear maps and illustrations."114 The Minneapolis 
Branch of the WFMS put out Missionaries of the Minneapolis Branch, profiling their 
foreign missionaries, including those serving in Malaysia. 115 Two visitors to Singapore 
11 0 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference. 
111 Thobum, India and Malaysia; J. M. Thobum and F. W. Warne, Light in the East: India, 
Malaysia, the Philippines (Chicago: Jennings and Pye, 1900). 
11 2 Oldham, India, Malaysia, and the Philippines; Oldham, Malaysia: Nature 's Wonderland; 
Oldham, Tho burn - Called of God. 
11 3 Denyes, The Malaysia Mission of the Methodist Episcopal Church. 
11 4 Ibid. , 39-40. 
115 Lindsay, Missionaries of the Minneapolis Branch. 
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also published books: Martin Van Buren Knox's A Winter in India and Malaysia among 
the Methodist Missions and Cyrus D. Foss's From the Himalayas to the Equator. 116 For 
several of these books, Malaysia was almost an after-thought in a volume that dealt 
primarily with India; nevertheless, the Malaysia Mission was well-represented in books. 
Leaflets and pamphlets were smaller and cheaper than books, but did not need to 
be published regularly like newspapers. The WFMS was particularly active in publishing 
such materials. The earliest recorded WFMS leaflet about Malaysia was written by 
Marie Oldham in 1891; this leaflet led to mission collections of$1,000 at the following 
"Thank-offering." 117 In 1900, the national WFMS printed 3,000 copies of a 40-page 
pamphlet entitled "Malaysia and Philippines." 118 The following year, the Minneapolis 
Branch issued 1,000 copies of a six-page leaflet on "The CharlotteS. Winchell Home," a 
day and boarding school in Penang named after a former Minneapolis Branch 
Corresponding Secretary. 119 
In addition to words spoken, written, and printed, the Malaysia Mission relied on 
images and objects to convey a sense of Malaysia to its supporters. Pictures were found 
alongside printed words throughout newspapers and books. Likewise, the MPH printed a 
set of postcards in 1906 of the places where Methodist missionaries worked. 120 These 
pictures presented images of missionaries, buildings, and native peoples for consumption 
116 Knox, A Winter in India and Malaysia; Foss, From the Himalayas to the Equator. 
117 1891 WFMS Annual Report, 88. 
11 8 1900 ibid., 169. 
119 1901 ibid., 37. 
120 1906 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 62. 
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by home audiences. Tangible objects provided another means of conveying visual 
impressions of Malaysia. Ralph Munson brought indigenous costumes with him when he 
returned from Malaysia in 1892. 121 WFMS missionaries collected specimens of work 
done by indigenous women to send to the 1904 General Conference. 122 Such pictures 
and objects made the world of Malaysia real to its supporters and aided their imaginations 
in ways that mere words never could. 
Information on Malaysia and its people 
One of the most important types of information that travelled through this 
mission-based communication network was information about the land, climate, flora, 
fauna, and people of the region. Such information helped supporters in the West 
construct an imagined Malaysia in a way that drew them in and helped cultivate their 
support. 123 The Malaysia Mission used ideas about geography and anthropology to 
justify its global extension. In this way, it acted similarly to other global systems. 124 
Much has been writing about the connection between geographical imagination and 
121 J. 0. Peck toR. W. Munson, 9/28/1892, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 165, 
578-9. 
122 1903 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 79. 
123 For more on the distribution of information on foreign lands to solicit mission support, see 
Robert, "The Influence of American Missionary Women on the World Back Home"; Flynt and Berkley, 
Taking Christianity to China; Christopher J. Anderson, "The World Is Our Parish: Remembering the 1919 
Protestant Missionary Fair," International Bulletin of Missionary Research 30, no. 4 (October 2006): 196-
200. 
124 For more on the relationship among geography, geographical imagination and globalization, 
see Warwick E. Murray, Geographies of Globalization (London; New York: Routledge, 2006); Denis E. 
Cosgrove, Apollo's Eye: A Cartographic Genealogy of the Earth in the Western Imagination (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001); Neil Smith, American Empire: Roosevelt's Geographer and the 
Prelude to Globalization (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003). 
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imperialism, 125 but there was a connection between geographical imagination and 
capitalist expansion as well. 126 Even the expansion of ethnic networks could be tied to 
notions of geography, as the expansion of the Chinese in Southeast Asia was tied to 
concepts of Nan yang (the Southern Seas) or the Pacific Rim. 127 
In this collaboration between geography and globalization, the discipline of 
geography and other sciences were both global systems themselves and tools used by 
other global systems. 128 European scientific investigation was taking notice of other 
areas of the world at the turn of the twentieth century. This trend was demonstrated by 
the Royal Asiatic Society, to which missionary William Shellabear had connections. 129 
Often, missionaries were an important part of that process of geographical and scientific 
investigation. 130 Geographic and scientific explorations were conducted for their own 
125 Anne Godlewska and Neil Smith, "Geography and Empire" (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 1994). 
Such themes are particularly well-documented for Britain (Jonathan Scott, When the Waves Ruled 
Britannia: Geography and Political Identities, 1500-1800 (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 2011)) and Russia (Mark Bassin, Imperial Visions: Nationalist Imagination and Geographical 
Expansion in the Russian Far East, 1840-1865 (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 
1999)). 
126 Giovanna Vertova, The Changing Economic Geography of Globalization: Reinventing Space 
(London; New York: Routledge, 2006). 
127 Seagrave, Lords of the Rim: The Invisible Empire of the Overseas Chinese. 
128 Felix Driver, Geography Militant: Cultures of Exploration and Empire (Oxford; Malden, MA: 
Blackwell Publishers, 2001 ). 
129 Hunt, William Shellabear, 210. 
130 David N. Livingstone, "Scientific Inquiry and the Missionary Enterprise," in Participating in 
the Knowledge Society: Researchers Beyond the University Walls, ed. Ruth H. Finnegan (Basingstoke; 
New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005), 50-64; Roy Bridges, ''The Christian Vision and Secular 
Imperialism: Missionaries, Geography, and the Approach to East Africa, c. 1844-1890," in Converting 
Colonialism: Visions and Realities in Mission History, 1706-1914, ed. Dana L. Robert (Grand Rapids, Ml: 
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 2008), 43-59. 
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sakes, but the information thus generated helped justify other imperialist, capitalist, and 
missionary schemes. 
Such construction of images and understandings of foreign lands and their people 
have been critiqued as a process of orientalism. 131 Yet important distinctions must be 
drawn among the processes of geographic portrayals conducted by imperial, capitalist, 
and missionary endeavors. While the first sought to subjugate the other and the second to 
economically exploit the other, missionary efforts sought to incorporate the other into 
common bonds of religious fellowship. All were Western, expansionist ambitions, but 
toward different ends. Moreover, the way in which the Malaysia Mission presented 
Malaysia, its land, and its people was shaped not just by its own expansionist ambitions 
but also through interactions with the region. 
Authors of books on the Malaysia Mission were explicit about their intentions to 
gather support for the mission through publishing information about the region. As 
Bishop John F. Hurst explained in the "Introduction" of Martin Van Buren Knox's 
travelogue, "The author of this work aims to bring the country to us here at home, that we 
may better understand the absolute need of bestowing our best gifts of missionaries and 
gold for its redemption." 132 Providing the right balance of information could, however, 
be a trick. Thobum described the origins of his book India and Malaysia, "During the 
visit to America mentioned above, the idea was first suggested of writing a book on India 
and Malaysia large enough to give the most needful information on so vast a region, and 
13 1 Edward W. Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books, 1979). 
132 Knox, A Winter in India and Malaysia, 6. 
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yet concise enough to satisfy the wants of the great mass of readers who have not time to 
study all manner of details." 133 Denyes' book described the nature of the Open Door 
Emergency Series: "It should be remembered that in each booklet, while our own 
missionary work is especially emphasized, the country and people, the native religions, 
and Christian Missions in general also receive attention, so as to give a complete survey 
of the field." 134 William Cherry reviewed Oldham's book India, Malaysia, and the 
Philippines by noting of its purpose, "We are often asked for a good book to send to 'the 
folks at home'-a book that takes account of what missionary work is doing, that is not a 
mere travellers' guide book on the one hand, nor on the other, a mere annual report. This 
is the book." 135 
Informing Americans and other missionary supporters about Malaysia was an 
important task for the mission in part because knowledge about Malaysia was often 
sorely lacking. W. H. Morse, writing for the Gospel in all Lands, ventured, "Although so 
long known to Europeans, Malaysia is one of the least understood of Asiatic lands. It is 
no exaggeration to say that even Thibet, 'the terra incognita of Asia,' is well known in 
comparison." 136 Perhaps that is why a "prominent minister" could write mistakenly in 
Methodism's New York Advocate in 1896 that there were no Protestant missionaries in 
Ma1aysia. 137 Distributing information about Malaysia helped eliminate that ignorance 
133 Thobum, India and Malaysia, 5. 
134 Denyes, The Malaysia Mission of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 40 Italics original. 
135 William Cherry, "Bishop Oldham's New Book" Malaysia Message (May, 1914), 68. 
136 W. H. Morse, "Through a Physician's Spectacles" Gospel in all Lands (May 1891), 229. 
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and was often lay members' first introduction to knowledge of other countries around the 
world. Dana Robert writes, "The woman's missionary movement, in dialogue with 
women missionaries around the world, was the chief means by which ordinary American 
church women gained information on non-Western religions, cultures, and women's 
issues around the world in the early twentieth century." 138 
Even when Westerners were aware of Malaysia, there was a danger of lumping it 
together with India or China. Bishop Frank Warne commented in 1894, "Singapore has 
impressed me as being very unlike India, Burma, or any other place which I have ever 
seen. With many in the West there is an idea that to be in the mission field is to be in 
about the same kind of circumstances and surroundings, and they base all their judgments 
on this assumption."139 Because of this lack of knowledge, Malaysia often took a back 
seat to other mission fields, especially China and India, which absorbed most of the 
interest in Asia. Malaysia was even frequently surpassed by other smaller missions, such 
as Korea, Liberia, and its own daughter mission, the Philippines. In order to combat this 
second-class status and persist as a mission, it was necessary to educate mission 
supporters about Malaysia. 
That education began with a presentation of the land of Malaysia. Mary Carr 
Curtis wrote an introduction to the Malaysia Mission's section in the WFMS Annual 
Report that explained the importance of the land in which the Malaysia Mission worked. 
She wrote: 
137 Untitled article, Malaysia Message (June 1896), 86. 
138 Robert, ' 'The Influence of American Missionary Women on the World Back Home," 77. 
139 Frank W. Warne, "My Impressions of Singapore" Malaysia Message (June 1894), 88-9. 
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Singapore, the chief city of this 'island empire,' situated on the main artery of 
travel between the nearer and the farther East, is the key of commercial and 
martial operation in the Orient. Thirty thousand ships register annually in its port. 
Railroads, electric cars, telegraph, telephone, electric lights, and waterworks, 
broad streets where automobiles and jinrikshas 'turn to the left,' sanitary 
regulation, and the strong arm of the British law make it as comfortable and 
secure as in cities at home. 
These 'least known lands' of Asia are rapidly developing, as the wealth of the 
great rubber plantations and the millions gained in the tin mines are made 
known.140 
Likewise, most of the books about the Malaysia Mission started with a description of the 
physical setting of the mission. Den yes compared the size of landmasses in Southeast 
Asia to U.S. states and wrote about the climate, vegetation, animals, fruits, agriculture, 
and mining products of the area. 141 Oldham, in Malaysia: Nature's Wonderland, and 
Thoburn, in India and Malaysia, also commented on the flora, fauna, fruits, birds, 
scenery, climate, and agriculture of the region. 142 In so doing, these missionaries were 
reproducing long-standing tropes in European writing about Southeast Asia. Victor 
Savage has written, "From the literature of Western travellers in the region, several 
themes emerge regarding the wealthy landscapes and the idea of the plenitude of tropical 
flora and fauna." 143 These themes include the beauty and abundance of Southeast Asia, 
themes well-represented in Methodist missionary writings. For Savage, Western writings 
140 This introduction appeared every year from 1912 through 1915. For the first occurrence, see 
1912 WFMS Annual Report, 130. 
141 Denyes, The Malaysia Mission of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 5-8 . 
142 Oldham, Malaysia: Nature's Wonderland, 7-13 ; Thobum, India and Malaysia , 483-8. 
143 Victor R. Savage, Western Impressions of Nature and Landscape in Southeast Asia (Singapore: 
Singapore University Press, 1984), 68. 
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about Southeast Asia justified Western colonialism in the area. 144 These writings 
justified missionary efforts as well. 
One way in which discussions of the land of Malaysia helped justify mission 
efforts was through creative constructions of geography. Defining Malaysia justified the 
existence of a Malaysia Mission, set Malaysia in relation to other MEC missions, and 
validated expansionist ambitions by the Malaysia Mission. The exact definition of 
Malaysia used by those involved in the mission was fluid and varied across sources and 
across the years. Writing in 1936, but drawing on language that extended back to at least 
1904, Mary Isham, in her history of the WFMS, defined Malaysia in the following way: 
"When Malaya Conference was organized it included the Straits Settlements, the Malay 
Peninsula, French Indo-China, Borneo, the Celebes, Java, Sumatra, and the adjacent 
islands inhabited by the Malay race ... " 145 This definition was a maximal definition of 
Malaysia; the Malaysia Mission never worked in French Indo-China or the Celebes. This 
definition, like many others, defined Malaysia as a geographic entity in primarily ethnic 
terms as the lands "inhabited by the Malay race." John Denyes' definition in his 1905 
book about the Malaysia Mission followed suit. He wrote: 
Malaysia, the home of the Malay, or brown man, lies to the southeast of Asia, 
between Indo-China and Australia. It includes the Malay Peninsula and the larger 
half of the islands of the Eastern Archipelago. The principal islands of this group 
are Sumatra, ... Java, ... Celebes, ... Borneo, ... and all the hundreds oflesser 
islands and islets which appear so insignificant upon the map, but which are in 
reality countries capable of supporting a large population. The Philippine Islands 
are properly a part of Malaysia, but as they are treated in a separate booklet they 
will not be discussed further in this one. New Guinea and the islands lying to the 
144 Ibid., 23. 
145 Isham, Valorous Ventures , 336. 
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east of it belong rather to Polynesia than to Malaysia; for the people, the animals, 
the birds, and even the plants show a marked departure from the types found in 
1 . 146 Ma ays1a. 
Therefore for the Malaysia Mission, an important part of the process of defining Malaysia 
was the process of defining Malays. Methodist missionaries were not alone in this 
project, as the British colonial government also sought to define what it meant to be 
Malay. 147 For the British government, the definition of Malay involved Muslim religious 
identity, though Methodist missionaries preferred to define it in ethnic and linguistic 
terms to hold open the possibility of religious conversion on the part of Malays. 148 
The process of defining Malaysia involved establishing both connections (the 
Philippines are part of Malaysia) and distinctions (New Guinea is not). This process of 
establishing both connections and distinctions was also important for determining 
Malaysia's relationship to other geographical entities, an important piece in defining the 
Malaysia Mission's political relationship to other MEC missions. The Malaysia Mission 
had begun as an offshoot of Methodist work in India. Because of this historical 
connection, India and Malaysia were often treated as a unit in the Methodist imagination. 
Yet there was push-back against this union from early on. William Oldham successfully 
argued that the Malaysia Mission be organizationally separated from the South India 
Conference of the MEC in 1887. He cited the difference in populations and the distance 
between India and Malaysia as among the reasons for the split. 149 Even after Malaysia 
146 Denyes, The Malaysia Mission of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 5. 
147 Andaya and Andaya, A History of Malaysia, 183. 
148 See Andaya and Ishii, "Religious Developments in Southeast Asia, c. 1500-1800," 517. 
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was established as its own entity, it continued to be connected to India. When the 
Malaysia Mission Conference was created in 1891, it was made a member of the MEC' s 
Central Conference of Southern Asia, along with India and Burma. 150 The missionaries 
of Malaysia continued to chafe at the bonds that united them to India, worried that their 
situation differed too greatly from the Indian one and that their concerns would be lost 
among those of the much larger Indian missions. In an anonymous paper entitled "Our 
Relation to the Episcopacy" written by a Malaysia missionary in 1902, the author opined, 
"We desire to dissolve the partnership that has so long been carried on under the name of 
'India and Malaysia,' or more recently under the less definite and still less recognitory 
term, Southern Asia. We have served long enough as a tail to the great Indian kite. We 
are tired of being regarded as a suburb of Calcutta."151 In 1911, the Malaysia Annual 
Conference presented a resolution to the Central Conference of Southern Asia that 
declared, "Owing to the dissimilarity of our problems and the geographical distances that 
prevent a fair degree of cooperation, we consider it desirable that the Malaysia 
Conference should no longer be under the jurisdiction of the Central Conference of 
Southern Asia." 152 The Malaysia missionaries sought to redefine geographic boundaries 
in such a way that would afford them greater freedom in addressing their own unique 
challenges and greater episcopal support in doing so. 
149 
"Southern Asia" was meant to be a more inclusive term for what had previously been the 
Central Conference oflndia (Barclay, Widening Horizons, 1845-95, 653). 
150 Hollister, The Centenary of the Methodist Church in Southern Asia, 7. 
151 
"Our Relation to the Episcopacy" Malaysia Mission (Aug. 1902), 112. 
152 1911 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 14. 
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Given the large number of Chinese who lived in Malaysia and who were church 
members of the Malaysia Mission, it is perhaps surprising that there was never more of a 
geographic connection between Malaysia and China in the Methodist imagination. When 
the Malaysia Mission presented its petition to be separated from the Central Conference 
of Southern Asia in 1912, connection to China was one of the alternative administrative 
arrangements suggested. While the Malaysia missionaries ultimately wanted to become 
their own, independent field, the request to affiliate with China followed upon the belief 
that "Malaysia is as much a Chinese Mission field as any part of China, except that we do 
not limit our activities to the Chinese." 153 
As it so happened, the General Conference responded to Malaysia's petition in 
1912 by putting it together with the Philippines rather than India or China. 154 Such a 
decision was the natural result of over a decades' worth of efforts on the part of the 
Malaysia Mission to establish a connection between itself and the Philippines. This 
process began when it became apparent that American occupation of the Philippines 
following the Spanish-American War would open the Philippines to Protestant mission 
work. Before scouting for the beginning of Methodist work in the Philippines, Bishop 
James Thoburn wrote to Missionary Society Corresponding Secretary A. B. Leonard, 
arguing for the relationship between Malaysia and the Philippines: 
They [the missionaries of Malaysia] insist that the Philippines belong to the 
Malay division of the archipelago, which is undoubtedly the fact, and Manila is 
now as clearly within my jurisdiction as Bombay or Calcutta .... In the long run it 
will not do to attach the Philippines either to China or India. A great island 
15 3 Untitled article. Malaysia Message (March 1911), 42. 
154 
''The General Conference" Malaysia Message (June 1912), 66. 
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empire is growing up in this region, and it will always have interests and issues of 
its own. In the course of time we can have an annual conference in the 
Philippines, and another down here [in Malaysia]. These two will naturally 
affiliate together. 155 
Thoburn's words accurately described what came to pass in Methodist geography. 
The Philippines represent just one example in which flexible geographic 
definitions supported a drive for geographic expansion on the part of the Malaysia 
Mission. Since the boundaries of "Malaysia" were drawn broadly and vaguely, the 
Malaysia Mission could discern an implicit mandate to spread itself throughout Southeast 
Asia. Of course, a sense of geographic expansion was basic to Christian mission in the 
nineteenth century and, as scholars of American Methodist history have written, to the 
domestic activities of the MEC. 156 The geographic drive that had always been a part of 
American Methodism was exported to the rest of the world through missions and 
missionary leaders such as James Thoburn, an expansionist par excellence. William 
Oldham once commented on Thoburn, "He has always seen in continents." 157 Numerous 
missionaries used language that suggested geographic expansion was God's expectation 
for the Malaysia Mission. Interestingly, it is entirely male missionaries who spoke in 
such a vein, perhaps revealing a distinction between the male and female psyches. 
Such expansionist aspirations date back to the beginning of the Malaysia Mission. 
James Thoburn, after supervising the inaugural meeting of the Malaysia Mission 
Conference in 1891, exalted, "We are thus extending the work both eastward and 
155 J. M. Thobum to A. B. Leonard, 2110/1899, Missionary Files . 
156 See, for instance, William Sweet's famous writing about the relationship between Methodism 
and the American frontier (Sweet, Methodism in American History). 
157 Oldham, Tho bum - Called of God, 111. 
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westward, and I could easily perceive when the conference was about to adjourn that the 
brethren all seemed inspired with a new and holy ambition to move forward and achieve 
great results in our magnificent field as they saw these brethren chosen for advanced 
work." 158 Bishop Cyrus D. Foss, after visiting the Malaysia Mission in 1899, explained 
that while the Northwest India Conference had the "swing of conquest," the Malaysia 
Mission had the "genius of expansion." 159 When new railroads made access to the state 
of Perak easier in the early twentieth century, H. L. E. Luering opined, "[W]herever the 
missionary cannot precede the railway, he ought at least to follow it without delay." 160 
Missionaries found such desires for geographical expansion easy to justify theologically. 
Writing in his overview of the Malaysia Mission in 1905, John Den yes defended the 
Malaysia Mission by saying, "But it is not the spirit of mere adventure or the desire for 
'some new thing' that prompts this reaching out after new territory. Rather it is the 
ambition ofPau1." 161 A few pages later, he was able to disclaim any missionary agency 
in the process of expansion; rather, it was entirely God's doing. He wrote, "But it has not 
been according to any plan of the missionaries to enter upon so many different fields. 
They have merely followed the leadings of Providence into the open doors.',I 62 Flexible 
definitions of geography such as those employed by the Malaysia Mission made it easier 
for missionaries to perceive open doors. 
158 J. M. Thobum to J. 0 . Peck, 411111891, Missionary Files . 
159 Foss, From the Himalayas to the Equator, 203. 
160 1903 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 311. 
161 Denyes, The Malaysia Mission of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 25. 
162 Ibid., 30. 
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In addition to geographic understandings, Malaysia Mission supporters used 
presentations of the inhabitants of that land to justify their mission activities as well. 
While missionaries could at times assert that "no human being has any inherent 
superiority to any other,"163 in their descriptions of the inhabitants of Malaysia, they 
could also feed prevailing racial stereotypes. The missionaries did identify some positive 
characteristics in the Malays and other indigenous Southeast Asians, but they generally 
depicted these groups as uncivilized, lazy, and unworthy of the rich, abundant land in 
which they lived. 164 The Chinese, on the other hand, were typically portrayed in glowing 
terms that depicted them as industrious claimants to the future of the region. James 
Thoburn wrote of the Chinese, for instance, "They will do for Malaysia what the present 
inhabitants [the Malays] cannot do, and what no other people can be expected to do." 165 
Indians were seen in generally positive terms as good workers, but lacking the 
entrepreneurial spirit of the Chinese. 166 Such racial rhetoric served to justify the 
Malaysia Mission' s lack of outreach to Malays, their extensive outreach to the 
burgeoning Chinese population, and their additional outreach to Tamils and other 
Indians, which nevertheless took second place to Chinese work. 
In addition to racial stereotypes, missionary writings conveyed some genuine 
ethnographic information about the peoples of Southeast Asia. Newspapers and 
magazines carried articles describing the religious and cultural habits of the people of 
163 
"Superiarity [sic] of Races," Malaysia Mission (Oct. 1905), 1. 
164 See for instance, Thobum, India and Malaysia, 490-5 . 
165 Ibid., 496. 
166 Oldham, Malaysia: Nature 's Wonderland, 30. 
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Malaysia. Articles ranged from a description of Muslim fasting habits during Ramadan 
to Chinese funeral practices to Javanese children's tales .167 Denyes and Oldham also 
included some ethnographic information in their books. 168 Missionary writings about the 
religious and cultural practices of Southeast Asians varied in tone from the objective to 
the outright condemnatory. Yet both types of writings served a purpose. Negative 
descriptions of non-Christian religious and cultural practices reinforced the argument that 
Christian missions were needed in the area. Even neutral or positive depictions, though, 
further helped home supporters imagine the world in which missionaries worked and thus 
made mission supporters feel closer to the objects of their support. 
The Methodist news service 
At the same time as the Malaysia Mission's communications network was 
presenting, often for the first time, information about Malaysia, its land, and its people to 
mission supporters around the world, it was also conveying a wide variety of news back 
and forth across the globe. While news for mission supporters regarding the progress of 
the Malaysia Mission was an important piece of the total, it by no means constituted the 
whole. The Malaysia Mission also conveyed a variety of news about the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, other Methodist missions, and non-Methodist churches and missions 
167 For the article on fasting during Ramadan, see A. W. H. Boram, "The Mahommedan Fasting 
Month in Java" Malaysia Message (June 1892), 73. For the article on Chinese funeral practices, see E. E. 
F. , "A Chinese Wake and Funeral" Malaysia Message (Oct. 1897), 3-4. For the article on Javenese 
children's tales, see A. W. H. Boram, "Javanese Tales" Malaysia Message (Oct. 1892), 9-10. 
168 Denyes, The Malaysia Mission of the Methodist Episcopal Church; Oldham, Malaysia: 
Nature's Wonderland. 
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to just about everyone connected with the mission. This news was conveyed through the 
Malaysia Message, other newspapers, reports, and personal connections. Such 
information served to shore a sense of connection to the mission and helped to create and 
reinforce a sense of Methodist and Protestant identities. 
The first ideological aim of the news distribution conducted by the Malaysia 
Mission was to reinforce a sense of connection to itself among its church members, 
missionaries, and mission supporters. To this end, the mission shared information about 
itself through a number of channels: the Malaysia Message, other Methodist newspapers, 
various annual reports, and extensive statistics. This information helped members, 
missionaries, and supporters know what was going on in the mission. Such news built up 
a community of shared information, disseminated shared practices, and elaborated a 
common vocabulary and set of narratives. The resulting sense of connection was then 
leveraged to solicit support for the mission. 
As the mission's official media outlet, the Malaysia Mission had an important role 
to play in this task. Information about the work of the Malaysia Mission in the Malaysia 
Message ranged from periodic updates to pieces on specific topics to abridged versions of 
annual reports given by missionaries. It included regular updates, among other things, 
about the work in Penang, stories of conversions from the women's work, reports from 
the Hoovers in Java, recaps of recent events at Methodist schools, accounts of visitors to 
Singapore, and biographies of deceased missionaries. In addition to sporadic articles 
about these and other topics, the Malaysia Message devoted systematic coverage to every 
meeting of the Malaysia Conference. Such information helped church members in 
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Malaysia to know what was going on in other locations of the mission. The ability to 
follow the progress of the MEC in other locations in Southeast Asia strengthened church 
members' sense of connection to fellow church members. It also strengthened the sense 
of connection between mission supporters and the mission field. 
A similar range of information about the doings of the Malaysia Mission made its 
way into American newspapers and magazines. Missionaries wrote such articles with the 
hope that they would confirm and expand support for missions broadly and the Malaysia 
Mission specifically among those who read them. Such hopes were perhaps best summed 
up by a notice in the Malaysia Message, which reported, "An article on Malaysia, by Dr. 
West, appears in the Daily Advocate, where thousands of leaders in church work may 
read it." 169 Such articles often included appeals for particular forms of support, as, for 
instance, when James Tho bum published an appeal for missionaries to India and 
Malaysia in the March 1899 edition of World- Wide Missions, an appeal that netted James 
H 1. 170 oover as an app 1cant. 
The annual reports of the Missionary Society and the WFMS contained slightly 
more thorough and systematic presentations of the events of the Malaysia Mission. The 
narrative portion of these works was supposed to relay to mission executives "the state 
and prospects" of the work, as the Missionary Society put it. 171 This instruction was, 
however, interpreted variously by the missionaries. Missionaries reported about 
particular individuals who had converted through their work. They mentioned general 
169 Untitled article, Malaysia Message (July 1904), 95. 
170 J. M. Hoover to A. B. Leonard, 3/13/1899, Missionary Files. 
17 1 1888 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 453. 
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trends and obstacles encountered in the work. Missionaries reported on particular events 
or programs they had instituted, especially at schools. They informed the secretaries of 
the state of the finances of the mission and the properties it owned. While the exact 
information varied, there were general patterns across years and by missionary that 
provided the Missionary Society, WFMS, and mission supporters reading the reports with 
comparable information about the state of the mission. These reports established a 
common set of narratives demonstrating the mission's progress in the past, present, and, 
with the necessary support, future. 
Perhaps equally as important as narrative news about the state of the mission was 
the regular statistical information collected by the Missionary Society and WFMS. 
Compiling numbers related to members and money was part of a long history of 
Methodist record-keeping that extended back to class records in the early days of the 
Methodist movement. 172 It also fit with the move toward professionalization and 
bureaucratization happening in the mission agencies. For the Missionary Society, the 
men of the mission selected one of their number as "Statistical Secretary," who was then 
tasked with reporting the required numbers to the parent organization. While that 
missionary had the primary responsibility for compiling the statistics, they were 
presented before the entire Annual Conference for discussion and approval. 173 All of the 
women missionaries were involved in corresponding with the Minneapolis Branch 
172 Wigger, Taking Heaven by Storm, 83 . 
173 The position of Statistical Secretary is noted in the yearly Official Minutes of the Malaysia 
Conference. Approval of the statistics was not automatic, as in 1897, when conference members requested 
that two sections of the statistical report be revised before approving it (1897 Official Minutes of the 
Malaysia Conference, 11-12). 
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Corresponding Secretary, who compiled statistical information about the mission and 
then forwarded it on to the national organization. 174 
The instructions given to WFMS Branch Corresponding Secretaries about what 
information to collect were relatively simple. They were told to report on "the number of 
missionaries, Bible women, boarding schools, orphans, and other work supported by the 
Branch." 175 Yet these categories were only the beginning of the information collected. 
Both women and men reported on the number of personnel involved in their mission. 
Women reported not just the number of missionaries and Bible women, as required, but 
also the numbers of missionary wives, wives of native members of conference, foreign or 
Eurasian assistants, native helpers, and non-missionary teachers. 176 The men reported on 
the number of missionaries, native members of conference, local pastors, and teachers. 177 
The statistics the men collected included church membership statistics for all churches, 
while the women reported just the female membership. These membership statistics 
contained the numbers of full members, probationary members, deaths, conversions, and 
adult and infant baptisms. Both the women and the men also reported school data, 
including the number of students (broken down by school and sometimes further divided 
174 See the duties of the Branch Corresponding Secretary stipulated in Article Vll of the By-Laws 
of the WFMS (1907 WFMS Annual Report, 43-4). 
175 1907 ibid., 43-4. 
176 Such information can be found in the statistical reports of woman's work published in the 
Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, which first appeared in 1902 and became a regular feature in 
1907. 
177 Every edition of the Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference contained a "Conference 
Roll ," usually at the beginning of the volume, which gave the names of all male missionaries and native 
preachers. The number of local preachers and teachers were given in the conference statistics, published in 
the same source. 
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into sub-categories), income from student fees, and government grants. The men 
reported membership and attendance figures for the Sunday Schools. Finally, there was 
financial reporting. The men reported to the Missionary Society the amount of giving by 
congregations on the field and the financial aspects of the AMP/MPH, while both genders 
reported on government grants (mostly to schools for operating funds, but also 
occasionally to schools and churches for capital matters), appropriations and budgets for 
the mission, and properties owned by the mission (including churches, parsonages, 
schools, and orphanages) and their values. 178 
In addition to making their way into the discussions and reports of the Missionary 
Society and WFMS, most of the statistics collected were also published in the Official 
Minutes of the Malaysia Mission's annual meetings. 179 The Official Minutes also 
included summarizes of the work carried out in each mission district, by each mission 
committee,180 in each mission institution,18 1 and by almost every female missionary. The 
minutes included lists of missionary personnel, mission committees, mission stations, and 
mission schools. The minutes also included the results of important resolutions passed at 
Annual Conference. While the Official Minutes served as reminder or reference for those 
missionaries who had been present at Annual Conference, for church members, mission 
178 This information, and the other information indicated in the paragraph, was part of the 
conference statistics published in every volume of the Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference. 
179 The statistics either appeared in between the reports of the men 's and women's conferences or 
at the end of the minutes. See Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference. 
180 The Malaysia Mission had a varying number of boards, standing committees, and ad-hoc 
committees over the course of its existence. Important committees included Auditing, Finance, Education, 
Publishing, Sunday Schools, Public Morals, and Conference Relations. 
181 Mission institutions included the mission schools, press, and charitable or reform organizations. 
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supporters, and even those missionaries who were on furlough during the meeting, 182 the 
minutes were a valuable source of news about the mission. 
All of these statistics served to reinforce the narratives of progress the Malaysia 
Mission presented with cold, hard data. It made the work of the mission seem not just 
spiritual, but scientific as well. The advancement of the work of the Malaysia Mission 
was not just a matter of faith; it could be empirically demonstrated through these 
numbers. Such proof of the mission's growth not only justified further backing by 
mission supporters and efforts by missionaries, it made those associated with the work 
proud of that association, whether they were mission supporters, missionaries, or church 
members. 
Beyond all of this official news, those associated with the Malaysia Mission 
exchanged personal news as well. The Malaysia Message printed reports about 
missionaries' lives, including travels, vacations, social calls, health, births, birthdays, and 
special events at churches and schools. 183 This news let fellow missionaries and home 
supporters keep up with the social lives of missionaries on the home field. Letters were 
an even more important forum for sharing personal news, not just among missionaries, 
but between missionaries and their supporters at home. Such personal news, far from 
being trivial, kept the bonds of Methodist connectionalism strong and helped reduce 
missionaries' feelings of isolation on the mission field. 184 
182 See, for instance, W. G. Shellabear toW. T. Cherry, 4/16/1903, Shellabear, "Correspondence, 
W. G. Shellabear toW. T . Cherry." 
183 Much of this information was included in the "Personals" column of the Malaysia Message. 
184 Hunter, The Gospel of Gentility, 55; Hill, The World Their Household, 104. 
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Beyond the level of the Malaysia Mission, news passed through Methodist 
channels helped create and reinforce a sense of common Methodist identity. A sense of 
connectionalism, 185 a shared system of church organization, 186 and the exchange of 
personnel did much to create global Methodist community. Common practices also 
helped. For instance, Methodists around the world celebrated the second Sunday of June 
as Children's Day. 187 The size of Methodism could also reinforce a sense of pride about 
the global compass of the church. The Malaysia Message reported in 1910, "The 
Methodist Church is the largest of the Protestant order, and now numbers fully eight 
million communicants." 188 Yet, as these two example show, information about the 
Methodist connection, about common Methodist practices, and about global Methodist 
numbers was a necessary underpinning of all these props to Methodist identity. 
Newspapers were again an important vector for relevant Methodist news. At the 
same time as news about the Malaysia Mission was appearing in America (and 
elsewhere), stories about American Methodism, along with stories about the MEC's 
missions in other locations around the world, appeared in Malaysia. Often this news 
came through the Malaysia Message, but letters to missionaries or church members and 
those returning to Malaysia after visiting abroad could serve as news vectors as well. 
Such information included news about the progress of mission work elsewhere, the 
doings of prominent Methodist leaders, developments in American Annual Conferences, 
185 For more on Methodist connectionalism, see Chapter 3. 
186 For more on Methodist church organization, see Chapter 5. 
187 Untitled article Malaysia Message (June 1902), 90. 
188 
' 'The Denominations" Malaysia Message (Oct. 1910), 5. 
and statistical information about Methodism around the globe. The MEC Central 
Conference of Southern Asia and the MEC General Conference always received 
thorough coverage in the Malaysia Message. 
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The Malaysia Mission and the India and China missions of the MEC exchanged 
news with particular frequency, both through newspapers and correspondence. 
Information about fiscal apportionments, personnel decisions, and salary information was 
shared regularly. In 1897, the lists of missionary appointments in India were published in 
the Malaysia Message. 189 MEC missionaries also swapped educational resources. For 
instance, when the Malaysia Mission sought to develop a course of study for its Chinese 
and Indian pastors, it consulted those courses of study in use in China and India. 190 
Finally, missionaries corresponded about social movements and events that cut across 
mission boundaries, such as immigration from China and India to Malaysia, the Chinese 
political situation, and famine in India. News about other MEC missions and the 
happenings of the MEC in the United States strengthened missionaries' and church 
members' sense of connection to the church as a global whole. 
In addition to Methodist news, the Malaysia Mission tracked news about a variety 
of other Protestant groups as well. An evangelical Protestant identity was a second, 
broader layer of common global identity created by the mission. Information and 
theological ideas were exchanged with other evangelical Protestants through newspapers, 
institutional partnerships, and the sharing of best practices and common customs. Such 
189 1897 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 63-7. 
190 1897 ibid., 11 . 
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shared intelligence reminded church members, missionaries, and mission supporters that 
they were not alone in their work for Christ, but part of a much broader global body of 
evangelical Protestants. 
Such connections began with local news. The Singapore Presbyterians regularly 
published articles in the Malaysia Message prior to starting their own newspaper in 
1898.191 The Malaysia Message often reported on the doings of the BFBS. The work of 
other mission organizations in Southeast Asia, including various German mission groups 
in the Netherlands Indies, received press coverage in the Malaysia Message as well. 
Pan-Protestant news was not, however, merely a local phenomenon for the 
Malaysia Message. The newspaper also included frequent snippets and occasional longer 
articles about the histories and current progress of missions by various denominations in 
countries from Oceania to Africa to Europe to South America. The snippets sometimes 
appeared in a periodic section of the paper entitled "General Missionary News." The 
Malaysia Message also reported on the activities, membership numbers, leadership, and 
theological debates in a variety of Protestant denominations in the United States, Britain, 
and Canada. Such accounts included the progress of home mission work. These news 
items varied from single-sentence snippets to full-length articles. Anti-Catholic and anti-
Anglo-Catholic rhetoric was interlaced with some of these articles or appeared in separate 
articles about the Catholic Church. Finally, the paper included pieces on various 
theological matters related to the Protestant faith . 
191 See Malaysia Message (March 1898), 66. 
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Exchange of information among missions extended to forming institutional 
partnerships with mission agencies elsewhere in the world. Dr. J. L. Phillips of the India 
Sunday School Union visited Singapore in 1895, promoting Sunday School work. 192 The 
MEC was to use the India Sunday School Union's curriculum for decades following that 
visit. While visiting Singapore in 1913, John Mott sponsored an ecumenical conference 
for missionaries from the Straits Settlements, FMS, and Netherlands Indies that led to 
new levels of cooperation among missionary societies. 193 Information exchanged 
between Methodists in Malaysia and Lutherans in India about Tamil immigration led to a 
comity agreement of sorts between the two groups. In 1906, a deal was struck by which 
Methodists provided spiritual care for Lutheran Tamils who had immigrated to 
Malaysia. 194 These Tamil immigrants remained Lutheran and received Lutheran 
communion annually. Yet the immigrants helped support the local Methodist churches 
through their prayers, presence, gifts, and service in large numbers, as many as 100 at 
Kuala Lumpur. 195 
The exchanges of information among missionaries also included missionary "best 
practices." The Malaysia Message provided a forum in which missionaries could debate 
with each other important aspects of missiology, such as the role schools should have in 
the mission, a topic that received regular comment in the Malaysia Message . Such 
discussions were not limited to information originating with the members of the Malaysia 
192 Malaysia Message (May 1895), 77. 
193 Ethel C. Jackson, "Dr. Mott in Singapore" Malaysia Message (June 1913), 206. 
194 1906 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 8-10, 48-9. 
195 1907 ibid., 16-7. 
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Mission. In an annual report in which he weighed in on the perennial issue of the role of 
the schools in the Malaysia Mission, George F. Pykett cited the experiences of English 
MeA . . . . J 196 Y mtsswnanes m apan. 
Beyond general strategies, the missionaries of the Malaysia Mission also learned 
specific knowledge and particular skills from missionaries with other groups. Perhaps 
the most pertinent type of specific knowledge shared among missionaries was about the 
cultural habits, religious and political persuasions, and social customs of evangelistic 
target populations. Missionaries visiting Malaysia often worked with Chinese or Tamil 
populations in China, India, and Ceylon and could discuss strategies for reaching these 
populations with the Methodist missionaries working with the same groups in Malaysia. 
William Shellabear learned about strategies for evangelizing Muslims by reading articles 
in The Missionary Review of the World written by missionaries working in countries 
around the world. 197 Skill exchange happened less often, but could also prove significant. 
William Shellabear learned many of his printing skills by studying with Hugh Price 
Hughes' Methodist mission in the East End of London. 198 
Furthermore, joint practices coordinated through news media, such as the world-
wide Week of Prayer sponsored by the Evangelical Alliance, helped reinforce this layer 
of global Protestant community. In that event, Methodists, Presbyterians, and others in 
Malaysia joined in prayer with evangelical Protestants in India, Britain, and elsewhere 
196 1905 ibid., 23. 
197 William G. Shellabear, "How can we reach the Malays?" Malaysia Message (Nov. 1904), 11. 
198 Oldham, India, Malaysia, and the Philippines, 243. 
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around the world. 199 This event was regularly promoted in the Malaysia Message. Other 
joint practices involved common efforts to promote a shared Protestant morality, 
described in greater depth below. All of these forms of collaboration and information 
sharing, however, reinforced the message that those associated with the Malaysia Mission 
were not just connected to it, nor solely to the Methodist Episcopal Church, but rather to 
evangelical Protestants around the world. 
Theology and morality 
The sense of Malaysia Mission, Methodist, and Protestant identities built up 
through the distribution of news contributed to an even more important end in the 
missionaries' eyes. Ultimately, conveying theological ideas was the essential point of the 
Malaysia Mission's existence. Missionaries saw beliefs about God and attitudes of the 
heart toward God as the crux of the Christian message. Unfortunately, the historical 
sources for reconstructing in full the theology espoused by the Malaysia Mission and its 
church members are limited. Records of sermons, either evangelistic or those preached 
in church, are lacking. Articles in the Malaysia Message and comments in letters and 
annual reports are therefore the best indicator of the theology embraced by English-
speaking missionaries. Records that would indicate how non-Western missionaries and 
church members of all backgrounds received and reinterpreted official theological 
messages put forth by the mission are even scantier, though the handful of articles in the 
199 The Week of Prayer was typically the first week of January. The Malaysia Message regularly 
reported on the Week of Prayer in its yearly January issue. 
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Malaysia Message by indigenous church leaders or about Chinese and Tamil churches 
indicate a fairly similar theology to that of the Western missionaries.200 This section will 
therefore not attempt a full reconstruction of the theology of either missionaries or church 
members. Instead, it will look at three concentric circles of Christian theology that 
characterized the Malaysia Mission: evangelical Protestantism, Wesleyan Methodism, 
and holiness, each nurtured in part through connections to other Christians around the 
globe. Therefore, these theological ideas were cultivated in the same ways that other 
information flowed through the Methodist communication network: face-to-face contact, 
letters, newspaper articles, annual reports, and books. 
The broadest theological circle in which the Malaysia Mission moved was that of 
evangelical Protestantism. By the end of the nineteenth century, evangelical 
Protestantism had become an increasingly unified enterprise through interdenominational 
cooperation. Although the cracks that would become the modernist/fundamentalist split 
were spreading during this time, as evidenced by a handful of articles in the Malaysia 
Message decrying "higher critics" of the Bible, it is still fair to speak of an evangelical 
Protestant consensus up through the first decade of the twentieth century.201 The pages of 
the Malaysia Message reflect this sense of evangelical Protestant unity, as described 
above, both through the presentation of shared Protestant doctrine and in descriptions of 
200 An article entitled "Our Native Work" published in the June, 1901 Malaysia Message gives 
brief reports by native workers in the Malaysia Mission. These reports are mainly concerned with the 
progress of the work, but give some theological insights as well. Goh Hood Keng contributed regular 
reports on the Baba Malay Church, starting in the 1910s, and while these reports are again mainly 
programmatic, they also provide another theological source, however scanty. 
201 For examples of articles critical of Biblical criticism, see C. C. McCabe, "Moody and a 'Higher 
Critic' in Mexico Malaysia Message (May 1900), 93-4; and "Fallibility of Biblical Criticism" Malaysia 
Message (Aug. 1907), 87. 
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Protestant work that displayed a common spirit and set of goals. In this manner, 
reporting on the inter-denominational Chinese Week of Prayer in 1893, B. F. West wrote, 
"There seems to be an earnest spirit of brotherliness among the members of the several 
communions, even the Church of England members uniting with us. This is a state of 
affairs which causes the missionaries to rejoice, for the aim of every one of them has 
been, and still is, to teach all comers that the Church is one, and although we may differ 
in details of church government, yet the doctrine we preach is the same."202 West here 
reflected a common view that emphasized theological similarities among evangelical 
Protestants. 
Common evangelical doctrine, in its most minimal form, could boil down, as B. 
F. West announced to the Coleman Street Epworth League in 1895, to "[t]he Fatherhood 
of God; the brotherhood of man; Atonement for sin; and Redemption from sin."203 C. C. 
Kelso phrased the basics of Christian doctrine slightly differently, stating "that 
Christianity rests on the two fundamental truths of (1) The Bible being the Word of God, 
and (2) The Divinity of Christ."204 An unnamed missionary wrote in the Malaysia 
Message, ''The whole question of Christianity centres in Christ. Not the Bible; not 
creeds; not the church; not theology. All these have their value after their order, but 
Christ made, and still makes, Christianity."205 All of these statements of the central 
202 B . F. West, "Chinese Week of Prayer" Malaysia Message (Mar. 1893), 55. 
203 A. J. Amery, "Epworth League Notes" Malaysia Message (May 1895), 74, 
204 
"Epworth League Notes" Malaysia Message (Jan. 1896), 34. 
205 
"Christ is Christianity" Malaysia Message (June 1893), 88. 
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message of Christianity could be found among other evangelical Protestants elsewhere 
around the globe. 
However the missionaries may have phrased the essentials of the Christian faith, 
it is easy to see the classical Bebbington definition of an evangelical at work in the 
Malaysia Mission; the theology espoused by the mission was conversionary, activist, 
Biblical, and crucicentric.206 It may seem obvious that a mission should have a 
conversionary orientation in its theology, yet the Malaysia Mission' s emphasis on 
conversion went beyond just missionaries seeking converts. Annual reports and 
Malaysia Message stories frequently and joyfully reported conversion stories. 
Furthermore, Methodist leaders encouraged church members to do their part for the 
conversion of others, referring to "soul-saving" as "the greatest privilege of the Christian 
life".207 The mission' s activist orientation is well-summarized in an article on the 
Coleman Street Church that asked church members, "What christian [sic] work are you 
doing? God has saved you to save others by you."208 Boston University professor H. C. 
Sheldon stated in an article reprinted in the Malaysia Message, "Methodism makes no 
question but that the Christian disciple is bound to work earnestly for the good of his 
fellowmen."209 Articles in the Malaysia Message frequently advocated Bible reading, 
206 D. W. Bebbington, Evangelicalism in Modern Britain: A History from the 1730s to the 1980s 
(London; Boston: Unwin Hyman, 1989), 2-3. 
207 J. W. Bashford, "The Art of Soul-Saving" Malaysia Message (Dec. 1900), 27 
208 
"Coleman Street Notes" Malaysia Message (Nov . 1905), 18. 
209 H. C. Sheldon, "Beliefs of the Methodist Church" Malaysia Message (Apr. 1912), 49. 
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even supplying plans to read through the New Testament and Psalms in a year.210 
Through these articles, the Bible was emphasized as basic to the Christian life. The cross 
was central too for the Malaysia Mission. Sophia Blackmore described the evangelistic 
work of Nonya Sin Noe as "tell[ing] her story of the cross."2 11 
One other theological trend that was common to evangelical Protestantism more 
broadly though also a distinctively Methodist hallmark was a strong belief in Providence. 
The writings of the Malaysia Mission reflected this belief that God' s active intervention 
was opening doors for the mission and guiding it on the proper path. As Goh Hood Keng 
put it, "His presence has been with us in all that we have undertaken to do in His name; 
and this fact has been the greatest source of encouragement to us all through the year. As 
we look back we can plainly see with the eyes of faith the guiding hand of the loving 
Father leading us all the way."21 2 Such accounts of God' s providence were especially 
prevalent in the annual reports of the Malaysia Mission and in letters arguing for more 
missionaries and resources to respond to opportunities that God had set before the 
mission. 
While the Malaysia Mission participated in broadly evangelical theological 
streams, there were also ways in which its theology was distinctively Wesleyan or 
Methodist. Although it had Anglo-American roots, by the end of the nineteenth century, 
Methodism had become a global theological movement. From its main British and 
2 10 
"How to read the Bible through" Malaysia Message (Jan. 1907), 28. 
211 1894 WFMS Annual Report, 32. 
212 Goh Hood Keng, "Baba Church Notes" Malaysia Mission (Dec. 1910), 23. 
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American branches, Methodism had spread to Asia, Africa, and Latin America.213 These 
British and American branches came together in the Malaysia Mission, as did Methodist 
influences from India and China. The sense of Methodist identity displayed by the 
mission resulted in orienting references to the Wesleys and Methodist institutions like the 
class meeting, but it also included specific theological ideas?14 
The Malaysia Mission embodied Methodist theology in several ways. First, it 
was decidedly Arminian in its theology, which is to say that it denied predestination and 
emphasized human responsiveness to divine grace. In a front-page article of the 
Malaysia Message entitled "Predestined to be conformed to the Image of His Son," the 
author argued against predestination and instead asserted, "God's plan for every one of us 
is that we should be like Jesus, the spotless Lamb of God; and strange to say the only 
hindrance to the accomplishment of God's design is man's own unwillingness, or half-
heartedness, or lack of faith."215 Elsewhere, a missionary wrote, "The measure of every 
man's guilt must be the measure of light refused. But the Gospel is light, and the refusal 
of it is the refusal of light: hence the responsibility of all men, heathen or Christian."216 
Church members were warned, "Christ is to be apprehended as the Keeper--not only as 
213 For an accounting of this process, see Cracknell and White, An Introduction to World 
Methodism. 
214 For references to the Wesleys, see for instance, ''The Preaching of Wesley" Malaysia Message 
(May 1900), 95; and "Two Hundredth Anniversary of the Birth of Charles Wesley" Malaysia Message 
(Apr. 1907), 54. For references to the class meetings, see "The Methodist Class Meeting" Malaysia 
Message (June 1901), 107. For an overview of Methodist theology, see Ted A. Campbell, Methodist 
Doctrine: The Essentials, 2nd ed. (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 2011). 
215 
"Predestined to be conformed to the Image of His Son" Malaysia Message (Dec. 1893), 21. 
216 E. L., "Heathen Responsibility" Malaysia Message (Apr. 1892), 50. 
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the Saviour who has delivered from the sins of the past, but the Mighty One 'who is able 
to keep you from falling."' 217 
The Malaysia Message also promoted Methodist "heart religion," as Phyllis Mack 
has called it.218 Mack and others have commented on the role of emotion in early British 
Methodism just as John Wigger and others have studied emotion in early American 
Methodism. 219 While Methodism became more routinized after its earliest days, 
nineteenth century revivalism helped keep an emotional edge to Methodism in both 
America and Britain.Z20 Missionaries of the Malaysia Mission wrote about emotion as 
central to the life and work of a Christian. When explaining the motivation of mission 
work, one asserted, "It is love of Christ prompting love for souls."221 In a Christmas 
devotional, an unnamed author entreated, "[M[ay our hearts be opened to receive afresh 
an outpouring of the riches of God's love. But it is necessary that our own love should go 
out freely to Him and to the souls He loves, ere He can grant us richer manifestations of 
Himself."222 The flip side of this focus on emotion was criticism of ritualistic or formal 
religion. Hence, B. F. West criticized "the slow, uncertain and Rationalistic Dutch 
missionaries", and another author warned of the "constant danger that the living truths 
217 
"Epworth League Column" Malaysia Message (Aug. 1894), 104. 
218 Mack, Heart Religion in the British Enlightenment. 
219 Wigger, Taking Heaven by Storm. 
22° Frederick A Norwood, The Story of American Methodism: A History of the United Methodists 
and Their Relations (Nashville; New York: Abingdon Press, 1974), 156-163. 
221 Unnamed article, Malaysia Message (Dec. 1891), 18. 
222 
"The Greatest of these is Love" Malaysia Message (Dec. 1895), 21. 
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which control the soul may degenerate into rigid formalism."223 This emphasis on heart 
religion led to a devotional style of theology that included not only beliefs but attitudes 
and practices. The Malaysia Message promoted such devotion in a number of ways. 
There were special sections of the paper from time to time designated for devotional 
readings for church members and rnissionaries. 224 Articles also promoted individual and 
family devotional practices. Prayer and Bible reading were the two most important of 
these. Other devotional practices emphasized included the morning watch, family 
worship, church-going, reading religious books, service, and singing.225 These practices 
were advocated for both adults and children. 
As much as the feelings mattered for Methodists, so did the will. An article in the 
Malaysia Message asserted, "Converts must understand that the essential element in 
religion is not 'good feeling,' but 'good willing.' It is divine truth at work in the soul, 
beyond the intellect, among the affections, and in the will."226 Such a preoccupation with 
the will reflects Methodism's concern with living out one's religion, or "practical 
theology," a priority far above elaborate abstract reflections on that religion. Such an 
orientation can easily be detected in the pages of the Malaysia Message. While the 
newspaper printed articles about theological topics, few of these were systematic 
223 B. F. West to A B. Leonard, 8/2/1905, Missionary Files; "Form and Spirit" Malaysia Message 
(May 1895), 71. 
224 These sections include "The Christian Life," "Heart Tonic," "Soul Care," and "The Quiet 
Hour." Each section ran in the Malaysia Message for a portion of the late 1890s and early twentieth 
century. 
225 See, for instance, Bishop Vincent, "Have Family Worship" Malaysia Message (Apr. 1898), 83; 
S. Stephen Walker, "For the Young Folks" Malaysia Message (Mar. 1901), 67 ; "The Morning Watch" 
Malaysia Message (Mar. 1901), 51 ; "Coleman Street Notes" Malaysia Message (Jan. 1907), 32-3. 
226 John H. Vincent, Untitled article Malaysia Message (May 1910), 61. 
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explanations of doctrine. Instead, they tended toward devotional pieces and 
encouragements to persist in the faith. If the content of the Malaysia Message can be 
taken as an accurate indication of the priorities of the Malaysia Mission, Biblical 
learning, virtue, and piety were much more important to the mission than systematic 
theological reflection. 
Building upon Methodist beliefs were beliefs associated with holiness theology. 
Holiness theology held that after justification (the forgiveness of sins that happens at the 
time of conversion), there is a second spiritual breakthrough possible. This second stage 
was sanctification. Sanctification was variously interpreted but most conceptions 
involved freedom from the power of sin and an impartation of power from the Holy 
Spirit. Achieving entire sanctification made the believer "perfect" in that he/she no 
longer sinned.227 Belief in entire sanctification had its roots in the Wesleyan movement 
in eighteenth century Britain. From there, it was reinterpreted in American contexts by 
the Oberlin Perfectionists and Phoebe Palmer and in British contexts by the Keswick 
holiness movement.228 Holiness became an important aspect of late nineteenth century 
American Methodism, though many in the holiness movement left the MEC to form their 
own denominations.229 Despite those departures, many who remained in the MEC 
227 For a fuller definition of holiness theology, see Melvin Easterday Dieter, The Holiness Revival 
of the Nineteenth Century, 2nd ed. (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, I 996), 3-4. 
228 For a general history of holiness in America, see Dieter, The Holiness Revival of the Nineteenth 
Century; Smith, Revivalism and Social Reform, I 03-147. Dieter's work also addresses holiness in the 
British context. For a history of the Keswick holiness movement, see Charles W. Price, Transforming 
Keswick (Carlisle, Cumbria: OM Publications, 2000). 
229 See Charles Edwin Jones, Perfectionist Persuasion: The Holiness Movement and American 
Methodism, 1867-1936 (Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow Press, 1974). 
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believed in holiness theology. Dana Robert has written about how the holiness 
movement became an important motivating factor for mission work, especially among 
Methodist women.Z30 
While North America was the most important source for holiness theology in the 
Malaysia Mission, such ideas were reinforced from other directions as well. William 
Taylor and other traveling evangelists preached the holiness gospel around the world.Z31 
For this reason, there were a series of holiness revivals in India before the start of the 
Malaysia Mission that constituted the context out of which the mission grew.232 That 
same series of international holiness revivals had spread to Australia, where Sophia 
Blackmore was persuaded to become a missionary.233 Although some Americans took 
issue with Keswick theology, Keswick holiness missionaries stopped in Singapore and 
preached to Methodist groups there.234 
The influence of holiness theology is evident in the records of missionaries of the 
Malaysia Mission. The term "consecrated" was used in recommendations of missionary 
candidates frequently, and missionaries spoke of themselves as consecrated or described 
their experiences of having received the Holy Spirit. These experiences were a second 
stage after their conversion and therefore constitute holiness experiences. On his 
230 Robert, American Women in Mission , 144-8. 
231 Jones, Perfectionist Persuasion, 50-51. 
232 Hwa and Hunt, "The Methodist Church," 144. 
233 Ibid. 
234 On American missionary objections to Keswick theology, see W. T. Cherry, "Keswick versus 
Epworth" Malaysia Message (June 1901), 104-5. For Keswick missionaries in Singapore, see Untitled 
article, Malaysia Message (Oct. 1898), 6; and W. F. Oldham, "Mr. Meyer-An Appreciation" Malaysia 
Message (July 1909), 74-5. 
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application for missionary work, Charles Buchanan wrote that he had been "converted at 
the age of 14, sought+ obtained by faith a clean heart at nineteen, called to mission work 
at twenty". 235 Elizabeth Olson wrote on her application, "Subsequent to this work of 
grace [the forgiveness of sins], I received the Holy Spirit promised of the Father through 
Christ, '96."236 The references to "a clean heart" and receiving the Holy Spirit are 
references to holiness experiences. 
Holiness theology was not only something that missionaries used to narrate their 
own spiritual experiences; it was also something they sought to convey to church 
members on the mission field. A number of articles appear in the Malaysia Message on 
the topic of holiness, including a two-part series by a Mr. W. G. Honywell in 1891 and 
1892.237 The paper published a number of articles by C. B. Ward, a William Taylor 
missionary in India, on the topic in 1903?38 Other occasional holiness articles appeared 
as well. The number of holiness-related articles in the Malaysia Message fluctuated 
based on the editor of the paper. The number was highest when W. T. Cherry or W. G. 
Shellabear was editor, as both were staunch supporters of holiness theology. Cherry' s 
support for holiness theology was also reflected in the selection of books available for 
sale at the MBR. These holiness books included Christian Purity by Bishop Foster, Love 
Enthroned by Dr. Steele, A Substitute for Holiness by Dr. Steele, Sanctification by Dr. 
235 See Buchanan application, Missionary Files . Underline original. 
236 Olson file, "Minneapolis Branch- W.F.M.S. M.E. Church Records." 
237 W. G. Honywell, "Holiness, No. 1" Malaysia Message (Dec. 1891), 22-3; and W. G. 
Honywell, "Holiness, No. 2" Malaysia Message (Jan. 1892), 30-31; 
238 See, for instance, C. B. Ward, "Real Religion" Malaysia Message (Feb. 1903), 49; and C. B. 
Ward "A Minister' s Experience" Malaysia Message (Oct. 1903), 19-20. 
Carradine, Plain Account of Christian Perfection by John Wesley, and Theology of 
Holiness by Dr. Clark.239 In this way, Cherry and others used print culture to spread 
holiness ideas. 
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Even missionaries who did not entirely believe in the doctrine of holiness could 
still be sympathetic. James Tho bum, for instance, stated, "I never was quite able to 
accept the statement which was made on this subject, by preachers and others, and yet my 
sympathies were more freely given to them than to those who allowed themselves to be 
called opponents of such a profession."240 While not all missionaries or church members 
in Malaysia fully subscribed to holiness theology, it became another layer of theological 
ideas that united mission supporters, missionaries, and church members across continents 
into a common community with common theological beliefs. 
It is interesting to note that despite the support of some in the Malaysia Mission 
for holiness theology, there was no support for John Alexander Dowie or Pentecostalism, 
though both may be seen as outgrowths of the holiness movement in the United States. 
The Malaysia Message referred to Dowie' s teachings as "ravings" and warned about 
cases of missionaries in India and China who had been influenced by Dowie?41 
Furthermore, when reports reached the Malaysia Mission of early Pentecostals attempting 
to use tongue-speaking for missionary work, those would-be missionaries were dismissed 
as nai've in their mission strategy.242 By rejecting these developments, the Malaysia 
239 See the ads in the Jan. 1902 edition of the Malaysia Message. 
240 Oldham, Thoburn- Called of God, 175-6. 
24 1 Untitled article, Malaysia Message (Aug. 1899), 126. 
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Mission remained within the mainstream of global Methodist theology. Nevertheless, 
these distinctions also show that the mission continued to react to other global theological 
ideas, not just from America, but as they appeared in other mission fields. 
For missionaries corning out of Wesleyan and/or holiness traditions, a system of 
morals was an essential part of Christian identity. Wesleyan or holiness belief in moral 
improvement toward the goal of sanctification led missionaries to advocate for both 
personal and social moral reforms. Holiness theology was usually accompanied by a set 
of proscribed immoral practices such as drinking, smoking, dancing, and playing cards,243 
many of which were viewed as immoral even by Methodists not in the holiness camp. 
While the Christian missionary task, especially the Protestant missionary task, is often 
imagined in terms of belief, for the Malaysia Mission, behaviors were almost as 
important. 
Nineteenth century Singapore was a context in which moral reformers had much 
work to do. The city was well-known for its gambling, prostitution, opium use, and other 
vices. The population of young, single, immigrant males was not bound by many of the 
social strictures that regulate moral behavior in other societies. Economic constraints 
may have made prostitution or opium-smoking too expensive to be a nightly activity for 
most Chinese laborers, but they were nonetheless regular past-times.244 In many ways, 
242 
''The Gift of Tongues" Malaysia Message (Apr. 1908), 49. 
243 Jones, Peifectionist Persuasion, 86. 
244 For estimates of the relative amounts of laborers ' wages and the costs of various vices in 
nineteenth century Singapore, see Yuen Sang Leung, "The Economic Life of the Chinese in Late 
Nineteenth-century Singapore," in Early Chinese Immigrant Societies: Case Studies from North America 
and British Southeast Asia, ed. Lai To Lee (Singapore: Heinemann Asia, 1988), 148- 153. 
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Singapore was a frontier town with the same set of behaviors one associates with the 
American West. The same "[l]awlessness, rowdyism, Sabbath-breaking, gambling, 
swearing, drinking, and fighting" that William Warrant Sweet argued characterized the 
American frontier characterized Singapore as we11. 245 Hence, in the same way 
Methodists were instrumental in reforming the American West, as Sweet has argued, so 
they sought to be instrumental in reforming the Malaysian frontier. 
Methodist missionaries attacked what they saw as moral maladies in several 
fashions. Methodist preaching proclaimed the possibility of personal transformation 
through religious conversion. As Hwa Yung and Robert Hunt have put it, in the 
Methodist message, "there was the promise of freedom from the bondage of sin, 
especially as manifested in drinking, opium-taking, and gambling. "246 This promise of 
freedom was likely one of the most attractive parts of the Methodist message. Scholars 
have written about how religious systems of morality can ease the very adjustment to 
global modernity immigrants to Malaysia were experiencing.247 These same moral ideas 
were put forth in Methodist print media as well, most notably the Malaysia Message. 
Members of the Malaysia Mission presented these morals in their school teaching too. 
Indeed, the Methodists' reputation for instilling morals in their students was one of the 
245 Sweet, Methodism in American History , 170. 
246 Hwa and Hunt, "The Methodist Church," 154. 
247 David Martin, Pentecostalism: The World Their Parish (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 2002); 
Smith, "Religion and Ethnicity in America." 
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reasons Chinese parents, even non-Christian Chinese, sent their children to Methodist 
schools.248 
In addition to efforts at personal reform, Methodist missionaries lobbied the 
governments of the Straits Settlements and FMS to try to effect systematic moral 
reform. 249 Often missionaries had connections to government officials through their 
schools or as fellow members of the Euro-American expatriate community that they tried 
to leverage into political influence. The missionaries sought likewise to form alliances 
with others around the world working to promote the same moral ends, whether they 
were visiting British citizens or Chinese leaders in Singapore.250 In this way, the 
Malaysia Mission participated in a number of American-led but globally-encompassing 
moral reform efforts, such as those written about by Ian Tyrrell. 251 
Some Methodist moral stances, like temperance, were importations of positions 
taken by the MEC in the United States. By the end of the nineteenth century, the 
American MEC had come out against all alcohol consumption. While American 
Methodists were not the first to promote the temperance cause in the United States, nor 
the only ones in the fight, they were largely responsible for transforming temperance 
248 Such motivations are clear in several of the testimonials in Ho, Methodist Schools in Malaysia, 
206-7. 
249 Almost every Annual Conference meeting brought a petition to the government on one matter 
or another. See the reports of the Committee on Public Morals in Official Minutes of the Malaysia 
Conference. 
25° For instance, Henry Varley was a British visitor to Singapore in 1891. After discussing moral 
problems of the city with Methodist missionaries there, he returned to Britain where he continued to speak 
against opium, coolie slavery, and brothels (Untitled article, Malaysia Message (Dec. 1891), 23). The 
partnership between the Methodists and Chinese reformers such as Lim Boom Keng is described below. 
251 Tyrrell, Reforming the World. 
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goals from moderation to abstinence?52 Methodists also drove the shift from attacking 
alcohol through personal moral reform to prohibiting it through public legislation. In the 
process, temperance became a distinctively Methodist crusade?53 
In Malaysia, the MEC upheld the same teetotalling standard for membership it did 
in the United States. Both missionaries and church members were expected to abstain 
from any alcohol use. 254 Missionary candidates were asked on their applications, "Do 
you drink, do heroin, or snort cocaine?"255 The abstinence requirement for church 
membership often conflicted with prevailing mores among at least the European 
community, many of whom believed it was not possible to live in a tropical climate such 
as Singapore without a daily drink. This position also conflicted with Tamil cultural 
practices.256 Yet the Malaysia Mission persisted in its stance. The Malaysia Message 
churned out regular temperance articles. Indeed, for portions of the time under study, 
there was an entire page of the magazine devoted to temperance news. Methodist women 
worked with other evangelical Protestant women, especially Presbyterians, to form 
branches of the WCTU in Singapore and Penang. 257 The Singapore branch began shortly 
after the start of Methodist mission work there, in 1887. The formation of that branch 
252 Jessica Warner, "Temperance, Alcohol, and the American Evangelical: A Reassessment," 
Addiction 104 (2009): 1075-1084. 
253 For more on Methodists and temperance/prohibition, see Charles W. Ferguson, Organizing to 
Beat the Devil: Methodists and the Making of America (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1971), 355 . 
254 See 1895 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 192. 
255 See applications in Missionary Files from 1907 or later. 
256 1901 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 212. 
257 For more on the global WCTU, see Tyrrell, Woman 's World/Woman 's Empire. 
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was supported by a visit from Mary Clement Leavitt, the WCTU's first missionary.258 
Methodist support for the interdenominational ministry of the Sailors' and Soldiers' 
Home in Singapore was motivated largely by that institution's temperance activities.259 
In other cases, Methodist moral positions arose in response to conditions on the 
field. Methodist anti-opium work may be seen as an adaptation of Methodist anti-alcohol 
work to the social conditions of Southeast Asia. Opium was rare in the United States but 
a major social scourge in Southeast Asia, especially among the Chinese population.260 
While few Chinese immigrants had previous experience with opium before arriving in 
Southeast Asia, one mid-nineteenth century doctor estimated that opium use ran as high 
as 85 percent among immigrant Chinese laborers in Singapore?61 Opium use was linked 
to other social problems in Malaysia such as crime, gambling, and prostitution. Opium, 
however, was not just a personal vice but an essential piece of the political and economic 
fabric of the area, as Carl Trocki has contended?62 Opium contributed nearly half of 
British colonial government revenues in Singapore, enriched Baba Chinese commercial 
syndicates who were awarded the right to distribute or "farm" the product, and was an 
258 Marie Oldham, "TheW. C. T. U. in Singapore" Gospel in all Lands (May 1891), 232. 
259 1893 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 202. 
260 Opium was also a significant focus for Protestant missionary moral reform in China. See 
Kathleen L. Lodwick, Crusaders Against Opium: Protestant Missionaries in China, 1874-1917 (Lexington, 
KY: The University Press of Kentucky, 1996). 
26 1 Carl Trocki ventures that opium use was rare among coolies prior to their arrival in Sinagpore 
(Opium and Empire: Chinese Society in Colonial Singapore, 1800-1910 (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University 
Press, 1990), 1 ). The estimate for usage comes from Yen, A Social History of the Chinese in Singapore 
and Malaya, 1800-1911 ,223. 
262 Trocki, Opium and Empire. 
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essential part of keeping labor rates low enough in some industries so that European and 
Chinese businessmen were able to extract a profit. 263 The political and economic 
networks that promoted the use of opium stretched around the world, weaving together 
Britain,264 India, Southeast Asia, and China and making it truly a globalized social 
problem. The Malaysia Mission, however, had the global connections necessary to 
attempt to fight the opium trade while maintaining enough independence from the 
political and economic systems that benefitted from it to do so. 
The Malaysia Mission combatted opium in ways similar to those in which it 
fought the problem of alcohol. On the personal side, it preached against opium use, 
promising deliverance to addicts. Former addicts who were church members were 
monitored to prevent or address backsliding into opium use. The pages of the Malaysia 
Message brimmed with anti-opium rhetoric, decrying its health, spiritual, and social 
detriments. The Malaysia Mission also found a unique anti-opium opportunity in 1906 
when a jungle plant was discovered that was purported to cure opium addiction. The cure 
was ultimately proven to be ineffective, but not before church members of the Chinese 
"Mission of Love" chapel in Kuala Lumpur worked to distribute the cure to thousands.265 
263 Song Ong Siang provides the estimates of Singaporean government revenues from opium (One 
Hundred Years' History of the Chinese in Singapore, 438). Trocki makes the argument about opium and 
labor costs (Opium and Empire, 68-9). 
264 Trocki has gone so far as to call the British colonial government in Asia in the nineteenth 
century "essentially a drug cartel." (Opium and Empire, 50). 
265 1906 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 285. 
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On the public side, the Malaysia Mission regularly petitioned the Straits 
Settlements government to restrict the sale or use of opium.266 Bishop William Oldham 
was invited to serve on the Opium Commission of the Straits Settlements government 
assembled in 1907. Missionaries presented much of the anti-opium testimony heard by 
the commission?67 Oldham was the only member of the commission to publicly dissent 
from its 1908 report, advocating greater restrictions on opium, though not its entire 
abolition.268 Furthermore, the missionaries of the Malaysia Mission collaborated with 
others opposed to opium. In Singapore, they worked with Dr. Lim Boon Keng and Dr. 
Yin Suat Chuan to exert pressure on the government.269 Internationally, they supported 
the work of the British Society for the Suppression of the Opium Trade and the Joint 
In . 1 0 . c . . 270 ternatwna pmm ommtsston. 
The sex trade was another global problem with a strong presence in Malaysia. 
Singapore's population was dramatically unbalanced in terms of gender. In the 1881 
census, men were 75 percent of the population, and among the Chinese, the figure was 
closer to 84 percent.271 The proportions of men and women became more equal over the 
266 Again, see the reports of the Committee on Public Morals in Official Minutes of the Malaysia 
Conference. See also "Methodism's Official Attitude to Opium, etc." Malaysia Message (April 1909), 53. 
267 U Wen Cheng, "Opium in the Straits Settlements, 1867-1910," Journal of Southeast Asian 
History 2, no. 1, The Chinese in Malaya (March 1961): 66. 
268 See ibid., 72-3; for copies of Oldham's "Memorandum of Dissent," see Peh, "Of Merchants 
and Missions: A Historical Study of the Impact of British Colonialism on American Methodism in 
Singapore fro m 1885 to 1910," 355. 
269 Turnbull, A History of Singapore, 1819-1988, 117.; Lim Boon Keng, "Opium versus Alcohol" 
Malaysia Message (Oct. 1908), 8. 
27° Cheng, "Opium in the Straits Settlements, 1867-191 0," 62; 1910 Official Minutes of the 
Malaysia Conference, 38. 
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next several decades, but the drastic gender imbalances created a huge demand for 
prostitutes among the young men of Singapore. In 1884, the year before the Malaysia 
Mission began its work in Singapore, it was estimated that a third of the women in the 
city were prostitutes.272 Even in 1915, after three decades of reform efforts on the part of 
the mission and others, there were still 315 brothels in Singapore, 159 in Penang, and 33 
in Malacca, with 2,487 Chinese prostitutes, 576 Japanese, 34 Europeans (all in 
Singapore), 44 Tamils, and 66 Malays, for a total of 3,207 prostitutes in the Straits 
Settlements.273 Many of these women had been brought to Singapore for the sake of 
being exploited in the sex trade. 
Missionaries of the Malaysia Mission used both moral suasion and social work to 
address the problem of prostitution. They inveighed against prostitution as a sin and 
social evil in both their spoken and printed words. They lobbied the government for 
regulation and reform. The Malaysia Mission was especially opposed to the 
reinstatement of the Contagious Diseases Ordinance by the British imperial government. 
That ordinance sought to regulate brothels so as to keep sexually-transmitted diseases in 
check. Methodists worried that it countenanced prostitution and made sin safe.274 In 
addition to lobbying the government, the Malaysia Mission worked with it to report 
unlicensed and therefore illegal dens of prostitution and to rescue individual women from 
271 1885 Blue Book for the Year ... , 93/82. 
272 Baker, Crossroads, 110. 
273 1915 Annual Department Report of the Straits Settlements, 33. 
274 See "The Protection of Women and Girls Ordinance" Malaysia Message (Aug. 1894, 101), and 
"The Regulation of Vice" Malaysia Message (Jan. 1900), 37-8. 
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brothels.275 Rescue work among prostitutes was an important branch of missionary work 
for the WFMS in both Singapore and Penang?76 In Penang, the WFMS opened the 
Alexandra Home for Destitute Women as a half-way house for former prostitutes. 
Gambling was another vice that the Malaysia Mission sought to combat. 
Gambling dens for men and lotteries for women were common among the Chinese. Even 
children engaged in certain forms of gambling. 277 Races were a common form of 
entertainment and venue for betting among the European population and other social 
elites in Singapore. Most types of gambling had been outlawed in the Straits Settlements 
in 1829 but nonetheless continued underground.278 In the FMS, legal gambling 
flourished and was a source of state revenue. In most Malaysian circles, gambling was 
viewed as a form of entertainment. Methodist missionaries, however, saw gambling as a 
sin and source of economic ruin, worrying about the "millions of dollars" lost every year 
by "wretched coolies" in "gambling hells."279 As with other moral issues, missionaries 
attacked gambling in proclamation and printing. The WFMS incorporated anti-gambling 
lessons into their house visits with women and children?80 Missionaries petitioned the 
FMS government against the vice in 1905, seeking the cooperation oflocal Chinese 
leaders in that drive. William Harley reported, "Our Annual Conference decided, in 
275 1898 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 26-7; Doraisamy, The March of Methodism 
in Singapore and Malaysia, 1885-1980, 28. 
276 Doraisamy, The March of Methodism in Singapore and Malaysia, 1885-1980,28. 
277 1896 WFMS Annual Report, 34. 
278 Yen, A Social History of the Chinese in Singapore and Malaya, 1800-1911 , 243 . 
279 1906 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 286. 
280 1890 WFMS Annual Report, 29; 1896 ibid. , 34. 
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February, 1905, to send in a petition against the [gambling] traffic, praying the governor 
of Singapore to abolish it. Since then the presiding elder of this District has done his best 
to stir up public opinion among the Chinese merchants, tin-miners and others, and a 
petition has already gone in from them, which was signed by practically every leading 
Chinaman [sic] in the Federated Malay States."281 
Some areas in which the Malaysia Mission sought to promote new moral ideas 
were more religious than social problems. As evangelical Christians, MEC missionaries 
strongly opposed work or play on the Sabbath. The Sabbath was seldom observed in 
Southeast Asia, especially among Asians. Even within the European population, work, 
trade, games, and other activities on Sunday were common. In 1891, Methodists joined 
other churches and shipping industry leaders to petition the governor of the Straits 
Settlement to prohibit work on Sunday.282 The Malaysia Mission opposed military drills 
on Sundays and membership in clubs that sponsored Sunday sports?83 In 1900, the 
Committee on Public Morals stated, "We regret that Sunday is becoming more and more 
a day on which many of the Europeans spend their time in sports and pleasure-seeking, 
and we would urge all our preachers and people to set their faces sternly against Sabbath 
desecration in any form, and to encourage others both by precept and example to a deeper 
reverence for the day of the Lord."284 
28 1 1905 Miss. Soc. Annual Report, 267. 
282 
"Sunday Labour" Malaysia Message (Nov. 1891), 9. 
283 1907 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 38. 
284 1900 ibid. , 30. 
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Other moral issues caught the Malaysia Mission's attention too. Articles in the 
Malaysia Message pointed to the negative health effects associated with smoking, though 
such articles were not enough to prevent church members and even the occasional 
missionary from smoking. 285 American missionaries were expected to be total abstainers 
from tobacco, but some of the British missionaries were less averse to its use.286 The 
Malaysia Mission also opposed a variety of immoral past times, including dancing, the 
theater, immoral movies and records, and "thoughtreading entertainment."287 Finally, 
missionaries protested social injustices, such as the mistreatment of laborers. The 
Malaysia Mission protested the exploitation of coolies by coolie brokers and larger 
companies that hired them. 
Despite strenuous work on the part of missionaries and church members, the best 
efforts of the Malaysia Mission to reform the morals of Southeast Asia on a society-wide 
scale were mostly unsuccessful. Many of the problems that the Malaysia Mission 
attempted to resolve were deeply embedded within global systems of money and power. 
Therefore, changes in the economics of vice usually contributed more to its prohibition 
than did Methodist protests. The sale of opium and the operation of prostitution dens in 
the Straits Settlements and the FMS and gambling in the FMS were eventually outlawed, 
285 For such an article, see "Smoking and Heart Disease" Malaysia Message (January 1892), 29. 
For evidence of smoking among church members, see 1897 ibid ., 38. W. P. Rutledge was chastised for 
smoking. See "1907 Redistribution," note 1, Missionary Files. 
286 On American tobacco abstinence, see, for instance, Question 40. on the 1907 "Application of 
Candidate" for the Missionary Society, Methodist Episcopal Church, Missionary Files. 
287 Untitled article, Malaysia Message (Feb. 1892), 37. 
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but not primarily because of the activities of the missionaries or other reformers.288 The 
government could use such protests as convenient justifications for its changes in policy, 
but the real reasons were usually economic.289 
Nevertheless, while the Malaysia Mission may not have been widely successful in 
changing the laws of society, it was successful in creating a global network of support for 
such social reforms capable of challenging the economic systems behind these vices.290 
Individuals affected by the mission stopped drinking, using opium, gambling, smoking, 
breaking the Sabbath, and participating in other "immoral" activities. For some, such 
changes in their behavior represented a more dramatic aspect of their conversions than 
associated changes in belief. The participation by church members in Malaysia and 
mission supporters around the world in moral crusades represents the success of the 
Malaysia Mission in imparting new moral ideas to individuals and building global 
networks for disseminating and reinforcing those ideas, whether or not such agitation led 
to government action. While the Malaysia Mission sought to reform society, change in 
individuals was end enough for the mission to justify its moral reform efforts. Moreover, 
the international crusades against global social and moral issues mounted by the Malaysia 
288 Opium farming ended in 1910, but the government sold opium until World War II (Turnbull, A 
History of Singapore, 18I9-I988, 117). The importation of prostitutes to the Straits Settlements was 
banned in 1927, and brothels were banned three years later (Sng, In His Good Time, 142). Gambling was 
outlawed in the FMS in 1913 (1913 Official Minutes of the Malaysia Conference, 47). 
289 See, for instance, Trocki, Opium and Empire, 234. 
290 Such support came both from changing personal moral attitudes, as has been observed for other 
forms of evangelical Protestantism and Methodism in other places and times (Jean Miller Schmidt, 
"Reexamining the Public/Private Split: Reforming the Continent and Spreading Scriptural Holiness," in 
Perspectives on American Methodism: Interpretive Essays, ed. Russell E. Richey, Kenneth E. Rowe, and 
Jean Miller Schmidt (Nashville: Abingdon Press, n.d.); Smith, Revivalism and Social Reform; Martin, 
Pentecostalism) , and from the extension of the organizational framework for reform efforts (Tyrrell, 
Reforming the World). 
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Mission and its church members, supporters, and partners prefigured later social reform 
efforts led by churches and INGOs. Out of the global distribution of Christian theology 
by missionaries emerged a new method for tackling global social problems. 
The spread of new information technologies is one of the most remarked-upon 
facets of contemporary globalization, and it represented one of the most significant 
qualitative breaks from previous history accomplished in the early globalization of the 
tum of the twentieth century. People had always migrated, traded, and asserted power 
over or independence from others. They had not always been able to communicate with 
those on the other side of the globe in a matter of minutes (through the telegraph) or 
weeks (through mail). 
This new level of communication was not a neutral feature of this era of 
globalization, though. Access and control of new forms of communication was unequal , 
and communications came encoded with a variety of ideological messages. Some of 
these ideological messages served colonial or capitalist ends, but the ideologies 
promulgated by the Malaysia Mission served its own ends distinct from these colonial 
and capitalist objectives. The information communicated by the Malaysia Mission served 
to affect the way its church members, missionaries, and mission supporters thought about 
Malaysia, the MEC's work there, and their connection to it. Through particular 
presentations of the geography and people of the land, the Malaysia Mission justified its 
expanding work. Through the dissemination of news, the mission cultivated support for 
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its work and situated that work in larger Methodist and evangelical Protestant 
frameworks . These identities then paid off for the mission in the dissemination of 
Methodist, holiness, and evangelical Protestant theological and moral ideals. Such 
linkages of information and ideology included many fellow Methodists and Protestants 
around the world, creating a globalized belief system. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion- Making the Global World 
As has been shown, by the beginning of the second decade of the twentieth 
century, the Malaysia Mission, along with other globalizing forces, had built up a series 
of connections among Malaysia, China, India, Great Britain, Europe, the United States, 
and other places around the world. Under the influence of the Malaysia Mission, 
missionaries, immigrants, and travelers came from all over the world to Southeast Asia in 
increasing numbers on both temporary and permanent bases. Money and goods flowed to 
and within the region through fundraising; entrepreneurial enterprises; and technical 
innovations for moving people, goods, and money. Missionaries and mission leaders 
from outside the region exerted power within it, but also helped individuals in the region 
cultivate a sense of personal, liberal empowerment. Through relational connections and a 
wide variety of print media, information passed among church members, missionaries, 
mission supporters, and Protestant Christians around the globe, thereby creating 
Methodist and Protestant identities and promoting associated moral and theological 
ideologies. These world-spanning connective functions may be seen as a form of 
globalization, as may the increase in transnational flows that they enabled. 1 
In this way, the Malaysia Mission not only benefitted from secular forces of 
globalization, it was itself a globalizing force. Yet, in all the ways mentioned thus far, 
the Malaysia Mission mimicked other globalizing forces. By acting as a social network, 
1 On globalization as an increase in global connections, see Giddens, The Consequences of 
Modernity; quoted in Vasquez and Friedmann Marquardt, Globalizing the Sacred Religion across the 
Americas, 35. On globalization as the increase in transnational flows, see Appadurai, Modernity At Large; 
Osterhammel and Petersson, Globalization, 8. 
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the Malaysia Mission guided migration in the same way that family, clan, ethnic, place-
based, and other secular social networks did. In its role as MNC or INGO, the Malaysia 
Mission organized global economic activity just like capitalist interests. As a voluntary 
organization, the Malaysia Mission created an international structure of authority and 
legitimacy similar to, though separate from, colonial governments. When functioning as 
a communications network, the Malaysia Mission served in similar roles as secular news 
agencies and media conglomerates. 
Nevertheless, the Malaysia Mission went beyond merely mimicking other 
globalizing forces to make its own unique contribution to the process of globalization. 
Interdependent relationships with others around the globe, common identities that 
stretched across the globe, and a global theological vision fashioned by the mission 
helped transform individuals' sense of geography from one that focused mainly on local 
contexts to one that encompassed the entire world. It was in this way that the Malaysia 
Mission made its greatest and most unique contribution to the making of the global 
world. The most important global world that the mission made was the one that existed 
inside its participants' minds. Moreover, recognizing the importance of religion in 
creating this imagined global world can lead us to deeper understandings of globalization, 
religion, and the relationship between the two. 
The global world in Malaysian Methodism 
The social, economic, political, and ideological ties described in the third through 
sixth chapters of this dissertation bound missionaries, mission supporters, and church 
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members together across time and space and created an important sense of 
interdependence among them. Missionaries relied on mission supporters to back their 
operations, but mission supporters relied on missionaries to carry out their intentions for 
global evangelization. Church members were dependent on missionaries (and indirectly 
on mission supporters) for resources, information, theological knowledge, and official 
sanction for their actions. Yet all the strivings of missionaries and mission supporters 
were for naught did not church members accept the missionaries' message, proclaim their 
faith, and ally themselves with the Methodist Episcopal Church. Each set of actors in the 
mission enterprise was, then, interdependent with all other sets of actors for the enterprise 
to work. 
Supporters of the Malaysia Mission thought of themselves as connected to that 
mission in real and tangible ways, ways that depended upon the types of personal, 
material, political, and informational connections described in the previous chapters. 
Malaysia became a part of mission supporters' worlds. Mission supporters had a stake in 
what happened in the Malaysia Mission. They thought of the missionaries there as "our 
missionaries" and corresponded with them, often continuing relationships that had 
existed before the missionaries left? Mission supporters could list the mission 
institutions, some of which they had helped fund or were even named after them or their 
family members. 3 They knew stories of the converts the missionaries had made and the 
2 Such a phrase was used repeatedly by mission supporters in a variety of contexts. The phrase 
was particularly common in WFMS circles, in which missionaries were directly supported by individual 
branches. 
3 Among mission institutes named for mission supporters or their family members were the Jean 
Hamilton Training School, the Mary C. Nind Deaconess Home in Singapore, the Charlotte S. Winchell 
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successes and struggles of the missionaries. They had pictures of missionaries, schools, 
and church members. Supporters were invested in following the developments of the 
mission and kept abreast of the news from Malaysia. 
Mission supporters felt they had a stake in the Malaysia Mission not only because 
of their knowledge of its progress but because they were able to influence its 
development. Mission supporters performed organizational efforts on behalf of the 
mission - recruiting missionaries, keeping financial records, publicizing the mission, and 
soliciting additional supporters. They contributed their money to help the mission. Even 
those who were unable to give financially were able to pray for the mission. Mission 
supporters believed that prayer had real effects on the mission work. The 1910 Annual 
Report of the WFMS beseeched, "[M]ore than all else Malaysia as a whole needs our 
prayers."4 Through their efforts, their money, and their prayers mission supporters were 
not just supporting missionaries but also themselves performing a sort of mission work, 
albeit at a distance from the mission field. 
If mission supporters' sense of responsibility for mission work was great, the 
burden of missionaries was that much greater. Missionaries believed that non-Christians 
in the mission field depended on them to bring to them the good news of Christianity. 
John Denyes wrote, "Upon us as Christians is the responsibility of implanting within 
every heart that will receive it that new life which comes from God alone and which is 
Home in Penang, the Rebecca Cooper Suydam Girls' School in Malacca, the Effie G. Lindsay Girls' School 
in Penang, the Fairfield Methodist Girls' School in Singapore. 
4 1910 WFMS Annual Report, 136. 
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the basis of all true spiritual and social reformation."5 Moreover, while missionaries in 
Malaysia largely did not use the language of imparting civilization to their converts, they 
did see their work, especially their educational work, as improving the lives of those in 
Malaysia spiritually, mentally, and physically. Mary C. Meek wrote, "Our first aim 
should be to make our schools so superior as a place of instruction that the young people 
of even unbelieving families would know that by enrolling themselves as scholars they 
were doing better for themselves than they could possibly do in any other institution."6 
Missionaries knew that what they did mattered too not just on the mission field, but to 
supporters back at home and to fellow Methodists around the world following their 
efforts. 
What happened on the mission field and around the world mattered to 
missionaries as well. In the field, missionaries cared about their evangelistic targets and 
about their religious, moral, and physical well-being. They cared about the progress of 
moral reforms in the societies of the Straits Settlements and Federated Malay States. 
Moreover, they needed converts (often gained through the help of native agents) to be 
successful as missionaries. Around the world, missionaries appreciated letters, prayers, 
and money from supporters because they were part of an ongoing relationship between 
missionary and home. A. B. Leonard wrote to James Hoover in 1907, after Hoover's 
house had been destroyed by a typhoon, "Be assured that you and your wife are not 
5 Denyes, The Malaysia Mission of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 25. 
6 Mary C. Meek, "Our Schools and What Religious Instruction Should be Given in Them," 
Malaysia Message (Sept. 1900), 139-140. 
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forgotten although you are in far-off Bomeo."7 Although Hoover and his wife Mary 
were the only Westerners for miles, people from their own country were still present for 
them in important ways. News sources helped reinforce connection to other missionaries 
around the world. In a Malaysia Message article entitled, "The Progress in the Asiatic 
Missions of theM. E. Church," Rev. Spencer Lewis wrote, "Nothing is better calculated 
to stimulate genuine missionary enthusiasm than knowledge of what has been done and is 
being done to bring the world to Christ."8 The knowledge that missionaries in Malaysia 
were not alone working for the conversion of the world, but rather members of a great 
host, kept up enthusiasm for their work. 
Many church members in Malaysia probably thought of themselves as primarily 
connected to their local congregations. Protestantism appealed to them, and the number 
of Protestant churches was limited, or something about their particular local MEC church 
attracted them, and that is why they were MEC church members. Yet the patterns of 
movement in and out of Wesley MEC in Singapore show that for some church members, 
Methodist loyalty was an important factor in their choice of church.9 The same is true for 
Chinese immigrants to Malaysia who sought out Methodist churches after having been 
Methodists in China. Therefore, at least some church members did identify with the 
MEC as a church institution and consequently had a sense of belonging to an American 
7 A. B. Leonard to J. M. Hoover, 12/611907, Miss. Soc. Board Correspondence, Letterbook 181, p. 
960. 
8 Spencer Lewis, "The Progress in the Asiatic Missions of theM. E. Church" Malaysia Message 
(May 1897), 85. 
9 Records show that many church members transferred from or to other Methodist churches when 
they moved to or from Singapore. "Records of Wesley Methodist Church." 
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church. For some, that association with a Western institution could be problematic; 
Christianity was often critiqued as inauthentically Asian. 10 Yet there were also 
advantages to being associated with a Western institution. As discussed in previous 
chapters, the Malaysia Mission was a conduit for education, economic development, and 
other attractive aspects of globalization brought in by Westerners. For some, the 
religious rewards they found in Christianity were sufficient motivators.11 In either case, 
church members found a variety of ways in which they benefitted from their connections 
to Methodists around the world. 
At the same time, some church members also showed a strong sense that they had 
something to give to the rest of Methodism and Christianity. U Chim Seng's decision to 
ask the Methodist missionaries in Singapore to adopt his work in West Borneo and other 
stories of indigenous agency in expanding the mission show not only a sense of 
Methodist loyalty but a sense of responsibility and agency in propagating this faith. 
Church members involved themselves not only with evangelism, but with a variety of the 
other ministries of the church. Some served as teachers in Methodist schools. As 
mentioned earlier, the Chapel of Love in Kuala Lumpur worked hard to distribute a 
purported cure for opium addiction. Such church members recognized that they were not 
10 The criticism of Christianity as a "foreign religion" was especially harsh in Chinese circles, 
where that was an officially prohibited category of religion (see Jessie Gregory Lutz, China and the 
Christian Colleges, 1850-1950 (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1971)), but occurred throughout Asia 
(see Samuel Hugh Moffett, A History of Christianity in Asia, vol. 2: 1500-1900 (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis 
Books, 2005)). 
11 More worldly attractions were certainly an incentive to some, yet missionary records also 
include numerous instances of native testimony of the religious benefits they have received from 
Christianity. While the editorial influence of Western missionaries must be recognized in such sources, the 
presence of such religious benefits cannot be entirely dismissed. 
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merely dependencies of a Western church body, but rather contributing members of that 
body, helping to carry out its global mission. 
In this way, mission supporters, missionaries, and church members viewed 
themselves as in reciprocal relationships with each other, forming a global network of 
interdependent relationships. Added to that series of interdependent relations were two 
important sets of ideologies described in the last chapter. The first was a sense of 
common identity with other interdependent actors. The previous chapter describes the 
sense of common Methodist and evangelical Protestant identities shared by those 
associated with the Malaysia Mission, spread across the globe as they may have been. 
The relationships among mission supporters, missionaries, and church members did not 
arise out of happenstance; they had their roots in a shared Methodist identity. 
The second set of ideologies important for this analysis was the universal 
theological vision of Christianity, which believed that God's plan involved all of 
humanity. Christians believe in a God that loves the whole world and also see this belief 
as "good news to all." Thus, orthodox Christianity is built on universalizing elements. 
Moreover, missions depend upon the notion that Christian truth is capable of 
transcending boundaries of race, ethnicity, language, nationality, class, and gender. Dana 
Robert has written of the "universal vision" of student Christian movements supporting 
international missions. 12 In addition, Methodist theology specifically, with its egalitarian 
anthropology and its emphasis on grace offered to all, represents one of the more 
12 Dana L. Robert, "Extending the Kingdom: The Universal Visions of Student Christian 
Movements, 1855-1939" (n.d.). See also Robert, "The First Globalization: The Internationalization of the 
Protestant Missionary Movement Between the World Wars." 
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potentially inclusive forms of Christian theology. Therefore, missionary bishop James 
Thoburn proclaimed, "This world is to become a Christian world; the powers of hell are 
to be overthrown, and our Saviour, Christ, is to reign in righteousness over all nations." 13 
The others associated with the Malaysia Mission agreed with Thoburn. Even if they did 
not share Thoburn's optimism for its completion, they at least agreed that a unified 
Christian world was the goal toward which the mission should work. 
The connections among those associated with the mission, the common religious 
identity, and the universal vision of Christianity combined to contribute to a sense of the 
faith that was not limited to any particular nationality. As a Malaysia Message article put 
it, "The fellowship of faith ... renders co-operation in service easy and effectual. All 
possible emphasis should be put upon it. We may not limit it to the circle of the fellow-
believers whom we know. We ought to include the great multitude of all upon the earth 
who love our Lord." 14 For Americans or Britons projecting their national strength around 
the world, such a message was a cautionary reminder not to identify the kingdom of God 
with their home nations. For immigrants in Southeast Asia, it could be a message of 
comfort. As another article in the Malaysia Message proclaimed, "The Church of God is 
only a stranger in this world--a citizen of another country passing through a hostile 
land." 15 Because the Church of God was a stranger, these church members could think of 
themselves, not as citizens of India and China or as citizens of Malaysia, but as citizens 
of that heavenly realm to which all Christians belonged, a realm that encompassed all the 
13 J. M. Thobum, "Missionary Possibilities" Malaysia Message (Feb. 1896), 43. 
14 
"The Fellowship of Faith" Malaysia Message (Jan. 1899), 47. 
15 
"What is the work of the Church in this world?" Malaysia Message (Sept. 1892), 93. 
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countries of the globe without being tied to any particular one. For Westerns and Asians 
alike, such an idea reoriented how they thought about human connection and spiritual 
geography. 
The imagined communities constructed by the Malaysia Mission extended too 
beyond those that were solely Christian. The broadest layer of community fashioned by 
those associated with the Malaysia Mission included all humankind. Such a sense of 
common humanity can perhaps best be seen in comments from the Malaysia Mission 
about tragedies in India and China. A church member of the Malaysia Mission, writing 
in the Malaysia Message, spoke of the transformative effects of a trip to India: "When 
next there comes an appeal for financial help for the millions of India perishing of 
famine, I shall feel more keenly their awful need for having had a brief glimpse of the 
nakedness of the land, and I shall feel more thankful that my lot has has [sic] been cast in 
such lands of pleasantness and plenty as our green islands of the sea."16 Because this 
church member had travelled to India along Methodist networks, he or she was better 
able to appreciate his or her common humanity with starving Indians. 
Thus, the Malaysia Mission helped foster a sense among its participants that the 
world was one, a single global space inhabited by people to whom one had at least 
tenuous connections along lines of shared humanity and potentially stronger connections 
along lines of shared faith. This sense reoriented ideas about geography. In 1891, the 
Annual Report of the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society had referred to Singapore as 
16 
"A Singaporean's Impressions of India" Malaysia Mission (Apr. 1898), 73-4. 
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"that remote point of the world." 17 By 1915, Singapore and the rest of Malaysia no 
longer seemed so remote to those in the United States, Britain, India, or China. The way 
in which those involved with the Malaysia Mission thought about distance, connection, 
the world, and their place in it had changed. Singapore was now part of the world for 
mission supporters, even for mission supporters in out-of-the-way places in the United 
States like Mechanicsville, P A. The United States was now part of the world for church 
members in Malaysia, even those church members in Sarawak who had only ever met 
two Americans, James and Mary Hoover. Both the United States and Malaysia were now 
part of the world for people from Britain, Sri Lanka, India, China, Germany, Sweden, 
Australia, Canada, Japan, Switzerland, the Philippines, and other, more disparate lands 
because of their connections to the Malaysia Mission. The mission had taught people to 
think of the world as a single, global space. 
What transformed the increasing network of migratory, economic, political, 
informational, and ideological connections described in this dissertation into a true 
"global world" was this new way of viewing the world as one. The idea of a global 
world changed how people thought about space, distance, and connection in ways that 
receive the label of "globalization" in contemporary scholarship. Yet that new way of 
viewing the world was manifestly present in the Malaysia Mission decades before the 
term "globalization" rose to prominence. A 1903 article in the Malaysia Message 
opined: 
17 1891 WFMSAnnualReport, 11. 
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The following thought, cut from the middle of an article in The Christian 
Advocate, contains a truth that many will endorse at sight, and that will afford 
room for consideration as well:--
Two persons may belong to the same church and meet together and engage in acts 
of worship every week, and still know nothing about Christian fellowship. They 
may live under the same roof, sit down at the same table every day, and unite in 
family worship, and still be ignorant of the meaning of Christian fellowship. On 
the other hand two Christians may be separated by the rolling ocean, and not see 
each other's face in the flesh for years together, and yet enter into true Christian 
fellowship with each other.' 18 
This idea that one might be closer to someone on the other side of the globe whom one 
has not seen in years than one is to a family member across a table whom one sees daily 
was revolutionary. This was globalization, and no international treaty, worldwide 
commodity flow, or internet technology since then has been able to produce a stronger 
sense of the reorganization of time and space. Ultimately, this set of new ideas about 
geography, distance, and connection were the Malaysia Mission's most significant 
contribution to the making of the global world and us, the people who now live in it. 
The global world in scholarship 
While those associated with the Malaysia Mission may have had the concept of a 
single, global world, they did not possess the terminology of globalization. Thus, it is left 
to contemporary scholars to assess the implications of the experiences of the Malaysia 
Mission for scholarly understandings of globalization and religion . This final section of 
the conclusion will revisit several theoretical points raised in the introduction with the 
added perspective of the material covered since then. 
18 Untitled article Malaysia Message (Aug. 1903), 107. 
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The first point to be made is about the nature and definition of globalization and 
follows directly from the insight above about the status of the global world as a mental 
construction. The mental unification of the world into a single conceptual space, the 
creation of a global world in one's mind, is both the fruit of and the basis for all other 
transnational connections that might be included in the term "globalization." As in the 
Malaysia Mission, the concept of a global world is founded upon concrete socio-
historical connections built up by globalizing processes such as migration, capitalism, 
imperialism, religious missions, and cultural exchange. Yet to be able to name such 
processes as "globalizing" presupposes and thus is built on the concept of a global world. 
The experience of globalization is a necessary precondition to be able to think using 
terms associated with globalization. Hence, we may describe globalization as not solely 
as an economic or a political process, as many scholars do, 19 but rather as a dialectical 
process of changing geographical imaginations and the accumulation of a variety of 
transnational connections that make such imaginations plausible?0 Under this 
understanding of globalization, then, the history of globalization should be both the 
history of transnational connections and the history of the construction of global 
geographical imaginations. Historians wishing to employ a framework of globalization 
in their work should attend not only to specific forms of connection across societies, as 
most historical research using a framework of globalization has,21 but also to how these 
connections altered existing ideas about geography. 
19 Iggers, Wang, and Mukherjee, A Global History of Modern Historiography, 391. 
20 Murray, Geographies of Globalization; Cosgrove, Apollo's Eye. 
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The second point it is important to emphasize is about the significant role religion, 
especially missionary religion, played in changing these geographical imaginations. 
Missionary religions with universal aspirations are predicated upon overcoming 
geographic barriers. Therefore, in seeking to erase boundaries, such religions contribute 
significantly to the idea of geographic holism. T. N. Harper recognizes the significant 
religious roots of a global outlook, writing, "This global outlook was not solely, or 
primarily, secular: some of its most visible moments were a World's Parliament of 
Religions in Chicago in 1893, the spread of Theosophy, pan-Buddhism, and pan-
Islam."22 Elements in each of these religious movements mentioned by Harper 
understood the world as a single place that could potentially be occupied by that religion. 
Moreover, as the above example shows, it is not just missionary Christianity that 
contributes to a global outlook but missionary religion in general. Indeed, as indicated in 
the introduction, Islam has been in many ways a more significant globalizing religious 
force in Southeast Asian than Christianity. 
Not all forces that create global connections, however, have the same globalizing 
vision that Christianity and other missionary religions do. Social networks, bounded as 
they are by the limits of family, clan, and ethnicity, do not aspire to universality and are 
instead predicated on a sense of particularity. While that sense of particularly may be 
combined with elements appropriated from the global world,23 it does not produce a 
2 1 Steams, Globalization in World History . 
22 Harper, "Empire, Diaspora, and the Languages of Globalism, 1850-1914," 161. 
23 Benjamin Barber describes such combinations of ethnic, regional, and religious particularity 
with elements of globalization in Jihad vs. Me World. 
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global mindset. Governments are predicated upon particularity as well. T. H. Harper 
asserts, "A sense of global identity was slow to emerge from the globalization of empire. 
Although, in an immediate sense, the European systems did produce a degree of political 
integration, at a deeper level, both at home and abroad, it was perhaps the political realm 
that remained most resistant to the logic of globalization."24 While imperial politics 
created globe-spanning connections, the political realm, even the imperial political realm, 
still remained focused on the nation-state, not the world as a whole. 
Capitalism is the only other globalizing force with potentially the same global 
vision as missionary religions. Benjamin Barber perhaps overstates the case slightly 
when he writes, "There is no activity more intrinsically globalizing than trade, no 
ideology less interested in nations than capitalism, no challenge to frontiers more 
audacious than the market."25 Nevertheless, his point stands. Other scholars of 
globalization, too, have written about how capitalism seeks to overcome and erase 
geographic barriers. 26 Therefore, because of their abhorrence of borders, capitalism and 
missionary religion are perhaps the two globalizing forces most dedicated to reimagining 
space in ways that includes the entirety of the planet. 
The significance of religion in this process of reimagining space as global should 
not be surprising to scholars of religion, given the importance of spatial imagination in 
religion. As Manuel Vasquez and Marie Friedmann Marquardt note, "Indeed, a long-
24 Harper, "Empire, Diaspora, and the Languages of Globalism, 1850-1914," 160. 
25 Barber, Jihad vs. Me World, 23. 
26 See, for instance, Friedman, The Lexus and the Olive Tree: Understanding Globalization; 
Friedman, The World is Flat. 
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standing tradition, running from Durkheim through Mircea Eliade to Jonathan Z. Smith, 
has focused on the ways in which religion maps and remaps space according to multiple 
tensions, such as those between the sacred and the profane, the this-worldly and the 
other-worldly, orthodoxy and heterodoxy, and elite/institutional and popular practices.'.n 
Religions think in terms of space; religions that claim universal applicability think in 
terms of global space. 
The importance of missionary religion in the process of globalization leads to 
consideration of the third point for scholarly attention, which is the potential importance 
of globalization for understanding missionary religion. The forces of globalization 
certainly shape and direct the forces of missionary religion in particular historical ways, 
and such influences deserve investigation. Yet globalization does more than that; it 
provides a new framework from which to examine missionary religion. For instance, 
globalization suggests a new approach to the question of the relation between Western 
and non-Western agents in missionary religion, especially Christian missions. Just as the 
expansion of globalization involves elements of imposition on yet adoption by non-
Western agents, so scholarship on missionary religion should attempt to balance 
recognition of unequal power relationships with recognition of attractive elements in 
missionary religions. 28 Just as cultural, political, economic, and other aspects of 
27 Vasquez and Friedmann Marquardt, Globalizing the Sacred Religion across the Americas, 52. 
28 One problem with the framework of colonialism for studying missionary religion is that it 
emphasizes coercion and downplays attraction. Good scholarship exists complexifying the role of 
colonialism in missionary Christianity (see for instance, Dana L Robert, ed., Converting Colonialism: 
Visions and Realities in Mission History, 1706-1914 (Grand Rapids, Mich: William B. Eerdmans Pub. Co, 
2008)) . Nevertheless, the work of other scholars recognizing the failures of extending the language of 
colonialism to the phenomenon of Christian missions and other processes of cultural change (see for 
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globalization involve the extension of Western systems and contribution by agents from 
all around the world, so too can World Christianity be similarly be seen as an extension 
of Western religion and at the same time an authentically local production in places 
around the world. 29 In this way, globalization may provide a better paradigm for 
investigating World Christianity than postcolonialism. Postcolonialism tends to see 
Western and indigenous elements as being necessarily distinct and opposed. A 
globalization perspective, especially one that emphasizes glocality, recognizes that often 
the Western or global and the indigenous are inextricably entertwined and cannot be 
reduced to easy dualities. 
Furthermore, because of the importance of glocality, a globalization framework 
insists that scholars must tell the story of the local in the context of the global. 30 Yet, vice 
versa, the story of the global must be told through local instances. Such a challenge 
should motivate scholars to include mission supporters, missionaries, and the rnissionized 
in a single vision, as this dissertation attempts to do. In this way, scholarship can aspire 
to present a truly global version of Global Christianity, as Luke Clossey has called for, 31 
one that is not merely a compilation of national traditions, but rather one that sees 
instance, Ryan Dunch, "Beyond Cultural Imperialism: Cultural Theory, Christian Missions, and Global 
Modernity," History and Theory 41 , no. 3 (October 2002): 301-325), suggests that globalization may prove 
a more useful language for analyzing the complexities of power involved in the missionary exchange. 
29 Much good work has already been done in asserting the authenticity of non-Western 
Christianity, especially by scholars such as Lamin Sanneh (see for instance, Disciples of All Nations: 
Pillars of World Christianity, 1st ed. (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2008)). Such work has 
tended to emphasize the indigenous elements in Christianity as it is practiced around the globe. The 
language of globalization provides another path to recognize the authenticity of non-Western Christianity 
while still examining its connections to larger Christian histories. 
30 Hutchinson et al. , "The Ongoing Task: Agenda for a Work in Progress," I 18. 
3 1 Clossey, Salvation and Globalization in the Early Jesuit Missions, 2. 
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Christianity as a broader historical tradition and social and religious force that crosses 
and even at times erases national boundaries. Such an approach will not ignore the 
influence of national or ethnic particularities, as this dissertation has emphasized the 
ways in which specific American, British, Chinese, and Indian traditions contributed to 
the formation of Methodism in Malaysia. At the same time, such an approach will 
recognize that practices and beliefs that begin in one place with one people are always 
potentially portable, and therefore religious traditions are always built up through 
multidirectional interactions and influence. 
William Oldham once prayed, "May Minnesota and Malaysia ever be mutually 
mindful of each other!" 32 The remarkable thing is that they were. Yet because they 
were, we cannot tell the full history of Methodism in Minnesota without talking about 
Malaysia, nor the full history of Methodism in Malaysia without talking about Minnesota. 
Nor can we talk about Methodism in either Minnesota or Malaysia fully without a sense 
of the single, global world they both inhabited and helped to create. Nor, finally, can we 
fully elaborate our own experiences or understandings of that global world without 
paying attention to the Methodist connections between Minnesota and Malayisa and 
similar religious connections around the world. That we have a sense of the global world 
is perhaps the most abiding effect of the Methodist mission linking Malaysia and so many 
other places. 
32 Oldham, Malaysia: Nature's Wonderland, 78 . 
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